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Introduction

Nobody is an absolute beginner when it comes
to critical thinking. Our most everyday activities
require us to make use of some of the basic skills
involved in critical thinking, such as:
working out whether we believe what we see
or hear;
taking steps to find out whether something is
likely to be true;
arguing our own case if someone doesn't
believe us.
However, just because we can think critically
this doesn't mean we always do, or that we do it
well. This is to be expected, as we don't need to
employ the same level of critical thinking for
everything we do.
For everyday activities, we take a certain amount
on trust, and this saves us from having to
recheck every detail. We have to decide on how
much information is really required and what
level of doubt is acceptable for each new
circumstance. The levels and types of knowledge
we need vary depending on the task, such as
whether we are simply switching on a light,
inventing a new form of electrical circuit or
treating someone for electrocution. Similarly,
critical thinking involves:
identifying correctly when we need to gain
more information;
selecting effectivelythe right type and level of
information for the purpose.
Success in most professions requires good critical
thinking skills. Academic study also requires
increasingly sophisticated levels of critical
analysis at every level of study. Whether for
work or for study, you may be expected to apply
critical thinking to:
what you hear, see, and do;
the material you read;
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how you interpret new situations and events;
what you write, say or present to other
people.

Aims of this book
This book aims to help readers develop an
understanding of what is meant by critical
thinking and to develop their own reasoning
skills. These skills are essential to those
progressing to higher levels of academic study,
whether at advanced or degree level. However,
the underlying concepts are useful to anyone
who wishes to:
understand the concepts used in critical
thinking;
develop clearer thinking;
interpret and produce argument more
effectively;
@ be more observant of what they see and hear.
This book focuses mainly on aspects of critical
thinking that can be applied to work and study,
and which help individuals to think about how
they think. It is not intended to be an advanced
study of abstract reasoning or logic. For these,
the reader is referred to works such as
A. Garnham and J. Oakhill (1994), Thinking and
Reasoning, and A. Fisher (1988), The Logic of Real
Argzments. Rather, its purpose is to focus on the
basics of clear thinking.

For those new to critical thinking
The book will assist you in practical ways such
as helping you to:
recognise and understand the technical terms
in critical thinking so you know what other

-

people are referring to when they mention
these, and so you can apply them yourself as
relevant;
build confidence in your own ability to apply
critical thinking techniques;
examine closely the opinions, views and
arguments presented by other people;
challenge other people's views from an
informed perspective when this is
appropriate.

For students
Students will find the book particularly useful in
developing the ability to:
recognise the arguments of specialist authors;
locate arguments in key texts with greater
speed;
engage with the arguments used by both
experts and their peers;
produce better critical analytical writing of
their own for marked assignments;
recognise the difference between critical
analysis and other kinds of writing, such as
description.

Activities in the book
Critical thinking is an activity. It isn't sufficient
to read about it: it has to be practised. The book
offers activities to apply the concepts it
introduces and to practise new skills. It may be
that, after completing one or two of the
activities that accompany a new concept, you
find that aspect very easy. If so, move on to the
next aspect. However, many people find some or
all aspects of critical thinking to be difficult at
first. If this is true of you, be reassured that this
way of thinking becomes easier with practice.
The answers pages do not simply provide a
correct answer: they also explain the reasons
behind the answers so as to develop further the
concept that has been practised. Reading
through these should help you to clarify your
understanding about that aspect of critical
thinking.

A wide range of topics is used as examples and
as practice material. You do not need any
background knowledge of the subjects covered

in these. It is possible to do all the activities no
matter what your subject discipline or area of
interest. The activities require you only to apply
critical thinking to the material provided.

Passages used in the book
All of the passages in the book have been
specially designed to illustrate the key points of
each chapter and to provide appropriate practice
material. They draw on a range of different
academic disciplines but are written in such a
way that you do not need to be an expert in the
subject to understand the material.
These passages are short to enable you to
identify the key points more easily, and to
provide many practice examples. In real life, it is
likely that you will need to identify arguments
and evaluate reasoning in much longer texts.
Some chapters provide more extended passages
to enable you to work on several aspects of
critical thinking simultaneously by working with
longer texts.
None of the passages in this book is reproduced
from any other text. However, some draw on
the writing of others for background
information. Where this is the case, details of
the original source are given at the end of the
chapter to enable you to follow up subjects that
interest you.

Terminology: author and
audience
The different aspects of critical thinking covered
in this book can be applied to material in varied
media, whether written, audio or televisual.
However, in order to simplify the text, the terms
'author' and 'audience' are used throughout,
irrespective of the type of media.

Author
This refers to the person who creates the
message, whether this is written, spoken or
delivered through another medium. It doesn't
necessarily mean the 'author' of a book.

Introduction
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Audience
This refers to whoever receives the message,
whether through conversation, books,
television, DVD or other medium. The audience,
in this respect, may be a viewer, a reader, a
listener, or an observer.

Glossary
A glossary of technical terms used in critical
thinking is provided on page xii.

Contents of the chapters
The book is organised to help you build your
skills in critical thinking, starting from a basic
understanding of what critical thinking is
through to applying techniques and strategies
when reading and producing your own critical
writing.
Chapter 1introduces critical thinking, looking
at the range of underlying skills and attitudes
associated with critical thinking, and why it is
beneficial to develop critical thinking skills. It
emphasises the importance of self-awareness as
an aspect of making accurate judgements and
bringing suitable objectivity to critical
reasoning. Many people find critical thinking to
be a challenging activity when they first begin.
The chapter looks at the barriers that might
prevent you from developing critical thinking
skills and ways of overcoming these. You are
invited to evaluate your current skills in order to
focus on those aspects of the book that are the
most useful for you.
Chapter 2 looks at aspects of thinking skills such
as focusing your attention, identifylng
similarities and differences, sequencing,
categorising, and close reading. These are skills
that underlie more advanced critical thinking as
well as personal management skills, so
improving these can benefit many aspects of
academic work and personal and working life.
The chapter provides an opportunity for you to
evaluate these skills and then to practise those
aspects which need further development.
The third chapter, 'What's their point?',
introduces argument as a central aspect of
critical reading. It identifies the main features
X
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and components of arguments within critical
thinking, and provides practice in identifying
these different elements. This is useful in
helping you to find the most important aspects
of your specialist texts, and to do so more
quickly.
Chapter 4 builds on the previous chapter,
looking at the differences between critical
arguments and other types of writing that may
appear to be arguments, such as disagreements.
It also looks at how, when reading, to
distinguish critical argument from summaries,
explanations and descriptions. As arguments can
become lost within other details, this chapter
gives practice in identifylng more easily the
material relevant to the main argument. Such
skills are also useful for improving reading speed
and accuracy and in helping you to identify
whether your own writing has a sufficiently
critical focus.
Chapter 5 focuses on the quality of reasoning. It
gives you practice in evaluating how well
authors present their arguments in terms of
structure, logical order, internal consistency, the
way in which reasons are used to support each
other, and the use of interim concIusions.
Understanding the structure of an argument is
beneficial both in making reading faster and
more effective, and in structuring your own
arguments.
Chapters 6 and 7 develop skills in analysing the
details of an argument. These skills help you to
read texts and interpret arguments at a deeper
rather than a superficial level. This is especially
important for evaluating academic arguments
or, for example, checking that you understand
the implications of contracts in the workplace or
the nuances of political arguments used at
election time. As you develop these skills, you
will be better able to engage in debating the
issues raised by experts or by specialist authors,
checking whether they are consistent in what
they are saying and whether their arguments
contain flaws that are not immediately obvious.
Chapter 6 focuses on 'reading between the
lines', identifying aspects of the author's
position and argument that are not directly
stated. These include underlying assumptions
and 'implicit arguments'. The chapter also looks
at what is meant by the 'premises' on which
arguments are predicated and at identifying

'false premises'. Finally, it examines what is
meant by denoted and connoted meanings, and
the importance of identifying hidden
connotations within an argument.
Chapter 7 provides a different perspective on
evaluating an argument, this time focusing on
flaws within the reasoning. It looks at
confusions that are made between cause and
effect, and introduces the concept of 'meeting
necessary and sufficient conditions'. It also
introduces many of the most common types of
flawed argument, such as false analogies, unfair
use of emotive language, tautology, and
misrepresentation.
Chapter 8 focuses on finding and evaluating
sources of evidence to support an argument. It
examines the difference between primary and
secondary sources, looks at how to conduct a
literature search, and provides criteria for
evaluating and selecting different kinds of
evidence. Concepts such as authenticity,
validity, currency and reliability are introduced.
It also looks at a range of methods used to
ensure the evidence is robust, such as checking
for representative sample sizes and levels of
probability, and triangulating evidence.
Chapter 9 looks at specific ways of applying
critical thinking to reading and note-making,
such as orientating to the task of critical
reading, making accurate interpretations, and
categorising and selecting material in order to
make the process of reading and note-making
more effective. It examines the relationship of
theory to argument, and looks at ways of
categorising theories in order to ease comparison
between different arguments. The chapter also
emphasises the importance of noting the sources
of evidence, as an essential aspect of critical
note-making.
The final two chapters focus on the application
of critical thinking to the act of writing. Chapter
10 looks at characteristics of critical writing, and

especially the importance of maintaining a focus
on your own potential readers. The chapter
looks at ways of setting the scene for the reader.
It gives details about how to use language to
structure and signpost arguments so that the
reader is clear which stage of the argument is
being presented and the direction of your
argument. Critical writing uses tentative
language to express conclusions and this is also
examined in Chapter 10.
Finally, Chapter 11 provides an opportunity to
evaluate two critical essays. The emphasis in
this chapter is not on identifying and
evaluating arguments, but rather on evaluating
texts as pieces of critical writing. The two
essays differ in how effective they are at
applying the conventions required for critical,
analytical writing. Checklists and
commentaries are provided to help you
approach the task and to evaluate your
responses. A further checklist is provided as an
optional tool for you to use, or adapt, to
evaluate your own critical writing. Additional
practice activities are provided at the end of
the chapter.

Reflection on the implications
As with all academic work and professional good
practice, you will benefit from reflecting upon
the points raised in each chapter and, in
particular, your own current ways of
approaching these. Some chapters provide
prompts to assist such reflection. In other cases,
it is up to you to identify where you need to
stop and consider the relevance of the strategy
to your own study or area of work. It is well
worth taking such time to pause and consider
the implications of the key points in order to
help you see the significance and relevance of
the materials and critical strategies to your own
work or study.

Introduction
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Glossary

When we discuss arguments, a number of
specific terms are sometimes employed. Some
that are useful to know in the initial stages of
learning about critical thinking are:
Argument Using reasons to support a point of
view, so that known or unknown audiences may
be persuaded to agree. An argument may
include disagreement, but is more than simply
disagreement if it is based on reasons.
Argument - the overall argument The overall
argument presents the author's position. It is
composed of contributing arguments, or
reasons. The term 'line of reasoning' is used to
refer to a set of reasons, or contributing
arguments, structured to support the overall
argument.
Arguments - contributing arguments
Individual reasons are referred to as arguments
or 'contributing arguments'.
Assertions Statements which are made
without any supporting evidence or
justification.
Conclusion Reasoning should lead towards an
end point, which is the conclusion. The
conclusion should normally relate closely to the
author's main position. In critical thinking, a
conclusion is usually a deduction drawn from
the reasons, or evidence.
Conclusion - intermediate conclusions The
author may draw interim conclusions during the
course of an argument, before arriving at final
conclusions. Each interim conclusion is based
on only some of the evidence or a particular set
of reasons. These intermediate conclusions may
be used to provide evidence or to serve as
reasons, in the next stage of the argument.
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Consistency - internal consistency An
argument is inte7nally consistent when all parts of
the line of reasoning contribute to the
conclusion. Nothing then contradicts or
undermines the main message. An argument
may be internally consistent but still be
inconsistent in other respects, such as not being
consistent with the evidence or with the
opinions of experts in the field.
Consistency - logical consistency An
argument is logically consistent when the
reasons are provided in a logical manner - that
is, in the best order, with each linked to
previous or following arguments so as to build
up a case. A logically consistent argument will
be internally consistent. In a logically consistent
argument, the reasons support the conclusion.
Line of reasoning The line of reasoning is
established through the order in which reasons
and evidence are presented. This order should
make it clear to the reader how the argument is
to be interpreted and what the structure of the
argument is. The line of reasoning should lead
forwards with a clear direction, with one piece
of reasoning leading in an obvious way to the
next, rather than hopping from one point to
another in a random way, or leading the
audience round in circles.
Logical order Good arguments present reasons
and evidence in a structured way, so that
information builds on what has already been
said. See 'line of reasoning' above.
Position A point of view, supported by
reasoning.
Predicate The foundation of the argument;
the aims of the argument; an underlying point
of view; the assumption that underlies the
argument. For example: the argument was

predicated on a Marxist interpretation of wealth; the
progrnmine was predicated on the asszltnption that
the prisoner was innocent.
premises Propositions believed to be true and
used as the bases for the argument; the basic
building blocks for the argument. Premises that
are not well-founded are referred to as false
premises.
Propositions Statements believed to be true
and presented as arguments or reasons for
consideration by the audience. A proposition
may turn out to be true or false.
Reasons The contributing arguments put
forward to support the overalI argument or line
of reasoning.
Reasons - independent reasons The author
may use several reasons to support the
conclusion, each of which may be valid in its
own right but may have nothing to do with the
other reasons given.
Reasons - joint reasons The reasons provided
to support an argument when they are
connected in some way and mutually reinforce
each other.
Salience 'Salient' simply means 'relevant to
the argument'.
Substantive point The central point that is
being made, or the core of the argument. This
expression is used to focus attention on the
main point, especially if an argument has been
diverted towards more minor issues and when
the key message is becoming obscured.
Tautology Unnecessary repetition, when the
author makes the same point but in different
words. For example, in poor arguments, a
tautology may be used to make it appear as if
there are two reasons to support a conclusion,
when the first reason has merely been
reproduced in a different way.

Proposition 3: The mountainside can be
dangerous during some storms.
Propositiorz 4: Some members of the team are
not familiar with the area or with
mountaineering.
Conchsion: It isn't a good moment to launch
an expedition into the mountains.
Premises
It is not a good time for the expedition to go
into the mountains as a storm is expected and
some of the team may not have the health or
experience to cope with this.

False premises
The argument against launching the expedition
sounds convincing. However, it could be based
on false premises: a storm may not be due, the
dangers might be exaggerated, or the team may
be more experienced than described, or the team
member may have only a minor cold. In that
case, the argument against launching the
expedition would be based on false premises.

Predicate
The argument against the expedition is
predicated on an assumption that the safety of
the team should take priority over the
requirements of the expedition.

Salience
The question of safety is salient to the debate
about whether to launch the expedition. Other
things may not be salient to that argument. For
example, the facts that a team member was
good at sports at school 20 years ago, or had
hiccups yesterday, are probably not salient to
the discussion.

Example of key terms used
toget her
Proposition 1: One of the expedition team is
suspected of having pneumonia.
Proposition 2: A serious storm has been
predicted in the area.
Glossary
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Chapter 1

What i s critical thinking?

This chapter gives you opportunities to:
understand what critical thinking is
recognise some of the benefits associated with critical thinking skills
recognise the personal qualities associated with critical thinking
recognise barriers to the development of good critical thinking skills
assess your current understanding of critical thinking and identify your priorities for improvement

Introduction
This chapter provides a general orientation to
critical thinking. It examines what is meant by
'critical thinking', the skills associated with it,
and the barriers that can hinder effective
development of critical approaches. Many
people can find it difficult to order their
thoughts in a logical, consistent, and reasoned
way. This book starts from the premise that
skills in reasoning can be developed through a
better understanding of what critical thinking
entails, and by practice.
Critical thinking is a cognitive activity,
associated with using the mind. Learning to

think in critically analytical and evaluative ways
means using mental processes such as attention,
categorisation, selection, and judgement.
However, many people who have the potential
to develop more effective critical thinking can
be prevented from doing so for a variety of
reasons apart from a lack of ability. In particular,
personal and emotional, or 'affective', reasons
can create barriers. You are invited to consider,
in this chapter, how far such barriers could be
affecting your own thinking abilities and how
you will manage these.

What i s critical thinking?

1

What is critical thinking?
Critical thinking gives you the tools to use
scepticism and doubt constructively so that you
can analyse what is before you. It helps you to
make better and more informed decisions about
whether something is liliely to be true, effective
or productive. Ultimately, in order to function
in the world, we have to accept the probability
that at least some things are as they seem. This
requires trust. If we can analyse clearly the basis
of what we take as true, we are more able to
discern when it is reasonable to be trusting and
where it is useful to be sceptical.

r

Critical thinking as a process

Critical thinkinq- is a complex process of deliberation
which irivolves a mride range I3f skills and attitudes.
It includles:

r ~aentifyingother people's positions, a rguments

-

and conclusions;
evaluating the evidence fc)r alternathfe points o
vie!N;
. ..
we1ghing up 01 vposing argruments and evidence
fair ly;
, .
.
.
oelng aa~eto reaa aerween the lines, ~ ~. ~ i n
lind surfacces, and identifying fal:re or unfair
umptions;
-I--:-.,-..-A +- --I,*
u>ru LU tttant: crt Latl I
ggnising te~ririryur>
f ~ ~ j i t imore
o n ~ appealinp than others, such as
false logic and persuasivc2 devices;
reflecting on issues in a structured w,ay, bringinlg
lnnic and insight to bear,
'"Y
drawing conclusions about whether arguments
are valid and justifiable, based on giood
evildence and sensible assumptions;
presenting a point of viem in a struct.ured, clear
we1Il-reasoned way that (:onvinces c~thers.
, r

3

,

n

Method rather than personality trait
Some people seem to be more naturally sceptical
whilst others find it easier to be trusting. These
differences may be because of past experiences
or personality traits. However, critical thinking
is not about natural traits or personality; it is
about a certain set of methods aimed at
exploring evidence in a particular way. Sceptical
people can require structured approaches that
help them to trust in the probability of an
outcome, just as those who are more trusting
require methods to help them use doubt
constructively.

Scepticism and trust
Ennis (1987) identified a range of dispositions
and abilities associated with critical thinking.
These focused on:
the ability to reflect sceptically;
the ability to think in a reasoned way.
Scepticism in critical thinking means bringing
an element of polite doubt. In this context,
scepticism doesn't mean you must go through
life never believing anything you hear and see.
That would not be helpful. It does mean
holding open the possibility that what you
know at a given time may be only part of the
picture.

2
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Critical thinking and argument
The focus of critical thinking is often referred to
as the 'argument'. Chapter 3 identifies the
features of an argument in critical thinking. The
argument can be thought of as the message that
is being conveyed, whether through speech,
writing, performance, or other media. Critical
thinking helps you to identify the obvious and
the hidden messages more accurately, and to
understand the process by which an argument is
constructed.

O Stella Cottrell (ZOOS), Critical Tl~inkbgSkills,

I'algrave Macmillan Ltd

Reasoning
Knowing our own reasons

f

Critical thinking is associated with reasoning or
with our capacity for rational thought. The word
'rational' means 'using reasons' to solve
problems. Reasoning starts with ourselves. It
includes:
8 having reasons for what we believe and do,
and being aware of what these are;
8 critically evaluating our own beliefs and
actions;
8 being able to present to others the reasons for
our beliefs and actions.

This may sound easy, as we all assume we know
what we believe and why. However, sometimes,
when we are challenged on why we believe that
something is true, it becomes obvious to us that
we haven't really thought through whether
what we have seen or heard is the whole story
or is just one point of view. There are also likely
to be occasions when we find we are not sure
what we consider to be the right course of
action or a correct interpretation. It is important
to examine the basis of our own beliefs and
reasoning, as these will be the main vantage
points from which we begin any critical
analysis.

Critical analysis of other people's
reasoning
Critical reasoning usually involves considering
other people's reasoning. This requires the skill
of grasping an overall argument, but also skills
in analysing and evaluating it in detail.

Criltical anallysis of a~therpec
reasons can involve:

3

8 identifying their reasons and conclusions;
8 analysing how they select, combine and order

reasons to construct a line of reasoning;
8 evaluating whether t heir reason s support t he
conclusions they dra!+J;
8 evaluating whether t heir reason s are well.,
.--,
founded, based on gooa evlaer1,-0.
8 identifyingI flaws in tlieir reason,ing.
r

\

J

Constructing and presenting
reasons
Reasoning involves analysing evidence and
drawing conclusions from it. The evidence may
then be presented to support the conclusion. For
example, we may consider that it is a cold day.
Someone who disagrees may ask why we believe
this. We may use evidence such as a
thermometer reading and observation of
weather conditions. Our reasons may be that the
temperature is low and there is ice on the
ground. We use basic examples of reasoning
such as this every day. For professional and
academic work, we are usually required to
present such reasoning using formal structures
such as essays, or reports with
recommendations. This requires additional skills
such as knowing how to:
8 select and structure reasons to support a

conclusion;
8 present an argument in a consistent way;
8 use logical order;
8 use language effectively to present the line of

reasoning.

O Stella Cottrell (ZOOS), Critical
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Why develop critical thinking skills?
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Benefits in professional and
everyday life
Skills in critical thinking bring precision to the
way you think and work. You will find that
practice in critical thinking helps you to be
more accurate and specific in noting what is
relevant and what is not. The skills listed above
are useful to problem-solving and to project
management, bringing greater precision and
accuracy to different parts of a task.

Realistic self-appraisal
It is likely that you already possess some or all of
these skills in order to cope with everyday life,
work or previous study. However, the more
advanced the level of study or the professional
area, the more refined these skills need to be.
The better these skills are, the more able you are
to take on complex problems and projects with
confidence of a successful outcome.
It is likely that many people over-estimate the
quality of the critical thinking they bring to
activities such as reading, watching television,
using the internet, or to work and study. It is
not unusual to assume our point of view is wellfounded, that we know best, and that we are
logical and reasonable. Other people observing
us may not share this view. A lack of selfawareness and weak reasoning skills can result
in unsatisfactory appraisals at work or poor
marks for academic work. Certainly, comments
from lecturers indicate that many students are
prevented from gaining better marks because
their work lacks evidence of rigorous critical
thinking.

Although critical thinking can seem like a slow
process because it is precise, once you have
acquired good skills, they save you time because
you learn to identify the most relevant
information more quickly and accurately.

Ancillary skills
Critical thinking invoIves the development of a
range of ancillary skills such as:
observation
reasoning
decision-making

4
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analysis
judgement
persuasion

have excellent skills in construction.
marketing sltills and self-presentat~on.
Fortunately for you, my poor crit~cal
thinking skills force me t o agree.

i
O Stella Cottrell (2005), Criticnl

TI~iizkirzgSkills,
Palgrave Macmillan Ltd

Underlying skills and attitudes
Critical thinking rarely takes place i n a vacuum.
Higher-level critical thinking skills usually
require some or all of the skills and attitudes
listed below.

Underlying thinking skills
Critical thinking assumes abilities in a range of
skills such as categorising, selection and
differentiation, comparing and contrasting.
These skills are examined in Chapter 2.

Ice, accuracy andI precisia

Critical thinking involves: w>ur-ru,, a L y A.,a. 1 IU .-,..-.-:-:
WICLI~IU
I ~
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this can requir e dedication to finding the rigian!swer. It includes:
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clues that throw grleater light on the overall
issue.
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analysis (l f data, or identifying repetition
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Knowledge and research

Repetitiol7: going biick over th~same grouna
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missed.
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Good critical thinkers can often detect a poor
argument without a good knowledge of the
subject. However, critical thinking usually
benefits from background research. Finding out
more about a subject helps you to make a more
informed judgement about whether relevant
facts, alternative explanations and options have
been covered sufficiently.
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in the sh~
ort term, fcl r example, might ha
long-ternn effects th at are less desirable.

Emotional self-management
Critical thinking sounds like a dispassionate
process but it can engage emotions and even
passionate responses. This should not surprise us
when we consider that reasoning requires us to
decide between opposing points of view. In
particular, we may not like evidence that
contradicts our own opinions or beliefs. If the
evidence points in a direction that is unexpected
and challenging, that can rouse unexpected
feelings of anger, frustration or anxiety.

For me, the emotions that are most difficult to
manage when others disagree with me are:

I deal with these by:

The academic world traditionally likes t o
consider itself as logical and immune to
emotions, so if feelings do emerge, this can be
especially difficult. Being able to manage your
emotions under such circumstances is a useful
skill. If you can remain calm, and present your
reasons logically, you will be better able to argue
your point of view in a convincing way.

O Stella Cottrell (ZOOS), Criticfll Tlzir~kiizgSkills,
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Self-awareness for accurate judgement
Good critical thinking involves making accurate
judgements. We noted above that our thinking
might not be accurate if we are not fully aware
of the influences that affect it. These can include
such things as our own assumptions,
preconceptions, bias, dislikes, beliefs, things we
take for granted as normal and acceptable, and
all those things about our selves and our world
that we have never questioned.
People who are outstanding at critical thinking
tend to be particularly self-aware. They reflect
upon and evaluate their personal motivations,
interests, prejudices, expertise and gaps in their
knowledge. They question their own point of
view and check the evidence used to support it.

Becoming more self-aware takes courage. It can
be unsettling to find out things about ourselves
we didn't know, as most of us like to think we
know ourselves very well. It is also challenging
to question our belief systems. We think of
these as part of our identity and it can be
unsettling if we feel our identity is called into
question.
Furthermore, the result of your critical thinking
might place you in a minority amongst your
friends, family or colleagues. Nobody else might
interpret the evidence in the same way as you. It
takes courage to argue an alternative point of
view, especially when it is possible that you
might be wrong.

need to be most aware of so they don't prejudice

I will deal with this by:
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I deal with these by:
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Personal strategies for critical thinking
Below, three lecturers describe h o w they view
critical thinking.

I may make a quick first reading to get the overall
picture and check my initial response. 1 see
whether it rings true or contradicts what I believe
to be true.
I compare what I read with what I already know
about the topic and with my experience.
I summarise as I go along, and hold the overall
argument in my head to make sense of what comes
next.
I look for the author's position or point of view,
asking 'What are they trying to "sell me"?'
As I read, I check each section and ask myself if I
know what it means. If not, I check again sometimes it is clearer when I read the second time.
If it is still unclear, I remind myself to come back to
it later as the rest of the passage may make it
clearer.
I then read more carefully, seeing what reasons the
writers present and checking whether I am
persuaded by these.
If I am persuaded, I consider why. Is it because they
make use of experts in the field? Is there research
evidence that looks thorough and convincing?
If I am not persuaded, then why not? I check if this
i s a 'gut level' thing or whether I have good reasons
for not being convinced. If I have relied on a gut
response, I check for hard evidence such as whether
I have read other material that contradicts it.
I then create my own position, and check that my
own point of view is convincing. Could I support it
if I was challenged?

Here the lecturer is describing an overall critical
thinking strategy for reading and analysing the
text. The example below indicates that, as well
as the words o n the page or other material being
critiqued, there are wider considerations t o be
taken i n t o account.

O Stella Cottrell (ZOOS), Critical Tlzinking Skills,
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I put my energy into looking for the heart of the issue:
what is really being said, and why? The answers may
not be on the page; they may be in the wider history
of a debate, a cultural clash, or conflicting bids for
project money. It is surprising how often the wider
context, popular debates, even a desire to be seen to
be saying what is currently in fashion, have a bearing
on what a given passage is really saying.

The t h i r d lecturer wouldn't disagree w i t h what
has gone before, but adds another dimension.

The trick is being able to see the wood for the trees;
identifying what is relevant amongst a mass of less
relevant information. It isn't enough just to
understand; you have to be constantly evaluating
whether something is accurate, whether it gets to the
heart of the issue, whether it is the most important
aspect on which to focus, whether it is the best
example to use - and whether what you are saying
about it is a fair representation of it.

All three examples illustrate different aspects of
the critical thinking process:
an analytical strategy for the material;
understanding of the wider context;
an evaluative and selective approach;
being self-critical about your o w n
interpretation
and evaluation.

What i s critical thinking?
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Critical thinking in academic contexts
Development of understanding
Students are expected to develop critical
thinking skills so that they can dig deeper below
the surface of the subjects they are studying and
engage in critical dialogue with its main theories
and arguments. This is usually through engaging
in critical debate in seminars, presentations or
writing produced for assessment or publication.

Do you recognise anything of yourself in Bodner's
description of students? What effect would the

One of the best ways of arriving at a point
where we really understand something is by
doing, or replicating, the underlying research for
ourselves. However, as undergraduates, and
indeed in everyday life, there simply isn't the
time to research everything we encounter. The
depth of understanding that comes through
direct experience, practice and experimentation
has to be replaced, at times, by critical analysis
of the work of other people.
Students need to develop the ability to critically
evaluate the work of others. Whilst some find
this easy, others tend to accept or apply the
results of other people's research too readily,
without analysing it sufficiently to check that
the evidence and the reasoning really support
the main points being made. Bodner (1988), for
example, describes chemistry students as being
unable to 'apply their knowledge outside the
narrow domain in which it was learnt. They
"know" without understanding.' Bodner
suggests that, instead of focusing primarily on
standard chemical calculations in books,
students should be looking for answers to
questions such as 'How do we know . . . ?' and
'Why do we believe . . ?'

Both positives and negatives
In academic contexts, 'criticism' refers to an
analysis of positive features as well as negative
ones. It is important to identify strengths and
satisfactory aspects rather than just weaknesses,
to evaluate what works as well as what does not.
Good critical analysis accounts for wlzy
something is good or poor, why it works or fails.
It is not enough merely to list good and bad
points.

.

Bodner's description is likely to be just as true of
students in other subjects. It is not unusual for
students, and for people generally, to rely
unquestioningly on research that is based on a
small sample of the population, or that is based
on faulty reasoning, or that is now out of date.
Evidence from small or isolated projects is often
treated as if it were irrefutable proof of a general
principle, and is sometimes quoted year after
year as if it were an absolute truth. Chapter 8
looks further at critically examining and
evaluating evidence.

8
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Comprehensive: nothing i s
excluded
At most English-speaking universities, students
are expected to take a critical approach to what
they hear, see and read, even when considering
the theories of respected academics. Normally,
any theory, perspective, data, area of research or
approach to a discipline could be subjected to
critical analysis. Some colleges, such as religious
foundations, may consider certain subjects to be
out of bounds, but this is not typical.

O Stella Cotrrell (2005), Critical Tl~inkirrgSkills,
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The idea or the action, not the
person
A distinction is usually drawn between the idea,
work, text, theory or behaviour, on the one
hand and, on the other, the person associated
with these. This is also true when making
critical analyses of other students' work, if this is
a requirement of your course. Even so, it is
worth remembering that people identify closely
with their work and may take criticism of it
personally. Tact and a constructive approach are
needed. Giving difficult messages in a way other
people can accept is an important aspect of
critical evaluation.
Your work's rubbish, of course but as
a human being, you'll do, I suppose!

complicated and sophisticated, and which do
not lend themselves to straightforward
responses. You may have noticed yourself that
the more you know about a subject, the more
difficult it becomes to give simple answers.

Dealing with ambiguity and
doubt
With the internet at our fingertips, we are more
used to obtaining answers within minutes of
formulating a question. However, in the
academic world, questions are raised in new
areas and answers may not be found for years,
or even lifetimes. This can feel uncomfortable if
you are used to ready answers.
This does not mean, though, that vague answers
are acceptable. If you look at articles in
academic journals, you will see that they are
very closely argued, often focusing on a minute
aspect of the subject in great detail and with
precision. Students, too, are expected to develop
skills in using evidence, even if drawn from
other people's research, to support a detailed
line of reasoning.
It is worth remembering that in academic work,
including professional research for business and
industry, researchers often need to pursue lines
of enquiry knowing that:
no clear answers may emerge;
it may take decades to gain an answer;
they may contribute only a very small part to
a much larger picture.

' Critical thinking as a student means:
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In our day-to-day lives, we can slip into
thinking everything is right or wrong, black or
white. In the academic world, answers may
occur at a point on a continuum of possibilities.
One of the purposes of higher-level thinking is
to address questions which are more

0 Stella Cottrell (2005),
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Barriers to critical thinking (1)
Critical thinking does not come easily to
everyone. Barriers vary from person to person,
but can usually be overcome. This section looks
at some key barriers to critical thinking and
encourages you to consider whether these might
be having an impact on you.

to Napoleon as 'she' throughout. What
a marvellously unique and creative
approach!

Misunderstanding of what i s
meant by criticism
Some people assume that 'criticism' means
making negative comments. As a result, they
refer only to negative aspects when making an
analysis. This is a misunderstanding of the term.
As we saw above, critical evaluation means
identifying positive as well as negative aspects,
what works as well as what does not.

colour, emotion, conceptual development,
originality - it's lop-sided and hasn't got

Over-estimating our own
reasoning abilities
Most of us like to think of ourselves as rational
beings. We tend to believe our own belief
systems are the best (otherwise we wouldn't
hold those beliefs) and that we have good
reasons for what we do and think.
Although this is true of most of us for some of
the time, it isn't an accurate picture of how
humans behave. Most of the time our thinking
runs on automatic. This makes us more efficient
in our everyday lives: we don't have to doubt
the safety of a tooth-brush every time we brush
our teeth.

Others feel that it is not good to engage in
criticism because it is an intrinsically negative
activity. Some worry that they will be regarded
as an unpleasant sort of person if they are good
at criticism. As a result, they avoid making any
comments they feel are negative and make only
positive comments. They may not provide
feedback on what can be improved. This is often
an unhelpful approach, as constructive criticism
can clarify a situation and help people to excel.

10
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However, it is easy to fall into poor thinking
habits. People who get their own way, or simply
get by, with poor reasoning, may believe their
reasoning must be good as nobody has said it
isn't. Those who are good at winning arguments
can mistake this for good reasoning ability'.
Winning an argument does not necessarily
mean that you have the best case. It may simply
mean that your opponents didn't recognise a
poor argument, or chose to yield the point for
their own reasons, such as to avoid conflict.
Imprecise, inaccurate and illogical thinking does
not help to develop the mental abilities required
for higher-level academic and professional work.

O Stella Cottrell (ZOOS), Critical'Titinking Skills,
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Barriers to critical thinking (2)
Lack of methods, strategies or
practice
Although willing to be more critical, some
people don't know which steps to take next in
order to improve their critical thinking skills.
Others are unaware that strategies used for study
at school and in everyday situations are not
sufficiently rigorous for higher-level academic
thinking and professional work. With practice,
most people can develop their skills in critical
thinking.

Affective reasons
We saw above that emotional self-management
can play an important part in critical thinking.
To be able to critique means being able to
acknowledge that there is more than one way of
looking at an issue. In academic contexts, the
implications of a theory can challenge deeply
held beliefs and long-held assumptions. This can
be difficult to accept, irrespective of how
intelligent a student might be.

Reluctance to critique experts
There can be a natural anxiety about critically
analysing texts or other works by people that
you respect. It can seem strange for students
who know little about their subject, to be asked
to critique works by those who are clearly more
experienced. Some students can find it alien,
rude or nonsensical to offer criticism of
practitioners they know to be more expert than
themselves.
If this is true of you, it may help to bear in mind
that this is part of the way teaching works in
most English-speaking universities. Critical
analysis is a typical and expected activity.
Researchers and lecturers expect students to
question and challenge even published material.
It can take time to adapt to this way of thinking.
If you are confident about critical thinking, bear
in mind that there are others who find this
difficult. In many parts of the world, students
are expected to demonstrate respect for known
experts by behaviours such as learning text off
by heart, repeating the exact words used by an
expert, copying images precisely, or imitating
movements as closely as possible. Students of
martial arts such as tai chi or karate may be
familiar with this approach to teaching and
learning.

O Stella Cottrell (ZOOS), Critical Tl~inkingSkills,
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This is especially so if 'common-sense' or
'normality' appears to be challenged by other
intelligent people or by academic research. It
can be hard to hear deeply held religious,
political and ideological beliefs challenged in
any way at all. Other sensitive issues include
views on bringing up children, criminal justice,
genetic modification, and sexuality.
When we are distressed by what we are learning,
the emotional response may help to focus our
thinking but very often it can inhibit our
capacity to think clearly. Emotional content can
add power to an argument, but it can also
undermine an argument, especially if emotions
seem to take the place of the reasoning and
evidence that could convince others. Critical
thinking does not mean that you must abandon
beliefs that are important to you. It may mean
giving more consideration to the evidence that
supports the arguments based on those beliefs,
so that you do justice to your point of view.

What i s critical thinking?
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Barriers to critical thinking (3)
Mistaking information for
understanding
Learning is a process that develops
understanding and insight. Many lecturers set
activities to develop expertise in methods used
within the discipline. However, students can
misunderstand the purpose of such teaching
methods, preferring facts and answers rather
than learning the skills that help them to make
well-founded judgements for themselves.
Cowell, Keeley, Shemberg and Zinnbauer (1995)
write about 'students' natural resistance to
learning to think critically', which can mean
acquiring new learning behaviours. Cowell et al.
outline the problem through the following
dialogue:

When critically evaluating arguments, it is
important to remember that you can find an
argument to be good or effective even if you
don't agree with it.

Which barriers have an effect
upon you?
On the table below, tick all those barriers that
you consider might be affecting your critical
thinking abilities.
F

Misunderstanding c
criticism

'I want you (the expert) to give me
answers to the qtiestions; I want to know the
right answer.'
Teachers: 'I want you to become critical
thinkers, which means I want you to challenge
experts' answers and purszle your own answers
through active questioning. This means lots of
hard work.'

-

\

effect?

Student:

If you feel that critical thinking is hard work at
times, then you are right. There are lecturers
who would agree with you. However, if it wasn't
difficult, you would not be developing your
thinking skills into new areas. In effect, you are
developing- your
'mental muscle' when you
improve your critical thinking skills.

Has an

Barrier

id strategies

Keluctance to crmcl
expertise

lith more

Affective reasons
Mistaking informatiIon tor understanding

.lnsuntclent
-*. . .
TOCUS arid attention to detail
P

1

J

L

&

Insufficient focus and attention
to detail
Critical thinking involves precision and accuracy
and this, in turn, requires good attention to
detail. Poor criticism can result from making
judgements based on too general an overview of
the subject matter. Critical thinking activities
require focus on the exact task in hand, rather
than becoming distracted by other interesting
tangents.
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Consider what you could do to manage these
barriers in the next few months.

1
O Stella Cottrell (2005), Critical Thinking Skills,
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Interpreting your score

Going through the questionnaire may have raised some questions about what you know or don't know
about critical thinking. The lower the score, the more likely you are to need to develop your critical thinking
skills. A score over 75 suggests you are very confident about your critical thinking ability. It is worth checking
this against objective feedback such as from your tutors or colleagues. If your score is less than 100, there is
still room for improvement! If your score is under 45 and remains so after completing the book, you may
find it helpful to speak to an academic counsellor, your tutor or a supervisor to root out the difficulty.
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Priorities: Developing critical thinking abilities
In column A, identify which aspects of critical thinking you want to know more about. Give a rating
between 5 and 0, giving 5 for 'very important' and 0 for 'not important at all'.
In column B, consider how essential it is that you develop this aspect soon. Give a rating between 5 and 0,
where 5 is 'very essential' and 0 is 'not essential at all'.
Add scores in columns A and B to gain an idea of where your priorities are likely to lie.
Column D directs you where to look for more information on that point.
Aspects I
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Priorities for action
Look back over the priorities table above. Identify the three aspects to which you gave the highest scores. If
more than three have the highest score, select 3 to start with.
Write the three priorities here as actions starting with 'I will . . .', using words that are meaningful to you e.g. 'I will find out what tautology means.'
1 l will
2 l will
7
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What i s critical thinking?
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Critical thinking is a process that relies upon, and develops, a wide range of skills and personal qualities.
Like other forms of activity, it improves with practice and with a proper sense of what is required. For
some people, this may mean changing behaviours such as paying attention to detail or taking a more
sceptical approach to what they see, hear and read. Some need to focus on developing critical thinking
techniques, and this is the main purpose of the book.
For others, weaknesses in critical thinking abilities may stem from attitudes to criticism, and anxiety about
potential consequences. Barriers associated with attitudinal and affective responses to critical approaches
were considered in this chapter. Sometimes, it is sufficient to become more aware of these barriers, and to
recognise the blocks to effective thinking, for the anxiety to subside. If you find that these difficulties
persist, it is worth speaking to a student counsellor about your concerns. They will be familiar with such
responses and may be able to help you to find a solution that fits your personal circumstances.
Developing good critical thinking skills can take patience and application. On the other hand, the rewards
lie in improved abilities in making judgements, seeing more easily through flawed reasoning, making
choices from a more informed position and improving your ability to influence others.
Having undertaken an initial personal evaluation of your critical thinking skills, you may now wish to follow
up the priorities you identified. This is a particularly useful approach if you have already worked on your
critical thinking skills. If you are new to critical thinking, you may find it useful to progress directly to
Chapter 2 in order to test, and practise, your underlying thinking skills. Alternatively, proceed now to
Chapter 3 and work through the chapters in turn.
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Chapter 2

How well do you think?
Develop your thinking skills

I

I

This chapter offers you opportunities to:
identify foundation thinking skills which contribute to critical thinking
assess your recognition of patterns and your attention to detail
practise focusing attention

Introduction
We use basic thinking skills in everyday life,
usually with little difficulty. However, many
people find it difficult to apply these same skills
automatically to new contexts, such as more
abstract problem-solving and academic study.
This is partly because, although people use these
skills in contexts familiar to them, they are not
always sufficiently aware of the underlying
strategies that they are using so as to be able to
adapt them to new circumstances. The more
used we are to applying skills easily in one
context, the more difficult it can be to identify
the underlying skills.
Critical thinking skills are based on underlying
sets of thinking skills such as:
focusing attention so as to recognise the
significance of fine details;
using attention to fine detail in order to
recognise patterns, such as similarities and
differences, absence and presence, order and
sequence;

using recognition of pattern in order to
compare and contrast items and to predict
possible outcomes;
sorting and labelling items into groups, so
that they form categories;
using an understanding of categories to
identify the characteristics of new
phenomena and make judgements about
them.
These skills are not only useful for critical
thinking in academic and professional life, but
are tested as part of the procedures for selecting
job applicants for interviews.
The next pages provide several short selfassessment activities for you to assess how good
you are already at these skills. If you find the
assessment easy, then progress to a chapter that
is more useful for you. Otherwise, use the rest of
this chapter to practise these skills further.

How well do you think?
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Argument and disagreement
Argument is not the same as disagreement. You
can disagree with someone else's position
without pointing out why you disagree or
persuading them to think differently. In critical
thinking, there is a distinction between a
position, an agreement, a disagreement, and an
argument.

Key terms
-

Position A point of view.
Agreement To concur with some-one
else's point of view.
Disagreement To hold a different
point of view from someone else.
Argument Using reasons to support a
point of view, so that known or
unknown audiences may be persuaded to
agree. An argument may include
disagreement, but is more than simply
disagreement if it is based o n reasons.

Stop arguing!
Technically speaking,
we were only disagreeing
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Position: Genetic engineering really worries me. I
don't think it should be allowed. [No reasons are
given so this is simply a position.]
Agreement I: I don't know much about genetic
engineering but I agree with you.
Or
Agreement 2: 1 know a lot about this subject and I
agree with you. [No reasons are given so these are
simply agreements.]
Disagreement: That doesn't convince me. I think
genetic engineering is really exciting. [No reasons
are given so this is simply a disagreement.]
Argument 1 : Genetic engineering should be
curtailed because there hasn't been sufficient
research into what happens when new varieties are
created without natural predators to hold them in
check.
Or
Argument 2: The possibilities for improving health
and longevity through genetic engineering offer
hope ro sufferers of many conditions that currently
don't have an effective cure. We should be pushing
ahead to help these people as quickly as we can.

The arguments above use reasons for the
position held, t o persuade others to the point of
view. Note that these are simple arguments: they
don't have extended lines of reasoning and they
don't present any evidence t o support their case.
Without these, the power of the argument
would have to depend o n other factors such as
tone of voice, body language, or insider
knowledge about the listener, such as that they
had a vested interest in the outcome.
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Activity: Argument and disagreement
Identify for each whelther the author is pre!

A an argi~ment,and if so, say \~ h y ;

B a disagreement.

Bilingualism and multilingualism confer many benefits.
Speakers of more than one language have a better
understanding of how languages are structured
because they can compare across two different
systems. People who speak only one language lack
this essential point of reference. In many cases, a
second language can help people to have a better
understanding and appreciation of their first
language.

Complementary therapies are an increasingly popular
supplement to other forms of treatment. Those who
use these therapies argue that treatments such as
reflexology, homeopathy and shiatsu complement the
care provided by the medical profession. Indeed,
some people claim that these therapies are more
effective than traditional medicines. Anecdotal cases
of miraculous cures abound and there are those who
believe such methods can compete on equal terms
with medical approaches. This just isn't convincing.

Several young people die each year training for the
construction trades. Legislation is in place to cover
health and safety at work, but some employers argue
that this is too expensive to implement and onerous
to monitor. They say that young people are not
responsible enough at work and that there is nothing
further they can do to prevent their deaths. That
cannot be a good argument.

Q Stella Cottrell (ZOOS), Critical Thinking Skills,
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People are less politically aware now than they have
been at any time in the past. For hundreds of years,
people took great personal risks to fight for causes
that would benefit other people more than
themselves. This rarely happens today. As late as the
1980s, there were frequent rallies with people in one
country demonstrating to show solidarity with people
elsewhere. Now, rallies are more likely to be for
personal gain such as better salaries or student grants
rather than for political issues of wider application.
Even low risk activities such as voting in elections
attract low turn-outs.

A

B

Sea-levels have risen and fallen for generations, as
have temperatures. Research suggests that global
warming, if it is indeed occurring, is primarily the
result of natural changes in the earth's temperature
and the effects of solar winds. It is now claimed that
industrialisation and the burning of hydro-carbons
have little effect upon climatic change. My contention
is that arguments against global warming are
dangerous.

I cannot agree with people who say that smacking
children does them no harm. Of course it harms
them, both physically and emotionally. Hitting
another person is assault and it would not be
tolerated against an adult. Many adults have no sense
of the cruelty of smacking precisely because they were
smacked themselves as children and erroneously
regard this as normal. They then go on to assault
other vulnerable people, perpetuating a vicious cycle.

I s it an argument?
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Non-arguments: Description
Descriptions
Descriptions give an account of how something
is done, or what something is like. They do not
give reasoned accounts of how or why
something occurred nor do they evaluate
outcomes. In reports and academic writing,
description should be factual, accurate and free
of value judgements. Description is sometimes
confused with critical analysis as both can
investigate an issue in detail. Descriptive detail
is not intended to persuade to a point of view
but aims, rather, to give the audience a more
thorough impression of the item or issue being
described.

The solution was placed in a test-tube and heated to
35" centigrade. Small amounts of yellow vapour were
emitted. These were odourless. Forty millilitres of
water were added to the solution, which was then
heated until it began to boil. This time, grey steam
was emitted. Water droplets gathered on the side of
the test-tube.

This describes the steps taken in an experiment.
Careful description of methodological
procedures is an important part of writing up
any kind of experimental research. No reasons
are given for what happened. That critical
analysis of the results would be in a separate
part of the report.

The painting depicts several figures gathered aiound a
cottage and in the fields. These figures are dressed in
peasant dress. All of them are located in the shadows
either of the house or of the trees. It is not possible to
make out any individual features on their faces or in
their clothing. By contrast, the figures of the
noblemen who commissioned the painting are
dressed in fine and individualised apparel. These
figures are all located in the foreground of the
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painting, in full sunshine, and their facial features are
clearly distinguishable.

This passage describes some salient features of a
landscape painting. The details that the author
has chosen to select suggest a point of view.
However, this is not made explicit. If a
conclusion was added, these details might
provide useful propositions t o support an
argument about the way rich and poor people
are depicted differently in art at a particular time
and place. However, the passage does not
contain a conclusion and so is a description
rather than an argument.

Usually, when people see an object that is familiar to
them, such as an elephant, a tree, a bowl, a
computer, they grasp immediately what it is. They
recognise the overall pattern that the object makes
and don't need to work out from other sensory
information such as sounds, smell and colour, what
the whole object might be. However, people with a
condition known as visual agnosia cannot see a whole
pattern in this way: they cannot recognise objects
visually. If they traced the outline of the object with
their hand, they might recognise an elephant, but
they can't see an elephant. They can see, and they
know they are seeing something, but they can't see
an elephant.

In this instance, the author is describing what
the condition of visual agnosia is like. The
passage is a report of the facts, as far as they
were known at the time of writing. The author is
not trying to persuade the audience to a point of
view. You can check this by looking through the
passage for an argument and reasons t o support
it. The word 'however', which is often associated
with a change in the direction of an argument,
is used here to indicate a change in the direction
of the description of how vision works.
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Non-arguments: Explanations and summaries
on-arguments can look like arguments,
,pecially if they:

Summaries

Explanations

Summaries are reduced versions of longer
messages or texts. Typically, a summary repeats
the key
as a reminder of what has been
said already, drawing attention to the most
important aspects. Aconclusion may include a
summary of what has been said already. New
material is not usually introduced in a summary.

Explanations can appear to have the structure of
an argument. They may include statements and
reasons, leading to a final conclusion, and be
introduced by signal words similar to those used
for arguments. However, explanations do not
attempt to persuade the audience to a point of
view. They are used to:

In the example below, the text is a list of
instructions for making a cake. It does not
constitute an argument. The final sentence is
merely a summary of what has already been
stated. The word 'therefore', which often
indicates the conclusion of an argument, here
simply introduces the final summary.

r result in a final conclusion;
use the same signal words as an argument in
order to help the flow of the writing.

account for why or how something occurs;
draw out the meaning of a theory, argument
or other message.

It was found that many drivers become drowsy when
travelling and that long hours at the wheel were a
major cause of accidents. As a result, more stopping
places were set up along motorways to enable drivers
to take a break.

The above example explains why more stopping
places were set up along motorways.

The children ate the mushrooms because they looked
similar to those found in supermarkets and on the
dinner table. They hadn't been taught to discriminate
between safe and dangerous fungi and hadn't been
told not to eat mushrooms found in hedgerows.

The above example explains why children ate
dangerous mushrooms. If there were an
additional sentence, such as 'therefore we need
to educate children about fungi', this would
become an argument, and the explanation
would become a reason.
O Stella Cottrell (2005), Crih'crri Thinking Skills,
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For this cake, you need equal weights of self-raising
flour, margarine and sugar. Add one egg for
approximately each 50 grams of flour. Place all the
ingredients in a bowl and beat furiously for three
minutes. Blend the ingredients well. Pour into a
greased tin and cook in the oven at 190°C for 20
mins until it is risen, golden brown and coming away
from the sides of the tin. Different ovens may require
different timings. Leave to cool before adding
decoration such as jam and cream. Therefore, to make
the cake, simply buy the ingredients, mix well, cook at
1 90°C, leave to cool and decorate to taste.

The passage below is a summary of Passage 3.18
on p. 45.

Csikszentmihalyi argues that there is unhappiness
around because we do not focus enough on how we
want the world to be. Because of this, we act selfishly
and focus on short-term gains, ignoring the longerterm consequences for other people and the
environment. His answer is to live more in harmony
with the wider world around us.

I s it an argument?
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Activity: What type of message?

' Read the passages below, and identify whether
each is an example of an argument, a summary, an
explanation or a description. How do you know?

The solar system is an inhospitable place not just for
humans but also for machines. Despite this, over 8000
satellites and spacecraft were launched into space
from more than 30 countries between 1957 and
2004. Over 350 people have hurtled through space,
not all returning to earth. Launch sites based near the
equator, such as that at Kourou in Guyana, enable
rockets to make best use of the earth's rotation.

New-born babies may lack the capacity to monitor
their own breathing and body-temperature during the
first three months of life. Babies who sleep alongside
their mothers could benefit from learning to regulate
their breathing and sleeping, following the rhythm of
the parent. These babies wake more frequently than
those who sleep alone. Moreover, mothers who sleep
next to their babies are better able to monitor their
child for movement during the night. Consequently, it
may be safer for new-born babies to sleep with their
parents.

The article outlined the difference between individual
yawns and infectious yawning. It referred particularly
to research by Professor Platek which suggests that
only humans and great apes yawn sympathetically.
The article went on to say that people who yawn
more easily in response to other people's yawns are
also more likely to be good at inferring other people's
states of mind. Finally, the article indicates some social
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benefits of yawning, suggesting that contagious
yawning might have helped groups to synchronise
their behaviour.

The village was located near the outer reaches of the
city. The city was starting to encroach upon it,
swallowing it up, road by road. It would not be long
before the village disappeared altogether, to become
part of the huge conurbation forming on the Eastern
seaboard. To the west, hills enclosed the village,
trapping it between the city and the mountains
beyond. A single road led out from the city, through
the village and into the mountains.

Both of the toy mice were the same size and shape so
the dog was confused. Although one mouse was red
and one was blue, Misty was unable to tell which
mouse was his toy simply by looking. Like other dogs,
he needed to sniff them both, using his sense of smell
to tell them apart, because he couldn't discriminate
between different colours.

Shakespeare's Romeo and juliet is set in Verona in Italy.
At the beginning of the play, Romeo is pining for
another young woman, but quickly falls for Juliet at a
ball. Although their two families are hostile to each
other, Romeo and Julietenlist the services of their
friends and a friar to bring about their marriage.
Unfortunately, in a tragic turn of events, they each kill
themselves, believing the other to be already dead.
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There were many reasons why the student was an
hour late for the seminar. First of all, a pan caught
fire, causing a minor disaster in his kitchen. It took
~ e n t minutes
y
to restore order. Then, he couldn't
find his housekeys. That wasted another ten minutes
of his time. Then, just as he closed the door behind
him, the postwoman arrived, saying there was a
parcel to be signed for. Her pen didn't work which
held them up further. Finally, of course, he had to
find his keys, which had once more slipped to the
bottom of his bag, in order to re-open the door and
place the letter on the table.

It was not until 2003 that the first Ice Age engravings
of horses, red deer and bison were discovered at
Cresswell Crags in Nottinghamshire, England.
However, the oversight occurred partly because it was
assumed that such work was not to be found in
Britain. Indeed, in the initial survey of the cave, the
experts did not notice the art that surrounded them.

B Stella Cottrell (2005), Critical Tllinking Skills,
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The bas relief images of horses, bisons and red deer
found in Cresswell Crags, England, bear remarkable
similarities to those found in Germany. It is unlikely
that two separate cultures would have produced
drawing of such similarity if there were not links
between them. This suggests that there were greater
cultural links between continental Europe and Britain
during the Ice Age than was formerly believed.

Recently, Ice Age specialists were excited to find
evidence of some cultural links between Ice Age
peoples across Europe. On a return visit to Cresswell
Crags in England, they found images of horses, bison,
and red deer similar to those already found in
Germany. There is much controversy about other
figures found on cave walls, which some experts
believe to be images of dancing women, whereas
others remain unconvinced.

I s it an argument?
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Distinguishing argument from other material
Extraneous material
Usually, arguments are not provided separately
from other material. They may be surrounded
by:
introductions
descriptions
explanations
background information
summaries
other extraneous materials.

Satellite imaging has been used to match water
temperature swirls drawn on a map of ocean currents
made as long ago as 1539. The map was ~roduced"Y
a Swedish cartographer, Olaus Magnus. It had been
thought that the rounded swirls, located between
pictures of serpents and sea monsters, were there for
purely artistic reasons. However, the size, shape and
location of the swirls matches changes in water
temperature too closely for this to be a coincidence.
The maa is likelv to be a n accurate reoresentation of
the ocek eddicurrent found to the iouth and east of
Iceland. It is believed that the map-maker collected his
information from German mariners of the Hanseatic
League.

Analysis of the example
The overall armment in the example above is
that an old sea map is likely to be an accurate
chart of part of the ocean.
Descri~tion The passage opens with a
description of the method used to test the map:

Satellite imaging has been used to match water
temperature swirls drawn on a map of ocean
czlrrents . . .
Background information a map of ocean
currents . . . made as long ago as 1539. The map
was produced by a Swedish cartographer; Olalis
Magnus. It had been thotight that the rozlnded
swirls, located between pictures of serpents and sea
monsters, were there for purely artistic reasons.
~~a~~~
to s u p ~ o rthe
t conclusion Note
that the reason follows logically from the
description of the swirls and is well-placed to
refute the idea that the swirls were primarily
there for artistic reasons: the size, shape and

location of the swirls matches changes in water
temperature too closely for this to be a coincidence.
Conclusion The conclusion follows on
logically from the reason: The map is likely to be

an accurate representation o f the ocean eclcIy current
fozrnd to the ~ 0 ~ 1and
t h east ofIceland.
Ex~lanatorvdetail The passage finishes with
information that helps to explain how the mapmaker gained information to make the map: It is

believed that the map-maker collected his
information from Gennan mariners of the Hanseatic
League.

Developing the skill
When you can identify different kinds of
material, you will find that you can categorise
parts of the text quickly as you read. You may
be able to scan a text and pick out the
argument. If not, it can be useful to keep a
pencil or a highlighter near you when you read
your own books. Use these to underline or mark
the conclusion and the reasons. Extract these
and note them down in your own words.
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Activity: Selecting out the argument (1)
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In some countries, the idea that there is life on other planets
would make people laugh or sneer. In others, the inhabitants
not only believe in life elsewhere in the universe but make efforts
to communicate with it. There are certainly doubters and
believers on this issue. One traditional argument for the
existence of extraterrestrial life, known as the plenitude theory,
is that there are so many star systems in the universe that it is
unlikely that only earth would bear intelligent life. Indeed, it
could be considered the folly of human arrogance to think that
we are the only intelligent life in all of space. Not so, argue
those who subscribe to contingency theory. Their argument,
and i t is a compelling one, is that life i s a happy accident, a
serendipity. They claim that the processes which led to the
evolution of life are so complicated that it is extraordinary they
occurred even once. They consider it extremely unlikely that the
same set of processes could ever occur again. Thus, we have
very divergent theories on whether there i s life out there or not.
It is unlikely that there is extraterrestrial life. For over 100 years,
radio waves have been used to track space for signs of life and
so far have uncovered nothing. If there was intelligent life out
there, it is probable that we would have identified some sign of
it by now. The most convincing current argument for
extraterrestrial life comes from convergence theory. Convergence
theory refers to situations when two different species are faced
with a problem and independently arrive at the same solution.
For example, both bats and birds evolved wings in order to fly.
Similarly, octopus and squid have camera-like eyes. The species
evolved separately, arriving at these adaptations independently.
This suggests that although there may be infinite possibilities in
the universe, nature tends to repeat itself. Morris (2004) has
argued that where nature has produced something once, it is
likely to produce it again. However, Morris himself recognises
that even the basic conditions for life may be rare in the
universe. Nature may be willing but the conditions might not be
right. It is probable that the exacting conditions required for life
are unlikely to be found more than once. It is unlikely that other
planets will be exactly the right distance from their sun, with the
right gravity, the right combination of chemicals and physics,
with water and atmosphere. Although convergence theory
indicates that nature tends to reproduce the same outcomes,
and plenitude theory argues that the multiplicity of star systems
increases the likelihood of extraterrestrial life, the arguments are
not convincing. The conditions for life itself are so fragile and
complex that it is remarkable that life occurred even once, much
less that it could be repeated elsewhere.
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Activity: Selecting out the argument (2)
theories such as convergence and plenitude
theories. These are refuted in lines 35-40
and the refutation is harnessed as a reason
to support the conclusion.
(4) Introduction Lines 1-5.

ur shields are up,
The earthlings won't be
\ able to detect our research
\_mission this time either.

other intelligent life.

Analysis of Passage 4.17
anyone out there?

Is there

The numbers in brackets refer to the tasks set in
the activity box on page 59.
(1) Conclusion It is unlikely that there is
extraterrestrial life (line 18). The final
sentence summarises the argument that
supports this conclusion.
(2) Reason 1 For over 100 years, radio waves
have been used to track space for signs of
life and so far have uncovered nothing (lines
18-20).
(2) Reason 2 This uses the refuted argument
referred to in (3) below, that it is probable
that the exacting conditions required for life
(chemicals and physics, water and
atmosphere) are unlikely to be found again
(lines 3540).
(3) Author's consideration of opposing
theories The author considers alternative
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(5) Description Lines (11-16) describe
contingency theory. They list the key points
of the theory. Although the author does
describe this argument as 'compelling', no
reasons are given to show why it is
compelling, so this is description, not
argument or explanation. In this case, the
description is also likely to be a summary of
longer accounts of the theory.
(6) Explanation Lines 23-33 explain
convergence theory. Unlike lines 11-16,
these lines do more than simply list or
describe what the theory says. Instead, they
give examples to help clarify what is meant
by the theory and draw out general
principles from those examples: 'this
suggests that . . .' (line 29). They also bring
out what is significant about the theory:
'This suggests that although there may be
infinite possibilities in the universe, nature
tends to repeat itself.'
(7) Summary of the material so far: lines
16-17. 'Thus, we have very divergent
theories on whether there is life out there or
not.'

(8) Background information Lines 5-8
'One traditional argument. . . bear
intelligent life', present background
information to set the scene. The argument
isn't introduced until line 18. Further
background information is presented in
lines 10 to 16: 'Not so, argue those who
subscribe to contingency theory. . .
processes could ever occur again.'
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This chapter has looked at ways of distinguishing argument from other types of message that might be
confused with arguments, either because of the interpretation of the word 'argument' in everyday
language, or because a message bears the appearance of an argument.
Critical thinking is sometimes confused with disagreement. However, in critical thinking, an argument is a
way of presenting a set of reasons to support a conclusion and to persuade others to a point of view. This
may involve an element of disagreement, but does not necessarily do so. Conversely, in critical thinking, a
disagreement that does not involve reasoning is not an argument.
Descriptions give an account of how something is done, or what something is like. They can be detailed,
and so are sometimes confused with critical reasoning, which can include detailed analysis. Descriptions do
not give reasoned accounts of how or why something occurred nor evaluate outcomes. In reports and
academic writing, description should be factual, accurate and free of value judgements. Brief and succinct
descriptions can play an important role in introducing a subject, before beginning an evaluation of it.
Explanations and summaries can appear to have the structure of an argument as they may include reasons,
conclusions and signal words similar to those used for arguments. However, explanations do not attempt
to persuade the audience to a point of view. They are used to account for 'why' or 'how', or to draw out
the meaning, rather than to argue 'for' or 'against'. Summaries may be a shorter version of an argument,
but their function is to reduce the length of the message.
Being able to identify both what is an argument and what is not, can speed your reading as you can
search out the key points in a text more quickly. It can also help comprehension, as you are more likely to
identify the salient points for your purpose. These skills will be looked at in more detail in chapters 9
(reading) and 10 (writing).
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s
Irzevitcable humans in a Lonely
Theories about extra-terrestrial life: Morris, S. (2004) ~ i f e ' Solzition:
Universe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press); Mark Page1 (2004) 'No Banana-eating Snakes or
Flying Donkeys are to be Found Here1, Times Higher Edzicational Szrpplemeizt, 16 July 2004.
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IS

it an argument?
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Answers to activities in Chapter 4
Argument or disagreement (p. 53)

What type of message? (p. 56)
I

I
I

Passage 4.1

Passage 4.7

A Argument. The overall argument is:

Description of key aspects of space launches.

I

Passage 4.8

I

Bilingualism and multilingualism confer many
benefits. The reasons given are: (1) that speakers
of more than one language have a better
understanding of how languages are structured;
(2) a second language can help to understand a
first language.

Passage 4.2
B The final line expresses disagreement with
the idea that complementary therapies are the
equivalent of medical treatments. No reasons for
this are given so this is not an argument.

Passage 4.3
B The final line expresses disagreement with
the idea that employers cannot do more to help
save lives in the workplace. No reasons for this
are given so this is not an argument.

I

1

Argument that babies may benefit from
sleeping with their mothers.

I

I

Passage 4.9

I

Summary, by Farrar (2004a) of an article by
Platek et al. See Bibliography.

I

Passage 4.1 0
Description of the location of a village.

Passage 4.1 1
Explanation The text expIains why the dog
needed to use smell rather than shape or colour
to identify his toy mouse.

Passage 4.4
A This is an argument. The conclusion is in
the first line: People are less politically aware now
than they have been a t any time i n the past. The
reasons given are: (1) people used to fight for
causes from which they didn't gain personally;
(2) people took more risks for political issues;
( 3 ) rallies had a more international perspective;
(4) fewer people vote now in elections.

Passage 4.5
B The final line expresses disagreement with
arguments against global warming. No reasons
for this are given so this is not an argument.

Passage 4.6
Argument. The conclusion is in the second
line: Of course it harms them, both physically and
emotionally, referring back to the issue in the
first line about smacking. The reasons given to
persuade us are (1) that it is assault; (2) assaults
on adults are not accepted; (3) smacking
perpetuates a cycle of violence.
A
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Passage 4.12
Summary of the plot of a Shakespeare play.

Passage 4.13
Explanation of why the student was late.

Passage 4.14

I

Explanation of why the cave drawings were
identified so recently.

I

Passage 4.15
Argument that there were greater cultural links
between continental Europe and Britain during
the Ice Age than was formerly believed.

Passage 4.1 6
Description of specialists' responses to the
cave drawings.
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Chapter 5

How well do they say it?
Clarity, consistency and structure

This chapter offers you opportunities to:

a check arguments for clarity and internal consistency
a identify logical consistency in an argument
a check for logical order
a understand what is meant by joint and independent reasons

a identify intermediate conclusions and understand their use

Introduction
In Chapter 3, we saw that there are normally six
features to check for when searching for an
argument, as summarised in the table on page
47:

author's position;
propositions and reasons;
a line of reasoning;
conclusion;
persuasion;
use of indicator and signal words.
However, on their own, these features merely
help us to identify whether an author is using
an argument. They don't tell us whether the
argument is well-structured and consistent. This
chapter looks at how authors construct clear,

consistent and logical arguments. You will have
opportunities to look in more depth at how an
argument is structured as a line of reasoning
through the use of joint and independent
reasons, interim conclusions and logical order.

By understanding how an argument is
structured, you can:
use the structure of the argument to
focus reading;
improve comprehension by
understanding how one part of an
argument links to another.

How well do they say it?
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How clear is the author's position?
Stating the point
Clarity i s important t o constructing a good
argument. Sometimes an author can present a
great deal of interesting information but their
point of view, or position, becomes lost in the
detail. I f the author's position i s clear, then i t i s
more likely that their audience
grasp what
they are trying to
and
the effort
follow an argument through t o the end.
In a good argument, the author's position w i l l
be apparent through a number of means, such
as:

the introductory sentences;
the final sentences;
the conclusion;
the overall line of reasoning;
an overall summary of the argument;
carefkl selection of facts so the argument is
n o t lost.
/

g passages. For each, consider:

the author 's position clear?
.I._.
__
--I.-I I ~ LI I I ~ Kthe
~ ~author's position clear or
L-A

\

The brain of an elephant is five times larger than that
of humans. Some people believe elephants are very
intelligent but, even if that were true, are they really
five times brighter than humans? But maybe we are
looking at this the wrong way. After all, is it fair to
compare the brain size of a large animal with that of a
small creature? Perhaps it is relative size that matters?
Human brains weigh as much as 2.5 per cent of body
weight whereas elephants' brains are less than half of
a per cent of their total body weight. Proportionally,
the brain of a human is ten times greater than that of
an elephant. Maybe it is the ratio of brain to body size
that matters? If that were the case, then the shrew,
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Individualshavefree will and so can control their own
destiny. On the other hand, groups also have an
identity. Research by Campbell (1 984), for example,
has shbwn that girl; who mix with boys are more
likely to have seen a fight and become involved in a
fight than girls who mix mostly with girls. This
suggests that aggressive behaviour is affected by the
social environment and isn't just about character. In
everyday life, our sense of self is such that we believe
we are making independent decisions. We are aware
we have choice and we make decisions for ourselves.
Groups can also force decisions upon members,
without them realising.

\

Activity
Read tt

with its heavier brain, would be brighter than humans
and elephants - and yet shrews do little more than
eat.

Critical Thinking Skills

This report researched whether a new sports centre
should be constructed in region X. Market research
suggests that there is little popular demand for
another sports centre in the area. However, very few
people in the region use sports facilities to improve
their health. The government is trying to encourage
more personal responsibility for health and fitness. A
sports centre would be useful in promoting this
objective. People in the area are not aware of health
issues and are not interested in sport. There may be
government subsidies available.

O Stella Cottrell (2005), Critical Thinking Skills,
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Internal consistency
larity and internal consistency
ne important aspect of presenting a clear
authorial position is creating a consistent
argument, so that all parts of the line of
reasoning contribute to the conclusion. Nothing
then contradicts or undermines the main
message. Inconsistencies make an argument
hard to follow, leaving the audience uncertain
about what the author is trying to persuade
them to believe.

Apples are good for your teeth. Acid corrodes. Apples
consist mainly of acid so they can't be good for teeth.

Here, the message lacks internal consistency.
The reader is left wondering whether apples are
good for your teeth or not.

Including opposing arguments
A strong line of reasoning will usually give
consideration to alternative points of view,
including those that appear to contradict the
main argument. A good argument manages such
apparent contradiction by:
making it clear throughout the line of
reasoning what position it wants the audience
to take;
making it clear when it is introducing an
alternative point of view (see signal words on
page 175 below);
counter arguments to show why the
alternative point of view is less convincing;
resolving any apparent contradictions by
showing how the main argument holds true.

Apples are better for your teeth than refined sugar
snacks. Some people argue that apples are a n acid
and that acid damages tooth enamel. However, any
food, if left on the teeth, is bad for them. Refined
sugars are particularly damaging to teeth. Compared
with the sugary snacks most people eat, apples
O Stella Cottrell (ZOOS),
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provide a more beneficial alternative and have long
been recommended by dentists.

Here, the argument is internally consistent:

apples are better for your teeth thalz refined sugar
products. All the reasons support this. The
opposing view (that acids corrode teeth) is
included but its importance is minimised.
It is worth noting that the main argument is
strong partly because it is worded in a more
tentative way that it is easier to defend. It is
easier to argue that something is 'more
beneficial than . . .' rather than making an
absolute statement such as 'Apples are good . . . I ,
which may not hold true in every circumstance.

Precision
The example above demonstrates that
arguments may need to be very precisely
worded. Imprecise wording is a common cause
of inconsistency, as in the example below.

Apples are good for your teeth and have long been
recommended by dentists. It may seem strange that
this is the case, given that apples consist of acid and
acid corrodes enamel. However, the acid is relatively
harmless, and certainly apples are more beneficial
than alternative snacks made of refined sugar, such as
sweets and cakes.

Here, the argument is relatively well structured
and is more consistent than Example 1.
However, it is still not a consistent argument.
The author's opening statement is that 'Apples
are good for your teeth.' However, by the end of
the passage, the author is arguing that the acid
is 'relatively harmless' and that 'apples are more
beneficial than alternative snacks'. An argument
about the relative benefits is not the same as the
absolute statement that 'apples are good', so the
message is not internally consistent.

HOW

well do they say it?
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Activity: Internal consistency
f

\

Activi

Read throuqh
- the followinq b,,,.
mtify whet
nsistent, or
For the inc~n,~,,,~
could adapt t

-

: A internaI ~ Y
,tent, and Lwhy.
,,,,,, c ~,."c:Anv how you
ike them CIonsistent.

\

I

All drugs which enhance performance should be
banned from sport as they confer an unfair advantage
on those who take them. Anyone caught taking them
should be automatically banned from national and
international competition. Sportspeople who take
such drugs are not acting in the spirit of fair
competition. On the other hand, if someone needs
drugs on medical grounds, they should be allowed to
compete as they did not intend to cheat.

Trainers should discourage sportspeople from taking
performance enhancement drugs as these can have
serious effects upon their health. Some of these drugs
have resulted in distorted body shapes, skin
conditions, and increased aggression. The long-term
effects of some of these drugs are unknown. On the
other hand, some individuals with conditions such as
asthma need medication which contains those drugs.
For them, taking the drugs may be more beneficial
than not taking them. Therefore, it would be wrong
to ban performance enhancement drugs altogether.

Reality TV is not delivering what the public wants. Too
many programmes are cheaply made, turning a
camera on the experiences of ordinary people who
are duped into wanting their short period of fame. As
a result, investment in quality programmes is
declining. There is much less variety on television. The
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promise of choice heralded by digital TV has not
materialised. Far from exercising choice, last night
almost the whole nation switched on to watch the
final episode of the latest reality show. What has
happened to television drama, good comedy
programmes and well-researched documentaries?

The countryside is a lost cause. The green fields and
woodlands known as 'green belts' that surround our
cities are essential to maintain the beauty of the
countryside. Over 8 per cent of the countryside is now
built up. Green belts are ever more essential to
provide lungs to our growing cities, helping them to
'breathe'. Unfortunately, the countryside is rapidly
disappearing as the extensive building of new homes
stretches out of the cities. Before long it will be gone
and once that happens, it will be difficult, if not
impossible, ever to restore the complex ecosystems of
lost woodlands and hedgerows.

Christopher Columbus was courageous in attempting
to sail West to find the East lndies as, before then,
everyone believed the world was flat and that he
would sail over the edge. Fourth-century Christian
writers such as Lactanius and lndicopleustes described
the world as rectangular, but their views were not
widely known. Leading medieval scholars such as
Augustine, Aquinas and Albertus knew the world was
round, but their mind was on higher religious issues.
In Columbus's time, the scholars of Salamanca had
made more accurate calculations than Columbus and,
although they knew the shape of the earth, they
realised Columbus had under-estimated the distances
involved. They opposed his voyage but he persisted.
Without his courage, the Americas might never have
been discovered.
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Logical consistency
clear and consistent arguments, the reasons
pport the conclusion that the author draws
,m them. When evaluating an argument, we
bed to check whether the reasons given by the
thor do indeed support the conclusion. In
her words, we need to check that the
p m e n t adds up. When we do this, we are
ecking for logical consistency.
metimes, authors lose track of their own
pments and draw a conclusion that does not
llow from the reasons given. Sometimes, there
ay not be good reasons for the argument and
:may feel the author is clutching at straws in
th'e hope we won't notice the lack of logic. For
Ex ample 1below, consider why the reason does
nc,t support the conclusion.

nere was a murder near the station last night. There
ire always young lads hanging around there. One of
hem probably did it. The local council should ban
~oungpeople from hanging around the station.
I

m the example above, the conclusion is that
young people should be banned from hanging
around the station. The reason given to support
the conclusion is that one set of young people is
oft en found near a station where-a murder took
pliice. This reason does not support the
C01nclusion because there is nothing to show that:

those young people did commit the murder;
even if they did so, other young people
would do the same;
a general ban on young people would prevent
future murders.
This is partly a question of lack of evidence.
However, it is also faulty reasoning, as the
conclusion does not follow from the reasons

O Stella Cottrell (2005), Critical Tllinking Skills,
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presented. An alternative conclusion might have
been that if the young people were in the
vicinity when the murder took place, they
might have seen or heard something that would
help to solve the case. For Example 2, see if you
can identify the conclusion and the reasons
given to support it before reading on.

Behaviour is better in schools in rural areas than in
inner city schools. Children brought up in the country
have more responsibility for contributing to the family
livelihood and care for vulnerable animals. This fosters
a more mature attitude and a respect for life in
general. Children in inner city schools often have
more material possessions but value them less. They
show less respect for parents and teachers. children
from the cities should be sent to school in rural
schools. This would lead to more children who are
respectFul and well behaved.

In this case, the conclusion is provided in the
last two lines: if children were sent from city to
country schools, their attitude and behaviour
would improve. The main reason given is that
children in rural areas have better behaviour and
attitudes.
However, the alleged better behaviour of
children in the countryside is attributed to the
responsibilities they have at home, not to the
schools themselves. As city children would not
gain such responsibilities simply by going to
rural schools, it does not follow logically that
moving school would lead to a change in their
behaviour. The reasons provided in the example
provide better grounds for an alternative
conclusion: that the behaviour of city children
might improve if they were given more
responsibilities.

How well do they say it?
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Activity: Log ical consistency

Read throuqh the tollowrnq passaqes. Derlrlo
whether each is logically consistent or nc
your rea: ions.

The deepest parts of the oceans are known as the
abyssal zone. The bathyl zone, which is that part of
the abyssal zone found on the continental shelf, i s too
deep even for light to penetrate. Despite this absolute
darkness, animal life still thrives there. Humans form
part of the animal kingdom. As animals survive in the
bathyl zone, this proves that we do not need light in
order to survive.
A consistent

B inconsistent

Although subjects such as sports, media and popular
culture involve theoretical understanding of the
application of scientific principles, these subjects often
have lower status at universities and with the public
than subjects such as history and the classics, which
are less intellectually demanding. This i s partly
because the former subjects attract more students
from working-class backgrounds. Students who take
these subjects go on to earn less than those who take
more traditional subjects. This perpetuates workingclass people in lower-income jobs. Therefore, workingclass students should be encouraged to take
traditional subjects, such as history.
A consistent
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A consistent

B inconsistent

B inconsistent

Accidents happen on building sites when workers
don't take sufficient care of health and safety. Many
employees are lax in following health and safety
guidance. This means that there will be a rise in
accidents on building sites over the next year.

A consistent

Layers of sediment are laid down over time, and build
up to fill the valleys and seas until they form a
sequence of rocks. The oldest rocks are always at the
bottom, unless the beds of rock have been
overturned, such as by folding or faulting. When there
is too much molten lava under the earth or in a
volcano, molten rock is forced through the layers of
sediment. These are known as igneous intrusions and
they harden into volcanic dikes that cut through
many layers of sedimentary rock. Therefore, where an
igneous intrusion cuts through a sequence of
sedimentary rock, it is always more recent than the
surrounding layers.

It is impossible to find any place where there is
absolute silence. Now, everywhere you go there are
mobile phones ringing, people shouting, car horns
blaring, music pouring from ghetto-blasters or ringing
out in its irritating tinny tones from personal stereos.
There is no place where you can go that does not
have a sound of some kind breaking the silence. Noise
pollution is definitely on the increase.

A consistent

B inconsistent

Computers can now compete with humans in
complex games such as chess and beat them. This
was believed impossible until the end of the last
century. Since then, computer memories have
become ever larger and faster. Now, very large
memories can be stored in tiny spaces. Computers do
not feel emotions, a faculty which is needed in order
to empathise with other people. Nonetheless,
computers will one day be able to out-perform
humans at everything.

A consistent

B inconsistent

B inconsistent
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lndependent reasons and joint reasons
1f an author gives two or more reasons to
support a conclusion, these may be either:
@

joint reasons, or
independent reasons.

Joint reasons
are connected in
In this case, the
way and mutually reinforce each other.

It is important that employers in Britain actively
encourage older people to remain within the workforce. First of all, as the population ages, there won't
be enough young people entering the work-force to
meet the needs of the economy. Secondly, the
economy benefits from the skills and experience that
older people have accrued over their lifet~mes.
Moreover, older people often have rare skills and
useful attitudes that cannot be taught or acquired
quickly.

Here, the conclusion is in the first sentence. The
reasons given all relate to the skills needs of the
economy, and support each other:
@

there won't be enough younger people t o do
the work;
older people have relevant skills and
experience;
their skills and attitudes are often rare and
difficult to acquire.

lndependent reasons
The author may use several reasons to support
the conclusion, each of which may be valid in
its own right but have nothing t o do with the
other reasons given.
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It is important that employers in Britain actively
encourage older people to remain within the workforce. Older people often have rare skills and useful
attitudes that are wasted when they leave the workforce early. Moreover, staying on longer in full-time or
part-time work is believed to be good for the health.
Besides, it is unrealistic to expect savings and pensions
to be sufficientto meet the needs of people retired for
40 years or more.

Here, all the reasons support the argument but
are independent of each other:
the first is economic (rare skills);
the second relates to health concerns;
the third relates t o personal finance.
It is useful to identify whether each separate
reason is sufficient in its own right to support
the argument. Lots of weak reasons do not add
up to a good argument, as is demonstrated in
the example below.

It is important that employers i n Britain actively
encourage older people to remain within the workforce. Firstly, older people have a right to a better
standard of living. Secondly, many of them will
emigrate if they do not remain active here. Thirdly,
older people like to meet younger people and rarely
get the opportunity outside of the workplace.

The three reasons may all be true in their own
right. Having several reasons makes it sound like
there must be a good case. However, an
employer might consider that these are social
issues that do not make a good business case for
retaining older employees.

How well do they say it?
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Activity: Independent and joint reasons

r u I

r a uI

d

VVI I C L l l C l

joint or independerit reasons iare used to support
ns are writt:en in
the conc:lusion. The! conclusio~
italics.

Young people over the age of 7 6 should be allowed to
vote. They pay taxes so should have a voice on how
their money is spent. They can fight and die for their
country so should be entitled to have a voice in the
country's political process. If they have political
obligations, they should also have political rights.

Expeditions leave behind a range of litter, broken
equipment and other unwanted items that are
gradually ruining the landscape. Few useful discoveries
result from the vast numbers of expeditions now
taking place. Furthermore, local economies are
distorted by the requirements of expedition teams.
Expeditions are sometimes unsafe and survival cannot
be guaranteed. Therefore, the number of expeditions to
the Arctic should be greatly reduced.

Telling lies is sometimes justifiable. Lies can be hurtful,
but the truth can hurt even more. People do not
always need to hear the truth - a fantasy can
sometimes provide a practical coping mechanism for
dealing with difficult circumstances. Moreover, it isn't
possible always to tell the truth because it isn't clear
what constitutes the 'truth'. For example,
exaggeration is a form of lie but it also holds
something of the truth. Lies are an important part of
social bonding: we lie to maintain friendships and to
keep social situations harmonious.
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The author travelled with the band on tour. She
visited their homes, stayed in the same hotels, and
attended family parties and funerals. Having had her
own band for several years, she knows the life of a
rock band from the inside. However, as she was never
a member of this band and was not in competition
with it, she is able to give an objective account of its
highs and lows, its music and the lives of the artists.
As a result, the book gives us a faithful representation of
the life of the rock band.

Knowledge management is increasingly important for
business. Without it, resources are wasted. For
example, companies often make poor use of the
training and experience of their staff, failing to
cascade it to their other employees. Furthermore,
businesses that do not manage knowledge well may
appear less up-to-date, and therefore less attractive, to
potential customers. With the growth of electronically
accessible information, businesses need strategies to
help staff cope emotionally with information overload.

It took a lonq
- time for the world to appreciate the art of
Magritte because he gave the public so few clues about
how to interpret his work. His art calls heavily upon the
unconscious, but he steadfastly refused investigation
into aspects of his own life that might have helped
others to understand the workings of his own
unconscious. He refused to talk even about the basic
events of his early life. As he didn't agree with
interpretations of art based on personal problems and
experiences, he offered little to encourage public
interpretations of that nature.
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Intermediate conclusions
In I anger and more elaborated lines of
rea:5oning, there m a y be several sets of reasons
;upport the overall conclusion. In a wellto
.. !
corlstructed argument, these w i l l be ordered so

In the example above, the conclusion is at the
beginning of the passage: Smokers ~Izozildbe given

tha

In the version of the example reproduced below,
the intermediate conclusions are underlined.
Note that they can be used either t o introduce a
new set of reasons o r t o summarise reasons
already introduced.

,imilar reasons are grouped together i n t o sets;
:ach set of reasons supports a n intermediate
:onclusion;
111 the intermediate concIusions support the
n a i n line of reasoning.

Thf2 author may draw a n intermediate
corlclusion o n the basis of each set of reasons.
-.
n i.s helps the reader t o h o l d in mind the
ifferent stages o f the argument. Intermediate
3nclusions help t o structure a n argument,
cting as stepping stones between one stage of
argument and the next.

3kers should be given more freedom to smoke and
-e personal responsibility for the choices they
matte. Many know that cigarettes carry serious health
risk;,but these are risks that consenting adults are
willin g to take. Most smokers plan to give up before
the risk becomes extreme. Adults should be allowed
to rnake up their own mind about whether they
smc)ke or not, without warnings on cigarette
Patkaging. Smokers pay at least as much tax and
isurance as anyone else. They also pay additional
lxes through levies on cigarettes and are often
bquired to pay higher insurance. Despite this, some
~edicalpractitioners refuse them health care.
~kersshould have the same rights to health care as
other tax-payer. They should also have the same
3 5 to public spaces. In some countries, it is
becoming almost impossible to find a place to smoke.
Smokers are forced outside no matter what the
weather. They are becoming social pariahs where
once smoking was the most social of activities.
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more personal responsibility for the choices they
make.

There are three sets of reasons in t h i s passage,
each linked t o an intermediate conclusion.
intermediate conclusions are underlined.

Many know that cigarettes carry serious health risks,
but these are risks that consenting adults are willing
to take. Most smokers plan to give up before the risk
becomes extreme. Adults should be allowed to make
up their own mind about whether they smoke or not,
without warnings on cigarette packaging.
Smokers pay at least as much tax and insurance as
anyone else. They also pay additional taxes through
levies on cigarettes and are often required to pay
higher insurance. Despite this, some medical
practitioners refuse them health care. Smokers should
have the same riqhts to health care as any other taxm r .
They should also have the same access to public
spaces. In some countries, it is becoming almost
impossible to find a place to smoke. Smokers are
forced outside no matter what the weather. They are
becoming social pariahs where once smoking was the
most social of activities.

How well do they say it?
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lntermediate conclusions used as reasons
Different types of intermediate
conclusions
An intermediate conclusion can have two
purposes:
summative;
to serve as a reason.

Summative
Summing up the argument at intermediate
points clarifies the argument by providing it in
more manageable bites. It can also reinforce the
message, reminding the audience of the overall
argument. The example on p. 71 uses this
approach. In a good argument, the author will:
organise reasons into logical groups;
use a sentence or paragraph t o summarise
each set of reasons; this summary serves as an
intermediate, or interim, conclusion.

TO serve as a reason
An intermediate conclusion can also serve as a
reason. The author may need to establish a solid
case for an intermediate conclusion before it can
serve as a reason. In other words, one set of
reasons is used to establish an intermediate
conclusion, and then that interim conclusion
becomes a reason to support the overall
conclusion (as in the table below).

Here, the overall conclusion is that universities
should make more use of multiple-choice tests.
The interim conclusion is that Mzlltiple choice
offers a quicker and fairer way of marking.
The author of the example needs to establish
that multiple choice is a quick and objective
way of marking in order to argue that
universities should use it. The reasons given to
support the interim conclusion are that as there
is only one correct answer for a multiple-choice
question:
It can be marked objectively.
It can be marked quickly.

ent using intermec

The strulcture of i
>mali~r

+

act
3
. as.. -supportin!
.
detail tor lnterm
usions . . .
concl~

reason a
reason b
reason c

i

All three reasons
support intermediate
conclusion 1

+

Intermediate
conclusion 1 then
becomes Reason 1

Both reasons
support intermediate
conclusion 2

+

Intermediate
conclusion 2 then
becomes Reason 2

r.._,,_

reason d
reason e
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Universities want obiective methods of marking
students' work but objectivity is time-consuming.
Lecturers spend a great deal of time checking their
interpretations of students' answers. As there is only
one correct answer for multiple-choice questions,
there are no opportunities for subjective judgements,
making the system fairer. These tests can be marked
at speed, and objectively, by a computer. Multiple
choice offers a quicker and fairer way of marking.
With increased numbers of students, universities want
to make better use of lecturers' time. Therefore,
universities should make more use of multiple-choice
tests.
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I~IIC~I lurrn

more

1to
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support the
main argur
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These two
reasons then
support the
overall
conclusion
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-Activity: Intermediate conclusions

]

] ]

lqentlty me maln argument ana me Inrermt.
onclusions for the passage belov

.._

lough most smokers say they enjoy smoking, many
smokers wish they didn't smoke. 'It feels as if I am
setting light to my money,' wrote one correspondent.
Cigarettes can account for up to a half of an
individual's total spending. As people are borrowing
more money in general, and paying interest on it, the
overall cost of cigarettes is sometimes hidden.
However, as many smokers are all too aware, smoking
does not make good financial sense. The effects on
long-term health are equally devastating. Justas
smokers are often building up debts in the bank, they
are also accruing unseen deficits in terms of their
health. It is easy to forget the health implications of
smoking. Warnings about illness and death can seem
a long way away. Unfortunately, once cancer of the
bowel, the lung, the throat, or the stomach sets in, it
is often too late to take any action. Moreover, these
diseases can strike unexpectedly whilst people are still
young. Smokers spread strong, unpleasant odours all
around them, affecting other people without their
consent. Smoking impairs the sense of smell so
smokers do not realise how much they are inflicting
awful odours on others. Some believe that smoking
outdoors washes all those nasty odours away, but this
is clearly not the case. Furthermore, studies of the
houses of people who always smoke outdoors, have
found that the chemicals found in cigarettes are over
seven times as prevalent as in the houses of nonsmokers. Noxious chemicals linger, affecting the
health of other people, sometimes fatally. Whether
outdoors or in, smoking doesn't simply kill the
smoker, it kills other people and this should not be
permitted. The government should take strong action
to raise awareness of the risks of smoking and to ban
it in public places.
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Activity
Identify two in~ertrleu~d~e
conclus~onsusea as
ons in eacliof the passages belc)w. In each
overall corlclusion is in the final sentence.

It is a legal offence to assault other people. Hitting
and slapping are forms of assault and cause
psychological, if not physical, damage. They should
always be considered as examples of legal assault.
Although this rule is applied to adults, it is often not
recognised in the case of children. Slapping is
defended as a useful and necessary form of discipline.
It is also argued that children are not independent
beings. This is not a valid argument. Children may be
dependent on adults but they are still people.
Therefore, slapping a child should also count as legal
assault.

Many people speak out in discussion too quickly
because they are anxious about leaving a silence.
When questioned, people often acknowledge that
they spoke early in order to ensure there was no gap
in the discussion. They are not used to silences in
conversation and don't know how to manage them
skilfully. They can find silences in discussion to be
unnerving and embarrassing. However, silence can be
productive. First of all, it allows time for reflection so
that speakers can construct a more considered and
accurate response, making a more useful contribution
to the debate. Secondly, it gives more people the
opportunity to speak first. For more productive
discussions, we need to be skilled in managing silences.

.
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Summative and logical conclusions
It is important to note the difference between a
summative conclusion, and a logical conclusion.

Summative conclusions
Summative conclusions are simply conclusions
that draw together previous information into a
shorter overall summary. For example, if a text
presents two main points of view, a summative
conclusion would give a short synopsis of these.
Summative conclusions tend t o draw a piece of
writing or debate to a close, without making a
judgement, as in the example below.

What causes stomach ulcers?

It used to be assumed that stomach ulcers occurred as
a result of stress. People who worked too hard or
worried too much were assumed to produce excess
stomach acid which would, in turn, cause ulcers.
Many still hold this view. On the other hand, research
has indicated that 70 per cent of stomach ulcers could
be caused by the bacterium H. Pylori, which changes
the stomach lining so that it is more vulnerable to the
effects of stomach acid. This bacterial infection can be
treated with antibiotics, rather than forcing the
patient to reduce his or her stress levels. Hence, whilst
some believe that stomach ulcers are caused by stress,
others now believe that they are caused by infection.

In Example 1, the conclusion is in the last
sentence and simply summarises what has gone
before. In this instance, the author states the
two opposing points of view, and does not use
the evidence to draw a logical conclusion about
which is the most likely explanation for
stomach ulcers. As this example does not have a
logical conclusion, it is not an example of an
argument. This is an example of a summary
with a conclusion.
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Logical conclusions
A logical conclusion is a deduction based o n
reasons. It is more than simply a summary of
the arguments or the evidence. It will include
one or more judgements, drawn from an
analysis of the reasons given.

How can we predict when volcanoes will
erupt?

Predicting volcano eruption is not an exact science.
Monitoring summit activity often cannot help us
predict flank activity such as eruptions down the sides
of the volcano. Scientists monitoring Mount Etna in
Sicily thought they had established a link whereby
such flank activity was preceded by summit activity
for a period of a few months. However, in 1995
summit activity began but there was not a flank
eruption for a further six years. They decided Etna's
eruptive cycle was more complicated than they had
first thought in terms of the relationship between
summit and flank activity. This may be true of other
volcanoes too. Consequently, a period of summit
activity cannot necessarily be used as a predictor for
flank activity.

In Example 2, the conclusion is signalled by the
word 'consequently'. The author deducts a
conclusion from the reasons, so this is an
example of an argument. The conclusion is that
when the summit of a volcano shows a lot of
activity, this does not necessarily mean that lava
will start pouring down the side of the volcano.
This is clearly based o n a judgement that the
recent research on Etna undermines earlier
research which had suggested a closer link
between its flank and summit activity.
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Activity: Summative and logical conclusions
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i r e criminals born or made?
n the 1960s, Jacobssuggested a strong genetic
:omponent in criminal behaviour. On the other hand,
.he psychologist Bowlby argued that criminal
~ehaviouris caused by upbringing rather than
Jenetics and noted that a significant number of
zriminals grew up in families where they experienced
abuse or a lack of emotional warmth. More recently,
Wilson and Hernstein suggested that a person is more
likely to commit a crime if they have genes that
predispose them towards criminality as well as facing
additional stressors such as childhood abuse or
substance misuse in adulthood. Although genes may
predispose people towards crime, this is not a cause.
As many criminals have experienced abuse and
childhood neglect, it is fairer to argue that crime is
the result of environment rather than genes, and that
criminals are 'made' rather than 'born'.

Are 'reality' shows good for television?
In recent years the number of 'reality' shows on
television has grown substantially. They are cheap to
make and producers argue that viewers want to see
'real people' on their screens. However, critics
complain that reality shows are made at the expense
of original drama or current affairs programmes and
that the overall quality of television is being reduced.
Consequently, some people argue that reality shows
are good for TV because they are cheap and popular
whilst others argue that they result in poor quality
television.

O Stella Cotttell (ZOOS), CIiticnl Tlzinkir~gSkills,
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What i s the true cost of cancelling debt?
The Jubileeorganization has called for the cancellation
of Third World debt. Concerns have been raised that
this will mean serious losses that either commercial
banks or Western governments will be forced to meet.
Rowbotham suggests that debt could actually be
cancelled with little cost to anyone. He argues that
the dominant form of money in modern economies is
bank credit. Although banks have accountancy rules
about balancing assets and liabilities, credit does not
exist in a physical form. It is not money sitting around
in a vault waiting to be used or loaned - it is
numerical or 'virtual' money. Consequently, if banks
were not obliged to maintain parity between assets
and liabilities they could cancel Third World debt
without having to move the equivalent amount of
money from the reserves to cover this. Therefore, the
cancellation relates to 'virtual' money and the banks
would experience no real financial loss if Third World
debt were to be cancelled.

Does organic food taste better?
Supporters of organic produce argue that as well as
being healthier than commercially produced food, it
tastes better. Fillion and Arazi (2002) carried out blind
tastings of organic and non-organic juices and milk
with trained panelists. They concluded that although
organic juice tasted better, there were no taste
distinctions between organic and conventional milk.
However, supporters of organic produce maintain that
it is 'common sense' that organic food tastes better as
it has been produced under healthier conditions.
Hence, although scientific support for organic
produce tasting better is limited, consumers who
choose organic are convinced it does.
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Logical order
The line of reasoning, or the overall argument,
should lead forwards w i t h a clear direction,
rather than hopping from one p o i n t t o another
in a random way, or leading the audience round
in circles. In the example below, the author
moves from one point t o another without
direction or logical order.

Pets add to the quality of life. Any benefits outweigh
the costs. However, they can destroy household
furniture. Stroking pets is thought to reduce stress.
Property values can be affected by the odour animals
leave behind them in carpets and curtains. Many
people find talking to a pet helps them sort out
personal problems. Problems with pets can be sorted
out, so they are not insuperable.

The author above could have constructed a
more logical argument by:
grouping similar points together;
presenting reasons that support their
argument first, so as t o establish a good case
for it;
considered opposing reasons after they have
established their o w n case, demonstrating
w h y these are n o t significant or are less
convincing.

Dealing with poor logical order
I f you are trying to follow a jumbled argument
such as the one in Example 1, it can help t o
order the arguments for yourself:
as lists of arguments 'for' and 'against', or
as 'arguments that support the conclusion'
and 'arguments that do n o t support the
conclusion'.
Consider h o w you could do this for Example 3,
before reading the b o x below it.

Nuclear power stations are not a viable source of
energy for the future. Nuclear reactors are more
expensive to build than fossil fuelled power stations.
Fossil fuels such as coal, gas and oil are a dwindling
resource so nuclear fuel offers a useful alternative for
the future. Nuclear reactors are also very expensive to
decommission so may not be efficient over the lonqer
term. Coal costs may rise as fossil fuels become harder
to find, making nuclear fuel more attractive. No truly
safe way of storing nuclear fuel has yet been found.
Research into alternative fuels has been underway for
some time, with some success. Solar power and use of
methane from waste are just two alternatives to fossil
fuels.

Note the difference in the example below,
which takes a similar position to that above.

Pets add to the quality of life. This is evident in several
ways. For example, stroking pets can reduce stress.
Many people find talking to a pet helps them sort out
personal problems. There are some disadvantages to
having an animal about the house such as damaged
furniture and unpleasant odours. However, these
problems can easily be overcome. The benefits of
having a pet outweigh the disadvantages.
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Argurn~
ents for
nuclear. power
stations

A r glments
~
against
nuclear power
stations

Fossil fuels will
become more
expensive as
reserves dwindle.
Fossil fuels are
likely to run out.

More expensive to build.
More expensive to
decommission.
No truly safe way of
storing nuclear waste.
Other alternatives to
fossil fuels exist.
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Activity: Logical order
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Circadian rhythms
1: In experiments, human volunteers spent several weeks underground in constant light. 2: At first, their natural clock and sleep
patterns were disrupted. 3: After a few weeks, they reverted back to
the natural circadian rhythm with a 24-hour clock more or less in
line with the outside world. 4: Our natural clocks are helped to
adjust by exposure to sun-light and do respond to patterns of light
and dark. 5: Our bodies remain more responsive to biological
rhythms than to the demands of clock time or the distractions of the
outside world.
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Compare your resp

6: Since the mapping of human genes as part of the genome
project, we have a greater understanding of circadian rhythms and
their role in genetic conditions. 7: Some families have genetic
conditions which make them less sensitive to circadian rhythms.
8: This may help explain patterns of sleep disturbances found in
those families. 9: Our work patterns, leisure patterns, architecture,
lighting, food, drugs and medication compete with our natural
clocks. 10: These biological rhythms are known as circadian rhythms
and we know they are particularly strong in birds.
11: In humans they are particularly controlled by the
suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) in the anterior hypothalamus at the
base of our brains. 12: If this part of the brain is damaged, a person
loses all sense of a natural 24-hour clock, where sleep coincides with
night-time. 13: In other people, circadian rhythms are much
stronger than was expected. 14: Astronauts, who lose this
connection to the sun's rhythms for a long time, find it hard to
adjust. 15: Many require medication to help them sleep.
16: Night-workers, even after 20 years on shift patterns, do not
adjust circadian rhythms to suit the demands of night working.
17: Certain illnesses such as peptic ulcers and heart disease, as well
as increased risk of car crashes, are much more common to nightshift workers. 18: As the long-term effects of disrupting circadian
rhythms are yet to be discovered, we should take care to ensure the
health of shift-workers and those with genetic conditions that make
them less sensitive to the biological 24-hour clock. 19: It may be
that conditions associated with mental ill-health, such as
schizophrenia and bi-polar disorders, are also linked to malfunctions
in circadian rhythms.
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This chapter looked at some ways of evaluating how well an argument is presented. A well-presented
argument is not necessarily the correct argument, but it can be more convincing. The benefits of
understanding how to present an argument well are that you are better able to:
construct your own arguments in a convincing way;
identify when you are being convinced by an argument because of the way it is being presented, rather
than the quality of the evidence and the inherent merits of the case.
The chapter opened by looking a t the author's position. This isn't always evident in an argument.
However, if you can identify what the author's underlying position is, it is easier to anticipate the logical
conclusion and reasons which support it. This aids comprehension and can help to evaluate the quality of
the argument. The author's position is usually reflected in the conclusion. It is much easier to construct
your own arguments if you are clear what your position is, and draw up a conclusion that reflects it. If you
cannot do this, then your thinking may be muddled and further work is needed to establish what you
really think and why.
Many of the other themes covered in this chapter follow on from having a clear authorial position. A clear
position helps to sort ideas so that those that support the argument are easily distinguished from those
that contradict it. This assists with internal consistency as a strong argument will present apparently
contradictory information in such a way that it does not undermine the main argument. Indeed, a wellmanaged consideration of apparent contradictions can strengthen the main argument.
Once it is clear which information supports the argument, it is easier to order the argument in a logical
way, so that similar points are grouped together. This helps the audience to see how the different
components of the argument link together. A good argument presents materials in a logical order - that is,
one which makes the best sense of the material, so that each point seems to follow on quite naturally from
the one that precedes it. There can be more than one way of presenting an argument in a logical order.
The important point to bear in mind is that the argument should be presented so that it leads the
audience forward in an ordered way through the key points in a way that is clear, structured, and makes
sense. This is examined further in Chapter 10.

I
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Answers to activities in Chapter 5
DWclear

i s the author's

sition (p. 64)
passage 5.1
The author's position is not clear. It could be
clarified, for example, by using either the
opening sentences to introduce the argument
and/or the final sentence to sum it up. The
author uses too many questions without
providing answers to these. There are many
facts, but these do not help clarify the position.
The author needs to provide more guidance to
the reader about the direction of the argument.

Passage 5.2
The author's position is not clear. The author is
aware of different viewpoints, which is good.
However, the writing wanders back and forth
between different standpoints without being
clear which point of view the author wants the
audience to accept. The author doesn't fully
agree or disagree with either point of view and
does not suggest an alternative third point of
view. The author needs to sort the issues so that
similar points are considered together, and to
order them so that they lead towards a
conclusion. The passage reads as though the
author doesn't know what to believe. In such
cases, an author needs to take up a position for
the duration of presenting the argument, even if
only to say that one point of view has certain
advantages over the other.

Passage 5.3
The author's position is not clear. The purpose of
the report was to clarify whether a sports centre
should be built. The passage looks at points for
and against building the sports centre, which is
appropriate, but the points are jumbled. It would
have been clearer if those for building the centre
were given first, and then those against. The
relative weighting might have come across
better. The author needs to give some indication
of whether the sports centre should be built or
not, in order for their position to come across.
O Stella Cottrell (ZOOS), Clitical Thiftkir~g
Skills,
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Internal consistency (p. 66)
Passage 5.4
The answer is B: inconsistent. The author argues
that performance enhancing drugs should be
banned on the grounds that they give an unfair
advantage, not on whether someone intended to
cheat or not. By the end of the passage, the
'unfair advantage' argument is replaced by
arguments about medical need and intention.
To be consistent, the author should maintain
the position that taking performance enhancing
drugs is always wrong, or else argue a more
moderate position as in Passage 5.5.

Passage 5.5
The answer is A: consistent. In this case, the
author argues consistently that drugs should be
generally discouraged on health grounds but
permitted on an individual basis for health
reasons.

Passage 5.6
The answer is B: inconsistent. The author argues
that reality TV is not giving the public what it
wants, but then points out that 'almost the
whole nation' is watching it, which suggests it is
popular. The author could have made the
argument more consistent by, for example:
offering an explanation for why people
watched programmes they did not want;
giving evidence that there were no other
choices;
presenting evidence of surveys that show
people would prefer to watch a good
alternative type of programme.

Passage 5.7
The answer is B: inconsistent. The author argues
that the countryside is disappearing but cites a
figure of only around 8 per cent of the
countryside as built up so far. To be consistent,
the author would need to present further
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Answers to activities in Chapter 5 (continued)
arguments to show why the other 92 per cent is
really at risk of disappearing.

Passage 5.8
The answer is B: inconsistent. The author argues
that before Columbus, 'everyone believed the
world was flat'. However, several examples are
given of people who didn't believe the world was
flat. It is not unusual for people to include this
sort of inconsistency in their arguments. People
often repeat a commonly held belief, such as that
the medieval church believed the world was flat,
without noticing that they are citing
contradictory evidence. To be consistent, the
author could argue that Columbus was
courageous on other grounds than that of other
people's belief in a flat earth. For example, it
could be argued that he was courageous to persist
with the voyage when the distances involved,
and consequences of these, were not known.

Logical consistency (p. 68)

Passage 5.72
A: This is logically consistent. The igneous rock

could only cut across the layers of sediment if
they were already there. They must be older,
and the igneous rocks more recent.

Passage 5.73
B: This is not logically consistent. It may be true
that it is impossible to find a place of absolute
silence but that does not mean noise pollution
is increasing. Noise levels may be the same as in
previous times but with different causes: we
cannot tell from the arguments presented.

Passage 5.74
B: This is not logically consistent. The
conclusion is that computers will one day be
able to out-perform humans at everything.
However, the author has argued that computers
lack the qualities needed for empathy. This
contradicts the idea of computers being better at
'everything'.

Passage 5.9
B: This is not logically consistent. It does not
follow logically that because some animals can
survive without light, all animals can do so.

Independent and joint reasons
(P* 70)
Passage 5.75

Passage 5.7 0
B: This is not logically consistent. The reasons
given do not support the conclusion that the
number of accidents will rise over the next year.

Joint reasons. The reasons are mutually
supporting of the rights and responsibilities of
young people.

Passage 5.76
Passage 5.7 7
B: This is not logically consistent. A more logical

conclusion from the reasons given is that more
status should be given to subjects such as sports,
media and popular culture. If a subject's low
status follows the social class of the students,
then if the students change subject, the status of
the subject they take might fall, perpetuating
the same problems.
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Independent reasons. The reasons given concern
the environment (litter), value (few discoveries
for the number of expeditions taken), economics
(effect on local economy), and safety.

Passage 5.7 7
Independent reasons. Lying is defended on the
basis of different arguments: (a) the truth hurts;
O Stella Cottrell (2005), Critical Tlzinkblg Skills,
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Answers to activities in Chapter 5 (continued)

p) it provides a useful coping mechanism; (c) i t
isn'talways possible t o tell a lie from the truth;
(d) the social benefits of lying.
ssage 5.18
Independent reasons. The argument i s that the
book i s a faithful representation of a rock band.
The reasons given are based o n (1) knowledge:
the author's close knowledge of the band; (2)
experience: her experience o f being in a band
herself; (3) objectivity: reasons w h y the author
was able t o be objective.

Passage 5.19
Independent reasons. The reasons given are
related to (1) effective use of resources; (2)
public image; (3) support for staff.

Pa.ssage 5.20
reasons: all support the argument that
Magritte gave very few clues t o help others t o
interpret his work.
T-1-

JU~
I

termediate conclusions (p. 7 3 )
Passage 5.2 1
Overall argument. This is at the end of the
passage: The government shol~ldtake strong action

to raise awareness of the risks of smoking and to
ban it in public places.
The intermediate conclusions are
highlighted in bold.
Although most smokers say they enjoy smoking, many
smokers wish they didn't smoke. 'It feels as if I am
setting light to my money,' wrote one correspondent.
Cigarettes can account for up to a half of an
individual's total spending. As people are borrowing
more money in general, and paying interest on it, the
overall cost of cigarettes is sometimes hidden.
However, as many smokers are all too aware,
smoking does not make good financial sense.

@ Stella Cottrell (2005), Critical
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The effects on long-term health are equally
devastating. Justas smokers are often building up
debts in the bank, they are also accruing unseen
deficits in terms of their health. It is easy to forget the
health implications of smoking. Warnings about illness
and death can seem a long way away. Unfortunately,
once cancer of the bowel, the lung, the throat, or the
stomach sets in, it is often too late to take any action.
Moreover, these diseases can strike unexpectedly
whilst people are still young.
Smokers spread strong, unpleasant odours all
around them, affecting other people without
their consent. Smoking impairs the sense of smell so
smokers do not realise how much they are inflicting
awful odours on others. Some believe that smoking
outdoors washes all those nasty odours away, but this
is clearly not the case.

Furthermore, studies of the houses of people who
always smoke outdoors, have found that the
chemicals found in cigarettes are over seven times as
prevalent as in the houses of non-smokers. Noxious
chemicals linger, affecting the health of other people,
sometimes fatally. Whether outdoors or in,
smoking doesn't simply kill the smoker, it
kills other people and this should not be
permitted.

Intermediate conclusions used as
a reason (p. 7 3 )
The t w o intermediate conclusions for each
passage are highlighted in bold.

Passage 5.22
It is a legal offence to assault other people. Hitting
and slapping are forms of assault and cause
psychological, if not physical, damage. They should
always be considered as examples of legal
assault. Although this rule is applied to adults, it is
often not recognised in the case of children. Slapping
is defended as a useful and necessary form of
disctpline. It is also argued that children are not
independent beings. This is not a valid argument.
Children may be dependent on adults but they are
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Answers to activities in Chapter 5 (continued)
s t i l l people. Therefore, slapping a child should also
count as legal assault.

In this case, in order to argue that slapping a
child should count as a legal assault, the author
has first to establish that:
(1) slapping should always count as legal
assault;

conversation so cannot manage them
skilfully.
(2) Silence can improve discussion. The author

does this by offering two independent
reasons: (a) silences allow thinking time so
that responses are better constructed;
@) more people get a chance to speak first.

(2) children should count as people.

Passage 5.23
Many people speak out in discussion too quickly
because they are anxious about leaving a silence.
When questioned, people often acknowledge that
they spoke early in order to ensure there was no gap
in the discussion. They are not used to silences in
conversation and don't know how to manage
them skilfully. They can find silences in discussion
to be unnerving and embarrassing. However,
silence can be productive. First of all, it allows

time for reflection so that speakers can construct a
more considered and accurate response, making a
more useful contribution to the debate. Secondly, it
gives more people the opportunity to speak first. For
more productive discussions, we need to be skilled in
managing silences.
The author has to establish two interim
conclusions that can be used as reasons or
arguments in their own right:
The reason people speak too early is because
they don't know how to manage silence.
Silence can be productive in improving
discussion.

(1) The reason people speak too early is
because they don't know how to manage
silence. If this can be established, then it
supports the conclusion that skilful
management of silence will improve
discussion. The author establishes the
interim conclusion by (a) citing people's
own acknowledgements that this is
accurate; and @) giving the reason that
people are not used to silences in
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Summative and logical
conclusions (p. 75)
Passage 5.24
Logical conclusion. The author weighs two
different sets of arguments and draws, or
deducts, a conclusion that the environment is
more influential than genes in forming criminal
behaviour, so the passage forms an argument.

Passaae 5.25
-I

Summative conclusion. The author summarises
two positions but does not draw a conclusion
about whether reality shows are good for
television or not. As there is not a logical
conclusion based on the reasons, this is not an
argument.

Passage 5.26
Logical conclusion. The author makes a
judgement about the level of costs that would
be borne by banks if debts in developing
countries were cancelled. This conclusion is
deduced from the reasons, so this passage
constitutes an argument.

Passage 5.27
Summative conclusion. The author merely
summarises two points of view without making
a judgement about whether organic food tastes
better. There isn't a logical conclusion based on
reasons so this is not an argument.

0 Stella Cottrell (ZOOS),
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Answers to activities in Chapter 5 (continued)
Logical order (p. 77)
Passage 5.28

Circadian rhythms

The passage is badly organised because:
The author hops back and forward between
points rather than grouping similar points
together i n t o separate sections.
There is n o obvious introduction.
The conclusion and the author's position are
n o t obvious.
The passage lacks words t o link each new
point t o highlight the direction of the
argument.
Compare the original version w i t h the version
below. This contains almost identical material
but is ordered differently and phrases are added
t o indicate the logical links. These are indicated
in bold.

5: Our bodies remain more responsive to biological
rhythms than to the demands of clock time or the
distractions of the outside world. 10: These biological
rhythms are known as circadian rhythms and we
know they are particularly strong in birds. 11: In
humans they are particularly controlled by the
suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) in the anterior
hypothalamus at the base of our brains. 12: We
know this because, if this part of the brain is
damaged, a person loses all sense of a natural 24-hour
clock, where sleep coincides with night-time. 13: In
other people, circadian rhythms are much stronger
than was expected. 1: For example, in experiments,
human volunteers spent several weeks under-ground
in constant light. 2: At first, their natural clock and
sleep patterns were disrupted. 3: However, after a
few weeks, they reverted back to the natural circadian
rhythm with a 24-hour clock more or less in line with
the outside world.
4: Nonetheless, our natural clocks are helped to
adjust by exposure to sun-light and do respond to
patterns of light and dark. 1 4 Astronauts, who lose
this connection to the sun's rhythms for a long time,
find it hard to adjust. 15: Many require medication to
help them sleep. 16: Night-workers, even after 20
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years on shift patterns, do not adjust circadian
rhythms to suit the demands of night working.
17: Certain illnesses such as peptic ulcers and heart
disease, as well as increased risk of car crashes, are
much more common to night-shift workers.
6: Since the mapping of human genes as part of the
genome project, we have a greater understanding of
circadian rhythms and their role in genetic conditions.
7: Some families have genetic conditions which make
them less sensitive to circadian rhythms. 8: This may
help explain patterns of sleep disturbances found in
those families. 19: It may be that conditions
associated with mental ill-health, such as
schizophrenia and bi-polar disorders, are also linked to
malfunctions in circadian rhythms.
9: Our work patterns, leisure patterns, architecture,

lighting, food, drugs and medication compete with
our natural clocks. 18: As the long-term effects of
disrupting circadian rhythms are yet to be discovered,
we should take care to ensure the health of shiftworkers and those with genetic conditions that make
them less sensitive to the biological 24-hour clock.

This i s n o t the only possible alternative. Another
option would be t o order the sentences as:
5, 10, 11, 12
6, 7, 8, 13
9, 1, 2, 3, 4, 14, 15
16, 17, 19, 18

This would then read:

Passage 5.28 Circadian rhythms
5: Our bodies remain more responsive to biological
rhythms than to the demands of clock time or the
distractions of the outside world. 10: These biological
rhythms are known as circadian rhythms and we
know they are particularly strong in birds. 11: In

How well do they say it?
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Answers to activities in Chapter 5 (continued)
humans they are particularly controlled by the
suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) in the anterior
hypothalamus at the base of our brains. 12: If this part
of the brain i s damaged, a person loses all sense of a
natural 24-hour clock, where sleep coincides with
night-time.
6: Since the mapping of human genes as part of the
genome project, we have a greater understanding of
circadian rhythms and their role in genetic conditions.
7: Some families have genetic conditions which make
them less sensitive to circadian rhythms. 8: This may
help explain patterns of sleep disturbances found in
those families. 13: In other people, circadian rhythms
are much stronger than was expected.

9: Our work patterns, leisure patterns, architecture,
lighting, food, drugs and medication compete with
our natural clocks, 1: In experiments, human
volunteers spent several weeks underground in
constant light. 2: At first, their natural clock and sleep
patterns were disrupted. 3: After a few weeks, they
reverted back to the natural circadian rhythm with a
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24-hour clock more or less in line with the outside
world. 4: Nonetheless, our natural clocks are helped
to adjust by exposure to sun-light and do respond to
patterns of light and dark. 14: Astronauts, who lose
this connection to the sun's rhythms for a long time,
find it hard to adjust. 15: Many require medication to
help them sleep.
16: Night-workers, even after 20 years on shift
patterns, do not adjust circadian rhythms to suit the
demands of night working. 17: Certain illnesses such
as peptic ulcers and heart disease, as well as increased
risk of car crashes, are much more common to nightshift workers. 19: It may be that conditions associated
with mental ill-health, such as schizophrenia and bipolar disorders, are also linked to malfunctions in
circadian rhythms. 18: As the long-term effects of
disrupting circadian rhythms are yet to be
discovered, we should take care to ensure the health
of shift-workers and those with genetic conditions that
make them less sensitive to the biological 24-hour
clock.
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Chapter 6

Reading between the lines
Recognising underlying assumptions and
implicit arguments

This chapter offers you opportunities to:
recognise assumptions underlying arguments and to identify hidden assumptions
evaluate when a n argument is likely to be based on false premises
understand what is meant by an 'implicit argument' and to recognise such arguments when they occur
understand what is meant by 'denoted' and 'connoted' meanings and be able to identify these within
an argument

Introduction
Tn earlier chapters, we looked at explicit features
- an

argument. However, not all aspects of an
gument are expressed explicitly. Arguments
,e often based on unstated assumptions and
latent methods of persuasion. This chapter looks
at some of the reasons for this, and provides
practice in identifying hidden assumptions and
implicit arguments.
The premises upon which an argument is based
are not always immediately obvious either.
These can often contain implicit assumptions or
be based on incorrect information. If the
premises are not sound, the argument can fall

down, no matter how well it is argued. This
means that a consideration of the premises of
the argument is just as important as a
consideration of the reasoning.
This chapter also looks briefly at latent messages
used to reinforce an argument. The
connotations of a message can add to its ability
to persuade. If we can recognise connoted
messages, we are in a better position to see how
the argument is structured, and to decide
whether we agree with its underlying point of
view.

Reading between t h e liner
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Assumptions
What i s an assumption?

Assumption 2: that thousands of holiday-

In critical thinking, 'assumptions' refers to
anything that is taken for granted in the
presentation of an argument. These may be
facts, ideas or beliefs that are not stated
explicitly but which underlie the argument.
Without them, the same conclusion would not
be possible.

Assumption 3: that those holiday-makers who

makers will want to go to the beach.
go to the beach will not like oil on the beach.

Assumption 4: that oil on the beach in itself
can ruin a holiday.

Assumption 5: that the audience will
understand words such as holiday, beach,
relaxation, enjoyment, mined, om; and oil spill
and that these do not need to be defined.

Proper use of assumptions
Most arguments contain assumptions. In effect
the author invites the audience to accept
something as true rather than proving it. Often,
this is to save time and to simplify the
argument' We don't need to have everything
proved to us. When assumptions are made
properly, the author has decided that it is
reasonable the audience will know what is
meant and is likely to agree.

Holidays are a time for relaxation and enjoyment. This
year, thousands of people will have their holidays
ruined by oil spills along our beaches.

Here, there are a number of assertions which we
may not even recognise as assumptions because
we agree with the sentiments of the passage. The
conclusion is that thousands of people's
holidays will be ruined. The underlying
assumptions include:

Assumption 1: that holidays are for relaxation
and enjoyment. This may seem obvious but
the original meaning of holidays was 'holy
days', which were intended for religious
observation. Some people still use holidays in
that way. Others may use them for seeing
family or, in the case of students, finding
temporary work.
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All of these are reasonable assumutions. The
facts may not be true for every individual: some
people may enjoy their holiday even with oil on
the local beach. However, the assertions have
sufficient general applicability to be fair
assumptions. We would not expect the author
to provide proof that most people who go to the
beach for their holidays want to relax on an oilfree beach. We might be irritated if the author
spent time proving such assertions or defining
words that we are likely to know.

Taking the context into account
In critical thinking, it is important to identify
what are reasonable assumptions and what are
not. This can depend on the context, such as
the intended audiences: will they share the same
assumptions and background knowledge? If the
example about oil on the beach was written in a
book aimed at people learning English, there
might be words such as oil slick which the
author would need to explain.
Similarly, if the phrase 'our beaches' referred to
a small part of local coastland but the article
appeared in a national publication, then it
would be wrong to assume the audience would
be aware that only some local beaches were
affected.
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Activity: Identify the underlying assumptions
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Students of the late twentieth century regularly
campaigned against nuclear weapons. Students rarely
demonstrate against nuclear weapons any more.
Students must be less political than they used to be.

House prices rose quickly in the 1980s in many
countries. There was a big slump in the 1990s and
lots of house-buyers lost money. House prices are now
rising very quickly again. House-buyers can expect to
lose a lot of money.

Large companies move jobs to other countries where
labour is less expensive. When wages rise in one
country, the companies look for cheaper options
overseas, taking the work to a new set of employees
and making the former work-force redundant.
Services such as call-handling can be offered from
thousands of miles away. Soon, there will be no jobs
left in the former high-wage economies.

Consumers are keen to eat more healthily.
Information on packaging helps people to identify
what food contains so they can make more informed
judgements about what they eat. However, many
people now refuse to eat food if the label refers to any
E numbers. This demonstrates that simply putting
such information on the label is not necessarily
helpful: people need to know what it means.

Children are costing parents more. They demand
more of their parents' time, expecting to be taken to
activities after school, whereas in the past, parents'
own interests took priority. Parents are under more
pressure to provide clothes and shoes with expensive
designer labels, toys, trips and even more costly
brands of breakfast cereal in order for their children to
be accepted by their peers. Advertising aimed at
children should be banned in order to reduce this
excessive peer pressure.

According to overture.com, more people search for
information about the modern scientist, Emeagwali,
on the internet than any other scientist. The number
of pages downloaded are the equivalent to a bestselling book. Everybody must have heard about his
discoveries by now.
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Identifying hidden assumptions
Why identify implicit
assumptions?
It is useful to identify the assumptions that
underlie an argument as the overall argument
can then be better understood and evaluated.

Careless use of implicit
assumptions
Implicit or hidden assumptions are often used to
support a conclusion. However, these may be
made in such a careless way that they do not
support the conclusion.

Holidays are a time for relaxation and enjoyment.
People need this time to recuperate from the stresses
of work and family life. This year, thousands of people
will have their holidays ruined by oil spills along our
beaches. Therefore, people who have already booked
their holidays should receive compensation for the
stress that these holidays will bring.

The assumption here is that people are entitled
to compensation for stress caused by a spoilt
holiday. If this assumption was not being made,
then there would be no sense in arguing that
people in a particular situation should receive
such compensation. The passage also carries the
assumption that people are entitled not to feel
stress at holiday time:
Holidays are needed to overcome stress.
If there is stress during a holiday, there
should be compensation.
There is also an assumption that if a holiday
goes wrong after it was booked, someone
somewhere must pay for this. However, this is
only likely to be the case in certain
circumstances. The passage is not well reasoned
as it makes assumptions that are not explained
clearly or well-based in fact.
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Non-sequiturs
'Non-sequitur' means 'doesn't follow on'.
Sometimes, we can guess that there must be a
hidden assumption because the conclusion
seems to jump out of nowhere, rather than
following o n from the sequence of reasons.

The number of people in prisons continues to rise
each year and is much higherthan it was Over a
hundred years ago. Many prisons are now
overcrowded. Rehabilitation of criminals would be a
much better option.

The concIusion here is that Rehabilitatiorz of
criminals would be a much better option. This may
be the case but it doesn't follow o n logically
from the reasons that preceded it. The
conclusion is a 'non-sequitur'. Overcrowded
prisons and a larger prison population may be
facts but these do not give information about
the relative virtues of rehabilitation versus time
in prison. That would require a different set of
reasons, such as those given in Example 3
below.

Research shows that, far from curing people of crimes,
prison teaches criminals about how to succeed at a
wider range of crimes - and how not to get caught
next time. On the other hand, methods such as
further education, increased social responsibilities and
coming face to face with their victims have worked in
individual cases to change people away from a life of
crime, Prison does not have to be the only option.
Here, the conclusion may or may not be correct,
but it does follow logically from the sequence of
reasons. The author here gives reasons why
prison does not work and why rehabilitation
can.
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Implicit assumptions used as reasons
Authors may use hidden assumptions as reasons
to justify their argument. In effect, they 'jump
to conclusions'. We can check for this by:
looking for gaps in the argument
then working out what the missing link is in
the chain of reasons
then checking to see whether the conclusion
would still be supported without those
hidden assumptions.

Examinations are a typical way of assessing what
students have learnt and we are all familiar with the
stress they can bring. How many of us have dreaded
hearing those words 'put your pens down', siqnallinq
the end of the exam? If students had more time in examinations, they would finish their last questions
with less hurry. This would bring them better marks.
Students with disabilities can claim additional time so
they have an unfair advantage during exams.

The conclusion here is: Sh~dentswith disabilities

have an unfair advantage during exams.
Three reasons are given to support this:

Reason 1: If students had more time in
examinations, they would finish their last
questions with less hurry.

Reason 2 (an interim conclusion used as a
reason): If they finished in a less hurried
way, they would get better marks.

Reason 3: Students with disabilities can claim
additional time.
The implicit assumption, used as a hidden
reason to support the conclusion, is that
students with disabilities use additional time to
complete their final question with less hurry.
Without this assumption, there is a gap in the
argument.
Furthermore, the effects of coping with a
disability, such as sitting through an
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examination in extreme pain, or dictating an
answer to a scribe, or translating back and forth
between a signed language for the deaf and the
language of the examination, were not
considered in the example. It may be just as tme
that the additional time does not compensate
sufficiently for some disabilities, much less
confer an advantage. We would need more
evidence to know whether any student would
benefit unfairly from additional time.
Sometimes there may be several implicit
assumptions. This is especially typical of spoken
arguments, where we tend to jump more easily
from a statement to a conclusion, leaving many
assumptions unstated.

Old people are scared of being robbed. They
shouldn't keep their money under the bed, then.

The hidden or implicit assumptions in the
example are:
that old people in general fear being robbed,
rather than only certain individuals;
that elderly people keep money under their
beds;
that they are robbed because of this;
that there is a link between their fear of being
robbed and them keeping money under their
beds.
There would need to be more evidence to
support all of these assumptions. For example,
we don't know how common it is for elderly
people to worry about being robbed, or what
percentage of them conduct their finances
through organisations such as banks and
building societies. However, it is more likely that
senior citizens are scared of being robbed for a
range of different reasons, such as the difficulty
of recouping stolen money when living on a
pension, or the media attention given to the
occasional brutal attacks on older people.

Reading between the lines
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Activity: Implicit assumptions used as reasons
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It has long been the hope of many people that robots
would revolutionise mundane chores and hard labour
such as construction work and housework. The first
humanoid robot was designed by Leonardo da Vinci
as long ago as 1495. We have gone for hundreds of
years with little progress in gaining humanoid robots
to assist around the house and construction site.
Labour-saving robots are just a dream. As there has
been so little advance on humanoid robots assisting
with housework and construction, it will probably
never be achieved.

People used plants as a method of curing illness for
~ ~ ~ ~ .
centuries before the advent of modern medicines. The
same plants are often used by the pharmaceutical
industry as the basis for the medicines we use even
today. Medicines are now expensive to produce a;ld
purchase. It would be better if we returned to
traditional methods, using leaves and roots of plants
rather than mass-produced pharmaceuticals.

We should continue to improve sanitation and diet in
order to further increase our life expectancy. People in
the past had much shorter life expectancies than
today. The life expectancy of pre-industrialised
societies tended to be an average of 30 years. Today,
people in developed countries can expect to live to
over 70 years. Men, in particular, live much longer
now.

Most new catering businesses collapse within the first
year. Entrepreneurstend to underestimate how long it
takes to establish a client base. They run out of
operating funds before they have a chance to
establish themselves in the market. Many new
restaurant owners give clients over-generous portions,
often in a misguided attempt to lure them back to the
restaurant. Therefore, in order to keep their businesses
afloat, new restaurant owners should delay installing
new kitchens until the restaurant is established.

The Electoral Commission found that intimidation was
used to influence how some voters used their postal
vote in the local elections. We should call an end to
postal voting. This will ensure a return to fair
elections.

Many people in the world are under-nourished or do
not get enough to eat. More should be done to
reduce the world's population so that food supplies
can go round.
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False premises
Predicating an argument on
premises
An argument is based o n reasons which are used
to support the conclusion. However, when an
argument is being formulated, it is also based o n
beliefs, theories or assumptions, known as
premises. We say that a n argument is predicated
on its premises. Predicated means 'based on'. The
examples below show how these terms are used.

Usually, only 70,000 people attend the summer
festival.A recent report has argued that, this year, the
organisers need to order sufficient facilities for
500,000 people. People will want to attend the
location that day to see the rare solar eclipse.

Here, the argument that the organisers need to
order facilities for half a million people is
predicated on the premise that many people will
be so interested in the solar eclipse that they
will come to the festival to see it. In this
example, there are underlying assumptions
about the popularity of a solar eclipse.

The airport authorities have argued that they need
additional security because the proportion of football
fans using the airport has risen in the last year.

Here, the argument that there is a need for
increased security is predicated upon the
premise that football fans automatically create
more of a security risk at airports.

assumptions are incorrect, we say the argument
is based, or predicated, o n false premises.
Usually, we need some knowledge of the
circumstances, such as data or the outcome of
an event, in order t o recognise fahe premises.

A report prior to the festival argued that the

organisers needed to provide facilities for 500,000.
This was based on the false premise that the public
would wish to see the solar eclipse at the same
location as the festival. On the day, however, the
public stayed home and watched the eclipse on
television. Only the usual 70,000 attended.

After the event, it was easy t o see that the whole
argument was predicated o n incorrect
assumptions - or false premises.

The proportion of football fans using the airport has
risen in the last year. The airport used to be used
primarily by oil rig workers before work moved further
up the coast. In order to maintain the same volume of
travellers, the airport is now offering cheap family
deals for football fans travelling with children.

Example 2 assumed a particular type of football
fan. In Example 4, when we find out more
about the fans, we can see there is no obvious
reason why families travelling t o a football
match would create a higher security risk.

"--

Conclusion: should be well
supported

conclusion

False premises
As the basis of an argument, the premises act
like the foundations of a building. If the
premises are not well-founded, the argument
can come tumbling down. When the underlying
O Stella Cottrell (2005), Critical Tllinkir~gSkills,
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Reasons: the pillars of the
argument

2

1

remise
premise

I

1

Premises: Underlying beliefs,
assumptions, foundations,
theories
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Activity: False premises
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For each ot the tollowlng passages, make ;r
judgement about wflether the iargument is likely to
be based Ion sound c)r false preinises. Give reasons
for your a1nswers.
\

J

War in the Gulf is likely to have affected how much oil
is produced in the next few months. When there is a
shortage of oil, petrol prices usually rise. Therefore,
the price of petrol i s likely to rise this year.

Bollywood, the Mumbai-based film industry in India,
produces around 900 films every year, far more than
any rival. These are being distributed to more
countries than ever before. lndian films used to appeal
mostly to home audiences but now attract large nonlndian audiences. India has diversified into art-films
that win international acclaim. Therefore, the lndian
film industry is gaining worldwide appeal.

Five per cent of people got married last year, and five
per cent the year before. This means that ten per cent
of people get married every two years. Therefore, in
twenty years time, everybody will be married.

Getting wet in the rain gives you a cold. The builders
worked for several hours in pouring rain. Therefore,
they will get colds.

Cities are too polluted by cars' exhaust fumes and
chemicals pumped
into the air. In the
countryside, the air
is free of pollution.
People ought to
stop living in cities
as it is healthier to
live in the
countryside.

Most new restaurants struggle to survive. In order to
break even after the first year of opening, we need to
earn f2500 pounds a week. To make this, we need to
fill every table every night. Other local restaurants fill
about half their tables during the week. We have a
good menu so we are likely to get a full restaurant
every night. This means we will break even.
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National identities are strongly entrenched. When you
are on a beach overseas, you can tell which country
people come from just by watching their behaviour.
French people, for example, play boules in the sand,
whilst Englishmen are noticeable for walking round
without any clothing on their upper bodies. So, there
must be something in their genetic make-up that
makes the people of a country behave in a similar
way.

Digital television will increase the number of channels
from which viewers can choose. The more choice
there is, the better the quality of the programmes that
are produced. Therefore, digital television will lead to
better television programmes.
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Implicit arguments
~plicitand implicit arguments
'hen an argument follows recognisable
ructures, the argument is explicit. Most of the
guments introduced in the book so far have
$enexplicit.
When it doesn't obviously follow the familiar
structure of an argument, the argument is
implicit. Implied arguments may lack:
an obvious line of reasoning
a stated conclusion
the appearance of attempting to persuade.

Why use implicit arguments?
An argument can be more powerful when it
does not appear to be an argument or when
there does not appear to be an attempt to
persuade an audience. When an argument is
explicit, the audience is likely to analyse it in
detail, evaluating the strength of the reasoning
and the quality of the evidence. This may not
suit the purposes of the author.
If a set of statements leads directly to an
unstated conclusion, the audience is more likely
to draw the desired conclusion for themselves.
An argument can be more convincing if the
audience thinks they are drawing their own
conclusions. It follows that implicit arguments
are most likely to be used for purposes such as:
catching someone unawares or persuading
people through an appeal at an unconscious
level, for example, in advertising;
persuading someone to do something they
don't really want to do;
putting an idea into another person's head
without appearing to do so;
threatening others or creating the idea of
threatening circumstances;
maligning other people without actually
mentioning their faults;
suggesting a consequence without stating it,
in an attempt to mislead or to make the
audience feel they thought of it themselves.
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Huge cash prizes of over a million pounds! Your
number has been selected out of over 3.4 million
entries to win one of our cash prizes! Ring now on this
number to find out more.

In this example, the implicit argument is that
the recipient of the message has won a large
cash prize, probably of over a million pounds.
The message doesn't actually say whether all the
cash prizes are over a million pounds. It also
doesn't state whether the recipient has been
selected as a winner of any kind: we only know
the number has been selected 'to win'. This may
turn out to be a number entered into a draw.
Many people are encouraged to respond to such
messages, only to find they have paid more in
phone bills than the prize is worth.

I

Ideological assumptions
An implicit argument may be one that is simply
not recognised as implicit because it represents
what is taken for granted in the author's society
or culture - in its body of beliefs or 'ideology'.
For example, it was assumed until very recently
that men should not express emotion or were
incapable of coping with children. This didn't
always need to be stated when it underlay an
argument, because everyone 'knew' it was true.
Implicit arguments can be a society's equivalent
of a 'blind spot'.
Subjects such as cultural and media studies
today analyse texts to bring out such 'taken for
granted', or ideological, aspects so that we are
becoming more aware of our hidden
assumptions.

Reading between the lines
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Activities: Implicit arguments

E l
Activit

Identih~t ne lmpilclt arguments in the to11,....,,

Employees would do very well to bear in mind that all
forms of trade union and association, other than for
sports and recreation, are not viewed favourably.
Employees are not to discuss their rates of pay with
other workers.

When our candidate says he fought for his country, he
really did fight for his country. When our candidate
says that he hasn't stolen from the nation, he really
hasn't. And when our candidate makes electoral
promises about taxes, he will keep them.

There were three hundred copper pipes loaded on
lorries in the parking bay at the factory on Saturday
afternoon when the manager and other staff left. The
pipes had disappeared by Sunday morning. julian and
Ian worked late on Saturday. Both can drive the
lorries. Neither has given an alibi for Saturday night.

People in our country believe in honesty and decency.
We don't believe in stealing or cheating the state.
Now, officials are allowing two thousand people to
emigrate here from other countries.

c a l assunnptions

nlnnirai
What are the lmpllclt social or id1oLvlvyrLus
s in the following passages?

I don't see why Ernest should be speaking when there
are adults present. He is barely twenty and at an age
when he should be attending to his seniors. A child
should not force himself forward in this way.

Anna is eight years old now and it is time she was
sent away to work. The farm at Nexby requires a pair
of hands to help gather hay and feed the pigs and
chickens. They will take her on and pay her room and
board. She will only work from 6 a.m. until 6 p.m.
every day. They are good people and will see that she
does not fall into sin through idleness. Anna will be
allowed home most years for Christmas day.

Now that Mr Potts has died, we will have to decide
on the future of his estate. As he left only three
daughters and has no living sons, the estate will have
to pass to his dead brother's son, Mr Andrew Potts.

It is quite unreasonable to expect women to be
employed to read the news. Some of the news is
quite upsetting. It isn't all cakes, bazaars and cats
stuck up trees. Newscasters often have to report on
war, death and political unrest, which require a
serious and steady approach.

Most people in this country want the death penalty.
This country is a democracy. In a democracy, what
most people want should count. This country does
not have the death penalty.
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Denoted and connoted meanings (I)
Any message may carry both denoted and
connoted meanings. The denoted meaning is
the manifest meaning - the one that is most
apparent on the surface.

The denoted message is the literal or explicit
meaning.

C

-.

- --.,-

l meanin

The connoted message carries additional
unstated, or latent, meanings and
implications. These may be obvious to the
reader in some cases, but are often
concealed and may need to be teased out.

Connoted meanings

The connotations of Example 1 are:

Denoted meaning

'Today! f 100 reductions on all computers!'

The denoted message is: If you buy any
computer at the place where the message
appears, the price will be reduced by £100.

These computers are bargains.
If you don't buy the computer today, you are
unlikely to get the f 100 reduction so it is best to
buy quickly.

Connoted meanings

The connotations of Example 2 are:

Denoted meaning

You, too, could have a life in the sun.

The denoted message in example 2 is: You could
live where there is sunshine.

A life in the sun is a desirable state that not

everyone can achieve.
If you do what we suggest, this opportunity will
become available to you.

However, an argument may also contain latent
messages in persuading us to a point of view.
These tend to act on our unconscious as we are
not necessarily aware that they are being used.
Messages that act on the unconscious can be
particularly powerful, so it is important to be
aware of when an argument sounds convincing
because of its connotations rather than its line
of reasoning.
The connotations of a message can add to its
effectiveness in persuading. If we can recognise
connoted messages, we are in a better position
to see how the argument is structured, and to
decide whether we agree with its underlying
point of view.

Q Stella Cottrell (2005),
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Arguing by association
One common way of creating connotations is
by associating the item under discussion with
another. This way, the author doesn't have to
explicitly argue that an item is a certain way,
but implies it through the second item.

Reading between the lines
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Denoted and connoted meanings (2)

That's a great car you got for your birthday. 1 got this
CD for mine. This CD is like gold.

The denoted meaning in Example 3 is that the
person received a CD as a birthday gift. The
connotations of the messages are more
complicated. By associating the CD with gold,
the CD appears to be rare and therefore more
valuable. This confers some importance to the
gift and/or to the receiver of the gift. This may
be because the CD really is rare. Alternatively,
the author may be trying to create the illusion
that the gift of a CD is just as good as the more
obviously expensive gift of the car.
Products which have no connections with gold
often contain the word 'gold' in the name.
Alternatively, marketing materials locate a
golden image such as a wedding ring
prominently where it will catch the eye. The
association with gold immediately suggests
excellence, wealth, or scarcity. Terms such as
'golden age' suggest a better time. A golden
wedding ring suggests a lasting relationship. This
may encourage the audience to associate the
product with the romance of weddings. The idea
of a lasting relationship is useful when
encouraging the idea of a long-term relationship
between the audience as purchasers and the
product being sold.

items and ideas that carry positive meanings.
Rival political opponents and their campaign
messages are associated with negative messages.
Latent messages often depend upon shared
social, cultural and ideological values. As we saw
above, if the audience is able to make the links
for themselves, the intended message can be
more powerful. One well-chosen key word or
concept can evoke multiple associations,
producing an effective latent message.
Latent messages may be conveyed through a
number of means such as:
Playing patriotic music in the background to
a political broadcast, to suggest that a
particular party is the most patriotic.
Using an image of a bird flying in an open
sky, to suggest freedom and unlimited choice
as a consequence of acting in the way that
the argument suggests.
Baking bread when showing viewers around a
house that is for sale, to suggest a feeling of
home and well-being.

Stereotyping
When an idea or a set of people are continually
linked to a small number of associations, such as
adjectives, job roles or forms of behaviour, this
is known as stereotyping. The more that the
group is linked to that set of associations, the
harder it is to conceptualise members of that
group as individuals.

Latent messages
Latent messages may rely on connotations. In
everyday life, we may be familiar with latent
messages through the notion of 'reflected glory'.
Most of us are familiar with people who don't
argue explicitly: 'I am important', but imply it
by mentioning all the important people they
have met, or significant jobs held by friends and
family. Latent messages are used a great deal in
advertising and political campaigning. The
product being sold, or the candidate for
election, or a political argument, are linked with
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On the left, we have the men's bathrooms, no doubt
for the doctors, and over there are the ladies'
bathrooms for the nurses.

For decades in Britain, there was a stereotype
that doctors were men and nurses were women.
Such stereotypes are now challenged.
Stereotyping often accompanies the 'in-group'
and 'out-group' behaviour described on p. 114.

O Stella Cottrell (2005), Critical Tlzinkifzg Skills,
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lhich word!s or concel)ts are use(1 the most to sell
ifferent types of prod1J C ~ .What iwe the ass(~ciations
f the word!j used?

~
is associat.ed with each key w ord.

i concept

Key worc
1 mountain

A innocence, caring, love,
tenderness, softness

2 child

B danger, bravery, speed,

Key word or
concept used
in advert

Associations given to the
word or con

unstoppable

3 fruit extract

C romance, marriage,
happiness, being special or
chosen

4 wall of fire

D man being independent; a
place women aren't meant to
90

5 monkey

E healthiness, vitamins, wellbeing, flowing hair

6 ring

F natural freshness, refreshingly
cool, outdoors, hardiness

7 shed or den

G humour, playfulness, tricks

Activity: Stereotypes
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3 We had better make sure tb\ere is roast beef on the menu so that the British tourists have something they are
able t c) eat.
ol his templer, seeing he has red hair.
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Activity: Denoted and connoted meanings
3

/

Act ivity

.

r . ,

8

,

.,

..r

For eacn or tne passages Pelow, Iaentliy:
the denott?d meanin!
the connoted meanir
. ..
the use ot assoclatlon to create a
latent message.
ThetI read the commentalry opposite!.
I

L

Although my client has been a bit naughty
in the past, her behaviour has now
changed. Her children have been through
difficult times in the last few months. Her
son has been seriously ill and her daughter
was very distressed by her grandfather's
death. During the period of trial contact
with her children, my client has been like a
rock to them. They are now reliant on her
support.

All the other parties change their policies as
the wind blows. Only our party has a
constant and clear direction. We have our
leader to thank for this, as she is the only
captain who can steer a clear course
through the storms currently facing our
country.

Commentary
Passage 6.30
The denoted meaning is that the client's behaviour had
been poor but has now improved. She has shown she can
provide good support for her children.
The connotations. The word 'naughty' is one associated
with children's behaviour and therefore carries the
connotation that the woman's behaviour wasn't very
serious in adult terms. The mother is associated with the
concept of a 'rock' to create the impression of a
supportive and dependable mother. 'Rock' carries
connotations of firmness, stability, reliability, and
providing good support.

Passage 6.3 7
The denoted meaning is that whereas other parties change
their policies, the author's party is constant in its
direction irrespective of events.
The connotations. Other political parties are associated
with the wind, which is changeable and unreliable. The
connotation is that the parties are also unreliable. This
creates a greater sense of contrast with the author's party,
which is presented as steady even in a storm, rather than
in mere wind. The party leader is associated with a
captain of a ship. This carries connotations of 'command
over the elements', and of steering a steady path towards
the shore. This is not an unusual comparison, so, for some
people, this association will carry further connotations of
previous leaders who were successfully compared to
captains of ships in the past.

Passage 6.32

It shouldn't be difficult to persuade people
to take the new scheme on board. We just
need to persuade the community leaders
to approve our suggestions and the rest of
the community will follow like sheep.
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The denoted message is that it will not be difficult to
persuade the community to accept the new scheme if the
community leaders approve it.
The connotations. The passage associates the people in
the community with sheep, an animal that is considered
to have little mind of its own. The connotation is that
communities have little mind of their own and do
whatever community leaders tell them.

O Stella Cottrell (ZOOS), Critical Thinking Skills,
Paigrave Macmillan Ltd

This chapter looked at some aspects of an argument that are not always made explicit, such as
assumptions, implicit arguments, underlying premises and the connotations of material used in
establishing the argument.
All arguments are dependent on assumptions of some kind. Assumptions may be latent within an
argument for good reasons, such as an expectation that the audience will recognise them and know what
they mean. This is useful in keeping an argument brief and succinct, avoiding explanations of what
everyone is likely to know already.
At times, the author may assume that the audience will share assumptions or have particular knowledge
when this is not the case. At other times, authors may choose not to make the underlying assumptions
and persuasive techniques obvious, in order to better persuade the audience to their point of view.
Assumptions can also act as reasons to support the conclusion. It is important to be able to identify latent
persuasion and reasoning in order to be able to evaluate the strength and validity of the argument.
An argument may appear to be well reasoned but if it is based on false premises, it is not a good
argument. As the premises are not usually made explicit, it is usually necessary to read between the lines to
identify these. To identify whether premises are sound may require some knowledge of the subject, as well
as exercising judgement about the likelihood of the premises being well-founded. Often this requires us to
call upon our common sense and experience, but we may need to research further to check whether the
argument is valid.
Finally, the chapter looked at denoted and connoted meanings. The denoted meaning is the overt or
explicit message, which we are more likely to recognise. However, an argument may also contain latent, or
connoted, messages to persuade us to a point of view. These tend to act on our unconscious, and we are
not necessarily aware that they are being used. Messages that act on the unconscious can be particularly
powerful, so it is important to be able to detect latent messages. We can then evaluate whether an
argument sounds convincing because of its connotations and hidden messages rather than its line of
reasoning.

Information about the sources
For information about the scientist Emeagwali, see www.overture.com

8 Stella Cottrell (ZOOS), Critical Thirzkiizg Skills,
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Answers to activities in Chapter 6
Identify the underlying
assumptions (p. 87)
Passage 6.7
Underlying assumption: Campaigning against

nuclear weapons is an acczrrate measure of how
politically-minded a grotrp is. However, it could be
that other political issues are just as important
to different generations.

Passage 6.2
Underlying assumption: Whenever hozise prices
rise quickly, there will always be a slump in which
people lose money. It may be, for example, that
patterns of investment or interest rates vary
during different periods of rapid house-price
rises, so that a slump or loss of money might
not automatically follow them.

Passage 6.3
Underlying assumption: Advertising aimed at
children is to blame for peer pressure. This may be
true or untrue. The link between advertising and
peer pressure isn't established in the passage itself.

Passage 6.4
Underlying assumption: A high number of

searches on the internet means that 'everyone' must
know abozrt the subject. It may be true, but it is
probable that many people haven't heard about
Emeagwali. A web page which receives many
'hits' is, nonetheless, visited by a relatively small
proportion of people. Also, the same people may
have visited the web-site many times.

Passage 6.5
Underlying assumption: All jobs could be moved
to lower-wage economies. This assumption is
needed for the conclusion that there would be
'no' jobs left. Some reflection would indicate
that this is unlikely to be the case. Many jobs,
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such as medicine, catering, retailing, teaching
and caring services, need to be delivered locally
so it is unlikely that 'no jobs' would be left in
high-wage economies. The passage also assumes
that only 'companies' offer jobs, but other
organisations and individuals could also be
employers.

Passage 6.6
Underlying assumption: Some consumers do not
zlnderstand the information they read abozrt E
numbers. If this was not the assumption, then
the conclusion that 'putting information on the
label is not necessarily helpful: people need to
know what it means' could not be drawn. E
numbers mean 'approved for use in every
country in Europe' and include chemicals such
as vitamins as well as those considered
unhealthy. E300 is vitamin C. There is also an
assumption that consumers do want to eat more
healthily, which may not be the case.

Implicit assumptions used as
reasons (p. 90)
Passage 6.7
Conclusion: As there has been so little advance on
humanoid robots assisting with housework and
coi~strziction,it will probably never be achieved.
The implicit assumptions used as reasons are:
( 1 ) Jzrst because a robot was designed a long time

ago, there have been continuo~rsefforts since
then to design a robot to deal with certain
kinds of work. No evidence is given to show
that this is what Leonardo or inventors
since him set out to do.
( 2 ) If something hasn't been done before a certain
time, it never can be. In the case of designing
the robot described, the author doesn't
prove this.

These assumptions may be true but are not
supported in the passage by evidence.

O Stella CottrelI (ZOOS), Critical Tl~inkingSkills,
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Answers to activities in Chapter 6 (continued)
Passaqe
- 6.8
The conclusion is: Endingpostal voting will ensure

a return to fair elections.
It may be true or untrue that postal voting is less
fair than other forms of voting. However, the
implicit assumptions are:

(1) Elections were fair before postal voting was
introduced. This is not proved in the
passage. For example, some people might
not consider that elections are fair if those
who work away from home on the day of
an election through no choice of their own,
Or those in
Or serving in the forces
overseas, cannot vote.
Other assumptions made are:
(2) Intimidation is not used in any other kind o f
voting system. This is not established in the
passage. For example, intimidation could be
make
wrrender their voting
papers in other kinds of election.
(3) Postal voting cozrld not be altered to reduce or

remove intimidation.

Passage 6.9

amounts needed. When one considers the
very large amounts of concentrated
chemicals stored on chemists' shelves, it is
difficult to imagine that the plant
equivalent couid be made available so
readily.

Passage 6.7 0
The conclusion is: W e should continue to improve

sanitation and diet in order to further increase our
life expectancy.
The implicit assumption being used as a reason
is that life expectancy increased in the past because
of sanitation and diet. This may be the case but it
hasn't been established as true in the passage. It
might be argued, for example, that many people
had good diets but not enough food, and died
early as a result of famine Others died as a
result of epidemics and many men died through
wars, without these necessarily being affected by
poor diet or sanitation.

also contains the implicit
The
assum~tionthat diet, sanitation and life
expectancy could be improved further, and that
continuing to increase life expectancy is a good
thing. Not everyone might agree with this.

The conclusion is: It woz~ldbe better to return to

traditional methods of using leaves and roots of
plants rather than mass-prodticed pharmacetiticals.

Passage 6.1 1

The implicit assumptions are:

The conclusion is: Therefore, in order to keep their

Past methods o f usingPzants were as effecfve
as modern medicines. This may be true or
untrue. The passage does not provide
evidence to establish this. ~ o d e r n
medicines often use plants in more
concentrated forms and combined with
other chemicals that are not locally
available. This may make them more, or
less, effective.
(2) Modem medicines are being used to czlre the

same range and types of illnesses as in the past.
(3) The range and amozints of plants would be

available and accessible to people in the

O Stella Cottreli (2005), Critical Tl~inkingSkills,
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businesses afloat, new restaurant owners should
&lay installing new kitchens until the restaurant is
established.
The implicit assumption which is used as a
reason is that new kitchens are an zinnecessary

expense when a restaurant is new, contributing to
the lack of funds at the end of the year. This is a
reasonable assumption to make but it does not
follow from what has been said so far in the
passage. This kind of conclusion is also an
example of a non-sequitur (see p. 88), as the
conclusion seems to jump out of nowhere,
rather than following the previous sequence of
the reasoning.
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Answers to activities in Chapter 6 (continued)
Passaqe
- 6.72
The conclusion is: More shoiild be done to redrice

the world's popzilation so that food srlpplies can go
rozlnd.
The implicit assumption used as a reason is that

being filled every night. Most new restaurants
struggle to survive and established restaurants
local to the one in the passage do not fill to
capacity. Good cooking, low prices or a better
location might have been reasons for expecting
a full restaurant.

the size of the world's popzllation is tl7e cazue of
r~nder-nourishment.The passage also assumes that
there is not enough food to go round. This may
or may not be the case: the passage does not
present evidence to support this. However,
under-nourishment can be caused by eating the
wrong foods rather than simply not having food
to eat. Some countries consume much more food
than their populations actually require so other
people might argue that better food distribution
is more important than population control.

Sound premises. The Indian film industry is
growing in its worldwide appeal for the reasons
given: it is gaining international acclaim,
attracts non-Indian audiences and is shown in
more countries than in the past.

Passage 6.7 8

Sound premises. Petrol prices would be likely to
rise for the reasons given.

False premises. The false premise is that people
would and could continue to marry at the same
rate each year, which is unlikely. The passage
does not take into consideration that some-of
the population, such as children, would not be
eligible to marry, and that others would not
choose to.

Passage 6.74

Passage 6.7 9

False premises. The argument is based on the
false premise that getting wet in the rain gives
you a cold. There is no direct link between
getting wet and catching a cold. Most of the
time, when people get wet, they do not later
have a cold.

False premise. Even if it were true that people's
nationality could be read from their
behaviour, the argument would be based on
the false premise that similarities are
genetically based. Nations such as the English
and the French are not genetically
homogeneous but descend from a very wide
variety of ancestors. The behaviours described
are more likely to be the result of cultural than
genetic reasons.

False premises (p. 92)
Passage 6.73

Passage 6.75
False premises. The false premise is that the air
in the countryside is free of pollution. There are
many pollutants, such as agricultural pesticides,
that can affect people living in rural areas.

Passage 6.7 6
False premises. It is a false premise that a
good menu will lead to a new restaurant
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Passage 6.20
False premise. The false premise is that the
more choice there is, the better the quality of
the programmes. This has not been established
- and many people would argue to the
contrary.

O Stella Cottrell (ZOOS), Critical Tliinkii~gSkills,
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Answers to activities in Chapter 6 (continued)
L

lmplicit arguments (p. 94)

Ideological assumptions (p. 94)

Passage 6.2 1

Passage 6.26

The implicit argument is that if employees do
not do as is expected of them, they are likely to
lose their jobs or suffer a similar serious penalty
such as lack of promotion. This is not stated
explicitly but is an implicit threat.

In this passage, people of 20 years old are still
considered children. The age at which one
becomes an adult has varied at different
historical times and according to the society.

Passage 6.27
Passage 6.22
The implicit argument is that the opposing
candidate lied about fighting for the country
and stealing from the nation and won't keep
electoral promises about taxes. This is not stated
explicitly but is implied.

Passage 6.23
The implicit argument is that Julian and Ian
stole the pipes. A series of statements are
presented which, if there was a recognisable
structure for an argument, would form a series
of reasons. The two workers 'worked late', so we
are left to assume this means when other people
had all gone home; they can drive the lorries so
it is implied that they did drive them; they have
given no alibi so we are left to assume both that
they have no alibi and that this means they
must have committed the theft.

Passage 6.24
The implicit argument is that people who
emigrate from other countries are more likely to
be dishonest. No evidence is presented to
support this argument.

Passage 6.25

The passage assumes these are good working
conditions. It considers it to be acceptable for
children to work rather than attend school, that
a twelve-hour working day is reasonable, and
that workers don't have extended holidays. In
this passage, work is considered a form of
morality and not working is regarded as sinful.
Novels of the early nineteenth century describe
working conditions such as these, which were
not unusual at that time.

Passage 6.28
In this case, the ideological assumption is that
women cannot inherit estates. This was the case
in Britain for several hundred years, and died
out mainly in the twentieth century.

Passage 6.29
This passage assumes that women are too
emotional to report news about serious issues.
For many years, women were not allowed to
read the news in Britain, and arguments such as
these were commonplace. It was assumed that
women would burst into tears at difficult news.
It was also argued that if a woman read the
news, it would automatically sound trivial
because women were associated only with trivial
matters.

The implicit argument is that as most people
want the death penalty, it should be introduced.
This is not stated explicitly.

O Stella
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Answers to activities in Chapter 6 (continued)
Associations (p. 97)

4 This reinforces the stereotype that all redheaded people are hot-tempered.
5 This reinforces the stereotypes that people
from the Caribbean all like Reggae and only
want to listen to that music, and that people
from Spain all like flamenco music and only
want to listen to that.
6 This reinforces the stereotype that all football
fans are trouble-makers.

2 This reinforces the stereotype that being a
pilot is a job for males and being a steward is
a job for females.

7 This reinforces the stereotype that students
are lazy and can't fend for themselves. It
reinforces the idea of students as younger
people with parents who live near enough
to visit. It doesn't include the concept
of students who do not have
are
older, from overseas, or brought up in
care.

3 This reinforces the stereotype that British
people only eat roast beef and won't eat food
from other countries.

8 This reinforces the stereotype that people are
not interested in fashion or computers once
they reach a certain age.

Stereotypes (p. 97)
1 This reinforces the stereotype that all girls
like pink.
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Chapter 7

Does it add up?
Identifying flaws in the argument

This chapter offers you opportunities to:

a consider a range of flaws that may be contained within an argument

a

practise identifying flaws in arguments

a recognise the difference between cause and effect, correlation and coincidence
understand what is meant by necessary and sufficient conditions, and be able to distinguish between
the two
a identify a range of ways in which language can be used to distort an argument

Introduction
Chapter 3 demonstrated that an argument has
several components: an author's position, a line
of reasoning that uses reasons to support a
conclusion, and the intention to persuade. In
the following chapters, we saw that an
argument can collapse even if it appears to have
those components. We have already seen how
an argument may be weakened by poor
structure, logical inconsistency and hidden
assumptions. This chapter will look at some
other ways of evaluating the strength of an
argument. It enables you to consider many
common types of flaws that can occur, such as
confusing cause and effect; failing to meet
necessary conditions; attacking the character of

a person rather than evaluating their
reasoning; misrepresentation; and using
emotive language.
Arguments may be flawed because:
The authors didn't recognise that their own
arguments were flawed. This chapter can help
you to recognise flaws in your own arguments
so you can improve your reasoning.
The authors intended to mislead their
audiences and deliberately distorted the
reasoning, or misused language to create
particular responses. This chapter can help
you to be more alert to flaws in other people's
arguments.

Does it add up?
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Assuming a causal link
It is flawed reasoning to assume that because
two things are found together, or occur at the
same time, there must be a link between them.
One example of this is assuming a link to be one
of cause and effect: that one thing must be the
'cause' of another, or, in effect, jumping t o a
particular kind of conclusion.

Here, the cause of the illness is linked to eating
fish. The underlying assumption is that nothing
else could have made the family ill. Without
this assumption, the author couldn't draw the
conclusion that the fish was bad. More evidence
than this would be needed to prove that bad
fish was the cause of the illness, such as:
whether anybody else who ate fish from the
same batch became ill;
what the nature of the illness is;
what else might have caused the illness;
an examination of the fish remains.

Wherever dinosaur imprints are found in rocks, there
are geologists around. Therefore, geologists must
make the imprints.

Activity
re- ---L

-

or links

Life expectancy is much higher in Western countries
than in the past. Obesity is also much higher.
Therefore, obesity must increase our life expectancy.
The assumption here is that as geologists and
dinosaur prints occur in the same place, the
geologists create the prints. The underlying
assumption is that the dinosaur prints must be
fake. If this were not the case, the author
couldn't draw the conclusion that geologists
must make the prints. The more logical
assumption is that the prints attract the
geologists as they are a natural subject for
geologists to research when they are dating
rocks. Other evidence is likely to prove they predated the arrival of the geologists by a great
many years.

The entire family was ill last night. They all ate fish at
the restaurant yesterday. Therefore, the fish must have
been contaminated.

A prisoner who protested his innocence by sitting on
the prison roof has been released. This is the second
time that a prisoner who has protested in this way has
been released. Roof-top protests must be a good way
of securing release from the prison.

The man's body was found in the kitchen. A bloody
knife was found nearby. The lock on the door had
been broken. Somebody must have broken in and
killed the man.

-n.
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Answers: see p. 122.
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Correlations and false correlations
When trends are related, this is referred to as
correlation - that is, 'related t o each other'.
Sometimes, there is a causal link between the
correlated trends, and at other times there is
not.

AS

the temperature rises, people drink more water.

Here, the two trends of rising temperature and
increased water consumption can be correlated.
Drinking water is an effect caused by the
increase in temperature.

As the temperature fell, people were more likely to
use the indoor swimming pool.

Here, the two trends of falling temperature and
indoors can
increased likelihood of
be
Use of the indoor swimming pool
in temperature'
was an effect caused by the
Here, the trends move in opposite directions
(one falls as the other increases) so there is an
inverse correlation, but the link is still one of
cause and effect.

Correlations with 'third causes'
In other cases, there is not a causal link between
trends that are correlated. For example, sales of
ice cream may rise between May and August
each year and so may sales i n sandals. The
trends move in the same direction and there is a
relationship of some kind between the two. This
means we can say that increased sales of both
ice cream and sandals are correlated. It is
reasonable to expect that when sales of sandals
rise, there will also be a rise in ice cream sales.
However, increased sales of ice cream don't
cause the higher sales of sandals, nor vice versa.

O Stella Cottrell (ZOOS),
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If a novel brand of ice
cream is launched to
coincide with winter
festivities, ice cream sales
could rise without there
being any effect on
sandal sales. A third
factor, warmer weather
in summer, is responsible
for the sales of each.

I---.
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False correlations
A correlation assumes some kind of mutual
relationship. Just because trends move in the
same direction, this does not mean there is a
correlation between them, as there may be no
relationship. If a correlation is assumed where
none exists, this is a false correlation.

The number of car crimes has increased. There used
to be only a few colours of car from which purchasers
could choose, Now there is much more variety.The
wider the choice of car colours, the higher the rate of
car crime.

It is possible that there is some link between the
two trends but it isn't likely. The connection
between the two trends is likely to be
coincidental rather than correlated.

Checking the relationship
When there appears t o be a correlation between
trends, it is important t o check the ways in
which they are linked:
Are the patterns and trends coincidental
rather than there being a direct link between
them?
Are they directly linked as cause and effect?
Are they linked by a third cause?
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Activity: ldentify the nature of the link
r

\

Activity

Reason 7: The price of football tickets has risen.
Reason 2: Football players receive higher wages than
ever before.
Conclusion: Spectators are paying more to watch
matches in order to pay footballers' high wages.

bar each ot the passages oerow, Identity VI

A The re;asons support the cor~clusionthr
causal links.

. .

. ... . .
only works ~tthere IS ar
assumption or assumptions that are nolt covered
by the reasons. ldentify the assumptior1(s) made.
C There is no link between the reasons a1~d the
R T, ,h
n usion
,, o r,,ncl

\c

J

Reason 1: Sugar destroys teeth
Reason 2: Children eat a lot of sugar
Reason 3: Children's teeth decay quickly.
Conclusion: Children's teeth decay quickly because of
the sugar they eat.

Reason 7: More students use the internet for research
and for submitting their work than in the past.
Reason 2: The overall number of students has risen
but the number of teaching staff has not.
Reason 3: The proportion of students plagiarising the
work of other people is likely to have remained the
same.
Conclusion: Students are now more at risk of being
discovered plagiarising.

Marie Curie, Einstein, and Darwin had long hair. They
were all great scientists. Therefore, to be a great
scientist you need long hair.

1 08
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Reason 7: Hedgehogs enjoy eating ice-cream.
Reason 2: Hedgehogs eat ice cream if ~tis stored in
containers that they can break open.
Reason 3: Fast food outlets report a lot of ice cream
wastage recently.
Conclusion: Hedgehogs must be breaking in to eat the
ice cream at fast
food outlets.

.
Reason 7 : Dubai's population doubled every ten years
between 1940 and 2000 and is continuing to rise.
Reason 2: The port created in 1979 at JebelAli
provided a prosperous free trade zone that brought
in people from all over the world.
Reason 3: Many projects for improving the economic
infrastructure, from sporting events and theme
parks to world-class technology parks and
international finance centres, have encouraged
people to settle in Dubai.
Reason 4: Large-scale property development is
underway, offering better opportunities for foreign
nationals to own property in Dubai.
Conclusion: Dubai's population is increasing because
of the opportunities it provides to foreign nationals.

0 Stella Cottrell (2005), Critical Thirlkirig Skills,
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Not meeting the necessary conditions
Necessary conditions
In order to prove an argument, certain
supporting reasons or evidence will be essential
to it. These are called necessary conditions. A
necessary condition is just as it sounds: it is an
essential requirement. If it is not present, there
is a gap in the argument, and the outcome could
be different. If the outcome could be different,
then the argument isn't proved. It is important
to bear in mind that there may be many
necessary conditions, or requirements, for
proving a case.

'Without this, then not that

. . .'

One way of making a lot of money is by winning the
lottery. In order to win the lottery, you have to have a
lottery ticket for the draw. John has a lottery ticket for
the draw so he will make a lot of money.

One necessary condition, or requirement, for
making money through the lottery is to have a
relevant lottery ticket. John has met this
necessary condition by having such a ticket.

Checking for necessary conditions

You can check whether a reason forms a
necessary condition by rephrasing the argument
and seeing whether it still holds true. Necessary
conditions are expressed in statements such as:

When you are checking for necessary
conditions, it can help to rephrase some or all of
the reasons, and see whether the argument still
holds.

If this doesn't happen, then that won't occnr.
If this isn't true, then that can't be tnie either.
If this isn't present, then that won't be present.
If A isn't present, then B can't be true.
If it doesn't have A, then it can't be B.
If it doesn't do A, then 3 won't result.

Proposition: Birds have wings. The item has wings. The

This is easier to grasp through concrete
examples.

If you don't make advance arrangements for a taxi to
come to the house to take you to the station, then a
taxi won't arrive in time for you to catch your train.

A necessary condition, or requirement, for the
taxi arriving in time, in this case, is that
arrangements
are made in advance. This is a
"
sound argument.
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item is a bird.

To check whether wings are a necessary
condition of the item being a bird, apply a
statement such as: If it doesn't have A, then it
can't be B, and check whether this is true or
false. In this case:

If it doesn't have wings, then it can't be a bird.
True or false?
This is true: if an item did not have wings, it
would be hard to argue that it was a bird.
However, it is important to take the context into
consideration: if a bird had lost its wings in an
accident, or had been born without wings, it
would be flawed to argue that this prevented it
from being a bird. For example, the underlying
DNA that leads birds to have wings would be
able to determine that this was a bird.

Does i t add up?
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Not meeting sufficient conditions
'Necessary' i s not enough proof
Necessary and sufficient conditions are different.
Even if a necessary condition is met, this might
not be sufficient to prove a case: there may be
other conditions that must be met. You need to
consider whether the 'conditions' are sufficient
to support the conclusion. If not, then the
argument is not yet proved.
For example, simply having a ticket for the
lottery draw is not a sufficient condition for
making money: the ticket might not win. This
illustrates the difference between necessary and
sufficient conditions.

'If this, then t h a t .

. .'

Sufficient conditions form the totality of all
those conditions that must be met in order to
secure a particular argument. If sufficient
conditions are met, then a particular set of
consequences must follow. Sufficient conditions
are expressed in statements such as:
If this is trzle, then that must always be hie.
If A is present, then that proves B.
If this is tnre, then that must always follow.
I f A is present, then B must be tnle.

The lottery prize money was f 10 million. John held
the only winning ticket. He met the rules of the
competition. Therefore, John made a lot of money.

old mastedon was found in Ohio. Scientists found an
intestinal bacterium in its rib cage that they believe
was its last meal. The bacterium was not found in the
surrounding peat. Therefore, the bacterium must be
over 1 1,000 years old.

The author is here arguing that bacteria may live
much longer than was assumed. A necessary
condition is that bacteria found in the skeleton
are not also found in the surrounding peat. If
they are, then the bacteria might have travelled
from the peat to the skeleton only very recently,
and might not have been present in the rib cage
11,000 years ago. However, this is not a
sufficient condition to prove the age of the
bacteria. We don't know, for example, whether
the bacteria were blown by the wind into the
skeleton at any intervening point during the last
11,000 years, without making contact with the
surrounding peat.

Sufficient and/or necessary
When you are checking for sufficient conditions,
it can help to rephrase some or all of the reasons,
and see whether the argument still holds true. To
check whether wings are a sufficient condition to
prove that somethi& is a bird, apply a statement
such as: If A is present, then that proves B, and
check whether this is true or false.

Proposition: Birds have wings. The item has wings.
Therefore, it is a bird.

In Example 1, some necessary conditions for
John to make a lot of money are met: the prize
was for a large sum, and ~ o h n
was the sole
winner. However, if he lost his ticket, didn't
claim his prize, or the lottery company went
bankrupt, sufficient conditions would not have
been met for John to make a lot of money.

Bacteria usually have very short life spans. However, in
1989, the slteleton of a well preserved, 11,000-year-
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If wings are present, then that proves this is a

bird. True or false?
The answer is
Its having wings is not
sufficient proof that this is a bird. Other
necessary conditions would be that it was, or
had been, a living creature, with feathers, and
that it had the DNA of a bird. A winged item
could simply be an aeroplane.
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Activity: Necessary and sufficient conditions

1
r

whether the reasons given meet tne necessary conaltlons 10 support- me conclusion. wrlte yes or No irithe
box ht:aded Nece?ssary? Giv!e reasons f.or your answer.
whether the reaslons given t:o support the conclusion are su'fficient? WIrite Yes or IVo in the I:lox headed
Sufficitwt? Give rc:lasons for 1lour answe'r.
^...
.,.- :- *h,. 4 L-.,
'he answers are on page 123.
nil rndm~leis a i ~ rI lIII LI IY IIIX UUA.
A-

Ex. I Example: Blrds have wlngs.
The it em has wings.
Therefore, it is a bird.

1

1 The report makes referenct
to br;Inches. It Imust be
aboui: a tree.

2

.-

The boxer aoesn t ear meat
or fist1. He does eat dairy
prod1~ c t sand vegetables.
The I:loxer is a VIegetarian.

3

Amir is under the age of 2(3.
Teen;Igers are less than
20 vears old. Amir must be
a tee1lager.

4

Claire does not I
,ml lcir:al instrument. I nererore,
she is not a musician.

neces sary conditi
for the item bein!
a birc/

I

suiHicient?
-.
. .
. ..
No. I he reasons grven to support tne argument that
the item is a bird are not sufficient to satisfy the
def inition of a bird. This would include: usually flies, is
an1'mate, lays eggs, has two legs, has feathers. The
:-C.
~rmationgiven is not sufficient to rule out an
r toy.
t

-

I

r.,,..B.

5

The :I ~ishoparriv
. le wlrn
.
.LWU wrleels, one
venlcl
in fro nt of the other. The
bishop must ha\~ebeen on
bicvclle.
I

6

---

- 1 1.

.
!
L
,
.

L..

A telehvision usually costs
more than a radio. This one
r n c t c less than a radio, so it
must be a barga
L"JU

7

Li Ye1ing had thle benefit o
.. ' "aPPY
._
an ex
childtiood. She Imust be a
very tiappy adult.
.,
I,

.
I
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False analogies
An analogy is a comparison made to draw out
similarities between two things.

Creative comparisons
Authors can attempt to persuade their audience
through using comparisons. In creative writing
such as poetry and fiction, it is legitimate to
compare two items that seem at first to be
dissimilar in order to produce a literary effect
such as surprise, humour or an unexpected
perspective. In creative writing, it may be
permissible to say 'it was raining wellington
bootsf, or 'the moon is a goddess riding her
chariot of clouds'. Literary critics have to decide
whether such comparisons work to create the
desired effect on the audience.

the comparison is misleading, or . . .
the item used for comparison is described
inaccurately.
Before reading on, check whether you can
identify the weaknesses in the analogy in the
example below.

Cloning of human cells should never be allowed: it
will create another Frankenstein. We do not want such
monsters.

Valid comparisons
For most types of critical thinking, comparisons
must be valid, and add to our understanding of
the situation. In scientific terms, for example, it
doesn't help to think of the moon as a goddess
or clouds as chariots. Comparisons draw
attention to those aspects which are similar. As
two things are never identical, it takes critical
evaluation and judgement to decide whether a
comparison is valid for the context. If the
comparison helps to give a more accurate
understanding, then it is likely to be valid.

The heart works as a pump, moving blood through
the body by opening and constricting.

For most purposes, the comparison with a pump
helps us to understand the action of the heart,
so this is valid.

An analogy is not valid if:
the two items being compared are not
sufficiently similar, or . . .
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The author's position on cloning is clear: that it
is wrong and should be stopped. It may be that
the idea of cloning is 'monstrous' to many
people and the author is playing on that
sentiment. However, the analogy used is not
valid as it doesn't compare like with like. A
clone is an exact copy of an original.
Frankenstein wasn't an exact reproduction or
copy of anything, but was, rather, a n assembly
of pieces. Moreover, by using the term 'another
Frankenstein', the author is implying we should
have learnt our lesson from the past. However,
Frankenstein was only a character in a book.
The author wants us to think that a clone will
be a 'monster', but if the original used for the
clone was not a monster, an exact copy should
not be a monster either.
If an author uses a false analogy well, the
argument may seem convincing. This is
especially true if one half of an analogy seems
easy to prove (that Frankenstein was a monster)
and the other isn't (the outcomes of cloning). It
is easy to assume that because one half of the
analogy is true, the other half must be too.
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Activity: False analogies
Activity

.

..,

For each ot tne passages DelOW,

,

I

,--.

I

.... I'

What the analogy is: which bNO things i
comparled?
. .
Whether the comparisons arc .,..,.

The earth's
atmosphere is like a
blanket of gases
around the earth. It is
only a thin layer but it
helps to maintain the
temperature of the
earth, keeping us
warm. It also offers a
layer of protection
from the intensity of
the sun.

There was no way the defendant was able to help
himself. He had been under excessive strain for some
time and his emotions had been building up like
steam under pressure. The witness had been goading
the defendant, knowing he was likely to get angry.
The defendant was like a pressure cooker, just waiting
to explode. Eventually, he just reached boilinq point
and an exolosion became inevitable.

//

- 0 ~

It may not seem likely that the new political party will
be successful in the next elections but we remain
optimistic. It is true that the formal membership is
small and the party does not have much money with
what it lacksin these
which to
areas, i t makes up for in other areas, such as the skill
of its politicians and their commitment to success. The
party is like a new David, taking on Goliath. It may be
small, but it can take on those much bigger than
itself.

Investors in certain businesses lost a great deal of
money in recent years as their stocks and shares
wavered in the financial markets. Investors may not
have a right to compensationfor the knocksand
bruisesthey have sufferedon the stockmarketbut
they should be reimbursed for major accidents and
serious lapses in the health of the financial markets.

As the basis of an argument, the premises are like the
foundations of a building. If the premises are not wellfounded, the argument is likely to collapse.
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Deflection, complicity and exclusion
Language can be used skilfully to construct a
powerful argument. However, it can also be used
in ways that are unfair and which produce flaws
in the line of reasoning. Language can be used
to lull the audience into a false sense of security
about whether an argument is valid, or can
divert the audience from the line of reasoning.
Some of these tricks of language are examined
below.

This can be a powerful way of enticing the
audience into agreement.

As we all know. . . , we all know t h a t . . .
Surely, we all share the view that . .
Everybody knows t h a t . . . Everyone believes . . .
It is well established t h a t . . .

.

Deflective language
An author can use language to suggest there is
no need to prove the argument, deflecting the
audience from critically evaluating the reasoning.

Suggesting the argument is proved
Use of words such as: obviously, of course, clearly,
natz~rallysuggests that the argument is so
obvious there is no need to evaluate it.

If 'everyone' believes something, then the
audience would seem unreasonable not to agree.

'People like us': in-groups and out-groups
Another version is to suggest that people with
certain attributes, such as 'decent people' or
'anyone with any intelligence', are more likely
to agree with the argument. This can be
especially convincing if coupled with an appeal
to commonly held assumptions and prejudices,

Appeals to modern thinking
Another way of deflecting the audience from the
reasoning is by referring to the date, as if that,
in itself, added weight to the argument.

We're not in the nineteenth century now!
It's no longer 7 940!
It's like being back in the ark!

As the date is factually accurate, the audience is
already drawn into part agreement with the
argument. This approach attempts to discredit
anyone who disagrees with the argument as
being old-fashioned and out-of-date.

Anyone with any sense knows that women are naturally
better at housework than men.

Tajfel (1981) wrote about the way people divide
into 'in-groups' and 'out-groups'. The in-group
tends to make the out-group appear inferior and
undesirable so that others want to avoid being
associated with them. Authors can present
opponents of their argument as an 'out-group'.
The audience is more likely to be persuaded by
the arguments of an in-group and less likely to
consider the views of the out-group. Appeals to
decency, morals, shared values and shared
identity can be examples of this:

Encouraging complicity
Everybody knows
This is a particular form of deflective language
where the author acts as if the reader were
already part of a group of like-minded thinkers.
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All decent people would agree that X is immoral.
As British people (or black people/Muslims/
Catholics/deaf people etc.), we all want . .

.
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Other types of flawed argument
There are many ways in which an argument
may be flawed. As y o u become more used t o
critical analysis, you w i l l become more attuned
to potting the weak parts o f a n argument. You
could use a checklist such as that o n page 215 t o
help you identify the m a i n flaws. However, you
would need a very l o n g checklist t o cover all
potential weaknesses. It i s more useful to
develop a n increased sensitivity t o potential
flaws, so that y o u can recognise them in
different kinds of circumstance.
The following sections look at some further
potential distortions and weaknesses to look out
for. To
the sensitivity
mentioned
above, this section presents texts first and
encourages you t o find the flaws yourself, i f
possible) before reading the commentaries that
follow.
I

\

Activity
Before realding about
--- .- --,.
aryurrIerIL,
see if you
in the paa;ages that I

Internet copying

Although it is possible to devise software to catch
people who copy on the internet, it is unlikely that
everyone who does this could be charged. If you can't
enforce a law, then there isn't any point in passing it.
If there isn't a law, then there isn't a crime. If there
isn't a crime, then nobody has done anything wrong.

Tolls

More people should travel by public transport, as this
would improve traffic flows in the city. If there were
tolls for using roads, people would use public
transport. Polls indicate that most people want the
traffic flow to be improved. This shows that people
would be willing to support the introduction of tolls.
Therefore, the council should introduce heavy tolls.

ed
vourself
Identity cards

You don't need to WI3rry about whether tfiere are
. . .
. -.
.
techn~calnames tor the tlawed arquments.. JinU~J cL t
if you can recognise 1when and why the argument
isn't watertight. There may be rnore than one flaw
in each passage.

Personal identity cards don't present any real dangers
to human rights. They add to our security, by making
it easier for the police to track and catch criminals.
Opponents of identity cards are wishy-washy liberals
who live in leafy areas and haven't a clue what it is
like to live in run-down areas where crime is rife.

COP
-ILL

Then read pp. 116-1 7 to check your answe~b.
L

1

Community centre

Closing the community centre will leave our poor little
children with nowhere to play after school. Parents
are rightly furious. After the death of five children
from the area on a school canoeing trip, feelings are
running very high. The neighbourhood just cannot
take any more. If the community centre closes,
parents will worry that their children are being left to
suffer all over again.

Cottrell (2005), Critical Tl~inkingSkills,
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The managing director

The rugby team has had a chequered season. It
started badly and although it has picked up now, it
seems unlikely that it can still win the championship.
The managing director says that two new acquisitions
will make a great difference to the team's
performance for the end of the season. However, the
board should give little credence to anything he has
to say on the matter. After seeing his seedy affair with
the TV quiz hostess broadcast all over the media,
despite his constant denials, fans shouldn't give him
any further credibility as a manager.

Does it add up?
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Unwarranted leaps and castle of cards
Unwarranted leaps
Where there are unwarranted leaps, the author
appears to add two and two to make five. The
argument races ahead, leaving gaps in the
reasoning, and relying on unsubstantiated
assumptions.

Castle of cards

There is an unwarranted leap to the conclusion
that, because a poll shows people want the
traffic flow to be improved, they would also
support tolls. We are not told whether the poll
asked questions about tolls, so we do not know
that a toll would be welcomed. The public
might have preferred a different solution, such
as bus shuttles or car-sharing.

Sleight of hand

In castle of cards types of argument,
the author uses a set of interconnected
reasons;
the argument becomes precariously balanced,
and depends on the previous reasons being
accepted;
if one reason or assumption is proved
incorrect, the argument collapses easily.

A sleight of hand is a 'cunning trick' that can go
unnoticed. In passage 7.17: Tolls, the author
jumps from a line of reasoning that appears to
be discussing tolls, to a conclusion that argues
for heavy tolls. This slight change of wording is
an example of a 'sleight of hand'.

Passage 7.76 Internet copying (p. 715)
The castle of cards approach is evident in passage
7.16. This makes unsubstantiated claims such as
that everybody who is caught copying on the
internet could not be charged. This is not
proved. On the contrary, large-scale fining is
possible, and is used for minor traffic offences
and for not having a television licence.

Passage 7.7 7

Tolls (p. 7 15)

Passage 7.17 contains examples of both
unwarranted leaps and castle of cards reasoning.
The argument relies on a set of interconnected
reasons and assumptions and is very delicately
balanced. There are unsubstantiated
assumptions which could be challenged such as
that:
the traffic problem is caused by the number
of cars on the road, rather than, for example,
road works or a one-way system;
if a toll was introduced, people would
respond by using public transport.
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The author then argues that if a law can't be
enforced, it shouldn't be passed. This is a matter
of opinion and the author hasn't proved the law
can't be enforced. Using this argument as the
next stepping stone, the author argues that
without a law there isn't a crime. There is a
sleight of hand here, as the author hasn't
mentioned whether a law against such copying
is already in place at the time of writing.
The author makes a final leap to argue that if
there isn't a crime, nobody has done anything
wrong. This is not the case. Right and wrong are
questions of ethics, not law. Some acts which
are wrong might not yet be enshrined in law.
For example, when there is a new invention or
an advance in medical technology, it can take
time for these to result in changes in the law.
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Emotive language; Attacking the person
Emotive language
Emotive language uses words, phrases and
examples that intend to provoke an emotional
response. Some subjects such as children,
parents, national pride, religion, crime and
security are emotive. Using these unnecessarily
as arguments can manipulate the audience's
emotions.
People tend to trust their own emotional
responses. Strong emotions are usually a signal
to the body to act quickly rather than to sGw
down and use reasoning. If an author can elicit
an emotional response, then the audience is
likely to be less critical of the reasoning. Where
subjects are emotive, it is particularly important
to check the underlying reasoning carefully.

Attacking the person
We saw in Chapter 3 that an argument should
take counter arguments into consideration. This
means making a critical analysis of the line of
reasoning, not using personal attacks on those
with opposing views. Attacks on the person
rather than the argument are often used to
undermine the credibility of an opposing point
of view - but it is not a valid method of critical
reasoning.
The exception is where there is a valid reason
for showing that the opponents either have a
history of being dishonest or have not revealed
their vested interests in the debate.

Passage 7.15

Community centre (p. 1 15)

In Passage 7.15, Community centre, the author
appeals to the emotions using words such as
'poor little children' and references to 'feelings
running high' and 'suffering'. The passage
reminds the audience of a disaster that had
happened to other children in the area. The
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incident was very sad but its relevance to the
current argument is not clear. That accident
happened away from the area, and when there
was already a community centre where children
could play. There may be a good case for
keeping the community centre open, but the
author does not present a reasoned argument to
support it.

Passage 7.18

Identity cards (p. 7 15)

This passage attacks everyone who opposes the
introduction of identity cards on personal terms.
It also makes unsubstantiated assumptions about
the backgrounds and economic circumstances of
opponents, in order to undermine their
credibility. As the passage relies on these
unacceptable methods rather than reasons and
evidence, it demonstrates flawed reasoning.
The passage also encourages complicity in the
audience (see page 114). By abusing opponents,
the author encourages a division between ingroups and out-groups, or 'people like them' and
'people like us'. Furthermore, the passage draws
on emotive subjects, referring to crime and
security to win over the audience.

Passage 7.79
(P. 7 15)

The managing director

This passage attacks the person of the manager
rather than evaluating his judgements about the
likely impact of the new players. It attacks the
manager on the grounds of his personal life, not
his expertise in managing a rugby team. We
may not agree with decisions the manager takes
in his personal life, but the passage does not
show the relevance of this to managing the
club. As the manager denies what is in the
media, it may not even be true. The use of the
term 'seedy' is emotive, suggesting there is an
illicit side to the relationship, but this is not
substantiated.

Does it add up?
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More flaws
Just as y o u d i d for p. 115, check whether you can
identify the flaws in the following passages. There
may be more than one flaw in each passage,
including flaws covered in previous sections. The
answers w i l l be o n the following pages.

Nature or nurture
Those who argue that intelligence is not in-born do a
disservice to the truly bright individual and hinder
attempts to discover excellence. Many of us had
intensive training on an instrument such as the piano
when we were children, but we obviously did not all
turn out to be a Beethoven or Mozart. We are all able
to recognise brilliance when we see it. Proponents of
the view that intelligence can be nurtured are too
ready to blame society or the education system for
not turning out more geniuses. They want us to
believe that any of our children could be a genius,
which is unfair on parents and teachers alike.

Curfews
Juvenilecrime has risen sharply in cities. Young people
are out of control. There are only two options in a
situation like this. Either we agree to put up with
savage assaults on our persons and property, or we
place a curfew on all young people after 10 o'clock.

Einstein
Einstein was not very good at maths when he was at
school. Many school-children today could solve maths
problems that he used to struggle with. The accolade
of 'great scientist' shouldn't be ascribed to someone
who struggled with basic numerical problems.

Health training
The public's knowledge of health is poor and more
money is needed for education in this area. Increased
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sums of money should be spent on courses to make
people aware of personal health issues. People don't
always know what they can do to take care of their
health so further investment is needed in training on
health matters.

Advantages of maths
More people should be informed of the value of
studying maths to a higher level at school or
university. A mathematical education can be very
advantageous. Therefore, the guidance given to
young people should emphasise the benefits of
choosing maths.

Selling assets
The opposition party is wrong to condemn the leader
of the council for selling off public assets at a low
price to its own
supporters. When
the opposition had a
majority in the
council, they sold off
cemeteries and
houses below the
commercial price,
benefiting their own
supporters. If they
can do it, then the
current council can
do it too.

Stealing at work
Mr Malcolm's employers pay their stylists much lower
wages and expect them to work much longer hours
than owners of other salons. Mr Malcolm
supplemented his income by taking equipment and
styling products from the workplace and selling these
in his own area. He was justified in stealing from his
employer because his employer was exploiting him.
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Misrepresentation and trivialisation
One way of distorting an argument is by
presenting the options or opposing arguments
in an unfair or unbalanced way.
Misrepresentation can be engineered in several
ways. Three are given below. A consequence of
misrepresentation is that important matters can
be made to appear trivial.

Ignoring the main opposing
reasons
An author can misrepresent an opposing
argument by focusing on its minor points and
ignoring its chief supporting reasons. If the
minor points are not sufficient to support the
conclusion, the opposing argument will appear
very weak. Sometimes, authors may simply
attribute beliefs and arguments to their
opponents without any evidence.

Presenting restricted options
Another form of misrepresentation is to present
an argument in such a way that it loolzs as if there
are only two possible conclusions or options for
action. This approach relies on selecting one
conclusion or option that appears very weak and
one that seems preferable. The weakness of the
alternative conclusion or option makes the
author's case appear stronger than it really is.

Misrepresenting a person
A poor form of argument consists of focusing on
certain characteristics of a person, especially
those irrelevant to the main argument, and
ignoring more relevant information about that
person.

Passage 7.20

Nature or nurture

Passage 7.20 misrepresents the opponent's
arguments. The author's position is clearly one
that supports the view that levels of intelligence
O Stella Cottrell (ZOOS), Critical Thinking Skills,
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are innate (i.e. there from birth). The passage
attributes arguments to the opponent: 'They
want us to believe . . .', 'Proponents . . . are too
ready to blame society . . .'. No evidence is given
to show that this is what is believed by people
who argue that intelligence can be nurtured.
Other reasons that people might have for
believing that intelligence is not simply a
question of birth are not considered. For
example, there is no consideration of research
evidence.
The argument is trivialised by focusing on
relatively rare cases of 'genius' rather than on
how intelligence operates for most people.
Rather than presenting a well reasoned case,
the author uses emotional devices, using an
emotive subject such as unfair treatment of
teachers and parents. There is an appeal for
complicity through assertions aimed at drawing
in the audience ('We are all able to recognise
brilliance') and by references to potentially
common experiences such as childhood
piano lessons. These further trivialise the
subject.

Passage 7 . 2 7

Curfews

The argument in Passage 7.21 is flawed in
several ways. The main flaw is that it offers only
two options, curfew or assaults. Other options,
such as improved policing or changes in
lighting, are not considered. 'Out of control' and
'savage' are strong statements using emotive
language, but no definitions or explanations are
given to substantiate these. It also assumes the
crime occurs mostly after 10 o'clock.

Passage 7.22

Einstein

Passage 7.22 misrepresents Einstein by focusing
on his early difficulties with maths and ignoring
all the discoveries for which he is considered a
great scientist. It overlooks that all the people
who were better at maths when Einstein was
young did not go on to develop such advanced
scientific theories.

Does it add up?
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Tautology; Two wrongs don't make a right
Passage 7.24

Tautology
A line of reasoning should take an argument
forward. Tautological arguments, on the other
hand, merely repeat the same points in different
words, without advancing the argument.
Tautology means using different words to repeat
the same concept, as in 'the car was reversing
backwards'.

Two wrongs don't make a right
Another form of flawed argument is to argue
that an action is acceptable simply because
someone else acted in a similar way. Similarly, it
is usually considered to be flawed reasoning to
argue for consistent treatment when this would
mean that an injustice or an illogical outcome
was perpetuated by doing so. For example, if
one person cheats in an exam, then it is not
reasonable to argue that other people should be
able to cheat too. If one person lies, it doesn't
make it right for others to tell lies.

Passage 7.23

Health training

Passage 7.23 is tautological. Each sentence
merely repeats what is said in the other
sentences, using different words. 'Spending
more money on courses' equates to 'investment
in training'; 'make people aware' implies that
'people don't know what they can do1.The
argument does not progress, as no further
reasons, derails or evidence are provided.
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Advantages of maths

Passage 7.24 is another example of tautology.
The empty repetition makes the argument
appear to go round in circles. The author
doesn't present reasons to substantiate the case
for learning higher maths. No details of the
potential advantages are given. For example, it
could have been argued that a higher
qualification in maths can lead to a greater
choice of careers or a better income. The author
might have included information such as that
surveys suggest employees in careers that require
higher levels of maths have greater job
satisfaction than employees in most other
occupations.

Passage 7.25

Selling assets

Passage 7.25 is an example of 'two wrongs not
making a right'. It is wrong for any party to sell
public assets cheaply in order to secure political
advantages for their party. Just because a
previous party did so, this does not make it right
for other parties to follow suit. It may appear
hypocritical to cast blame on another party for
behaviour that one's own party has engaged in.
However, it would still be in the public interest
for an apparently hypocritical politician to
expose current wrong-doing. Otherwise, even
more public assets would be wasted.

Passage 7.26

Stealing a t work

Passage 7.26 is another example of 'two wrongs
do not make a right'. The employers may have
been in the wrong in the way they treated their
employees. However, stealing was not the
appropriate response. It isn't either ethical or
legal. The argument would not stand up in
court.
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This chapter introduces many of the most common types of flawed reasoning. Such flawed reasoning may
be a deliberate ploy on the part of an author who intends to deceive the audience. However, flawed
reasoning is often the result of insufficiently rigorous critical thinking: many people are not aware of errors
in their reasoning.
One group of flaws covered by the chapter relates to the concept of causality. It is a common mistake to
assume that if two things appear to be connected in some way, the nature of that connection is one of
cause and effect. However, the items may be linked by a third item, a distant relationship, through
correlated trends, or simply by coincidence.

A second set of flaws relates to statements or arguments that do not meet the necessary and sufficient
conditions to establish proof. If necessary and sufficient conditions are not met, an alternative conclusion
could be drawn so the argument is not yet proved.
The third set of flaws is concerned with accuracy and validity in the way language is used to establish an
argument. There are many ways that the language used to communicate the argument can distort or
conceal. Some examples of this covered within the chapter are: making false analogies, attempting to
draw the reader into collusion with the author, using language to conceal gaps in the reasoning, using
emotive language with the aim of distorting the audience's response, and misrepresenting opponents'
views.
Being able to recognise flaws in an argument is a useful skill. It helps you to identify weak points in other
people's arguments and to pinpoint areas for you to investigate more closely so you can make more
informed decisions. If you are evaluating an argument within your writing, or as part of a debate, knowing
the flaws in the opponent's arguments helps you to formulate better counter arguments. If you are able to
recognise such flaws in your own arguments, you are in a better position to put forward more convincing
arguments in their place.

Information on the sources
For more about mastedons: Postgate, J. (1994) The Outer Reaches of Life (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press).
For more about 'out-groups': Tajfel, H. (1981) Human Grorrps and Social Categories (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press).
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Answers to activities in Chapter 7
Assuming a causal link (p. 106)
Passage 7.7
The assumed causal link: obesity leads to longer
life expectancy. The link does not follow
logically from the reasons given: it hasn't been
shown that those who are obese live longer, nor
why obesity should lead to longer life.

Passage 7.2
The assumed causal link: that it was the roof-top
protest that led to the prisoners' release, rather
than, for example, them having been found
innocent, the evidence against them being
found to be flawed, or them having completed
their sentences. Something which has happened
only twice does not establish a solid trend.

Passage 7.3
The assumed causal links are that the man was
murdered, that somebody broke in to do this,
and that the knife was the murder weapon.
However, in reality the man was not murdered.

Identify the nature of the link
108)
(PO

Passage 7.4
A The reasons support the conclusion through
causal links: children eat sugar; sugar decays
teeth; the children's teeth decay.

Passage 7.5
B The conclusion requires the assumption that
students are more likely to be found plagiarising
if they work electronically. It assumes that there
is something about working electronically which
enables this to occur, such as, for example,
specialist software, to identify students who
copy items found on the internet.

needed would be examples of great scientists
with short hair, of which there are many. The
argument is illogical as it assumes that long hair
is a constant, whereas hair can vary in length
over relatively short times. To prove the case,
the author would have to establish a link
between a decrease in scientific ability when
hair was cut, and an increase when it grew back.

Passage 7.7
B The conclusion requires the assumption that
increases in footballers' wages are paid for
primarily by match tickets rather than any other
means that clubs have for raising money, such
as selling players, advertising, prize money and
television payments.

Passage 7.8
B The conclusion requires the assumption that
fast food outlets use ice cream containers that
hedgehogs can break into. If not, the conclusion
would not be supported. It also assumes that
nothing or nobody else could have created the
wastage except for the hedgehogs, and that
there were hedgehogs in the area.

Passage 7.9
A The reasons support the conclusion through
causal links: Dubai provides opportunities for
jobs and houses to foreign nationals; foreign
nationals have settled; the population is rising.

False analogies (p. 113)
Passage 7.7 0
This compares the earth's atmosphere to a
blanket. In this case, the comparison is valid as
both are thin coverings that provide protection
and warmth.

Passage 7.7 1
Passage 7.6
C There may appear to be a link between
being a great scientist and having long hair but
this would be easy to disprove: all that would be
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This passage compares a small political party to
the biblical character David, and larger political
parties to his opponent, Goliath. David was
successful against an apparently greater
O Stella Cottrell (2005), Critical Thinking Skills,
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Answers to activities in Chapter 7 (continued)
opponent so the comparison is an effective one
in arguing that the new party has a chance of
success. The validity of the comparison would
be demonstrated at the elections if the smaller
party did better than the bigger parties.

point, as there are control mechanisms to let out
the steam. The comparison does not help us to
understand why the defendant couldn't control
his emotions.

Passage 7.72

This compares failures in the stock market to
health and safety matters for the human body.
The passage is based on the assumption that it is
reasonable to expect compensation for accidents
and ill-health, but, in reality, that varies
depending on circumstances such as the country
and insurance polices. The author is attempting
to make the argument for financial
compensation seem more plausible by
comparing financial loss to other major events
for which compensation seems reasonable. The
comparison is not valid because:

This compares the premises of an argument to
the foundations of a building. This comparison
is valid as both provide an underlying structure
for what is added later. In both cases, if the
basis is not solid, later additions may be
unstable.

Passage 7.13
This compares emotions to a pressure cooker.
This comparison is made in order to argue that
emotions cannot be controlled. However, the
comparison isn't valid as it isn't comparing like
with like: human emotions are not like steam
under pressure, The underlying argument is
based on false premises: that emotions cannot
be controlled and that pressure cookers
inevitably explode at boiling point. However,
there are methods for managing emotions. An
explosion isn't inevitable, either, when the
contents of a pressure cooker reach boiling

Passage 7.74

Ill-health and accidents do not automatically
bring compensation
Even if compensation for major health issues
was automatic, the comparison still would
not be valid. Health and finance are not
comparable in terms of the kinds of choices
people have, their control over the risks, and
the advance action they can take to avert the
consequences.

Answers: Necessary and sufficient conditions (p. 111)
Proposition
Ex. Example: Birds have wings.
The item has wings.
Therefore it is a bird.

1

Necessary?

Sufficient?

Yes. Wings are a
necessary condition
for the item being
a bird

No. The reasons given to support the argument that
the item is a bird are not sufficient to satisfy the
definition of a bird. This would include 'usually flies', is
animate, lays eggs, has two legs, has feathers. The
information given is not sufficient to rule out an
aeroplane or a toy.

The report makes reference
No. It is not a
to branches. It must be about necessary condition:
a report could be
a tree.
about a tree without
referring to branches.
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No. The reasons given to support the argument that
the report is about a tree are not sufficient to prove
the case. The report could be referring to branches
of a n organisation such as a bank.

Does it add up?
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Answers to activities in Chapter 7 (continued)
Necessary?

fficient?

2

The boxer doesn't eat meat
or fish. He does eat dairy
products and vegetables.
The boxer is a vegetarian.

Yes. It is a necessary
condition of being
a vegetarian that
you don't eat meat
or fish but do eat
vegetables.

Yes. The reasons given for identifying the boxer as a
vegetarian are sufficient to satisfy the definition of a
vegetarian

3

Amir is under the age of 20.
Teenagers are less than
20 years old. Amir must be
a teenager.

Yes. Being less than
20 is a necessary
condition of being
a teenager.

No. the reasons given to support the argument that
Amir is a teenager are not sufficient to meet the
definition of a teenager. Amir must also be over the
age of 12 to qualify as a teenager.

4

Claire does not play any
No. Playing an
musical instrument. Therefore, instrument is not a
necessary condition
she is not a musician.
of being a musician.
A composer or
conductor might not
play an instrument.

No. The reason given to support the argument that
Claire is not a musician is not sufficient to prove
the case. We would need to know other information
such as that Claire was not a composer or a
conductor and did not meet any other definition of
'musician'.

5

The bishop arrived on a
vehicle with two wheels, one
in front of the other. The
bishop must have been on
a bicycle.

Yes. It is necessary
that the vehicle had
two wheels, one in
front of the other, in
order for the bishop
to have arrived on a
bicycle.

No. The details given about the vehicle are not
sufficient to establish that it was a bicycle. Therefore,
the details do not support the conclusion that the
bishop arrived on a bicycle. It might have been a
scooter or motorbike.

6

A television usually costs
more than a radio. This one
costs less than a radio, so it
must be a bargain.

No. It isn't always a
necessary condition
for a television to
cost less than a
radio for it to be
a bargain.

No. We do not know whether the radio is priced at
its normal rate. If the radio is more expensive than
usual, then the TV could also be more expensive and
still cost less than the radio. For the television to be a
bargain, we would need to know that there war not
a reason for the lower price, such as it being
damaged in some way.

7

Li Yeung had the benefit of
an exceptionally happy
childhood. She must be a
very happy adult.

No. Having an
exceptionally happy
childhood is not a
necessary condition
of being a happy
adult. A person could
have had a miserable
childhood but their
circumstances might
change in later life.

No. Even an exceptionally happy childhood is not a
sufficient condition for being a happy adult: many
events may have intervened to make a person's
circumstances unhappy.
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Chapter 8

Where's the proof?
Finding and evaluating sources of evidence

This chapter offers you opportunities to:
recognise the difference between primary and secondary sources
understand what is meant by a literature search
understand concepts such as authenticity, validity, currency, reliability, relevance, probability, and
controlling for variables, as applied to research evidence
identify ways of evaluating samples used in research projects
recognise potential weaknesses in oral testimony

Introduction
We do not always need to be an expert in a
subject to evaluate an argument. In many
instances, we will still be able to evaluate
whether the reasons support the conclusion and
whether the line of reasoning is ordered in a
logical way.
However, in order to evaluate many arguments,
we have to know whether the evidence used to
support the reasoning is true. This means that

we need to go to other sources, either people or
material resources, to check the facts that
underlie the reasons given.
Evidence may be convincing in one context,
such as in everyday conversation or a magazine,
but not in others, such as in a court of law or for
academic or professional writing. In the latter
cases, it is expected that greater efforts are made
to check that evidence is all that it appears to be.
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Primary and secondary source materials
Most types of evidence can be divided into one
of two categories:
primary sources: the 'raw material' for the
subject, such as data and documents;
secondary sources: materials such as books
and articles based on, or written about,
primary sources.

Primary source materials
Primary source materials are those that originate
from the time and place of the events being
investigated. Primary sources can include:
contemporary letters, documents, prints,
painting and photographs;
newspapers, books and materials published at
that time;
TV, film and video footage from the time;
recordings of radio broadcasts;
remaining body parts, sources of DNA, finger
prints and footprints;
artefacts such as tools, pottery, furniture;
testimonies of witnesses;
the raw data from experiments;
autobiographies;
material on the internet if the internet or
materials on it are the focus of the study;
individual responses to surveys and
questionnaires.

Crossing between categories
Whether something is a primary source depends
on how far it was part of the events at the time.
Secondary sources in one circumstance may be
primary sources in another. For example, a
biography is normally a secondary source, but
may reproduce copies of original letters that are
primary sources. The biography of a prime
minister is a secondary source of information
about the political leader but could be a primary
source about the life of the author. Magazine
articles written in the 1950s were secondary
sources when published, but are primary sources
for present-day research into life in the 1950s.
f

s,

Activity: primary sources
\Nhat are t
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Secondary sources
Secondary sources are any materials written or
produced about the event, usually some time
later. These include:
books, articles, web pages, documentaries
about an event, person or item;
interviews with people reporting what they
heard from witnesses;
biographies;
articles in magazines;
papers and reports using the results of
surveys, questionnaires and experiments.
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Searching for evidence
Critical thinking generally requires an active
to seeking out the most relevant
evidence to support your own arguments, and to
checking the evidence used by other people.

Checking other people's evidence
When you are reading, or watching a
programme, or listening to a lecture, you may
encounter a line of argument that is so
interesting or relevant that you want to discover
more. Alternatively, you may consider that the
evidence cited does not sound very credible and
you may want to check it for yourself. The
higher the level of study or research, the more
important it is to check the key evidence,
especially if there is any doubt about its being
reported accurately

Use the references
When reading articles and books, you will see a
short-hand reference in the text such as
'(Gilligan, 1977)' and a more detailed list of
references at the end of the text. These
references provide the details you need in order
to find that source for yourself.
Good references enable any reader who wishes
to do so, to check whether:
the source material really does exist;
the author represented the source material in
an accurate way, and the source really says or
contains what the author claimed;
the source contains any additional
information that readers can use for their
own projects.
When critically evaluating an argument, don't
be afraid to go back to some of the sources and
check whether these stand up to scrutiny. Often,
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it is not possible to form a judgement about an
argument until you have more information
about the subject.

Evidence for your own
arguments
When looking for evidence to support your own
arguments, the first questions you are likely to
ask are:
Has anything been written about this already?
Where can I find that information?
Which are the most relevant and
authoritative sources for this subject?

For everyday purposes
If you need information for casual purposes,
such as for a personal project or for contributing
to a debate, you may need only to do one or
two of the following:
browse an introductory chapter of a book;
use a search engine such as Google for
information about the subject;
read recent newspapers, or read papers on the
internet, using a source such as
guardian.unlimited;
ask an expert in the area, such as a librarian;
visit the web-site of relevant bodies, such as
campaign groups, charitable bodies, or
government sites.

For academic and professional purposes
If you are looking for material as background for
a professional report or for academic work, you
will need to conduct a 'literature search'. The
rest of this chapter focuses on finding and
critically evaluating potential sources of
evidence.
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Literature Searches
A literature search gives you an overview of
previous research on the subject. Usually, the
larger the project, the more extensive the search.
For smaller projects, or where there are word
restrictions for the report or essay, careful
selection is especially important.

Doing a literat1

:h mean.

0 finding out what has been written on the

subject (secondary sources);
collating a list of the sources that are
potentially relevant for your subject;
paring down the list, selecting sources for
initial investigation to check for
relevance;
browsing selected items to help you
select the most useful sources;
selecting the most relevant sources for
more detailed investigation.

On-line literature searches
Many reputable sources are now available on
line. If you know the names of journals,
government papers or other relevant
authoritative sources, enter these as part of your
search. Otherwise, enter several key words to
help pin-point exactly what you want. Your
search will be more effective if you use a
relevant search engine. If you are at university,
your tutors are likely to recommend the most
useful web-sites and search engines. Some useful
starting places are given in the Appendix on
p. 245.

Using abstracts
Browsing the abstracts of journal articles is a
particularly useful way of gaining a sense of all
the recent research in the field. The abstract
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summarises the main argument, research
methods, findings and conclusions, which helps
you decide whether the article is worth reading
in depth. Note, especially, the section which
summarises the background literature for that
report. This can indicate important leads for
your own project.

Deciding whether to use a
secondary source
Examine secondary sources critically to decide
whether, for your purposes, they are likely to be
sufficiently:
well researched
trustworthy
recent
relevant.
This is especially important if you are
considering purchasing books or borrowing
them from a library, as it helps you to avoid
unnecessary costs and time delays.
Basic questioning of the evidence

Critical thinking is a questioning process.
When evaluating evidence, ask such
questions as:
How do we know this is true?
How reliable is this source?
Are the examples given truly
representative of the whole area?
Does this match what I already know?
Does this contradict other evidence?
What motive might this person have for
saying this?
What are we not being told?
Are any other explanations possible?
Do the reasons support the conclusion?
Is the author's line of reasoning well
substantiated by the evidence?
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Reputable sources
For academic study and for professional life,
evidence is roughly divided into 'reputable
sources' (or 'authorities') and then everything
else. A reputable source is basically one that:
has credibility: it can be believed with a high
degree of certainty;
is likely to give accurate information;
is based on research, first-hand knowledge or
expertise;
is recognised in the field or academic
discipline as an authority.

Journal articles
Articles in journals are usually regarded as the
most reputable sources as, in order to be
published, they have to be reviewed and selected
by other leading academics. This is known as
'review by peers'. There is a great deal of
competition to get published in leading
journals, so articles that succeed in passing such
a peer review are generally well regarded.

Questions to cons
-

When deciding whether a text is worth
reading, consider:
Has it been recommended by a source
you trust, such as your tutor or a
reputable journal or a review in a quality
newspaper?
Is there a clear line of reasoning, with
supporting evidence?
Does it include a detailed list of
references, or a bibliography, indicating
thorough research?
Does it provide clear references to its
sources of information, so that other
people could check these? If not, this
may not be a suitable text for use in
academic contexts.
Does it use source materials that look
reputable, such as journals and relevant
books, rather than the popular press?

Using recognised 'authorities'
Subject differences
A reputable source for one subject may not be a
reputable source in another field of study. Each
academic discipline has its own conventions.
For some subjects, such as in science, law,
medicine, and accountancy, 'hard' data such as
facts and figures are generally regarded as
superior forms of evidence. On the other hand,
in subjects such as art, music and
psychotherapy, qualitative evidence can be
regarded as more important: 'feeling the subject'
may be more valuable than 'number-crunching'.
However, this is not a hard and fast rule, and it
can depend on the nature of the subject being
studied and the evidence that is available.
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Older sources, especially those regarded as
authorities, may have made a significant
contribution to the area of study. It is important
then to check:
exactly how the source contributed to
knowledge in the field - don't dismiss
something just because it sounds old;
which parts of the original arguments and
evidence are still applicable, and which are
not;
how later research used the source as a
stepping stone to further findings - and in
what ways the original ideas have been
refined or superseded;
more recent authorities, to see whether the
source is still exerting an influence on
research.
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Authenticity and validity
Authentic evidence

Validity

Authentic evidence is of undisputed origin. This
means that it can be proved that it is what it is
claimed to be, or that it really was written or
produced by the persons claimed. It isn't always
possible to check for authenticity when hearing
or reading an argument, but it is possible to
maintain an open mind about whether the
evidence is likely to be authentic.

Valid evidence meets the requirements agreed,
or the conventions that are usually followed, for
the circumstances. What is valid will vary
depending on the circumstances. Evidence may
not be valid if, for example, it is not authentic,
if it is incomplete or if it isn't based on sound
reasoning.

-

>
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Activity: authenticity

(1) A defendant confessed to a crime but the

confession wasn't considered valid because
it became evident that the defendant had
been forced to make it. Legal requirements
would not regard a confession exacted
under duress as valid evidence of
committing a crime.
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(2) To gain a particular qualification, students
were required to write eight essays as their
own work. Although one student handed in
eight essays on relevant subjects, the
examiners found that three were too similar
to essays available on the internet. These
were not accepted as valid evidence of the
student's own work, so the requirements of
the qualification were not met.
(3) An athlete argued that she was the fastest
runner in the world. Although she had
reliable evidence of her running times,
these were not considered valid evidence
that she was the fastest runner, as they were
gained in unusually favourable wind
conditions.

(4) A report claimed that people who smoke
are more likely to drink alcohol. The
evidence wasn't considered valid as all the
participants who smoked were selected in
places that sold alcoholic drinks, whereas
non-smokers were selected in the street.
This meant that the selection of
participants was already weighted in favour
of the smokers being more likely to drink
alcohol. This doesn't meet agreed research
conventions, which aim to avoid weighting
the evidence.
D Stella Cottrell (ZOOS), Critical Tl~inkingSkills,
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Currency and reliability
Currency
If a source is described as 'having currency', this
means it is still relevant in the present. This may
be because:
It was published recently.
It was updated recently.
It has been produced in a new edition that
takes account of the latest research.
The material covered is relatively stable and
unchanging over time, so that it remains
relevant for a long time. Examples of this
would be anatomy, biographies, or
descriptions of how machinery used to work
in the past.
It is always worth checking whether a source is
still up to date: new research can appear on any
topic at any time.
'Currency' is a term that is applied to secondary
sources. Primary sources are contemporary to an
event, so may be relevant or not relevant to a
topic, but questions of currency are not usually
appropriate.

someone you know to be trustworthy;
a recognised expert;
a person with no vested interest in the
outcome;
a reputable source (see p. 129).
Reliability also refers to whether the evidence is
stable over time, so that it 'can be used to make
reasonably secure predictions. In other words, if
you have evidence that something worked once,
is this sufficient to show that it will work next
time?

Example
Climatic conditions are relatively stable for large
areas and time-periods and can be used to
predict general trends in temperature.or rainfall.
On the basis of evidence of climatic change,
., we
can predict that the Sahara region is likely to
remain hot and dry for many years. Weather, on
the other hand, changes quickly, and is less
reIiable for making predictions. It will rain in
the Sahara, but it is hard to predict when or
how much rain will fall.

Seminal works
Seminal works are those that are so original or
far-reaching in their findings that they continue
to exert an influence for a long time. A seminal
work could be a text, a film, music, art,
architecture or commercial design, or any other
item that had a strong impact on the thinking
and research in a discipline over time. It helps
our understanding of our subject discipline if we
have first-hand experience of the seminal works
that influenced its research base and theoretical
perspectives. We are in a better position to
recognise the theoretical perspective informing
other research, and to recognise the influence of
those works in later works.

Replication
In more scientific writing, you may see
references to the results being 'replicated' or 'not
replicated'. This means that the results of a
survey or experiment were re-tested to see
whether they held true. If they didn't, the
original outcome might simply have been the
result of chance.
It is useful to know whether research was
repeated and the findings replicated. If the
outcomes were similar, this increases the
probability that the findings are reliable.
ctivity

Reliability
Evidence is reliable if it can be trusted. This may
be because the source of the evidence is:

hich works are considered semirlai for your area
research or the subjects you are! studying I:his

ar?
--
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Selecting the best evidence
A summary of your background reading, or
reasoning based on secondary sources, is
normally required as an early section in a report
and for dissertations and doctoral theses.

Which sources should I refer to?
It is usually the case that there is a great deal to
say about the source materials, but there are
word restrictions that limit what can be said.
This means you need to consider very carefully
the sources to which you will refer.

Passing references
References to other research add weight to your
own reasoning. A passing reference may be a
major study in its own right, but contribute
only background detail to your own argument.
Usually, you would use a passing reference to
support a step in your line of reasoning or to
substantiate a minor point in your argument.
You do this by either:
writing a sentence summarising the research
findings and naming the source and date; or
writing your point and then adding a
reference in brackets.

Be selective
Include sources regarded as the leading
authorities on the issue.
Refer in brief to any other sources. Select
evidence that demonstrates the main
pathway, or set of stepping stones, leading up
to your own project.

Miles (1 988) argues that British Sign Language is a
language in its own right.
Sign languages are also languages with their own
traditions (Lane, 1984; Miles, 1988).

Sources contributing to your argument
The main source materials to which you refer
should be those that contribute most to
supporting your own line of reasoning. There
may be one or two seminal works that you refer
to in some detail, a small selection of key works
that you cover at some length, and several
others that you refer to in passing. It is
important, when writing academic reports, to
show you can discriminate appropriately
between the most relevant sources and those of
peripheral importance.

What should I say about sources?
Most writing tasks have word restrictions. You
will usually need to allocate most of your word
allowance to critical evaluation of the argument
and your sources of evidence, and very few
words, if any, to describing them. If you are
uncertain of the difference between descriptive
and analytical writing, see pp. 54-60.

When selecting sources,.ask:
-

Did this contribute a major theoretical
perspective to the discipline?
Has this changed thinking in the subject,
or made a significant contribution to the
questions debated in the discipline?
Does this provide a contribution to the
path of research evidence that leads up to
my own project? If so, how? Is this a
direct or an indirect link? Is it a key
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contribution that needs to be discussed or
a lesser contribution requiring a passing
reference?
Does this source challenge what was said
before or provide an alternative way of
thinking about the issue?
Does it use research methods that are
novel or that I could use for my project?

O Stella Cottrell (ZOOS), Critical

Tlrillkirlg Skills,
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Relevant and irrelevant evidence
Relevance and irrelevance
Relevant evidence is that which is necessary to
give a good understanding of the issues. An
author can provide evidence that:

(1) supports the conclusion;
(2) is relevant to the subject, but which may
not be relevant to the conclusion: in this
case, the evidence might even contradict
the conclusion;
(3) is relevant neither t o the conclusion nor to
the subject.

People need to improve their understanding of how
language works so that they can use it more
effectively.Research studies (Bloggs, 2003; Bloggs,
2006) show that the study of a foreign language
improves our understanding of the structure of
language, providing a way of comparing different
language structures. Therefore, people who only
speak one language should be encouraged to study a
second language.

Here, the research evidence about the benefits of
studying a foreign language is relevant to the
conclusion that people who speak only one
language should be encouraged to study a
second language.

People need to improve their understanding of how
language works so that they can use it more
effectively. Research studies (Bloggs, 2003; Bloggs,
2006) show that many people cannot describe the
different components of their own language. A
surprising number of people have difficulties
remembering the rules even of their mother tongue.
Therefore, people who only speak one language
should be encouraged to study a second language.

Here the evidence that people have difficulties
in their own language could be interpreted to

suggest that people who have difficulties with
one language should not be encouraged t o learn
a second. The evidence is relevant to the debate,
but does not support the argument. Further
information would be needed to support the
conclusion.

People need to improve their understanding of how
language works so that they can use it more
effectively. Research studies (Bloggs, 2003; Bloggs,
2006) show people can recognise concepts in a
foreign language even when there is no word for that
concept in their mother tongue. Therefore, people
who only speak one language should be encouraged
to study a second language.

Here, the evidence about recognising concepts
in a foreign language is loosely related to the
topic about languages. However, it has a
completely different focus. It has n o apparent
relevance to the debate about using language
effectively or the conclusion that people should
learn a second language in order t o use language
more effectively.

Relevance to the conclusion
In considering whether evidence is relevant,
your main focus should be on whether the
conclusion would be different if that evidence
(or reason) was different or not available?
Ch
When evaluating an argument, check:
Is the evidence relevant to the topic?
Is it needed to substantiate the reasoning?
Does it make a difference t o the
conclusion?
If so, does it support it or contradict it?
Is the evidence needed t o substantiate
interim conclusions?

--
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Activity: Relevant and irrelevant evidence
Commentary
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Ice Age

Winters are getting colder. Opinion polls show that
most people think there is a new Ice Age on the way.
Therefore, we need to take measures to ensure that
fuel resources are managed so that nobody is left to
suffer from extreme cold during forthcoming winters.

Mr Charlton was given information, in confidence,
that the price of shares in MKPZ Oils would rise
suddenly if news of the new promotion reached the
press before the share price was adjusted. Mr Charlton
bought 50,000 shares in MKPZ Oils and leaked news
of the promotion to the press. As a result, he made
ten million pounds personal profit. We can conclude
that Mr Charlton abused the trust of the company
and cheated it financially.

For Passage 8.1, the first reason, that winters are
getting colder, is relevant t o the conclusion
about managing fuel resources. However, n o
evidence is given to substantiate this reason. The
evidence from polls shows opinions, not facts,
and this does not support the conclusion. An
opinion is still only an opinion, even if held by
a lot of people. The validity of an argument or
of evidence does not normally rest o n a majority
decision.
For Passage 8.2, all of the evidence given is
relevant to the subject and t o the conclusion
that Mr Charlton abused the trust of the
company and cheated it financially. He betrayed
a secret to the press so that he could make
money at the company's expense.
In Passage 8.3, the conclusion is that major
catastrophes, rather than gradual evolution, may
be the main cause of change. The relevant pieces
of evidence given to support this are:
Geological evidence about the effects
of a meteor collision in making
extinct.
Archaeological evidence
the effects of sudden
environmental change
L
leading t o the fall of ancient
civilisations.

-

Major catastrophes, rather than gradual evolution,
may be the main cause of change. Such a view did
not seem plausible in the past as it was assumed that
the process of geological change took place in a
gradual way, just as it appears to today. However,
evidence now suggests that change can be rapid and
extreme. Geological evidence indicates that an
enormous meteor collided with the earth several
hundred million years ago, making most life-forms
extinct. Geological science now attracts more funding
than it did in the past. Archaeological evidence
suggests that sudden changes in the environment
brought about the rapid collapse of ancient
civilisations.
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The section
.#
about the
plausibility of
this view in the
past is useful
background
information, but does
not provide evidence to
support the conclusion.
Information about
funding for geological
science is not relevant to
the conclusion.
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Representative samples

Most research topics cannot be tested using very
large numbers of people or circumstances. This
would usually be too expensive, timeconsuming, complicated to organise and
unnecessary. Instead, surveys and research
projects rely on selected samples. A
representative sample is one which gives due
consideration to the potential variety of relevant
groups and circumstances.

Four animal charities wished to know the views of the
public on whether pets taken overseas should be held
in quarantine before being allowed to re-enter the
country. Each one selected the sample in a different
way,
Sample 1

Charity 1 chose 1000 dog-owners from across the
nation. The survey was balanced to ensure that
roughly equal numbers were interviewed in every part
of the country.
Sample 2

Charity 2 chose 1000 dog-owners from across the
nation. The survey was balanced to ensure that more
people were included in the survey in parts of the
country which had large populations, and fewer
representatives were questioned if the population was
low.
Sample 3
Charity 3 chose 1000 pet-owners from across the

nation. The sample was chosen to ensure that a broad
range of pet-owners were included, including owners
of snakes, budgies and tropical spiders.
Sample 4
Charity 4 chose 1000 people, representing a variety of

pet-owners and people who do not own pets. The
sample was selected from every county, weighted to
include more people from heavily populated areas.

O Stella Cottrell (ZOOS), Critical Tl~inkingSkills,
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Differing principles of sample
selection
Each of these samples selected participants
according to a different principle. Sample 1
ensures that all geographical areas are
represented equally, whereas sample 2 is more
concerned that the sample is representative of
population size. Sample 3 aims to ensure that
different kinds of pet-owners are represented,
whereas sample 4 is representative of both petowners and non-pet-owners.
Depending on the aim of the research, any of
these methods of selection may be appropriate.
For example, if it were known that 99 per cent
of pets affected by quarantine were dogs, and
that people from poorly populated rural areas
were particularly affected, then the approach in
sample 1 would be the most appropriate choice.
Otherwise, a weighting according to population
size is preferable.
If a wide variety of pets were subject to
quarantine, then the approaches taken in
samples 3 and 4 would be more representative
of those affected. Samples 1-3 assume that
people without pets do not need to be
consulted, whereas sample 4 is more
representative of the population in general.
Sample 4 is more typical of the kinds of sample
you will see in research projects and in articles.
Usually, samples need to be representative of
several different perspectives.

Check
-

When reading the 'Methods' section of
research papers, articles and reports, check
whether the most appropriate sampling
method was used. If a group was not
represented in the sample, then the findings
may not be applicable to it.
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Activity: Representative samples
\

f

Activity

Consider the followinq passaqes and decide In what
ways the !;ample usedin each i!s representative, and
the ways i t is not. Tblen read th e Cornmen,lory
opposite.

The sample in Passage 8.4 is representative of
the age group it set out to test, as it has taken
care to ensure a good age distribution. It is not
representative in terms of gender, as it includes
far more women participants than men. It does
not appear to be representative of people with
different kinds of eye-sight, which would be
important for this experiment.

The experiment aimed to prove that eating carrots
improves night vision in people under the age of 45,
excluding children below school age. The sample
consisted of 1000 people; 789 were women and the
rest were men. For each sex, 25 per cent of
participants were from the different age groups, 6-1 5
years, 16-25 years, 26-35 years and 36-45.
Participants ate three capsules of carrot extract every
day for ten weeks.

In Passage 8.5, the sample is representative in
terms of gender. Although the numbers of men
and women are not exactly the same, the
difference is small and not likely to be
significant. The sample is not representative in
terms of age. The survey does not state that the
intention is to discover the preferences of people
of a particular age range. It is not representative
of people aged under 25 years or over 55 years.
It is not clear whether the sample represented
people from different economic, social, racial or
geographical backgrounds.

L

The survey set out to discover whether consumers
preferred soap perfumed with almond essence or soap
perfumed with aloe Vera. The sample consisted of
1000 people. Of these, 503 were women and 497
were men; 50% of the sample were aged between 25
and 40, and the rest were aged between 41 and 55.

The research project tested the hypothesis that people
who receive 6 sessions of counselling following a
bereavement are less likely to take time away from
work in the following twelve months than people who
do not receive counselling. The sample consisted of
226 participants, in two groups that were matched for
age, sex and ethnicity. Group 1 consisted of the 37
participants who opted to receive six sessions of
counselling. Group 2 consisted of those who opted
not to have counselling.
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In Passage 8.6, the two groups were 'matched'
for age, sex and ethnicity. This means the
sample was chosen so that a similar proportion
of each of the two groups were men and
women, from similar age groups and
backgrounds. That is useful for ensuring the
findings are not the result of differences in the
composition of the groups. However, we do not
know whether the samples were representative
in terms of age, sex or ethnicity. For example,
each group might consist entirely of white
women aged 25-30. No details are given about
whether the sample is representative in any
other way, such as by type of job, geographical
area or relationship with the deceased person.
Most importantly, as only a small number of
people received counselling, this is not a
balanced sample.
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Certainty and probability
Certainty
Arguments cannot always be proved with 100
per cent certainty. Chapter 7 looked at how
necessary and sufficient conditions may need to
be met in order to prove a conclusion. In many
circumstances, it is difficult to prove that
sufficient conditions have been met, as there are
so many exceptions to the rule.

Reducing uncertainty
Uncertainty is not very satisfying and does not
help in decision-making. Academics aim to
reduce uncertainty in a number of ways,
including:
selecting reputable sources which are more
likely to be credible;
critically analysing the evidence, looking for
the kinds of flaws outlined in previous
chapters;
calculating the level of probability;
increasing the level of probability as far as
they can.

Calculating the level of
probability
The level of probability is related to the
likelihood that something occurred because of
the reasons given, compared with how far the
outcome could have occurred by chance. If you
throw a coin a hundred times so that it lands
flat, there are only two options for the way it
can fall, heads or tails. The probability is that
the coin will land on heads about 50 times and
tails about 50 times. This outcome is not certain,
but it shouldn't surprise us if it occurs.
To win the lottery, the chances are much less
probable. If there are 14 million options for the
winning set of numbers, and you have only one
set of numbers, the chances of your set being
selected are one in 14 million.
Statistical formulae or specialist software can be
used to calculate how likely it is that a particular
outcome occurred by chance or coincidence.
This can be expressed as 'The probability of this
happening by chance is . . .'
less than one in 10
less than one in a 100
less than one in a 1000.

Probability
When evaluating an argument, the audience
needs to decide on a general level of probability.
This means deciding whether the evidence is
likely to be credible and authentic and, if so,
whether the conclusions are likely to follow
from the line of reasoning and its supporting
evidence. Any conclusion may lie on a spectrum
from impossible, to possible, to probable,
through to certain. As Chapter 10 shows,
academic writing is reluctant to express
certainty, even when it has taken significant
steps to ensure a highly probable finding.

Expressing levels of probability
are likely see probability
as:
p = <0.1 (less than a 1 in 10 chance that the
outcome could have occurred by chance)
p = <0.01 (less than a 1 in 100 chance)
p = <0.001 (less than a 1 in 1000 chance)
p = <0.0001 (less than a 1 in 10,000 chance).
The words 'The probability of this happening
by chance' are abbreviated to 'p ='.
The words 'less than' are abbreviated to <.
The numbers are usually expressed as
decimals smaller than the number 1.

Impossible - possible - probable - certain
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Sample sizes and statistical significance
Sample size

Statistical significance

The larger the sample size, the greater the degree
of probability. The smaller the sample size, the
more likely it is that the outcome could have
occurred by chance. The appropriate size of
sample varies.

When there are very small samples, such as
surveys which include fewer than 16 people in
each category, it is hard to say that the outcome
wasn't just a coincidence. When the sample is
small, or the differences between groups are
small, we say that these are 'not statistically
significant'.

An appropriate sample size depends on:
how essential it is to reduce the element of
coincidence;
whether it is a question of health and safety:
a very small sample may suffice to prompt
action;
how necessary it is to be representative of
many ages, backgrounds and circumstances;
the funding available;
how likely it is that a smaller sample will give
reliable results.

Clinical trials on a thousand volunteers indicate a
success rate of over 95 per cent. Most patients made
a complete recovery and, so far, few side effects have
been identified. These trials offer hope of pain relief to
a significant proportion of current patients.

Look

When evaluating evidence, look out for
expressions such as: 'the results are
significant at p = <0.0001 (see p. 137 above).
This shows the level of statistical
significance: a one in 10,000 chance. The
more zeros after the decimal point, the more
reliable the finding and the less likely it is
that the result occurred as a coincidence.
If, on the other hand, you see an expression
such as 'the results were not statistically
significant', this means that the results, or
the differences between two things, may just
be a coincidence.

Small samples
Here, a thousand may seem like a significant
number of people. However, that sample is
unlikely to be representative of all those who
may take the drug in future and of the
circumstances which would ensure the drug was
safe for them. If you needed to take the drug,
you would be more reassured if you knew it had
been tested on people who share similar
circumstances to yourself, such as your blood
group, age group, ethnic group, and people with
similar allergies or medical conditions.

A study of heart attacks reported in The Times
(31 August 2004) involved 29,000 participants in
52 countries over ten years. Other medical
surveys may be much smaller. Opinion polls are
usually based on surveys of about 1000 people.
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A small sample may be necessary:
when surveying people who are unusual in
some way, such as people who are
exceptionally successful or with rare medical
or neurological conditions;
if it is dangerous to gain larger samples, such
as when working at depth under the ocean,
travelling into space, exposed to chemicals, or
living with extreme sleep deprivation;
in unusual circumstances, such as large
numbers of multiple births.
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Generalisations are useful as they help us to see
patterns and to make judgements more quickly
when this is needed. However, a generalisation
should be well-founded, based on a reasonable
sample.
An over-generalisation is one based on too small
a sample to justify the generalisation.

My first child slept through the night but the second
one was a very poor sleeper. First-born children are
better at getting to sleep than their younger brothers
and sisters.

Here, the generalisation about first-born
children is made on the basis of only two
children. This is a database of two, which is a
very small sample. If thousands of other firstborn and second-born children showed the
same sleeping pattern, then the generalisation
might be valid. However, when only two
children are involved, there is a large element of
chance. The family next door might find that
both their children sleep well.

An exception can disprove a rule
However, some generalisations can be made on
the basis of a single instance, and be accurate.
This is true, for example, when a general rule is
already in existence, such as that objects, when
dropped, will fall towards the ground. A single
case that contradicts that rule would show that
the generalisation wasn't universally true: for
example, a helium balloon would rise. In such
cases, the rule then has to be reconsidered and
refined to account for the exception. Much of
science and law has progressed by refinements
to rules so that they are more accurate about the
exact circumstances in which they apply.

Clinical trials showed the drug to be very successful.
However, this patient had a severe allergic reaction to
the new drug. This means that doctors need to be
aware that some people may react negatively to the
drug.

Here, a single example is sufficient to necessitate
a carefully worded generalisation. Over time, as
more exceptions emerge, the generalisation will
change to become more precise and accurate.

Ceneralising from a single case
Generalising from a single case means forming a
general conclusion on the basis of one instance.
This is rarely acceptable.

Some people say that calling people names because of
the way they look is offensive. My friend is very
overweight and people call him names for being fat.
He says he doesn't mind as he finds horrible things to
call back. This shows there is no harm in calling people
names as they can just retaliate if they want to.

Just because one person appears not to mind
offensive language, this does not mean that all
other people will react in the same way.
O Stella Cottrell (2005), Criticnl TlzifzkingSkills,
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This drug can create a severe allergic reaction in
asthma sufferers and people taking the drug BXRZ.

These examples illustrate that a small sample,
even a single example, can disprove a theory
based on a much larger sample. A single
example can disprove a theory or rule. When
this happens, the rule or theory has to be reexamined and reformulated to take account of
the exception. However, it is also important to
bear in mind that a generalisation means 'most
of the time' and may be useful in helping to
understand a situation despite the exceptions.
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Controlling for variables
What are 'variables'?
'Variables' are all those circumstances that
might affect the outcome in intended or
unintended ways. When evaluating evidence, it
is useful to consider whether the author has
taken steps to identify potential unintended
variables and to prevent them affecting the
outcome of the research.

During trials in South Africa, the yield of grapes on a
new vine was twice the usual level for red grapes. The
yield produced twice the volume of wine. Cuttings of
the vine were transported to California to an area with
similar soil and rainfall. However, the vine didn't
produce the same yields in California.

In this case, the producers controlled for some
variables such as soil and rainfall, but these were
not enough. In order to find out why the vine
yielded more in one area than the other, the
producers would need to grow it under
controlled conditions, changing just one aspect
of the conditions each time, until they isolated
the special conditions that doubled the yield.
Such variables might include:
the total hours of daylight available;
minerals and trace elements in the soil that
had been overlooked;
when the rainfall occurs during the growing
process;
the slope of the land;
other plants growing nearby and their effect
on insects and pests.

When you read research reports or journal
articles, check what steps were taken to control
for variables. In an article, this will be found in
the section on methods. If the research doesn't
take steps to control for variables, then the results
may have been attributed to the wrong cause.

Control groups
One way of checking that the results support the
conclusion is by using a control group. The
control group is treated differently from the
experimental group and provides a point of
reference or comparison. If an experiment was
testing for sleep deprivation, the experimental
group might be denied sleep for 60 hours,
whereas the control group might be allowed to
sleep as usual.

A company claims that its SuperVeg juice reduces the

incidence of colds and flu. 100 people drink a bottle
of SuperVeg every day for a year, and a control group,
also of 100 people, is given flavoured water in a
SuperVeg bottle.

The flavoured water is known as a 'placebo'.
Participants should not know which group they
are in, as that can influence their response:
participants might wish either to help the
experiment along or to sabotage it.

Look agairI at passagcS: 8.4-8.6 on page 136. For
each exam~ple,identily what kin ds of control groups
or controlled conditions are needed.
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Facts and opinions
Opinion
An opinion is a belief that is believed to be true,
but which is not based on proof or substantial
evidence. An opinion may be a personal point
of view or held by a large number of people,
even if it runs contrary to the evidence.

The time the body was found by the cook;
however, somebody else could have found
the body earlier and remained silent.
The footman reported certain information.
a The butler reported certain information.
The details of the reports by the footman and
the butler may not be facts: these could be
personal opinions, or they may have been lying.

Opinions

False appeals to the 'facts'
People's opinions can vary about what is a fact
and what is an opinion.

Facts
Facts are basically items of information that can
be checked and proved through experience,
direct observation, testing or comparison against
evidence. However, as knowledge of an area
increases, facts can later be disproved. A fact
checked against reputable evidence generally
carries more weight than personal opinion, but
that doesn't mean it is true.

Facts

The coroner stated that the time of death was
between 2 a.m. and 4 a.m. in the morning. The body
was found at 6.30 a.m. by the cook. The footman
reports that there were six people in the house
overnight. The butler reports that four other people
have keys and could have entered the house and left
again before 6.30 a.m.

The facts in the example above are:
The time of death, as given by the coroner.
That is likely to be reliable.
O Stella Cottrell (ZOOS), Critical Tlzinki?lgSkills,
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The butler was in the house all night. His employer
was murdered during the night. The butler says he
was a loyal servant but maybe he wasn't. I think he
was lying and that he had some sort of vendetta
against his employer. The facts say he is the murderer.

In this case, the facts appear to be:
The butler was in the house all night.
His employer was murdered during the night.
The butler says he was a loyal servant.
These do not prove that the butler was either a
loyal servant or a murderer: either or even both
could be true. However, note that the author
states his opinion, that the butler is the
murderer, as if it were a fact.

Expert opinion
'Expert opinion' is based on specialist
knowledge, usually acquired over time or based
on research or direct experience. It is often used
in court to help a judge or jury to understand
the issues. Experts are often asked for their own
judgements. This, in itself, is not taken as
'proof', as even experts can be wrong.

Where's the proof?
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Eye-witness testimony
Eye-wi

Eye-witness testimony may be useful in a
number of circumstances, such as:
people who saw or experienced
accidents, crime and disasters first-hand;
people who lived through historic events
including the more distant past;
clients' accounts of experiences and/or
services received;
patients' accounts of their experiences.

Levels of accuracy
Untruth
Personal testimonies can provide invaluable
evidence, but they are not always accurate.
Interviewees may not reveal the true case
because they:
may want to be helpful, so say what they
think the interviewer wants to hear;
may not like the interviewer;
may be trying to protect somebody;
may not remember anything, but like the
attention of being interviewed;
may have a vested interest in the outcome, so
benefit from concealing the truth;
may be being bullied or intimidated and be
scared of speaking out;
may have promised to keep a secret.
If using interviews to gather evidence, remember
that the interviewee may have complex
motivations for presenting the picture that they
give.

Lack of expertise and insider knowledge
The witness may lack information such as expert
knowledge or details of why something was
taking place which would enable them to make
sense of what they saw. They may have seen a
camera crew filming a fight in the street as they
passed by one afternoon. However, they would
not necessarily know whether they were
watching a real fight at which a camera crew
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happened to attend, or whether the fight was
staged deliberately for a TV drama. It may also
be the case that the interviewee misunderstood
what was asked of them.

The limits of memory
Loftus, in Eyewitness Testimony (1979),
demonstrated, for legal use, how unreliable the
memory can be. In one experiment, participants
were shown a film of an accident and some were
then asked how fast a white car was travelling
when it passed a barn. A week later, 17 per cent
of those who had been asked this question
reported that they had seen a barn in the film,
even though there had been no barn. This
compared with only 3 per cent of the other
viewers. Common memory mistakes include:
Errors in perception: making mistakes about
what you have seen and heard.
Errors in interpretation: misinterpreting what
you have seen.
Errors of retention: simply forgetting.
Errors of recall: remembering the event
inaccurately. Our memory may be altered by
going over the event in our mind, discussing
it, hearing other people's accounts, or hearing
about similar events.
Composite memories: our brain can blend
aspects from several events into one, without
us being aware this is happening.

Corroborating sources
It is usually necessary to find other sources of
information that corroborate a witness
testimony. This can include other witnesses but
may also be, for example:
official records from the time;
other witness testimony;
TV footage of the events;
newspaper, police, social work 01' court
records;
photographs taken at the time;
information about similar events that
happened elsewhere but which might throw
light on the event being considered.
O Stella Cottrell (2005), Critical Thinking Skills,
Palgrave Macmillan Ltd

Triangulation

-

of high economic deprivation, it is likely to
be more appropriate to compare it with
schools in similar areas.

What i s triangulation?
Triangulation means checking and comparing
different sets of evidence against each other, to
see whether they support and complement each
other, or whether they contradict each other.
This is especially important when relying on
first-hand accounts.
Triangulation is something that most of us tend
to do in everyday contexts to check whether
something is true.

John told his mother that his sister Mary hit him. John
was crying and called Mary a bully.

,ohn may or may not be telling the truth. Before
his mother took action, she is likely to have
triangulated the evidence by:
.) listening

to Mary's side of the story;

D looking for evidence that John was hit;
D considering John and Mary's usual ways of

recounting events;
checking for alternative explanations.

You might also wish to investigate whether
there are any other reasons for changes to the
school's rates of achievement. For example, if
the school had started to set difficult entry tests,
this might have attracted a very different type of
pupil to the school and excluded those less
likely to achieve. The improved achievement
rates might be because the pupils were different
and not because of improvements in teaching.

Comparing like with like
When triangulating information, it is important
to check that the different sources used are also
referring to the same subject and interpreting
words in the same way, If not, you may not be
comparing like with like. For example, the head
teacher in the example may be talking about
sports achievement, not academic, so this would
require triangulation with a different set of
sources, such as sports records not government
records.
f
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This statement could be triangulated with:
published government records over several
years to check for general improvement over
time at all schools;
comparing the school's achievement rates
with the average for all schools;
comparing the school's achievement rates
with-those of schools of a similar type. For
example, if the school was situated in an area
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Evaluating a body of evidence
When you are researching a subject, or
producing an academic assignment, you are
likely to refer to many sources of evidence.
However, you are not likely to evaluate all of
these in the same way.

discriminating appropriately between them.
These texts are also used as the basis for further
activities in Chapters 9 and 11.
f

I

You can evaluate some sources:
by browsing, to evaluate whether they are

gh the text.s on pp. 21
t

8

.

(a) raentlry wnlcn are me most repuraole sources
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of eviclence. Catf

sufficiently relevant to your research topic
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research;

Very reputable
Fairlj

by focztsing on the most relevant items,
evaluating how these support specific aspects
of your line of reasoning;
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by selecting and carefillly evaluating a relatively
small number of key sources, weighing the
arguments, and looking for flaws and gaps in
the evidence;
by comparing and contrasting different sources,
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checking for inconsistencies.
The following activity gives you the opportunity
to work with a set of short texts to practise

-T7T-.-..-,-,-.--The answers are given on p. 165.
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Answers: Triangulation (p. 143)
(1) You would probably want to contact the venue to find out if there really were cheap tickets
available on the night.
(2) This could be triangulated with reports from other manufacturers about how their brakes were
tested and the results, as well as reports in trade magazines. There may also be general

information in consumer magazines about different braking systems. If you knew anybody who
had bought a car with the new brakes, you could ask their opinion. If you can drive, you would
want to try out the braking system for yourself.
(3) If the book provides references, you can check the original sources to see if they were reported

accurately. You would expect to see references to specific 'poor laws' on begging, and the dates
of these. You can also check other books to see if these contradict or support the chapter in the
book. However, several books may refer to the same secondary source, which itself might be
incorrect. Where possible, it is useful to check the primary sources, of published versions of
these, for yourself.
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This chapter has looked a t some key concepts in evaluating evidence from the point of view of both
conducting your own projects, and examining the evidence used by other people.
~fyou are conducting your own research, whether for a project, report or essay, you will need to ensure
that you collect and select the most appropriate evidence, and subject it to critical scrutiny. This chapter
introduced the principles of making a literature search. It looked a t ways of whittling down a large number
of potential sources of evidence to a manageable number for deeper scrutiny. It also showed how to
recognise the difference between primary and secondary sources.
When using secondary sources as evidence to support your own arguments, you need to be able to
understand the evidence base used by those sources and have criteria you can use to evaluate it. For
example, you need to be alert to whether the evidence is what it is claimed to be, checking that it is
authentic, accurate, reliable and up-to-date. You also need to understand its significance in terms of
probability and the methods taken to ensure reliable findings. When first starting to analyse materials
critically, it can seem as though there are a great many aspects to check. However, many of these, such as
selecting reputable sources, become automatic. Others are useful to hold lightly in mind whenever you
hear or read an argument. It is often useful, and sometimes necessary, to go back to the original sources or
published versions of these, to check for accuracy. If sources are well referenced, this makes the task of
checking for details much easier.
The earlier section of the chapter looked at ways of analysing individual sources to check for aspects such
as their reliability and validity. Later sections of the chapter looked a t using one source to check another.
Cross-comparison, or triangulation, is something that many of us do naturally in our everyday lives.
However, many people take a t face value what they read or hear in one source, without checking how this
compares with what other sources say. Comparing materials doesn't necessarily lead to the truth, but it
often shows where there are different points of view and therefore room for error and further investigation.
You will find that some of the concepts introduced in this chapter will be more relevant for your subject
than others. Each academic subject has well-established research methods that develop specialist skills for
analysing source materials. Some will use:
carbon-dating to check the age of materials;
knowledge of medieval Latin and allegory in order to read and interpret original documents;
advanced skills in semiotics in order to interpret the meaning of texts;
specialist equipment to make precise measurements in your subject or detect micro-organisms;
statistical approaches and formulae to analyse the kinds of data relevant to your subject.
Such advanced skills are likely to be taught within the subject. However, for most subjects, the basic skills
in critical thinking will also apply.

Information on the sources
Miles, S. (1988) British Sign Language: A Beginner's Gttide (London: BBC Books).
Lane, H. (1984) Wherz the Mind Hears: A History of Deaf People and their Language (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press).
Loftus, E. F. (1979) Eyewitness Testimony (Cambridge, MA: Cambridge University Press).
Palmer, T. (2004) Perilous Plant Earth: Catastrophes and Catastrophism through the Ages (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press).
Stella Cottrell (2005), Critical Tlzitlki~lgSkills,
Palgrave Macmillan Ltd
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Answers to activities in Chapter 8
Authenticity (p. 130)

Controlling for variables (p. 140)

1 Probably authentic, as such documents
originated in cathedrals and could have
become lost in library stacks over the years.
are
to forge a document
as this
be exposed and
reflect
On a
organisation.
checks would need to be made to validate
the manuscript's age and origins, or

Passage 8.4 (p. 136)

provenance.
2 Probably not authentic. Such items are rare
and usually found in libraries, museums,
private collections or religious institutions.

3 A collection of 1000 autographs by Elvis
Presley could be authentic but such a
collection would be valuable and it is
unlikely that it would be bought without a
viewing. It is more likely that an authentic
collection would be sold at auction.

4 Probably not authentic. It is unlikely, though
not impossible, that such an unpublished
diary would fall into the possession of a
student.
5 Probably authentic: such letters are found in
collections in major libraries.

6 Probably not authentic: such valuable
pictures are found occasionally in attics of
old houses or behind other paintings, but
not usually in modern garages and not in
such large numbers.
7 Probably authentic: it could be carbon dated
to check its age so would be difficult to fake.

8 Probably authentic: such items might well be
kept at a prison and the governor could have
overall responsibility for their care.
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The experiment requires a control group to
changes in night vision between those
who ate the capsules of carrot extracts and those
who didn't. Some variables that would need to
be controlled are: diet, which could affect the
results; activities which might tire the eyes;
previous levels of vision and visual problems;
whether participants already had diets high in
carrots, allowing no further room for
improvement.

Passage 8.5 (p. 1 36)
The research should take into account such
variables as whether participants liked any kind
of perfumed soap at all, and whether the scents
were equally strong. If not, then participants
might have chosen on the basis of the strength
of the perfume rather than its scent.

Passage 8.6 (p. 136)
There are many variables that could affect the
research outcomes here. The researchers need to
check such details as: how closely related the
participants were to the bereaved; the frequency
and kind of contact and interaction between the
people in the sample and the deceased before
the bereavement; whether participants attended
the funeral; the kinds of work that participants
are involved in; for how much time they were
usually absent from work before the
bereavement; whether they had any illnesses or
other conditions likely to make them miss work.
Each group would need to have roughly equal
numbers of people from each circumstance.
However, it could be that a particular
combination of these variables has an effect on
time off work and it would be hard to control
for that in the first set of research.

O Stella Cottrell (2005), Critical Tl~inkingSkills,
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Chapter 9

Critical reading and note-making
-

Critical selection, interpretation and noting of
source material

This chapter offers you opportunities to:
develop strategies for reading selectively
understand the relation of theory to argument
categorise arguments and theories
check whether interpretations of texts are accurate
develop strategies for selective and critical note-making

Introduction
Although critical thinking can be used in any
context, it is likely that you will apply it most
when using written materials. The material
presented in previous chapters is relevant to
critical reading. This chapter focuses on
applying critical thinking skills when reading for
a specific purpose, such as writing a report or
assignment. It looks at issues such as:
identifying theoretical perspectives;
categorising information to assist with its
selective use;
using a critical approach to note-making
when reading.
Critical reading is different from other kinds of

reading such as skimming or scanning text. The
latter are useful strategies for locating where
information is in a text and to develop a general
feel for a subject. However, they usually result in
a more superficial reading of the material.
Critical reading requires you to focus your
attention much more closely on certain parts of
a written text, holding other information in
mind. As it involves analysis, reflection,
evaluation and making judgements, it usually
involves slower reading than that used for
recreational reading or for gaining general
background information. As you develop critical
reading skills, these reading skills will become
faster and more accurate.

Critical reading and note-making
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Preparing for critical reading
It is not usually easy to make sense of any
information taken out of context. When reading
new material, some basic preparation can help
you to:
see how the main argument fits together;
better remember the overall argument;
better comprehend specific pieces of
information;
recognise how reasons and evidence
contribute to the main argument.

-

The following sections offer suggestions on
actions you can take to orientate yourself to a
text, in order to facilitate critical reading.

Books
Preliminary skim
First, skim through
the book to get a
f , \
feel for whatit
contains. Glancing
through as you flick
the pages a few
times, or scanning each page quickly in turn,
can give you an initial impression of what the
book is about and where relevant information
may be located.

Scan the introduction
Check whether the introduction indicates the
author's position or refers to the overall
argument. Such information can direct you to
the most relevant chapters and help you to
make sense of detailed information presented in
these.

Scan the final chapter
Look at any conclusions drawn at the end of the
book. Check whether the final chapter sums up
the argument, reasoning and evidence. If so, this
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is invaluable for keeping track of the line of
reasoning when reading about the more detailed
evidence in other chapters.

Scan beginnings and ends of chapters
Scan the introductions and final sections of
relevant chapters: these are likely to orientate
your thinking to the material in the chapter.

Articles
Browse the abstract to see if the article looks
relevant.
If it does, read the abstract slowly, to identify
the main argument.
If the article is about a research project, the
research hypotheses sum up what the author
is trying to prove. The results will tell you
what they found. The discussion indicates
what the author considers to be significant
about the research and its findings.
Use the abstract to locate the most relevant
information for you. Decide whether you
need to know more about the methods used,
the results, the discussion of the results, or
the recommendations, depending on your
purpose.

Find the argument
Once you have worked quickly to locate where
the information is in general terms, apply the
critical thinking methods covered in earlier
chapters in order to identify the arguments:
Identify the author's position: what does the
text want you to do, think, accept or believe?
Look for sets of reasons that are used to
support conclusions.
Once you have located the argument, you are
likely to need to read more slowly and carefully,
applying further critical thinking strategies.

Q Stella

Cottrell (ZOOS),

Critical Thitzki~~g
Skills,
Palgrave Macmillan Ltd

Identifying the theoretical perspective
What i s a theory?
A theory is a set of ideas that helps to explain
why something happens or happened in a
particular way, and to predict likely outcomes in
the future. Theories are based on evidence and
reasoning, but have not yet been proved
conclusively.
r

Everyday and academic use of 'theory'
We use the term 'theory' in everyday language
to suggest we don't know yet, for certain, either
the reasons or the outcomes.

C Well, that's the theory, anyway! -)
The flight still hasn't been announced. My theory is
that a storm is brewing so they think they can't take
off.

Everyday use of the word tends to be an
expression of opinion, but it shares the
characteristics of academic theory in being:
an attempt to provide an explanation, or a
prediction of likely outcomes;
an idea, or set of abstract ideas, that haven't
been fully proved;
based on the facts as far as they are known at
the time, and acknowledging there is still
more to find out.

Knowing the theory helps fill the
gaps
Most things that we do are based on some kind
of theory, but we are not always aware that our
opinions fit a theoretical perspective. In Chapter
6, we saw that what we say or write often
contains unstated assumptions - which may be
unrecognised theories. If we can identify an
author's theoretical perspective, we are in a
better position to recognise gaps in the
reasoning as well as unstated assumptions.
O Stella Cottrell (ZOOS), Critical Tl~inkir~g
Skills,
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Theory in research and academic
life
In professional research and academic thinking, a
theory is usually an elaborated system, or 'school',
of ideas, based on critical analyses of previous
theories and research. Much research sets out to
test or further refine existing theories so that they
are more useful in providing explanations, and
for creating models for future action.

Finding the theoretical position
In the best research and texts, the theoretical
position will be stated by the author in an
explicit way to assist the reader. In books, this is
usually outlined in an early section, or at the
beginning of chapters. In articles, reports,
dissertations and theses, the theoretical position
will be indicated by the following:
The research hypothesis: this should be stated
near the beginning of the research and
provides the key theoretical position that the
research sets out to prove.
The literature that has been selected for the
literature search: authors' analysis of this
should draw out the theories which have
influenced the research.
Critical reading and note-making
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The relation of theory to argument
Arguments can be based on
theories
A theory may be used as the basis of an
argument.

the theory. TO examine the line of reasoning
behind the theory, it may be necessary to return
to the original text rather than using secondhand accounts.

An argument i s not necessarily a
8
theory
,

1

.

Marx's theory of economics argues
that wealth will
become concentrated into a few hands. This research
project is based on an interpretation of Marx's theory,
and argues that although the denationalisation of
public services in Britain led to more companies being
set up in the short term, over a few decades, mergers
and buy-outs have resulted in many smaller
companies closing. As a result, the wealth of those
industries is now in the possession of a small number
of 'super-companies'. The research hypothesis is that
after three decades, 75 per cent of the wealth of
former British nationalised industries will, in each case,
be in the hands of three or fewer super-companies.

Note that arguments are not always theories. In
the example below, the argument for going into
town is supported by two reasons, but does not
represent a theory.

I know you are keen to return home quickly, but it
would be a good idea to go to the shops first. We
need to buy a present for Serina's birthday. We also
need to get some food for tonight.
r

In the example above, the main argument is
that after a few decades, industries that were
once nationalised but were later sold to private
companies, will become part of a few 'super'
companies. The author is explicit that the
argument is based on an interpretation of a
particular economic theory. Here, the theory is
used to develop the research hypothesis.
The inclusion of numbers and proportions helps
to make a general theory more specific and
measurable. However, the general argument and
theory could be valid, even though the specific
timing and amounts were not met, if the trend
was clearly in the direction predicted.

Theories as arguments
Theories can also be arguments in their own
right if they offer reasons and conclusions and
attempt to persuade. However, you may find
that when theories are used as the basis of an
argument, as in the example above, the author
refers only to the conclusions or key aspects of
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Activitv: ldentifvina theow

Identify 1uyhich of ttle texts on pp. 201-5
explicit (openly stal:ed) theoretical positic
State what the theoretical position is in c!ach case.
The answers are on p. 165.
L

Subject-specific schools of
thought
There will be specific theories, usually organised
into schools of thought based around a few key
researchers or approaches, for your own subjects.
These might be clustered around broad
theoretical approaches such as: nativism,
humanism, chaos, catastrophism, functionalism,
psychodynamics, systems, constructivism,
Marxism, feminism, postmodernism and so 01

I
Ar+ivi+y: Schools of thol*nh+
-3---

What arc:the main schools of thought for your owr
areas of interest?

63 Stella Cottrell (ZOOS), Critical 771irrkingSI
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Categorising and selecting
Critical choices

Better understand why further research into a
subject has been undertaken, as we will
understand how it fits into a bigger picture.
Often, a piece of research can only examine
part of the picture.
Group information under headings that help
to clarify our understanding. This also helps
us to remember the information.

Research tasks, including reading for reports and
assignments, can require us to cover a great deal
of information. We can only make active use of
a proportion of what we read, but it may seem
that everything is useful and interesting. Critical
thinking requires us to make decisions about:
where to allocate available reading time
where to focus our critical thinking
what to note for future reference
what material to use in our own report or
assignment, and what to leave out.
Critical choices involve selection, and selection
is made easier if we are skilled at categorising
information. Practice in categorising
information was provided in Chapter 2.

Generic types of theory
There are some generic headings that are useful
as points of reference when starting to group
information. It is worth checking whether
theories or arguments are primarily:
aesthetic: related to an appreciation of art
cziltzlral: related to the ideas, customs and
artefacts of a particular society
economic: related to an economy
ethical: a question of right and wrong
financial: considerations of money
legal: related to the law; what the law says
historical: resulting from past circumstances
hzlmanita~an:with the interests of mankind
at heart
philanthropic: acts of kindness to others
philosophical: related to the study of
knowledge
political: related to government or state
scientific: resulting from a systematic and/or
experimental approach that can be repeated
sociological: related to the development or
organisation of human society
sophistical: arguments that seem clever but are
misleading

The importance of categorising
information
It is easier to make critical choices when we
have organised information not simply in files,
but within our thinking. Categorising
information is an essential process that helps us
to recognise links between different kinds of
information. This enables us to:
compare information more easily
contrast information more easily
refer to sets of information as a group, so that
our account is more succinct.

Categorising theory

r-

7

Activity: Categorising arg

1

We saw, above, that identifying the theoretical
position helps us to fill in gaps in a line of
reasoning. If we can categorise texts according
to their theoretical position, we will be better
able to:
Sort the information required for our analysis
of the literature.
Track how one piece of research builds on
previous research.
O Stella Cottrell (2005), Critical Thinking Skills,
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Accurate interpretation when reading
Reading style and accuracy
Accurate interpretation is particularly important
to critical thinking. Donaldson (1978) found
that people often get questions wrong because
they do not adhere closely enough to what is
asked or stated.
Incorrect interpretations can arise because
reading is either over-focused on small details or
it pays insufficient attention to details. Some
common mistakes are:

Over-focused reading: the reading is too slow,
focusing excessively on individual words and
sections of the text. Although close reading is
a necessary part of critical reading, it is also
important to interpret specific details in the
wider context of the argument and the
theoretical perspective.
Insuflcient focus: the reading is too superficial,
taking in the big picture but lacking a sense
of how the main theories and arguments are
supported by specific details and evidence.
I?rsuf/7cient attention to the exact wording:
missing out essential words such as 'not', or
not following the exact sequence closely
Failing to draw out correctly the implications of
what is stated.
It follows that, in order to interpret texts
accurately, it helps to vary the focus of attention
when reading, alternating between:
the big picture and the fine detail;
a consideration of the exact words and
unstated implications and assumptions.
<

\

Activity

Read rthe interprcstations gib(en in the F
below of specific texts give1n on pp. 21
. .. . . .
case, declde whether the p,assage:
I

A makes an acczurate inte~

(about Text 2, p, 201)
The author argues that as giving garden cuttings is

regarded as acceptable and little concern is shown for
royalty issues, then downloading music without
paying should also be regarded as acceptable.

(about Text 3, p. 201)
Piracy is not usually acceptable and most customers
should be prepared to go without an item if they are
not willing to pay for it.

(about Text 6, p. 202)
When people make free copies of music they put the
future of distributors of independent artists at risk.

(about Text 7, p. 202)
This argues that Plants Breeders are only likely to take
action against large companies, so the important issue
for gardeners is that they are safe from prosecution.

~ch

~f the writer's

OL(erall argurnent
..

(about Text 1, p. 201)
The author is a true artist who is offering a service to
smaller artists who cannot find distributors.

(about Text 10, p. 203)
Individuals should stand up for what they believe is
right and stop obeying the law, as it is undemocratic.

B mlslnterprets the wrlter's position.

Give r easons for your response, identii
overall argumenl
<
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Making notes to support critical reading
Why make notes?
Note-making is a good idea.
It has several benefits over
simply reading without
making notes:
If done properly, it
breaks up a continuous
reading task into many
shorter reading sessions
alternated with notemaking. This rests the
eyes and the parts of the
brain involved in
reading. This is especially
useful given the intense
reading activity used for
critical reading.
@ Writing involves the
motor memory, making
it easier to remember
information.
Many people find it
easier to recall
information that is
written in their own
handwriting.
Selecting what to write,
rather than writing
everything, means
greater interaction with
the material, which
helps us to recall it in
the future.
Making notes draws
together the information
that is relevant on the
subject, so you have less
to read over than all the
material contained in the
various source materials.
You can make notes on a
copy of the text if it is
your own copy, but this
doesn't help draw the
key ideas into one place.

How do you make notes to support critical
reading?
The notes you make should support your main purpose. Avoid
making notes on related topics just because they are interesting or
might be useful one day. It is possible to write notes to fulfil several
different purposes, such as to support a current project and to
contribute towards a future project or assignment. If you do this,
either use separate sets of notes for each project, or use clear
headings in your notes to help you find what you need easily for
each. It is worth making a conscious effort to reflect on what you
have read.

r/V-7-

C
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What does this really mean?
DO the reasons support the argument?
Is there any supporting evidence?
Does this match what I know about the subject already?
Does it fit what other people say about the subject?
Is this relevant and useful to my current purpose?
How does this add to previous research on the subject?
Are there any flaws in this?

unnecessary notes
that you haven't
thought thr- -'
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Reading and noting for a purpose
Note-making when reading journal
articles

Making notes for analysing
argument
If your main purpose is to keep notes to analyse
an argument, use headings or a pro-forma such
as that on p. 155, to note:
Details for finding the source again easily.
The author's positionltheoretical stance.
a The main argument, or hypothesis.
a The conclusion(s).
A list of the reasons used to support the
conclusion. Number these. If the author
repeats a reason in different words, make sure
you include it only once on your list.
Your evaluations of the strengths and
weaknesses of the line of reasoning and
supporting evidence.

Avoid long quotations as they eat into the word
limit without providing any additional marks.
Select a few short quotations that:

When making notes from a book, there is a
danger of losing critical focus by taking down
information indiscriminately, rather than
selecting the most relevant points.

3
If you like to make! lots of noites about fiacts and
L L _ _ - - - - - - -.
L
.
.
.
.
*
Lrle>e
supporting U ~ L ~IKeep
II>
, or1 5epdldLe sllcru
from ycIur notes fc)r critical analysis, or Iwrite them
on the Ireverse sidt!. If your critical analy31Jpayc,
nmr.t\, 9nrl
remain clllrLy
aI IJ your backqround information
pages begin to mc)unt up, this will alert you that
you are neglectins] to evaluat:e the information for
relevance and to select the rrlost salient points. It
., .
may also indicate rnar
you nave srlppea .
copyinc1 from the text.
8

I.

Choose quotations carefully
Use few quotations and keep them short

Notes for assignments and
reports

-8.-

The main difference in note-making when
reading from research articles is that you are
more likely to make a close analysis of the
particular contribution that the research
findings or methodology make towards
advancing knowledge within the subject area.
Such articles tend to be based on a single piece
of research and you may be especially interested
in the methodology and the discussion of
findings. The pro-forma offered on p. 157 puts
the emphasis on your analysis rather than on
background information.

r..,r.,-.c

I

~delfor
The prc
p. 156 pro
critical note-making wnen reaalng DOOKS. 11may nor
suit all your purposes. However, it is strluctured so
that there is, deliberately, very little spa1ce for
--- ..-It is rare that vou call
ux I I I U I ~ :
general backaround.
a
than very minimal backgrourid informaltion on an)I
one SOLlrce materi,al for either academic or
professional purpclses.

in a secondary source, sum up a point well in
a few words;
in a primary source, provide direct evidence
for your argument;
are relevant and the best. Use sparingly.

Make quotations stand out in your notes
Develop the habit of using a particular coloured
pen, such as red, blue or green, f o any
~ copied
text such as quotations. This will make it
immediately obvious to you, when you read
your notes at a later date, what you have copied
and what are your own words and ideas.

Note down exactly where the quotation
comes from. See pp. 162-3.

\
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Concise critical notes: Analysing argument
Names 01
Title of bl
.. .
web-site address

I

I

Date downloaded

Date and/or time
n.. L I : - ~ - v

Place publlsh~,

\Ph-mm,.f

Volume c)f journal
Author's position1
theoretical position?
4

P

-

- "..

-a,

.*,-

,, --,,, -,

.,

Essential
backgrou
informati
me--,

,

Overall argument
or hypothesis
Conclusic
c..---d.:,

Strengths of the
line of reasoning
and sup^lorting
evidence

Flaws in the
argument and
,
uaw3 UI L~ther
weaknes!jes in the
argument and
supponlng
evidence
-3-t.
4

n..

,
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.,, --rh--.rir.=?l----"'.--.Tr

-

F

Z

*

?

z

c

F

-

F

P

r

P

Concise critical notes: Books
Names of author( '
Full titlc? of book

..

Author of cha~ter
Chapter title

.,

~hlirh~rl

Place PI
A'

Theoreltical positic
or type of theory;

Essential background

Key arg

Reasons and evidence
,art the
argurnc!nts

Strengt hs of the
argurnc!nts

Weaknesses in the

rison or
t with 0th'
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Concise critical notes: Articles and papers
\lames a4 author(s:

I

:ull title of article
- .

FUII title ot lournal

I

=
i-

.

-

-

-

.F-" -

nth

Year pub
.

,,-I

I

.-

L-"

nylJuulcSeS: What is the paper setting out to
prove?A re researdihypothe:ses supported?

What is t.he theoreltical positic
.-* .
the research7 Type ot theory

ling

I

--

,---

What is t he key litelrature used as
. ., ..
DacKgrouna to tne artrcle or paper?
8

8

I

1

$hods are used?

Which re

Nhat kind of sample is used?
~

~

Key resul
T - V

ney conclusions or recommendations

--.--.-*---n-I

Strength i of the research
- unuw
-... A
-.....
does it adva~I L UUI
~
UI l u e ~ x ding
a~
of the subject or how to research it?
Are thc?re appro1xiate hypotheses, methods
.,
.
tn tart tne nypotheses, sample sizes or types
ons?
controIs for variables, recol
Consicleration of ethics?

-

., .,-.

x?-,---.IJFTz,Zs"

7 1 1.-

r z 7 7--

T-.--,r-_rGn-r

.
T

-=--.r-7

rs;-nr_rre-

-

a

Weakne!sses of tlhe resear
In wha~tways is it limited?
.
where would it not apply!
..,, .
What iire the flatrvs in the researcn, Ir
hypottieses, research design and me1
sample! size and type, conclusions dr,
on the basis of tl
I

"
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1

Critical selection when note-making
r

,

\

Activit

-. .., .re notes maae on

Relnw
ai
.
'
-.

Iexrs

1-1 1 (pp. LU

1-51.

I ne

purpose or me notes n Tor use In a reporc enmen.
-.

'Unfai~treatment.. The law 01vly seems tc3 apply to tpusiness theIse days. ' Discuss.
Look thrc,ugh the siample noteis that wen? made be1ow and underline an)I sections t hat are relf
e report.
Give reas;ens why the notes are relevant, and comment on whether the notes are made in the note-maker's own
words.
Then read the corn1nentary anid comparc?youransv
NB This activity is focusing on the content of the notes, not their layou
L

A

/

Sample notes for 'Unfair treatment: The law only seems t o apply t o business these days.'
biscuss. '
Evidence t h a t supports the statement
Legal proceedings are usually only instigated against businesses, not individuals. This is t r u e
f o r copying from the internet, when businesses sell well below market price (Spratt, 2004,
Text 4) and f o r plant breedings (Johl, 2005, Text 7). BUT: this doesn't mean t h e law only
applies t o business, just t h a t it is likely t o be applied unevenly. This may appear t o be unfair
t o big business. NB Johl (Text 7): t h e combined effect of plant-sharing is a large financial
loss to plant breeders so business is targeted just because it is easy.

-

Fvidence t h a t contradicts t h e statement
Big publishers are only interested in music t h a t has a broad appeal because they hope t o
make large profits. (Text 1)
Cuttle (2007): Publishers, including big businesses, can choose the price a t which they sell.
NB: this can be much higher than it costs t o make t h e item, so in this respect t h e law
supports business. (Text 3)
The law is scrambled together over time and is often contradictory. here is very l i t t l e
debate on what we want as our concept o f justice (Piaskin, 1986, Text 10).
Isn't it mainly business t h a t can afford t o use t h e law against copying - not small artists?

Commentary on the notes
The notes on Text 1 are about big business but it is not clear why the note-maker considers these
relevant to the question. Furthermore, this is not a reputable source for a report.
The notes on Text 10 are about the law in general, but not about business in particular. It is not
clear why the note-maker considers these notes relevant to the discussion question.
The notes on Texts 1 and 10 are copied almost word for word from the texts, showing no critical
selection. If these were reproduced in a report or assignment, and it was discovered, it would be
regarded as plagiarism (unacceptable copying).
The notes on Texts 3, 4 and 7 are better as they are relevant, written in the note-maker's own words,
along with reflection that could be used to make a relevant point in the report.
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Activity: critical selection - Notes A
F

a

LOOK

at tne two sets or notes, A and B, below, whlch are related to the t e x ~

"I I

..

PP.

LIJ I -2.

11 I

---~-,

tldrh rase, aeclae:

Has the! note-mak~
er selected informatioIn that is re!levant for the purpose given?
?
Have t kley selectecj the most relevant ir~formationi

&

Notes A. Purpose: 'The internet is corroding moral values.' Discuss.
Points For: internet corrodes moral values

(1) Text 3: Cuttle (2007) argues t h a t people who make illegal copies from t h e internet t r y t o
rationalise this rather than seeing it as wrong, using arguments such as 'everybody else does

it'.
(2) Text 1 (Carla, 2006):
Comments made by internet users support Cuttle, as they use rationalisations:
e.g. ' i t isn't really stealing t o copy o f f t h e internet',
and sending and accepting copies without paying f o r them is:
Performing a useful service1t o t h e arts akld individual artists.
(3) T e x t 1: NB as music can be downloaded o f f t h e internet for free, it provides a temptation for
people like Carla, and encourages them t o look f o r excuses t o justify taking without asking.
(4) Text 9 (KAZ, 2006): I n t e r n e t user's flawed reasoning t o defend non-payment, such as t h a t if
you are unlikely t o be charged, 'there isn't a crime'.
(5) Texts 4 and 7: The law is mainly used t o prosecute other business, and not people who only
make a few copies such as f o r friends.
(6) Text 8: Moral decay isn't just a few people on t h e internet: even professors now offer flawed
reasoning in favour o f taking without payment.
e.g. (Lee, 2006) argues in favour of taking material f o r f r e e from t h e internet just because
people are not caught and punished f o r copying o f f t h e radio ('nobody bothers about t h i s . . . ')
Points Against: internet does not corrode values

(1) T e x t 2: Potter (2005) draws a comparison between downloading from t h e internet for free
and giving away plant cuttings.

(2) If
we can compare making cuttings of plants with making copies from t h e internet, and both
are wrong, then t h e internet is only offering a different way of expressing similar values, not
'corroding' them.
e.g. Text 7 (Johl, 2005) shows plant breeders also suffer from the practice o f giving free
cuttings. Plant cutting preceded the internet - so these values can't be blamed on the internet
r=-
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Activity: Critical selection - Notes B

4==

Notes B. Purpose: essay 'Stealing is always wrong.' Discuss this view.
Stealing is wrong

(1) Text 6: Yes, because we don't always know who all t h e victims are. Kahliney (2006): small
music distributors can be severely affected by even a few people losing them royalties, when
they copy music t o their friends. People's livelihood depends on fair-trading.
(2) And T e x t 7 (Johl, 2005): Plant breeding is very expensive - so even small royalties which build
up over time help producers t o invest in new varieties.
(3) T e x t 3 (Cuttle, 2007): Producers of all media are entitled by law t o recoup t h e costs o f their
labour or outlay.
Arauments used t o suDport stealing
(1) T e x t 1: I t ' s other people's fault, such as large publishers that are only interested in music
t h a t will give them large profit margins (but see Text 3 above).
(2) T e x t 1: I t can provide a useful service, e.g. sharing music from the internet for free helps
bring innovative and radical music t o more people, which is better for true artists who want
their music t o reach as many people as possible. (BUT: Text 6: Small distributors are not
necessarily helped.)
(3) Text 2: I t ' s acceptable if you can get away with it - e.g. Ivan Potter (2005): Plants and CDs.
(4) T e x t 8: also implies t h a t if nobody gets caught or prosecuted, such as for copying from t h e
radio, then stealing doesn't matter. BUT: stealing isn't defined by whether you get caught.
Where stealing might be acceptable?
(1) Text 11 (Soyinka, 2006): No, there can be instances when people don't realise they are
stealing, such as students plagiarising - e.g, because t h e rules are complicated. BUT: ignorance
of t h e 'law' is not accepted as an excuse.
(2) Text 12 (Ebo e t al., 2004): Research shows people's behaviour is affected by how easy it is t o
act in an ethical way. The research hypotheses were t h a t most young people who downloaded
music f o r free pay t o download music if this is made easy, and people are less willing t o pay
for music if they are high earners. The participants were 1206 people aged 15-25, matched
for age, sex, and ethnic background across groups and conditions. An advertisement for an
alternative web-site where t h e music could be downloaded for free appeared when t h e
participant was on line. Damblin and Toshima (1986) used a sample of 200 senior citizens and
found significant differences in ethical behaviour depending on medical conditions. Several
research studies show external conditions can have more impact on behaviour than has ethical
understanding (Singh e t al., 1991; Colby, 1994; Miah and Brauer, 1997).
Issues of right and wrong are not clear cut
(1) Text 10 (Fred Piaskin, 1986): Right and wrong are 'more properly regarded as dilemmas'. There
may be occasions when stealing is wrong in itself, but less wrong than not stealing?
a person could be stealing and yet not acting in an immoral or unethical way, e.g. t o save a
life OR
'stealing within the law', which would then be an ethical issue, a matter of conscience, not
law.
-.---.".., ..------See commentary on p. 161.

,- ---
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Commentary on critical selection activity
Notes A. Collated for 'The
internet i s corroding moral
values.' Discuss.
In this case, most of the notes taken are relevant
to the subject.
The notes on Text 3 are relevant as they point
out that people look for reasons to justify taking
without paying. Searching for reasons to justify
an act that may not be right is known as
'rationalisation'.
The note-maker makes a good selection of brief
quotations from primary sources, Texts 1 and 9,
to illustrate the uoint. As the quotations are
underlined, these stand out properly from the
other notes, showing immediately that the
words are copied directly from elsewhere.
Although personal web-sites such as these are
not normally reputable authorities as secondary
sources, for this question they are relevant
sources of primary evidence, illustrating what
some ordinary internet users are saying. It is
evident that the note-maker is using Text 8 to
provide a contrasting source that also argues for
nonpayment, which is also relevant.
The notes benefit from being divided into points
'for' and 'against' the argument, but this means
that more complex points are not included. For
example, when considering values, it would
have been useful to consider Text 5 and the
issues it raises about the differences between
what people say and do. The author argues as if
downloading for free is acceptable, although he
does pay for the music he downloads himself.

Notes B. Collated for 'Stealing i s
always wrong.' Discuss.
Most of the notes made on the early texts show
good critical selection. The note-maker has
chosen the most relevant material for the
purpose.
The main exception is the set of notes made for
Text 12. These are too detailed and are too close
to the original text. It is not clear why the notemaker considered that all the details about the
research were relevant: these notes do not show
evidence of critical selection.
Strong points about these notes are:
Information is grouped to support different
points.
The notes include evidence of the critical
thinking process, which can then be used in
reports or essays.

I

Weak points of these notes are that:
Quotations and notes copied from the texts
do not stand out, and could easily be copied
accidentally into a report or essay later
without proper acknowledgement. This is
especially so for the notes on Texts 1and 12.
The words noted down are too close to those
used in the original texts, suggesting that the
reader has slipped into 'automatic' notemaking, or copying, rather than focusing on
selecting the most relevant information.

I

One strong feature of the notes is that they
show that the note-maker is thinking whilst
reading, and jotting down relevant reflections.
The main weakness of the notes is that they do
not select the most relevant material:
They do not refer to all the relevant sources,
such as Texts 10 and 12.
The note-maker gives no indication why
notes on Texts 4 and 7 are relevant to the
topic (see note 5, under 'Points For').
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1

Note your source of information (1)
All of your notes should make it very clear
where information comes from.

Long hand and short hand
The first time you use a source, it is useful to
write its details in full, preferably in an
electronic store, so you can cut and paste it as
needed. In your notes, write the details in full
the first time you use a source and then use a
recognisable abbreviation as a short-hand. Note
exact page references or web-site addresses so
you can find information again easily when
needed.

Details for references
If you are writing an assignment for college or a
report for a company, you will be required to
make references to the material you use so that
your readers know what influenced your
thinking and where you found your evidence.
Universities and companies usually recommend
a particular style of referencing, such as the
Harvard or Vancouver system or a house style.
These vary in the fine detail, such as whether
you write the authors' initials or their full
names. Make sure you note the information
needed for the referencing system you are
required to use. The Harvard system is outlined
below.

For books
Note:
Who wrote it? (Full surnames, followed by
the initials, of all writers that appear on the
front cover)
When did they write it? (See pages inside the
cover. G~~~the date it was first published or
the date of the current edition, but not the
date of the reprint.)
What exactly is it called, including the
subtitle?
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Which edition is it (if not the first edition)?
The city where it was published (see the pages
at the front of the book that give the address
of the publisher).
The name of the publisher.

Details t o note about books
Crane, T. (2001) Elements of Mind: An Introduction to

the Philosophy of Mind (Oxford: Oxford University
Press).
-

Multiple authors
Fisher, D. and Hanstock, T. (1 998) Citing References

(Oxford: Blackwell).

For a chapter from a book
If you are noting information from a book
where each of the chapters is written by
different authors, note:
The name of the chapter,s author, the date
and then the name of the chapter.
The name of the editor, and the title of the
book. Note that the initials of the editor are
written before the surname when citing this
in references.
The page numbers, following the title of the
book.
Where it was published and the name of the
publisher, in brackets. You may need to note
where a chapter was first published.

Chapters from a book

Willis, S. (1 994) 'Eruptions of funk: historicizing Toni
Morrison'. In L. Gates J r (ed.), Black Literature and
Literary Theory (pp. 263-83) (New York: Methuen).
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Note your source of information (2)
or articles
Who wrote it? (full surname, followed by the
initials of all writers that appear at the top of
the article, in the order they appear)
) When did they write it?
) What exactly is it called?
) What is the exact name of the journal the
article comes from?
In which volume and/or issue of the journal
did the article appear?
Page numbers of the entire article.
)

Newspapers
Note the name of the author, article, the name
of the newspaper, the date and the pages.

Farrar, S. (2004) 'Old Sea Chart is so Current', Times
Higher Educational Supplement, 16 July, p. 5.

If the author's name is not given in the
newspaper, give the name of the newspaper
first, then the year, then the name of the article,
followed by the date and page numbers.

Articles

Shulman, L. (1986) 'Those who understand:
knowledge growth in teaching'. Educational
Researcher, 15 (2), 4-1 4.

For electronic sources

Times Higher Educat~onalSupplement (2004) 'Old Sea
Chart is So Current', 16 July, p. 5.

Other sources

Note:
The authors' names.
1 For on-line journals, give the full surnames of
the authors, followed by their initials, in the
order they appear.
3 The date it was written. If n o date is given,
consider whether this is a good source to use.
The name of the item (if there is one).
The name of the journal, and its volume and
issue details, for articles.
If the material is available only o n the
internet, give exact details of the web-page so
Open that site and page'
The date it was downloaded from the
internet.

There are many other sources of information
that you may need to use. Make notes of any
details that will help you and others locate that
pamcular source, This might include the name
of the library and/or collection, volume
numbers and folio numbers. Give exact details
of what the source is.

Letter i n a collection

Papers in the Bodleian Library. Curzon Collection, vol.
22, ff. 89-90. Letter from Henry Peter Lord Brougham
to C. H. Parry, 3 September 1803.

Electronic sources

Collins, P. (1 998) 'Negotiating selves: Reflections on
"unstructured" interviewing'. Sociological Research
Online, 3 (3). www.socresonline.org.uk/socresonline/
3/3/2.html; January 2001.
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Government and official sources

National Committee of Inquiry into Higher Education
(1 997) Higher Education in the Learning Society
(London: HMSO).

Critical reading and note-making

Critical thinking needs to be incorporated at many different stages in the process of producing a critical
piece of work. This chapter has focused on applying a critical approach to reading and related notemaking.
It is not unusual for people to suspend critical thinking when reading and making notes. For example, they
often assume it is acceptable to read and make notes in a non-selective or non-critical way, amass a pile of
notes, and then apply critical thinking to the notes that have been made. Whilst this is not an
unacceptable strategy, it is not effective in terms of time management. Using such methods, you are more
likely to read and take notes on material you will not use, and then repeat your reading of such
unnecessary material in order to select what is needed.
Making notes in an uncritical way is also a risky strategy. It is much easier to become confused about
which notes have been taken down verbatim from the text and to include these, by accident, in your own
work. This would leave you open to charges of cheating and/or plagiarism.
This chapter recommends strategies which, if followed, are more likely to save you time, and to help you
develop critical thinking skills as an ongoing process when reading and writing. Guidance on referencing
your source materials is included: critical readers will want to ensure that they can find the source of
information again in the future if they need it. If the material is to be used within a piece of writing, these
details will be needed to refer the reader to the source materials.
Critical reading is assisted by identifying certain key pieces of information that can direct and focus your
attention. Earlier chapters identified certain components of an argument, such as identifying the
conclusion, as useful ways of finding the argument within a passage. This chapter draws attention to the
importance of identifying the underlying theoretical perspective, where possible, in order to better
evaluate the significance of the material to the author's point of view.
This chapter also emphasises the importance of developing skills in categorising and selecting information
as component skills within critical thinking. Such skills contribute to more effective reasoning abilities, as
they require you to find comparisons and exceptions, to look for factors that link and connect information,
to develop an understanding of the relative significance of different pieces of information, and to make
evaluative judgements.

Information on the sources
Donaldson, M. (1978) Children's Mirzds (London: Fontana).
For background on plant cuttings and PBRs: Hogan, C. (2004) 'Giving Lawyers the Slip'. The
Times, 24 August, p. 26.
On moral issues: Kohlberg, L. (1981) Essays on Mom1Development, vol. 1(New York: Harper ST ROW).
Peters, R. S. (1974) 'Moral Development: a Plea for Pluralism'. In R. S. Peters (ed.), Psychology and
Ethical Development (London: Allen & Unwin).
Gilligan, C. (1977) 'In a Different Voice: Women's Conceptions of Self and Morality'. Harvard
Edllcational Review, 47, 418-5 17.
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Answers to activities in Chapter 8
Evaluating a body of evidence
(P* 144)
( a ) Identifying reputable sources
Very reputable
Text 3: journal article
Text 8: a chapter of an academic book
Text 10: journal article
Text 11: journal article
Text 12: journal article

Fairly trustworthy
Text 2: popular magazines
Text 4: editorial in a smalltown local
newspaper
Text 6: trade magazine
Text 7: columnist in a national paper

Little authority
Text 1: internet chat room
Text 5: letter to a national paper
Text 9: personal web-site.

(b) Vested interests
The authors of the following texts may
have a vested interest in the outcome of the
argument:
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Text 1: as the author downloads from the
internet
Text 2: as the author may be currying
favour with his readers, who are likely to
share free cuttings
Text 5 (and possibly Text 9): the argument
appears to be a rationalisation for not
paying for downloaded copies.

Reliable evidence of internet users'
(c) views
The most reliable sources for indicating
what internet users believe are those
written by internet users themselves, and
those indicated by research evidence. In
this case, that would be Text 1 and possibly
Texts 5 and 9, by internet users. More
information would be needed to ensure
Texts 5 and 9 were indeed internet users.
Text 12 gives details of the behaviour of
internet users, drawn from research, and
this behaviour is indicative of their beliefs.
However, more investigation would be
needed to check on these internet users'
motivations for paying.

Critical reading and note-making
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Answers t o activities in Chapter 9
Identifying theory (p. 150)
Only two texts have an explicit theoretical
position. These are:
Text 10: that moral and ethical issues should be
regarded as 'dilemmas' rather than as simple
questions of right and wrong.
Text 1 2 that behaviour is affected primarily by
how easy it is to act in an ethical way.

Passage 9.2
A

Accurate interpretation.

Passage 9.3
B Misinterpretation. The text is very clear that
it regards piracy as stealing, and makes no
exceptions. Passage 9.3 waters this down, using
words such as 'not usually' and 'most
customers', suggesting there may be exceptions.

Categorising arguments (p. 151)

Passage 9.4

Text 1: sophistical, artistic and philanthropic

A

Accurate interpretation.

Text 2: sophistical and philanthropic
Text 3: economic and legal
Text 4: economic
Text 5: philanthropic and sophistical
Text 6: economic
Text 7: legal, economic, ethical

Passage 9.5
B Misinterpretation. The author's argument is
that gardeners who give away cuttings are
cheating the people who breed new species of
plant. It is true that the text implies that small
gardeners will not be prosecuted in practice, but
that isn't the argument.

Text 8: sophistical and legal
Text 9: sophistical and legal
Text 10: ethical, legal
Text 11: none of these
Text 12: ethical, economic.

Accurate interpretations when
reading (p. 152)
Passage 9.7
B Misinterpretation. The text doesn't state
that the author, personally, is offering a
service.
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Passage 9.6
B Misinterpretation. The passage does argue
that there hasn't been a democratic process to
decide that the law should make ultimate
decisions of right and wrong. It also argues that
positive changes have occurred when people
stand up for what they believe. The text does
not make recommendations. The argument is
more abstract, pointing out that questions of
right and wrong are complex and that there are
different ways of looking at ethical issues. The
implication is that there should be more public
discussion of the concept of justice. However,
the text doesn't advocate that people stop
obeying the law on those grounds.
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Chapter 10

Critical, analytical writing
Critical thinking when writing

I

This chapter offers you opportunities to:
consider the characteristics of critical, analytical writing
identify the appropriate language structures for indicating, or signposting, the direction of your
argument
compare pieces of writing to identify the characteristics of critical writing

Introduction
Critical writing draws together other aspects of
critical thinking in order to present a forceful
case to readers. This means that it must
continue the process of selection and forming
judgements about the evidence. However, the
writing must be produced with its eventual
readers in mind.
This chapter considers the characteristics of
critical, analytical writing from the perspective
of writing text, as opposed to considering
written arguments from the reader's point of
view. As well as looking at general
characteristics, it focuses on the language used
to present written arguments.
Previous chapters emphasised the importance of
developing a clear line of reasoning. When
speaking, it is possible to use the tone of voice,
pacing and pauses, as well as body language, to
help the audience to follow the argument. It is

also common to repeat phrases or to raise the
voice for emphasis.
These devices are not available to orientate the
reader when arguments are written dawn,
especially in formal writings. Therefore, it is all
the more important to set the scene well, to
summarise key points as you go through and, in
particular, to use recognisable words and phrases
to signpost the different aspects of the argument.
The process of re-drafting and editing writing is
particularly important to critical writing. The
writer needs to ensure that the final draft has
the characteristics associated with critical
writing. The final piece of critical writing should
be clearly written and well-structured. It should
include devices, such as signal words, that lead
readers through the evidence in such a way that
they are clear about the conclusion even before
they read it.

Critical analytical writing
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Characteristics of critical, analytical writing (1)
Content

understand. Technical language can be used but
should not be used simply to sound clever.

In critical writing, most of the text is dedicated
to presenting a case through providing reasons,
using relevant evidence, comparing and
evaluating alternative arguments, weighing up
conflicting evidence, and forming judgements
on the basis of the evidence. Background
information of a general nature is used very
sparingly, and only essential details are usually
included. Description is kept to a minimum.

Often, an argument can sound clear in our own
mind but does not come across clearly in our
writing. It is not always easy to see which lines
may be interpreted differently when read by
someone else or what might be confusing or
ambiguous. Skilful writers check through their
writing several times, often by reading aloud,
looking for any phrases that may be awkward to
read or which could be open to a different
interpretation by others.

A sense of audience
Good criticaI writing always keeps its future
audience, or readers, in mind. The aim of an
argument is to persuade others. When
producing critical writing, it is important to
consider how the message might be read by
other people, especially people who might
disagree with the evidence or the conclusions.
A good critical writer knows which aspects of
the argument are likely to be the most
contentious, and the kind of evidence required
in order to counter potential opposition within
the reader.

Clarity
Critical writing should aim to be as clear as is
possible. The aim is to convince the reader, so it
is important that the style of writing makes it
easy for the reader to see the point. Long,
complicated or poorly punctuated sentences can
make it difficult for the reader to follow the
argument.
The language used for critical writing is
generally sparse. It usually sticks to the facts and
avoids emotional content, adjectives and
flowery language or jargon. The aim is to
present, as far as is possible, the points in a way
that an intelligent general reader can
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Analysis
Analytical writing is writing that looks at the
evidence in a detailed and critical way. In
particular, it weighs up the relative strengths
and weaknesses of the evidence, pointing these
out to the reader, so that it is clear how the
writer has arrived at judgements and
conclusions.

Selection
Presenting too much detail can mean the main
argument becomes obscured. The reader may
lose interest in tracking the line of reasoning
and simply conclude that the argument is weak.
Usually, writers cannot include detailed critical
analyses of every point that supports their
arguments. On the other hand, presenting too
little detail can make it sound as if there is not
enough concrete evidence to support the case.
Skilful writers select the most important points,
often the most controversial points, to examine
in detail. They may only allude briefly to other
points, sometimes several together, in order to
indicate that they are aware of these points.
Strong critical writing uses a good balance of
detailed analysis and sections that summarise
arguments and evidence.
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Characteristics of critical, analytical writinq (2)
Sequence
The more complicated the argument, the more
important it is that the information is
sequenced in a way that helps the reader. Good
critical writing is planned out well so that the
most important points stand out clearly. Readers
can follow an argument more easily if they can
see how each point is connected with the
preceding point, and how each point links to
the main argument. Good signposting, as
described below, helps the reader to understand
the sequence used by the writer.

Best order
It is generally more logical to present the points
that support your own argument first, so that
you establish your case early in the mind of the
reader. This helps to align the audience to your
position. Audiences are more likely to interpret
subsequent reasoning from the perspective of
the first argument presented, so it is better to
present your own argument first.
However, if your argument aims to show why a
well-established argument is wrong, it can make
more sense to make a critique of the established
argument first, in order to undermine this
before presenting an alternative case.
Good critical writing shows an awareness of
what are the most important or controversial
aspects and dedicates the most space to these. If
readers are persuaded on these points, they need
less convincing on other points.
Skilful critical writers consider which
information their audience needs to read first so
as to make best sense of the argument. They ask,
repeatedly, questions such as:
Is this the best order or could it be better?
Where does this best fit into the argument?
Is the argument coming across clearly?
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If I moved this information somewhere else,
would it be easier to follow the line of
reasoning?

Croup similar points
Similar points should be located near each other
in the writing. For example, the points that
support one aspect of the reasoning could be
grouped together, followed by the points
against. Usually, you should complete your
analysis of one piece of evidence before moving
on to an analysis of the next. Alternatively, all
the aspects of the evidence that support an
argument could be grouped together, followed
by an analysis of those aspects of the evidence
that do not support it. In each case, it is
important to consider whether similar points are
grouped together in a way that makes the text
easy to read. The readers should not feel they
are 'hopping' back and forward between points.

Signposting
Good critical writing leads the readers
effortlessly through the argument so that they
do not need to pause to consider where they are
in the argument or whether the writer intends
them to agree or disagree with a particular
point. A skilful writer will use certain words and
phrases as 'signpostsf to indicate to the readers
where they are in the argument, and how each
point links to previous or subsequent points.
In critical writing, it is not usually acceptable to
use graphical means to highlight important
points. Critical writing avoids methods such as
using italics, enboldening text, capital letters,
larger font, colour or arrows to make important
points stand out. Instead, it relies on good
sequencing and use of language to signpost the
reader through the line of reasoning.
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Setting the scene for the reader
When presenting an argument, the author
usually has t o include more than simply the
reasons and conclusions. The circumstances and
reasons for producing the argument will usually
determine what else is considered to be relevant.
When evaluating the likely effectiveness of an
argument, it is important to consider:
what background information the audience
needs and expects;
what they will already know;
what kind of reasons and evidence are likely
to convince that particular sort of audience.

Conventions
For academic subjects, there are conventions
which govern the presentation of a line of
reasoning. Journal articles, for example, have
different conventions from newspaper articles or
everyday speech. Usually, the background
information in articles is of two types:
1 Key details of previous research relevant t o
the current article.
2 Details of the methods used to gather and
analyse the evidence, especially data, for the
current article.
r

relevant, and provides a reason that supports the
conclusion, as in the example below.

'Background' as a reason

Historically, the fish were subject to many large prey
and laid many eggs to increase their chances of
survival. When they migrated to the estuary, there
were no natural predators to restrain their numbers.
They continued to lay as many eggs, and so took over
the estuary.

If the question was Account for charzges in banking
practices over the last ten years, the historical
background given in the example below would
be unnecessary.

Unnecessary detail

Banking is a very old profession. Early examples
include the development of the letter of exchange by
the Hansa League in the fifteenth century.

\

Activi

Definitions

"

browse rnrougn journal articles ana laentlry the way
background information is treated in your subject
area. Note how much or how little detail is used in
each section of the article. Consider what kind of
backgrc)und infornnation 'is in cluded, as well as wh at
is not ir~cluded.
\

J

Background and history
In critical writing, general background details
are usually kept to a minimum, as in the Feng
Shui example on p. 173. The history and general
background are only usually included where
they form part of the argument.
For example, if the question was: How did the
fislz come to take over tlze estuary? the history is
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It is typical in critical thinking to define any
terms used in the line of reasoning that might
be open to more than one interpretation. This
enables the audience to know which
interpretation the author is using and reduces
misunderstandings.

There has been much debate about whether only
humans have consciousness but there is a growing
body of research which suggests that animals and
even inanimate objects share this capacity. In
considering whether animals and objects have
consciousness, the first point to consider is what is
meant by the term consciousness.

63 Stella Cottrell (ZOOS), Critical Tlliiikirlg Skills,
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Activity: Setting the scene for the reader

5
Activity
,,

~ane~
now well ao me aurnors or me rollowlng n a ~ 2-set the sccme for an t2ssay about a theory (3f food
7?
productio~
-

'Is productionism dead?'
Productionism was a theory developed following the
recession and famines of the 1930s. Theorists such as
Orr, Stapleton and Seebohm Rowntree argued that if
farming methods were adapted to include
technology, more food could be produced and
famines would become a thing of the past. This essay
will argue that productionism has been successful to
some extent, in that some areas that were formerly
subject to famine are no longer prone to famine, and
the proportion of starving people worldwide reduced
year on year. However, it will also argue that despite
the successes of technology in producing more food,
other aspects of productionism have undermined its
strength as a model for social reform. The essay
examines some negative bi-products of the
productionist approach, such as the threat to biodiversity, pollution, depopulation of agricultural areas,
and the power that lies in the hands of retailers at the
expense of small farmers. It will argue that
productionism is not dead, but that a new model of
food production would now better serve consumers,
food producers and the global ecology.

'Is productionism dead?'
Productionism is dead. Its main proponents, such as
Orr, Staptleton, Orwin and Seebohm Rowntree, were
inspired by social altruism. Not for them the
traditional farming methods of the past nor the
harrowing scenes of famine and collapse presented
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worldwide in the 1930s. For them, there was a saviour
and the saviour was technology. Today, technology
has developed in ways that even a visionary could not
have imagined in the 1930s. Nonetheless, it has not
been the saviour that was predicted. A new model is
needed, and social and ecological forces will ensure
that productionism, as a theory, passes into the
realms of history.

'Is productionism dead?'
The main problem with productionism is that it places
too much hope in science when science cannot
always deliver. One result of productionism, with its
emphasis on producing more and more food, is that
people in the developed world think that food
supplies can be endless. Child obesity is one result of
such an approach. Whilst some people have too much
to eat, others do not have enough. A lot of food isn't
even a good thing: much of the food we eat is 'junk'
and contains little nourishment.

'Is productionism dead?'
Food production has always been an important aspect
of human activity. Since time began, humans have
looked for ways of increasing the amount of food
available to them. Without food, we would not be
able to survive so this is a critical consideration for any
society. Unfortunately, for most of history, the spectre
of hunger and often famine have hung over people's
heads. One period when this was particularly acute
was the 1930s, when even rich economies were
affected. It was in the face of such crises that
productionism was born.
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Writing up the literature search
Chapter 8 described methods for conducting a
literature search and for identifying reputable
sources. You are likely to read many more
sources than you can include within your own
writing. This requires careful selection of what
to include as background information.

For essays
In essays, the focus is on the development of
your own argument. It is not typical to include a
summary of the literature at the beginning of an
essay. Instead, you introduce sources at the
relevant point in your argument. In essays, you
need to refer to materials used as background
reading in order to:
illustrate a point you are making or to add
weight to a specific reason you are using to
support your argument;
argue against a point of view, if you wish to
challenge what has been previously written;
provide weight to your own argument by
showing that it is supported by the research
or arguments of other writers who are well
known in the subject area.

For reports, dissertations and
projects
It is usual when writing reports, dissertations
and projects to start with a relatively brief
overview of the background research. This is
generally about 10 per cent of the overall piece
of writing. You need to identify:
Which two or three pieces, theories,
perspectives or previous research articles
provide the most significant background
information for your own research.
How, if at all, these pieces of research are
linked to each other. Usually, this will be by
chronological order.
Write most about two to five pieces of research,
drawing out the key points. Provide only
enough information to ensure the reader
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understands the significance of the research and
its relevance to the rest of your report or
dissertation. You may need to allude to most of
the other pieces of research in passing, or very
briefly.

Accuracy
Always check the original source and/or your
notes carefully before writing about the work of
other people. Check:
that you have ascribed the right theory and
discoveries to the right people;
that you give the right dates;
that you spell their names correctly;
that you have interpreted their meaning and
significance correctly.

Interpretation
Critical reading is an act of interpretation as well
as selection. The recommendations made above
on pp. 1 5 3 4 about how to combine reading
with note-making make it more likely that you
will produce a personal interpretation for your
own assignment or report rather than simply
reproducing the work of someone else. For
essays, this does not mean that you must find
an approach that nobody else has ever
considered. Simply through the choices you
make and through writing in your own words,
you will be making a personal interpretation.
The same applies when you are writing up the
'literature search' section for reports, projects
and dissertations.

Reminder a b o ~
-

Remember that copying from the internet or
a written source is not acceptable, unless it
is for a brief quotation and you reference
the source correctly. The basics of citing
references are given in Chapter 9,
pp. 162-3).
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Words used to introduce the line of reasoninq
Words that signal the direction
of an argument
At the end of Chapter 3, there was an
introduction to words that indicate conclusions
within an argument. Authors may use other
words to point out different stages of the
argument to the reader. These words signal the
direction of the line of reasoning.
It can help to use these words when scanning a
text to find the line of reasoning quickly. The
table on p. 178 summaries the words and can be
used when constructing your own arguments.
Different words have different functions within
an argument. Some, for example, are used at the
beginning of an argument, others reinforce a
point, some signal a change of perspective,
others are used for conclusions. These words are
sometimes known as connectives - as they
connect the different parts of the argument.

Note that the introduction to the argument
might not be the first sentence. It may be later
in the paragraph. For example, the first example
above might follow an introductory sentence or
passage, used to set the scene, such as that in
the example below.

Feng Shui has formed part of Chinese life for over
three thousand years and is increasingly gaining
popularity in the West. The reasons for this new
popularity are sometimes attributed to a growth in
favour of simplicity and minimalism in house
decoration. This is a mistake. I will start by arguing
that Feng Shui is important to every aspect of our
lives and is not simply a question of decorative art.

Introducing the line of reasoning
Certain words are used to signal the opening of
the argument. These include words such as first;
I

first of all; to begin; first and foremost; at the outset;
initially; I will start by . . .

I will start by arguing that Feng Shui is important to
every aspect of our lives and is not simply a
question of decorative art.
First of all, studying the size of the neo-cortex in the
brains of different types of animals such as monkeys
or rats can tell us a great deal about their social
worlds.
In considering the role of chemistry in the
commercial world, it is important, at the outset, to
recognise that chemistry is a commercially viable
subject.
Initially, we will consider whether porous rocks can
ever provide solid foundations for new buildings.
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Words used to reinforce the line of reasoning (2)
Certain words can be used t o indicate that new
information i s being introduced that further
reinforces the direction of the line of reasoning.
These include words such as also; in addition;

besides; too; furthermore; moreover.

Adding similar reasons
When reinforcing a line o f reasoning, the author
may wish to add reasons similar t o those already
presented. This can be signalled b y words such
as: similarly; equally; likewise; in the same way.

Similarly, the Chinese martial arts are not merely
about fighting, but offer tools for understanding
mind and motivation.
In the same way, when we look at the neo-cortex
of humans, we learn about the evolution of our
own social habits.
Likewise, applying chemical knowledge to
biological problems has opened up new avenues of
business and many spin-off industries.

Adding different reasons
At other times, the author may choose t o
argument by adding new
reinforce the
and different reasons. Authors often indicate
that
are adding
new reasons
using words
such as in addition; besides; as well as . . . ; not

only. . . but also . . .
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Not only can Feng Shui help to guard your health,
it is believed to protect and enhance your wealth

and prosperity.
The amount of time that animals such as
chimpanzees spend on grooming each other is not
only linked to the composition of the social group,
but also to the size of that group.
In addition to developments within chemistry,
developments within information technology have
opened up new possibilities for biochemical
research at the molecular level.

Strengthening the argument
At other times, authors can use words such as

filrthemore; moreover; indeed; what is more; such
as; in order t o indicate that they believe a reason
is particularly good, or that i t s addition t o the
line of reasoning makes a more convincing case.

Furthermore, Feng Shui is used in business in order
to help keep customers and employees happy.
Moreover, the development of language in humans
may be directly related to the size of human
communities, which makes grooming impossible as
a key form of communication.
Indeed, the reorganisation of scientific departments
to encourage work across disciplines such as physics
and material science has led to much excitement
about research on the boundaries of each discipline
as well as opening up new areas of
entrepreneurship.
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Signposting alternative points of view

Introducing alternative
arguments
A strong argument will usually critically evaluate

perspectives or points of view. By
doing so, authors show readers that they have
considered other possibilities and not simply
pesented the first argument that entered their
heads. This approach usually strengthens an
nrgument as it suggests that the author has
:searched the subject or has considered all
ngles.
(ords used to signal that a n alternative point of
iew is being considered include: alternatively;
thers argue that. . . ; it might be argued that. . .

It might be argued that Feng Shui has not been
proved through rigorous scientific research.
On the other hand, not everyone believes that
animal behaviours have anything to tell us about
human behaviours.

Rebutting alternative arguments
As we saw above, it is typical, within a line of
reasoning, t o introduce alternative points of
view in order t o disprove them or indicate their
weaknesses. Normally you would expect the
author to show why their own point of view is
the more convincing. Words used to rebut
alternative arguments are: however; on the other
hancI; nonetheless; notwithstanding this.

However, many practitioners of Feng Shui are also
scientists.
Nonetheless, humans are closely related to other
primates such as chimpanzees and apes.
These arguments notwithstanding, there is still
much to be gained from a closer alignment
between science and business.
Notwithstanding the argument that chalk is porous
and porous rocks provide riskier surfaces for
building, under certain circumstances, chalk can
provide a solid foundation for building.

Contrasting and contradicting
When other arguments are being considered,
authors may move back and forth between their
own point of view and opposing arguments.
They will normally either weigh up the evidence
for one side and then the other for each reason
in turn, or they will contrast all the evidence for
one point of view against the evidence for their
own line of reasoning. Words that indicate this
process of contrasting include: although. . . ;
conversely; by contrast; on the one hand . . . ; on the
other hand . . . ; in fact.
Alternatively, there are those who believe that the
prime role of biochemical research should be the
advancement of knowledge and that this goal
should not be distorted or lost through the
demands of the market place.
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1

Signposting alternative points of view
(continued)

On the one hand there are those who argue that
Feng Shui is based on mysterious principles such as
yin and yang that people in the West cannot
understand. On the other hand are those who
argue that Feng Shui is based on common sense
and therefore suitable for everyone.
Although humans' verbal language can be used in
sophisticated ways to express abstract ideas and
reasoning, it can also be very restricted in i t s
capacity to communicate our deepest feelings and
creative thoughts.

Expressing results and
consequences
After several reasons have been considered, the
author should draw out h o w these should be
interpreted as a whole. This would normally be
found towards the end o f the sequence, but the
author may do this several times during the line
of reasoning, t o help the reader keep track of the
reasoning and t o reinforce the message. This was
covered above (on p. 71), early under

'Intermediate cmclzisions'.
Words used t o express the consequences o f the
evidence the author has presented include: as a

result; as a consequence; hence; thus; consequently;
becazlse of this.

Some researchers argue that scientists are being
forced to patent their work even when they do not
want to enter commercial contracts. By contrast,
others complain that they do not receive enough
support in patenting their discoveries.
Houses benefit from being built on bedrock. By
contrast, houses built on beaches tend to sink over
time.

As a result, we can see that the rules governing
Feng Shui at work are similar to those that apply in
the home.
Thus, the introduction of verbal communication
allowed us to communicate with more of our
species but using less time.
As a consequence of commercial backing, the
infrastructure for scientific research has been
improved in a number of institutions.
Hence, as sand shifts and moves over time, a house
built on sand is likely to sink.

Activity

E
s
aI
aI
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ough three or four articles tor your
iat words are used to:
lnrroauce the main argument?
Move an argument along?
Sum up t:he argumcent?
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Words used to signpost conclusions
Conclusions
All the reasons and evidence presented should
lead towards the conclusion. Even when
alternative arguments are put forward, these
should be presented in a way that supports the
m a i n line of reasoning. Authors usually signal
conclusions using words such as therefore; in

conclusion; thus; thus, we can see . . .

For longer texts, the conclusion m a y consist of
one or more paragraphs rather than just a single
sentence. These would normally be placed at the
end of the piece of writing. For longer texts, a
good piece of writing w i l l usually refer clearly t o
the overall conclusions as it unfolds, so as t o
help the reader t o make sense o f what they read.

Deaf people have their own languages, based on
signs, body position and facial expressions. As few
hearing people understand these languages,
communication between deaf and hearing people is
not usually very effective. Deaf people often form
strong social and cultural groups, they are often
excluded from mainstream culture and their talents
are not used effectively within the economy. Hearing
people can feel excluded from deaf conversations and
uncertain of how to behave around deaf people. It
would be in everyone's interests if sign languages
were taught in school so that deaf and hearing
children grew up able to communicate effectively
with each other.

In shorter passages, as we have seen, the
conclusion may be stated near the beginning
rather than the end.

In conclusion, Feng Shui is not a decorative art but
is, rather, a sophisticated system for arranging our
surroundings so that we live in greater balance and
harmony with the outer world.
Thus, we have shown that the human brain evolved
as a result of our need for more effective and
efficient social communication.
Therefore, academic research can be greatly
advanced by commercial partnership.
Therefore, it is important to ensure that sufficient
tests have been carried out to check the underlying
rock structures, and to consider carefully the
consequences of building on surfaces other than
bedrock.

dd signal \n
le argumer

jnpost the developmc
llowing pa!ssages.
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Globalisation appears to be inevitable but there i s
disagreement about whether this is a positive
development. There are those who argue that
increased contact between countries leads to better
understanding and reduces the likelihood of future
wars. They see benefits to democracy and human
rights from information being widely available
electronically, so that different nations can compare
conditions in their country with those elsewhere.
Some see globalisation as a destructive force. They
argue that it leads to less powerful peoples losing their
indigenous languages as the languages of more
powerful countries are used internationallyfor
business and politics. They argue that globalisation
often means big business buying up resources and
land in poorer countries, distorting local economies
and draining their resources. Although there are some
potential benefits to globalisation, some controls are
needed to protect poorer economies from
exploitation.
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Drawing tentative conclusions
Academic writing, such as that used for research
projects, articles and books, tends to avoid
words that suggest absolutes and, instead, uses
words that express some tentativeness. The kind
of alternatives used are indicated below.

Avoids

1

i qualifiers such

as:

all, every

most, many, some

always

usually, generally, often, in most
cases, so far, haven't yet

never

rarely, in few cases, it is unlikely that

proves

the evidence suggests, indicates,
points to, it would appear

During the Protestant reformation in Britain in the
sixteenth century, the kings' ministers ordered that
religious ornaments such as chalices and carved rood
screens found in churches be destroyed. These
disappeared from churches at that time. However,
during the short reign of the Catholic queen, Mary
Tudor, these articles reappeared. As chalices and
elaborate carved rood screens appeared again so
quickly during Mary's reign, this suggests that the
items had not been destroyed previously. It would
appear that people had simply hidden them away.
This further suggests that the reformation had less
popular support than had been previously believed,
and that many people had been hoping for a return
to the old Catholic ways.

Here, the author considers that the sudden
reappearance of religious items suggests the
items had been hidden rather than destroyed.
The author then proposes that this is evidence
that the old religious customs were more
popular than had been previously believed.
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These sound like sensible conclusions. However,
the author uses tentative language in drawing
these conclusions as there may be other
interpretations. For example, it may be that
there was a much higher level of skill in
reproducing those items than was formerly
believed. It is possible the items were destroyed
and new items were made quickly.
Alternatively, people would have been aware
that there was a possibility that the new
religious ways might be overturned in the future
and that they might be punished for having
destroyed sacred items. They may have preferred
the new religion but hidden the forbidden items
away in order t o protect themselves in the
future.
Academic writers are always aware that there
may be alternative explanations or unexpected
findings that overturn even the most widely
held views. In the example above, the writer
used phrases such as this strggests, it would appear,
this filrther suggests.

A small amount of hydrochloric acid was poured on

each rock. The first rock then gave off the smell of
hydrogen sulphide, a smell like rotten eggs,
suggesting the rock was galena. The second rock
fizzed, suggesting that it was giving off carbon
dioxide and that the rock may be an oolitic
limestone.

Example 2 is science writing. The writer is
basing judgements on well-tried tests. The tests
used are fairly conclusive, but the writer uses
tentative language as, if the rocks did not share
other known characteristics of those rocks, such
as mineral content or grain size, a different
judgement might be needed. It is possible, for
example, that the fizzing rock was a different
type of calcite rock, such as chalk or marble.
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Activity: Writing conclusions

N

Commentary

Activi

Nell do these passaqes express L,
anner?
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Interpreting new discoveries
We have seen that when explorers found new lands,
they tended to interpret what they saw as evidence of
what they had intended to find. Travellers to the
'Americas' in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries sent
home reports of finding giants and green men. Earlier,
Marco Polo, who had hoped to find unicorns on his
travels to China, believed the one-horned creature he
found in Javawas indeed a unicorn, despite the animal,
a rhinoceros, bearing no other resemblance to the
fabled beast. However, unlike those who claimed to see
giants, or later explorers who really believed they had
heard orang utans talking, Marco Polo appears to have
described rhinoceroses exactly as he found them. This
suggests that not everyone responded to new
discoveries by using the same approach. Moreover, it is
possible that with the number of discoveries made in
recent decades, people are now more likely to take new
discoveries in their stride.

Passage 10.7 examines the way people,
historically, tried to make sense when they
discovered things that were new t o them and
their cultures. It i s difficult to write w i t h
absolute certainty about approaches, attitudes
and beliefs, and even more so when these took
place in the distant past. The writer uses the
phrases 'this suggests' and 'it i s possible' t o
indicate the tentative nature of the conclusions
being drawn. It i s possible, for example, that
people today think that there i s little more t o
f i n d out, so are even more surprised b y
discoveries. The writer uses tentative language
appropriately.

Passage 10.8 makes a judgement about the
relative importance of RNA in reproduction.
Scientific judgements can usually be stated w i t h
more certainty, as they can be tested, replicated
and measured more exactly than matters such as
attitudes and responses. However, even science
mainly sets out t o support hypotheses and test
what appear t o be laws. Science recognises that
further research can overturn scientific laws, at
least under specific conditions. Most of this text
i s written in more certain language than Passage
10.7, as befits a scientific subject, but the overall
conclusion is suitably tentative as it i s possible
that future research w i l l reveal hitherto
unknown roles for DNA or RNA.

RNA does the hard work
Although we hear more in the press about DNA,
especially after work on mapping human genes, we
hear much less about the role of RNA in cell
reproduction. RNA, or ribonucleic acid, is essential to
the functioning of our genes. One type of RNA reads
the messages encoded in the DNA. Various types of
RNA are involved in making proteins and carrying
these to where they are needed in the body's cells, so
that the cell can function as it should, including
growing and reproducing. Although the DNA holds
encoded messages which help define the nature of
the next generation, these would not mean much
without RNA. Therefore, it is RNA that appears to do
the really hard work in reproduction.
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Critical writing draws on many of the skills developed earlier in the book, such as developing an argument,
analysing, evaluating and selecting evidence, making judgements, and structuring reasons in a logical way
towards a conclusion.
However, spoken arguments can draw on devices such as body language and voice modulations to
emphasise points, and the dialogue itself can divide the argument into manageable sections. For critical
writing, the writer must take care to use language and structure to organise the argument and to signal
different stages within it,
In a written argument, care must be taken to set the scene so that readers know from the outset what
conclusion the author wants them to draw. Writers normally present their own position, their conclusions
and their own supporting reasons first, so that they orientate the reader to their own perspectives early on.
It is important to provide just sufficient for the reader to understand the background. Similarly, at the end
of the argument, and at points within it, the writer needs to draw out the conclusions clearly.
In other words, throughout a piece of critical writing, the writer must keep the reader in mind constantly.
The aim is not to baffle readers with jargon and clever use of language or to bombard them with so much
information that they lose sight of the argument. Instead, the writer must select, group, sequence and
structure the best reasons, evidence and details, so that the reader can easily make sense of what is
written. Once this has been planned into the writing, signal words can be used to signpost the reader to
any changes of direction in the argument and to conclusions.
Critical writing usually follows certain conventions, which were outlined at the start of the chapter. For
example, the final drafts of critical writing must be fine-tuned so that critical analysis takes precedence over
other aspects such as description and background information. Such conventions signal to the reader that
this is a piece of critical writing, which prompts a particular approach to reading. In the next chapter, you
will have the opportunity to look in detail at two critical essays, so that you can see how all these different
aspects are combined.

Information on the sources
Marco Polo and unicorns: Eco, U. (1998) Serenclipities: Language and Lz~nacy(London: Weidenfeld &
Nicolson),
Responses t o discoveries o f the Americas: Elliott, J. H. (1972) The Old World and the New,
1492-1650 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press).
Rocks and minerals: Farndon, J. (1994) Dictionary of the Earth (London: Dorling IZindersley).
Productionism: Lang, T. and Heasman, M. A. (2004) Food Wars: The Global Battle for Mouths, Minds
and Markets (Sterling, VA: Earthscan).
RNA a n d DNA: Postgate, J. (1994) The Outer Reaches of Life (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press).
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Answers to activities in Chapter 10
Setting the scene for the reader
(p* 171)
'Is productionism dead?'
Passage 10.1 provides a good introduction to
the subject that an intelligent reader without an
in-depth knowledge of the subject could follow.
The author defines what is meant by
'productionism' and summarises why the theory
was developed. The introduction informs the
reader about positive and negative aspects of
productionism covered in the essay. The
author's position and conclusions are presented
clealy to orientate the reader.
Passage 10.2 is written in a flowery or
theatrical style, and makes grand sweeping
statements. However, the style makes it difficult
for a reader who does not know the subject well
to work out what productionism is. The author's
general position is clear, but the reader is not
told how the argument will be developed.
Passage 10.3 launches too quickly into the
subject, giving little introduction to orientate
the reader. The author presents examples of the
effects of productionism without having
explained what it is and how it led to these
effects.
Passage 10.4 makes too much use of broad
generalisations about human society. Some of
these may be true, but would be hard to prove
and are not directly relevant to the essay. As a
result, the essay starts very slowly, and uses a lot
of words to say very little of relevance.

Words used to signpost
conclusions (p. 177)
If you used different words to signpost the
argument than those used in the passages
opposite, check the table on p. 178 to see if you
used suitable alternatives. The signal words are
indicated in italic.
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Passage 70.5
Deaf people have their own languages, based on
signs, body position and facial expressions.
However, as few hearing people understand these
languages, communication between deaf and
hearing people is not usually very effective.
Althozlgh deaf people often form strong social
and cultural groups, they are often excluded
from mainstream culture and their talents are
not used effectively within the economy.
Similarly, hearing people can feel excluded from
deaf conversations and uncertain of how to
behave around deaf people. Therefore, it would
be in everyone's interests if sign languages were
taught in school so that deaf and hearing
children grew up able to communicate
effectively with each other.

Passage 10.6
Globalisation appears to be inevitable but there
is disagreement about whether this is a positive
development. On the one hand, there are those
who argue that increased contact between
countries leads to better understanding and has
reduced the likelihood of future wars.
Furthermore, they see benefits to democracy and
human rights from information being widely
available electronically, so that different nations
can compare conditions in their country with
those elsewhere. On the other hand, there are
those who see globalisation as a destructive
force. They argue that it leads to less powerful
peoples losing their indigenous languages as the
languages of more powerful countries are used
internationally for business and politics.
Moreover, they argue that globalisation often
means big business buying up resources and
land in poorer countries, thus distorting local
economies and draining their resources.
Therefore, although there are some potential
benefits to globalisation, some controls are
needed to protect poorer economies from
exploitation.
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Chapter 11

Where's the analysis?
Evaluating critical writing

I

I

This chapter offers you opportunities to:
compare two critical essays, to better identify the characteristics of good critical writing
compare your evaluations of extended pieces of critical writing against a commentary, to check your
skills in evaluation
use a structure for critically evaluating your own writing

Introduction
In this chapter, you have the opportunity to
compare two longer pieces of writing on the same
subject. These essays are based on the texts found
on pp. 201-5, which were also used for the
reading and note-making activities in Chapter 9.
Assume that the authors of the essays have access
to all the texts on pp. 201-5, and, therefore, are
making choices about what to include from those
materials, and what to leave out.
Below, on p. 184 you will find a checklist to
structure your evaluation of Essay 1, followed by
the essay and then a commentary. A similar set
of materials are provided for Essay 2. The
checklists are provided as a tool, and you do not
have to use them if you prefer to take a different
analytical approach.

As you read each essay, consider how far it
meets the requirements for critical thinking that
you have covered in the book so far, and what
an editor or tutor might provide as feedback if
you were to hand this in as your final copy.
Note your comments down, either on the
checklists or as notes, so that you can compare
these with the printed commentaries. The
numbers given as superscript in the text (e.g.
text l) indicate where a note is provided in the
commentary.
An adapted checklist has been provided on
p. 196 to help you evaluate your own critical
writing.
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Checklist for Essay 1
Use this checklist to analyse Essay 1 on the following page. Compare your analysis with the evaluation and
commentary on pp. 189-9.
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Evaluate Essay 1
'Stealing i s always wrong.' Discuss with reference to unpaid
downloading of music from the internet.
There are many forms of stealing. Although most reasonable people would agree that some forms of
theft such as burglary or mugging are always wrong,l other areas are less clear cut. In this essay, I
shall look at downloading music from the internet as a grey area.
Stealing has probably existed since the beginning of time, and certainly as long ago as the Old
Testament, where it was banned by the commandments. All religions regard stealing as wrong, so
you would think that there were universally understood principles about what is stealing and what is
not. However, this is not the case. This is also true of many other types of ethical issue. Despite this
long-standing agreement that stealing is wrong, many people steal. In fact, it is a very common
crime, so it is worth considering why this has persisted for so long2
Before the internet became popular, people used to tape music from the radio. Lee (2006) says no
one was bothered by this because it was impossible to catch p e ~ p l eEveryone
.~
knew that it
happened but record sales remained high so it clearly had no real impact on artists and labels4
Because of this, although home taping was technically illegal, it was only record companies who
were worried about profits who could really call it 'stealing'. Nobody knows how much music was
copied and it still continues to this day.
Lee goes on to say that just because it is possible to catch people who download from the internet it
doesn't make it any worse than people making copies from the radio.5 Carla (2006) agrees with Lee
and says that downloading music from the internet is a 'useful service to music'. She states that
without this service the world of music would be 'extremely bland and middle of the road'. Hibbs
(2006)~says that more and more people are downloading music without paying, and sharing it with
their friends. Because everyone is doing it, it cannot be a bad thing and cannot be considered
wrong.'
The real reason downloading from the internet gets classed as stealing is because big music
companies do not like to see big profits escaping from them. Spratt (2004) states that record
companies are not even that bothered about ordinary people downloading from the internet. They
are only worried about companies who make and sell pirate copies of their recordings. So why do
they continue to prosecute file sharers? This can only be about greed, especially as it is the poorest
people who have to download for free as they cannot afford to pay for legal download^.^
Cuttle (2007)9says that people should pay for the products that they consume and if they cannot
pay then they should go without. He sees downloading music for free as stealing. Kahliney (2006)
agrees with this. He says that small companies cannot afford to lose money through people
downloading their music for free. Even a few copies have a bad effect on companies who only
employ a few staff and they might have to make people redundant.lo The type of music these
companies produce tends to be quite obscure and unpopular so there is little effect on the majority
of music listeners.ll
Carla (2006) says that new bands are often overlooked by the major record companies and are only
picked up by small, independent companie~.'~
These companies are often only able to distribute
music on a limited basis. Many have very small staff and resources and cannot get out on the road
to sell the music to shops across the country, never mind worldwide. Bigger producers can employ
sales teams to take the product out to the market, either promoting it in shops, or even arranging
tours to schools to promote the music to school children. School children buy records in the largest
numbers so a band that is promoted well to children is likely to rise up the charts and become better
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Evaluate Essay 1 (continued)
known to the genera1 public. It is unrealistic to expect that every band can tour the schools, as
schools limit how many bands can visit in a term as they have other things to fit into the school
day, and, furthermore, many bands couldn't afford the costs of going on tour. This is where
downloading performs a service to the small artist.13 When people download music for free, it
actually helps to get it heard by a range of people who would not know about it otherwise.14
The public, especially people with little money, should not have to lose out because of the interests
of big business. Business is only motivated by profits. It's in the interest of big business to prevent
people downloading. Their argument is all about money, at the end of the day. They were not so
bothered about copying from the radio because the quality of the reproductions was bad. If they
really had a moral concern about stealing, they would have objected as much to taping as they do
about downloading.15
There are some forms of stealing that are clearly always wrong, such as mugging a person or robbing
their house. We have seen in this essay that stealing is a long-standing ethical problem, and that
even though there have long been strictures against stealing, the moral position has not prevented
people from stealing. This essay has looked at some areas which are much less clear cut. There are
arguments for and against why downloading from the internet might be considered wrong. These
depend on what viewpoint you take - companies worried about profit will always see it as wrong but
ordinary music listeners think they are providing a helpful service. We also have to think about the
artists, both what they can earn and also whether it is good to have their music heard by a wider
audience.16 Not everyone will agree with the arguments presented by either side. This is an
interesting debate and one that will doubtless continue for many years.17
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Commentary for Essay 1
The numbers of the points given below refer to the numbers provided in the text for Essay 1.
1. 'Although most reasonable people . . .' - the
author is making an assumption that the
reader will agree with his or her point of
view by appealing to them as a 'reasonable'
person. There may be validity in this point
of view but there is no evidence given of a
universal agreement on which areas of
stealing are considered wrong. See Chapter
7, p. 114, for more about this kind of flawed
reasoning.
2. This paragraph consists mainly of overgeneralisations and repeats the main idea
expressed in the first paragraph. It would be
considered as 'waffle' by an editor or tutor.
It is a waste of the words available.
3. The author states Lee's position on home
taping and asserts that record companies
were happy to overlook it. The author does
not refer to any counter arguments on this
issue, which weakens the point. Record
companies did, in fact, make strenuous
efforts to deter home tapers (such as the
1980s campaign 'Home Taping is Killing
Music'). The author assumes that the only
possible concern about home taping could
have been profit and does not mention the
possibility of ethical arguments such as the
use of the artists' intellectual property. The
author either has not considered the issues
in sufficient depth, or is attempting to
misrepresent the argument (see p. 119).
4.

This is an assumption: the author does not
provide convincing evidence that artists
were not affected by such copying. Sales
might have been even higher if copying had
not taken place. Artists might have received
a small proportion of the profits, so any
reduction in sales may have affected them
disproportionately.

5. The author makes uncritical use of Lee's and
Carla's texts in this paragraph. Although the
'Lee' source is relatively credible, the 'Carla'
text is sourced from a web-site for supporters
of free downloading and therefore
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respondents have a vested interest in their
own arguments, which makes them less
credible (see p. 131). There is an
unquestioning acceptance that the music
industry would be 'bland' without
downloading, without critical consideration
of this assumption. For example, it is worth
considering how music has developed and
changed across the centuries, and develops
today within many cultures, without use of
the internet.
6. The credibility of the 'Hibbs' source is
questionable and yet the author re-states
these views as if they were 'facts', without
any analysis or discussion of what is being
said.

7. It is flawed reasoning to argue that because
'everyone' does something, it is then
acceptable. See p. 121.

8. The author's argument becomes very
polemical at this point. The main thrust of
the author's argument is that 'greedy' record
companies are desperate to protect profits. It
would have been useful to provide
supporting evidence to back up this
argument. The author would need to do
some research to see if there are links
between the decline in record company
profits and an increase in internet
downloading. Similarly, the author would
need to find some supporting evidence to
convince the reader that the main reason
people download from the internet is that
they cannot afford to pay. Alternative points
of view are presented in the texts that the
author has chosen not to use. The author
jumps to conclusions, and appears to select
facts to support his or her own interests. The
position may be justifiable, but it has not
been supported by the evidence presented.
9. There seems to be a sudden shift in the line
of reasoning here, as the author lists
arguments to support the view that internet
downloading is wrongful theft. A linking
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Commentary for Essay 1 (continued)
paragraph is needed here to summarise the
author's previous arguments and signal the
intent to focus on a new topic. See page 173
on words that signpost the direction of the
argument.
10. A linking word or phrase, such as 'however'
or 'on the other hand', is needed here.

11. The arguments by Cuttle and IZahliney
presented here against illegal downloading
appear quite plausible. However, the author
dismisses these opposing arguments too
quickly, without analysing the evidence.
The line of reasoning is flawed, as the
conclusion made at the end of the
paragraph focuses on how many listeners
are affected, which is irrelevant to whether
downloading is stealing or not. Even if it
were true that the music was obscure,
downloading for free might still be
considered as stealing. Without further
exploration of the author's thinking it is
difficult for the reader to see how this
interim conclusion has been reached.
12. The argument has switched back to
supporting free downloading as a valid
activity. Again, the author does not
summarise the previous argument to help
the reader follow what has been said so far,
and does not signal that the topic is going
to change.
13. A disproportionate amount of attention is
given to talking about school tours. Most of
this paragraph is too wordy and irrelevant,
and the main argument becomes lost.
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14. This paragraph makes unquestioning use of
material from Text 1. It may be a good
argument that downloading for free helps
music made by lesser known groups to reach
a wider audience, but no evidence is
provided to support this. Moreover, this
argument is not consistent with the view
raised by the author earlier, that such music
is obscure and unpopular. This point also
ignores other complexities raised in the texts
about the small record companies needing
sales in order to survive, and about the legal
rights of artists and businesses.

15. An interesting point, but the argument has
hopped back to points already raised earlier.
16. Although, in the final paragraph, the author
summarises two positions on unpaid
downloading, this paragraph does not state
the author's own position or draw a logical
conclusion.
17. The essay's final sentence is very weak and
contributes nothing to the argument.
Overall, the author has shown an ability to
describe and summarise texts, but does not
demonstrate good reasoning skills. In this essay,
the line of reasoning is not clear and the
author's position is not reflected in the
conclusion. Much of the material is irrelevant or
based on sources that are not very credible.
There is little critical analysis of the evidence.
The author has said the case is a 'grey area' but
has not supported this point of view by
identifying what factors make something a 'grey
area'.

Where's the analysis?
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Evaluate Essay 2
'Stealing i s always wrong.' Discuss with reference to unpaid
downloading of music from the internet.
There are many different forms of stealing, from theft of property, muggings and burglaries, to theft of
ideas through plagiarism. Although there are legal sanctions against many forms of stealing, the issue
of moral and social sanctions has always been more complex. For example, Robin Hood, who stole
from the rich to give to the poor, is held up as a great British hero. Piaskin (1986) suggests that ethical
issues are not simply questions of right and wrong but should be regarded as 'dilemmas'. In this essay
I shall use the example of downloading music from the internet to highlight these complexities but,
contrary to the view held by Piaskin, to argue that in this case, stealing is always wrong.1
In recent years, there have been a number of high profile cases against people who have shared
music files for free on the internet. Prior to the development of the internet, music was similarly
shared via home taping. Lee (2006) argues that although home taping is technically illegal, no one
pursues this as perpetrators cannot be c a ~ g h tBecause
.~
it is possible to catch internet file sharers,
Lee argues that they are being unfairly punished. Whilst there may be a practical basis to this
argument - it is easier to catch downloaders than home tapers - this does not mean that one
behaviour should be considered acceptable and the other should not. This kind of argument is a
rationalisation, used to make unacceptable actions appear acceptable.
Indeed, this point is made by Cuttle (2007). Cuttle, a legal expert, states that 'piracy of software,
video games and music is stealing' and makes it clear that all such copying is illegal.3 Given that
there is a legal argument against both home taping and internet downloading, it appears reasonable
to assume that both should be considered as wrong.* However, it is important to explore the moral
arguments in order to evaluate whether such behaviours should also be considered 'wrong' from an
ethical per~pective.~
Research by Mixim, Moss and Plummer (1934)) as well as later studies inspired by Mixim et al.,
suggest that most people do maintain an ethical sense of right and wrong even in areas where
stealing appears to be more socially acceptable. Their findings suggested that people's ethical sense
wanes when payment methods are difficult but they do not forget what is ethically right. Ebo,
Markham and Malik (2004) examined the effect on internet downloading of easier payment
schemes. During the study there was a dramatic decrease in illegal downloads with the majority of
users choosing to make use of the easy payment scheme. This indicates that the majority of people
in the study acknowledged that to download music for free, in effect stealing it, was wrong.6

A different ethical perspective is suggested by those authors who support unpaid downloading,
especially those who use ethical and artistic arguments to counter economic arguments. A number
of authors such as 'Carla' (2006), an internet downloader, assert that the main argument against
downloading comes from record companies who are primarily concerned with their own profits.'
Economic arguments are treated by such writers as if they are intrinsically weaker than artistic ones.
'Carla' develops this argument to suggest that true artists are driven by a desire to have their music
heard by others and welcome the 'service' provided by file sharers. Hibbs (2006)) a member of the
public, also argues that file sharing is a kindness between friends. These kinds of arguments can
sound convincing as they make downloading appear to be altruistic, and altruism appears to have
the ethical advantage over the rush for profits. On the other hand, it could be argued that this is
altruism at someone else's expense. The economics of free downloading do not help less well known
artists, so not paying for downloads of their work is unethicaL8
Furtherm~re,~
those who defend downloading often act as if they know best the 'real' wishes and
interests of artists. Carla, for example, refers to 'true artists', without defining what a 'true artist' is,
O Stella Cottrell (2005), Critical Thinking Skills,
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Evaluate Essay 2 (continued)
or providing evidence to show what such 'true' artists would want. Authors such as 'Carla' and Hibbs
do not provide evidence to show that artists regard free downloading as being more in their interests
than the actions taken by businesses. As music sales are usually of direct financial benefit to artists,
many artists may also disagree with free downloading.1°
Moreover, Cuttle (2007)11asserts that arguments such as Carla's and Hibbs's are invalid in free
market terms.12 Publishers have a right to charge the highest price that they are able to obtain, and
consumers can choose whether or not to purchase. In that case, business is not in the wrong to
charge whatever price the market will sustain. However, there are other economic, and indeed
artistic,13arguments against Carla's and Hibbs's positions.14Such authors assume that objections to
downloading come mainly from large corporations who can be dismissed as 'greedy'. Kahliney
(2006) argues that small, independent companies and recording artists are most likely to suffer the
effects of downloading as their overall reliance on sales is greater. Given that sales for independent
artists tend to be low anyway, falling sales could mean the collapse of small labels. Whilst artists
could still have their music heard via free downloads, their position is unlikely to remain financially
viable for long. Ironically, this increases the likelihood of a music industry populated by the type of
'bland' or 'middle of the road' acts that Carla complains would exist without internet downloading:
they will be the only artists that can guarantee reasonable sales.15
In conclusion, I have demonstrated in this essay that there are arguments to support the view that
all stealing can be regarded as 'wrong'. This holds true even in relation to complex areas such as
internet downloading, where social behaviours may appear to support the view that downloading
without paying is acceptable.16Indeed, in the case of unpaid downloading, there are legal and
ethical, economic and artistic arguments to support the view that stealing from the industry is
wrong. There are counter arguments, such as that downloading offers a service to music and small
artists, but there is little evidence to support such views or to suggest that they represent the view of
the majority. On the contrary, when given accessible, affordable payment options, most people
chose not to steal, thereby acknowledging that free downloading is wrong. Although moral positions
can easily be influenced by practical circumstances such as how easy it is to pay, research suggests
people maintain an ethical sense that stealing is always wrong.
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Commentary on Essay 2
The numbers of the points given below refer to the numbers provided in the text for Essay 2.
1. The author sets out their position clearly in
this opening paragraph. The author
acknowledges that there are complexities to
the issue, but nonetheless, the text clearly
states the author's position. We know from
the outset that they will be taking up the
position that stealing is always wrong.
2. The author begins to create the argument by

taking a piece of evidence that appears to go
against their position and analysing its
argument. In refuting this evidence, the
author is establishing their own argument
and building credibility for this by weighing
it up against a counter argument.
3. The author starts to tease out the different
layers within the argument. The argument is
clearly based on a legal approach to the
issue. Good use is made of a quotation from
a legal expert to support the author's
position.

4. In this sentence, the author makes an
effective interim summary of the argument
so far. Good use is made of tentative
language, 'it seems reasonable to assume', in
order to indicate an awareness that the
argument has not yet been won.
5. The final sentence of the paragraph is
helpful in signalling to the reader that the
argument will now consider a different
perspective on the issue, the moral issue.
Good use is also made of the signal word
'however', to indicate a change of topic.
6. The author makes good use of research in

the field to suggest that most people's
behaviour, when they are given a chance to
pay or steal, supports the view that
downloading for free is recognised as
wrong.
7. The author places Carla's position in the

context of her being an internet downloader.
The author does not explicitly state that
Carla's beliefs are necessarily the result of
self-interest, but by placing her comments in
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context the author helps the reader make
sense of why she might hold these views.
8. The author strengthens the overall argument

by showing why counter arguments can
appear convincing, but undermines these
counter arguments effectively by questioning
who is paying the cost of altruism.
9. The use of a linking word, 'furthermore',
indicates that the argument is being
continued in a similar vein, but that a new
angle is being introduced to strengthen the
point being made.
10. The author points out weaknesses and flaws

in the counter arguments, using good critical
analysis. The author makes a detailed critical
analysis of some aspects of the arguments,
such as the use of 'true artist' as emotive
vocabulary, and points out gaps in opposing
arguments. As the counter argument makes
suggestions about what artists would think,
the author puts forward reasons why artists
might have alternative views,
11. By beginning the paragraph with the word
'moreover', the author signals to the reader
that a further point will be made to support
the current line of reasoning.
12. The views of an expert are again used to
support the argument, along with an
allusion to a theoretical position, that of the
'free market economy1.
13. The author states that opposing arguments
can be dismissed in absolute terms by
considering the suppliers' right to charge
whatever price they wish. However, this
reason may not be persuasive for some
audiences, so the author rightly builds
further on this argument by considering
other angles.
14. Throughout the writing, the author has
helped to clarify the nature of the argument
by categorising the reasons. Previously, the
author stated he or she would refer to legal
and moral reasons, and here the text signals
0 Stella Cottrell (2005), Cliticnl Thinking Skills,
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Commentary on Essay 2 (continued'
that there are also economic and artistic
reasons that support their position.
15. The author effectively undermines the
counter argument that free downloading
prevents a 'bland' music world, by showing
how it could lead to an increase in 'middleof-the-road' music.
16. This paragraph draws the conclusion that
stealing is always wrong. This conclusion
has been well supported by the line of
reasoning throughout the essay, so should
not come as a surprise to the reader. The
author summarises their position in the
conclusion, clearly asserting this position
and recapitulating the key points of the
argument. The reader may not agree with
this position but will be clear about what
the author believes and why.

0 Stella Cottrell (2005), Critical Thinking Skills,
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Overall, this is a much stronger piece of
critical writing than Essay 1. The author's
position is clear, and the writing is consistent
in providing reasons to support this. Good
use is made of expert sources to support the
author's position, so that it comes across as
more than personal opinion. The author
makes a careful consideration of opposing
arguments, making it clear why these opposing
arguments might be attractive, but drawing
attention to gaps and flaws in opponents'
arguments.
The argument could have been even stronger if
it had been more questioning of some of the
underlying theoretical arguments for the
author's position. The writing takes the position
that the law and the free market economy are
right, without providing any challenge to this
point of view.
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Evaluating your writing for critical thinking
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You can copy this self-evaluation tool to use for future reports and assignments.
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Take a marker pen and highlight the sentence that sums
up the main point or reason covered in each paragraph.
If you find this difficult, it is likely that your reader will
find it hard to identify your points. If large sections of a
paragraph are highlighted, then it is probable that you
haven't summarised its main point sufficiently.
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If any section of your assignment covers a subject where
you have strong beliefs or interests, be especially careful
that you have checked the evidence supports your
reasoning. It is important that your arguments come
across in a calm and reasoned way that will convince
your reader. Check several times, and be careful not to
include emotive language or poorly substantiated
opinions.
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Checlc that your writing indicates your judgement of how
likely it is that the conclusion is accurate and irrefutable.
If there is a chance that research findings could be
interpreted differently by someone else, use appropriate
language to indicate a level of uncertainty or ambiguity.
-See- p. 179.
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descriptive writ ing.

.

.

Write out the details of the refer;nces7in b k f ithi"';he
text, and in full at the end of the writing.

13. l inch~ d ea reasc~ n e devali
of views that dc not supp
own argument.

I

.

Find out the schools of thought or theories related to this
1 subject. Make a critical evaluation of these to identify
where they support or conflict with your argument.-.,--..-->. ,,_
-_ Check what has been written or produced on this subject
by other people. Include references to relevant items that
best support your point of view.

I

n

..,.-" --,-

1

__I

Check the assignment's detail'
already completed-so- it is-clea

--

--

7

Tick aspects
e-you must do.
-v

r

Where's the analysis?

--

This chapter provided the opportunity to evaluate two pieces of critical writing on a similar subject and to
compare these with pre-written evaluations and commentaries. One aim of this activity was to build upon
your skills in critical evaluation by applying them to extended pieces of text. However, the key aim was to
help you develop the skills to evaluate your own critical writing.

The commentaries provide you with a critical evaluation of two essays, drawing out their weaknesses and
strengths. This is the kind of approach that an editor or tutor will take when you submit your own writing.
When you produce critical writing for assessment purposes or for publication, you should make an equally
rigorous evaluation of your own work before submitting it.
Evaluation, in this case, means making a critique of your work as a single, completed piece of critical
writing, checking how all the different components contribute to the strength of the written argument.
Before getting to this stage, you should have evaluated, already, the different component parts such as the
quality of your evidence, the validity of your selections (what you have chosen to include and what to
leave out), whether your reasons support your conclusion, and the validity of your conclusion.
There isn't one correct way to evaluate your overall piece of work. You may find it easier to make rough
notes in the form of critical commentary on your text. Alternatively, you may find it easier to use one or
more structured checklists, looking for particular aspects in your writing. You may prefer to combine both
methods, moving back and forward between them depending on what works best for the way you write.
The important point is that, having made a good critical analysis of your source materials, you apply an
equally critical approach to your own writing to ensure that you have presented your argument in a
structured, logical and convincing way.
-

If you wish to practise further in working with longer texts, more practice material is provided on
P.
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Texts for activities in Chapters 8, 9 and 11
These texts have been written to support the
activities in Chapters 8, 9 and 11. Names,
references and data produced in the texts below
are fictitious.

Text 1
It isn't really stealing to copy music off the
internet. True artists want their music to reach as
many people as possible. They are more
concerned about the effect of their music on the
world than on base concerns such as money.
Large publishers are only interested in music that
has a broad appeal and which will bring in large
profits. They overlook innovative and radical
music which is better artistically but which does
not sell in such large quantities. Most
independent artists cannot flnd distributors.
People who share music with their friends on the
internet perform a useful service to music as they
make more people aware of small artists and the
diversity of music that is available. Without this,
the world of music would be extremely bland
and middle-of-the-road.
Carla: in internet chat room, Cla@mu.room.
host; 7 Sept. 2006; Carla does not pay for
music downloaded from the internet.

Text 2
Neighbours are generous with the cuttings they
make from plants. Up and down the country,
people are exchanging cuttjngs from their roses,
fuschias and hostas. Many of the plants they
share are registered for Plant Breeders' Rights.
This entitles the person who bred or discovered
the plant to a royalty. Gardeners never bother
finding out which plants they must pay a royalty
for. A cutting is the gardener's equivalent of
burning a CD for music lovers. If gardeners don't
bother paying royalties on cuttings, why should
other people pay royalties, such as for music
downloaded from the internet?
Ivan Potter, in Your Gardening Qztestions, a
popular monthly magazine published by
GPX Publishers in London, vol. 6, June 2005.

O Stella Cottrell (ZOOS), Critical Thirzkirrg Skills,
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Text 3
Piracy of software, videos, games and mus
stealing, whether this is done by copying films
onto video or sharing music files with other
people on the internet. Some people argue that
it is acceptable to make illegal copies as
everybody else does it. Others rationalise this
kind of theft on the grounds that publishers set
unacceptably high prices. They forget that
publishers are entitled to set prices at whatever
the market will take. Consumers have a choice.
If they want the product enough, they should be
prepared to pay for it. If not, they should go
without.
P. D. Cuttle, legal expert, writing in article,
'Steal it Away'. In National CRI Law Joz~rnal,
vol. 7, issue 4, during April 2007.

Text 4
Publishers of modern music are mainly
concerned about large-scale copying by what
amount to alternative businesses. These
businesses make pirate copies and sell them at
much lower prices. Publishers are not bothered
about ordinary members of the public making a
few copies for their friends and family.
Arnold Spratt, editorial column, in The
Middletown Argus newspaper, 17 June 2004.

1

Text 5
More and more people are downloading free
music and sharing it with their friends. Such
kindness should be applauded. It is likely that
everybody will have done this at least once by
2012. If everybody does something, it can't be
bad, and if it isn't bad, then where is the crime?
Alan Hibbs, a member of the public who
does pay for music he downloads, in a
letter to the editor of the National Press
Daily, 3 November 2006.
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Texts for activities in Chapters 8, 9 and 11 (cont.)
Text 6

Text 7

Many music distributors are not major business
concerns. They employ only a few staff and are
reliant on the overall sales of many small artists.
This is especially the case for those who
distribute independent artists, as sales of these
are always low and many don't sell at all. As the
market for such artists is low, even a few copies
made by each purchaser would have a dramatic
effect. Illegal copying is likely to contribute to
the shaky financial base of the small distributors
upon which independent music depends.

Lawyers argue that gardeners who give away
cuttings of plants that are registered for Plant
Breeders' Rights (or PBRs) are cheating the
people who brought the plant into the market.
Breeding a new variety of plant does not come
cheaply. It can take many years to develop a
new strain so that it is ready for marketing. For a
plant to be accepted for PBRs, it must have
proved that it is-stable and uniform so that
those who buy it know what it will look like
several years down the line. The plant has to be
distinct so that it can't be confused with other
plants. For every plant that succeeds, a breeder
may have thousands of failures, each of which
incurs a cost. Breeding can be costly, requiring
investment in research, protected and controlled
planting space, and specialised labour. If a
breeder is lucky enough to be successful, they
then have to pay a large sum to register the
plant and there are further costs to renew the
registration each year. After all that, the plant
will last for only about 20 years, and the royalty
runs out after 25 years. This means breeders
need to maintain-their investment in developing
future strains or they will be deprived of an
income. The royalty on a plant can be between
20 and 30 pence per cutting, or more. Multiply
this by many thousands, and the breeders are
really losing out. Whether or not they ever
receive this money comes down to the average
gardeners' ethical sensitivity and their awareness
of PBRs. It is unlikely that the police will
descend to recoup the royalties: lawyers focus on
the big companies. However, as the lawyers
point out, that doesn't mean free cuttings are
acceptable: some breeders need every penny if
they are to continue to produce new varieties for
us to enjoy in the future.

Callum Kahliney, 'Is this the End of the
Road?' In Snlall Music Distributor, 12 August
2006. Article in trade magazine for small
distributors.

Anjeli Johl, 'Counting the Cost of Flowers',
in the National Press Daily newspaper,
10 July 2006. Johl is a regular columnist in
the paper's reputable law section.
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Texts for activities in Chapters 8, 9 and 11 (cont.)
Text 8
I

It doesn't make sense to argue that people
shouldn't download free copies of music and
games over the internet even once, but that it is
acceptable to make free copies of music
broadcast on the radio ten or twenty times a day
if you want. It is illegal to copy from the radio
but nobody bothers about this as it is impossible
to catch people. Just because it is possible to
catch people on the internet shouldn't make it a
crime. It is no worse than making copies from
the radio.
Prof. Lee, A. (2006) 'Why Buy?' In R. Coe
and B. Stepson, Examining Media, pp. 36-57
(London: Many University Press).

Text 9
Although it is possible to devise software to
catch people who copy on the internet, it is
unlikely that everyone who copies could be
charged. If you can't enforce a law, then there
isn't any point in passing it. If there isn't a law,
then there isn't a crime.
KAZ, on AskitHere.truth; personal web-site,
November 2006.

Text 10
Moral and ethical issues are not simply
questions of right and wrong. They should be
more properly regarded as dilemmas. The
decision that the law, or 'justice', should
ultimately decide what is right or wrong has
never been made in a democratic way. The law
was scrambled together over time, and is often
contradictory. There is too little public
discussion on whether the whole concept of

O Stella Cottrell (ZOOS), Critical Th~nkii~g
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justice is what we really want as the basis of
right and wrong. From time to time, throughout
history, brave individuals have stood up to the
law, and, arguably, it is mainly through their
defiance that the law has progressed at all. Even
today, when an issue really matters to them,
individuals will brave prison on the basis of
their individual conscience, when the law
appears to them to sanction immorality or bad
ethics. Peters (1974) and Gilligan (1977) have
argued that there are grounds for giving priority
to other matters, such as autonomy, courage,
and caring about what happens to other people.
Even Kohlberg (1981), who took a justice based
approach to morality, stated that being able to
make judgements about justice was 'a necessary
but not a sufficient condition for moral action'.
Fred Piaskin in an article, 'Moral Dilemmas
in Action', in the Joint Universities Joz4rnnl of
Advancecl Ethics, in 1986. Volume 8, issue 2.

Text 11
It is stealing to copy text from a book, article or
the internet without acknowledging the source
of the information. It is regarded as theft of the
intellectual copyright of another person. This is
treated very seriously by universities. However,
stealing suggests you know that you are taking
something that is not yours to take. Many
students are confused. Most know that if they
use the exact words in a source, this is a
quotation and they must cite the source.
However, many believe, erroneously, that it is
acceptable to copy whole sections as long as
they change a few words here and there.
Prof. Soyinka, G. (2006) 'Plagiarism
Unveiled'. In Jozrrnal of HE Worldwide, 27
(3)) pp. 23147.
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Texts for activities in Chapters 8, 9 and 11 (cont.)
Text 12 (abbreviated version of a research paper)
Ebo, T., Markham, T. H. and Malik, Y. (2004) 'The Effects of Ease of Payment on Willingness
to Pay. Ethics or Ease?' Proceedings of the Academy for Ethical Dilemmas, vol. 3 (4).

Introduction
This paper sets out to show that behaviour is affected primarily by how easy it is to act in an ethical
way. It demonstrates that in the Oldlea area during 1998-2006, there was a decrease in illegal
copying of music from the internet following schemes that enabled easy payment online to
download the music.
The research builds on the ground-breaking research by Mixim, Moss and Plummer (1934) which
showed that some forms of theft were not based on a desire to steal but on inertia when faced with
complex or onerous systems of payment. Mixim et al. found that at specific ages, people found it
more difficult to queue, and had a tendency to focus on the symptoms associated with queuing
rather than the requirement to pay. This resulted in them leaving shops to alleviate their discomfort,
forgetting that they were carrying items for which they had not paid.
Damblin and Toshima (1974) acknowledged the theoretical framework of Mixim et al. but criticised
the evidence base, which involved only 30 participants over a short time span. Damblin and
Toshima (1986), using a sample of 200 senior citizens, found that there were significant differences
in ethical behaviour depending on people's medical conditions. Several research studies have shown
external conditions can have a greater impact on behaviour than ethical understanding (Singh,
McTiern and Brauer, 1991; Colby, 1994; Miah and Brauer, 1997). However, no studies have focused
on people under 25 years old nor on the impact of the internet on such behaviours. . . .
The research hypotheses are (1)that most young people who download music for free will pay a fee
to download copies of the music if this is made easy, and (2) that the willingness of people to pay
for music will depend on income, with high earners being more willing to pay than low earners.

Methodology
Participants were divided into three groups and into two conditions. The three groups were divided
into low, middle and high earners. In the first condition, facilities for quick and easy payment for
downloaded music were made available. In the second condition, the system for paying was timeconsuming and complicated. The participants were 1206 people aged 15-25, matched for age, sex,
and ethnic background across groups and conditions. An advertisement for an alternative web-site
where the music could be downloaded for free appeared when the participant was on line. This
offered free downloads but carried a message that not paying deprived the artist of income.

Results
The results supported the first research hypothesis but not the second. The results for the first
hypothesis were significant at. . . .
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Texts for activities in Chapters 8, 9 and 11 (cont.)
Disctission and conclzlsions
These research findings suggest, as with older age groups, that when it is easy to pay for a service,
most people aged 15-25 act in an ethical way. When given the choice of an easy payment option 01
an unethical method of free access, 78.6 per cent of purchasers selected the payment route. When
payment methods were complicated, only 47 per cent of purchasers paid for their purchase, opting
instead for the free site. Before making a purchase, almost all participants, 98 per cent, investigated
the free site. This shows that they made an ethical choice when they opted to pay, rather than
simply choosing the site they were allocated.
However, the second research hypothesis was not supported. This study found that 86 per cent of
participants in the low-wage group paid for the music, compared with 64 per cent of those in the
middle income group and only 31 per cent in the highest income group. This suggests that ethical
responses are stronger in low income groups and weaker amongst high earners.
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Practice activities on longer texts

The following pages provide activities based on longer texts.
The texts for practice activities 1 and 3 provide examples of better critical writing. These give you the
opportunity to identify the features of an argument when reading a longer text. They also provide you
with a basis for comparison when you go on to analyse the examples of poorer critical writing provided for
practice activities 2 and 4.
Texts 2 and 4 provide opportunities to identify examples of poor argument.
Prompts and answers are provided for each practice activity.

Practice activities on longer texts
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Practice 1: Features of an argument
Read the passage 'Global Warming Requires a Global Solution' and identify the features of the argument,
using the numbered prompts below to assist you.
Label and number each of your answers in the Comments margin provided alongside the text. If you use the
same numbers as those provided in the prompts table below, this will help you to check your answers.
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Practice 1: Features of an argument (continued)
Global Warming Requires a Global
Solution (Text 1)

I Comments

The increase in greenhouse gas emissions over the past
50 years is viewed as a major factor in global warming.
Research by the leading world authorities on global
warming, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), suggests that even if all carbon dioxide
emissions ceased today, there would be climate changes
for a number of years to come, leading to water
shortages for 5 billion people and increased flooding
across Northern Europe by 2025. However, scientists
have proposed a range of solutions from increasing
efficient use of fossil fuels to incentives for using cleaner
forms of energy, which they believe are sufficient to
make a real impact on climate change.
The Kyoto Protocol was proposed in 1997 as a means of
working towards a reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions and the halting of long-term climate change.
It focuses on developed countries, the world's greatest
polluters, and seeks to establish an overall reduction in
greenhouse gas emissions of 5 per cent on 1990 levels
over the period of 2008-2012. Many key developed
industrial nations have ratified the Protocol but a
number of others have been resistant towards signing it
as they feel it is unfair that developing countries are
exempt from the Protocol. Although a global solution to
global warming is required, developed countries need to
take the lead.
Politicians, scientists and businesses in developed
countries have given a number of reasons for not signing
up to the Protocol. These include doubt about the real
link between carbon dioxide emissions and global
warming, concerns about the effect on their own
economies and a rejection of the need for imposed,
rather than voluntary, reductions in emissions. A
number of leaders of state have cited the lack of
emission reduction targets for developing countries as
the key reason behind their rejection of the Protocol. On
the surface, this appears a fair argument - global
warming is a problem for everyone, not just those in
developed countries, and requires every nation to
participate. William K. Stevens (1997) makes the point
that, if Ieft unchecked, emissions from developing
countries will surpass those from developed countries in
20-30 years.
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Practice 1: Features of an argument
Read the passage 'Global Warming Requires a Global Solution' and identify the features of the argument,
using the numbered prompts below to assist you.
Label and number each of your answers in the Comments margin provided alongside the text. If you use the
same numbers as those provided in the prompts table below, this will help you to check your answers.
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Practice 1: Features of an argument (continued)
Global Warming Requires a Global
Solution (Text 1)

Comments

The increase in greenhouse gas emissions over the past
50 years is viewed as a major factor in global warming.
Research by the leading world authorities on global
warming, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), suggests that even if all carbon dioxide
emissions ceased today, there would be climate changes
for a number of years to come, leading to water
shortages for 5 billion people and increased flooding
across Northern Europe by 2025. However, scientists
have proposed a range of solutions from increasing
efficient use of fossil fuels to incentives for using cleaner
forms of energy, which they believe are sufficient to
make a real impact on climate change.
The Kyoto Protocol was proposed in 1997 as a means of
working towards a reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions and the halting of long-term climate change.
It focuses on developed countries, the world's greatest
polluters, and Seeks to establish an overall reduction in
greenhouse gas emissions of 5 per cent on 1990 levels
over the period of 2008-2012. Many key developed
industrial nations have ratified the Protocol but a
number of others have been resistant towards signing it
as they feel it is unfair that developing countries are
exempt from the Protocol. Although a global solution to
global warming is required, developed countries need to
take the lead.
Politicians, scientists and businesses in developed
countries have given a number of reasons for not signing
up to the Protocol. These include doubt about the real
link between carbon dioxide emissions and global
warming, concerns about the effect on their own
economies and a rejection of the need for imposed,
rather than voluntary, reductions in emissions. A
number of leaders of state have cited the lack of
emission reduction targets for developing countries as
the key reason behind their rejection of the Protocol, On
the surface, this appears a fair argument - global
warming is a problem for everyone, not just those in
developed countries, and requires every nation to
participate. William K. Stevens (1997) makes the point
that, if left unchecked, emissions from developing
countries will surpass those from developed countries in
20-30 years.
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Practice 1: Features of an argument (continued)
Emissions from developing countries are clearly an
important issue. However, for developing countries, the
argument that they should be subject to exactly the
same restrictions as developed countries does not carry
weight. After watching developed countries build their
wealth and power on extensive use of fossil fuels this
appears to be a case of 'do what I say, not what I do1.Dr
Mwandoysa, chair of the developing countries' caucus
on climate change, makes the point that many
developing countries are struggling just to provide an
acceptable standard of living for their citizens but are
being asked to support changes which would allow the
developed world to maintain its wasteful lifestyle
(Stevens, 1997). This is similar to someone dumping
their waste in a local field and then complaining that
other people are not doing enough to preserve the
countryside.

Comments

Also, even though developing countries are not required
to reduce emissions under the Protocol, Dr Mwandoysa
notes that most of them are already working towards
this aim, even with limited resources and technology.
Developing countries recognise that they have a role to
play in halting global warming, but feel that developed
countries are better placed to develop the structures and
technologies which are needed to support this work
further. This is equitable, given developed countries'
greater role in the development of global warming.
Greenpeace (2001) suggests that reluctance to offend
powerful fossil fuel companies is the key reason behind
some developed countries' reluctance to address global
warming. Countries which have a heavy reliance on
fossil fuels face the possibility that agreeing to reduce
emissions will have serious implications for their
economy in terms of job losses. However, Stevens (1997)
suggests that developed countries, such as the USA and
Australia, are actually more fearful of competitive
advantages being given to those developing nations such
as China and South Korea who stand on the threshold of
industrialisation. Whilst such arguments do have validity
in terms of developed countries seeking to maintain
their current economic power, their validity is shortterm.
In the short term, countries who refuse to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions are able to continue as
economic superpowers. However, ultimately a failure to
address greenhouse gas emissions could enforce changes
above and beyond those imposed by the Kyoto Protocol.
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Practice 1: Features of an argument (continued)
Long-term global warming is anticipated to cause
significant climate changes in those developed countries
that are reluctant to sign the Protocol. These changes
will impact on a range of major industries, for example,
causing flooding in tourism centres and droughts in key
agricultural lands (Penfold, 2001). The extreme economic
consequences of such changes undermine the validity of
economic preservation as an argument for not ratifying
the Kyoto Protocol.

Comments

Therefore, although there are economic consequences in
taking action to reduce emissions, they are ultimately
outweighed by the consequences of unwelcome climate
change and long-term economic disaster if we fail to
implement global action. Not all countries have played
an equal part in the causation of global warming and it
is fair that those who have contributed most towards
global warming should also contribute most towards
finding its solutions. However, given the potential
consequences of global warming, it does requires a global
solution and there is a role and rationale for all countries
in reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
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Answers to Practice 1: Features of an argument
Global Warming Requires a Global
Solution (Text 1)
The increase in greenhouse gas emissions over the past
50 years is viewed as a major factor in global warming.
~eskarchby the leading world authorities on global
warming, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (1PCC),13suggests that even if all carbon dioxide
emissions ceased today, there would be climate changes
for a number of years to come, leading to water
shortages for 5 billion people and increased flooding
across Northern Europe by 2025. However, scientists
have proposed a range of solutions from increasing
efficient use of fossil fuels to incentives for using cleaner
forms of energy, which they believe are sufficient to
make a real impact on climate ~ h a n g e . ~
"he Kyoto Protocol was proposed in 1997 as a means of
working towards a reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions and the halting of long-term climate change.
It focuses on developed countries, the world's greatest
polluters, and seeks to establish an overall reduction in
greenhouse gas emissions of 5 per cent on 1990 levels
over the period of 2008-2012. Many key developed
industrial nations have ratified the Protocol but a
number of others have been resistant towards signing it,
as they feel it is unfair that developing countries are
exempt from the Protocol. Although a global solution to
global warming is required, developed countries need to
take the lead.z
Politicians, scientists and businesses in developed
countries have given a number of reasons for not signing
up to the Protocol. These include doubt about the real
link between carbon dioxide emissions and global
warming, concerns about the effect on their own
economies and a rejection of the need for imposed,
rather than voluntary, reductions in emissions. A
number of leaders of state have cited the lack of
emission reduction targets for developing countries as
the key reason behind their rejection of the ~rotoco1.l~
On the surface, this appears a fair argument - global
warming is a problem for everyone, not just those in
developed countries, and requires every nation to
participate. William K. Stevens (1997)13makes the point
that, if left unchecked, emissions from developing
countries will surpass those from developed countries in
20-30
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Comments
Numbers in the text and below refer to the

grid on p. 208.
13 The research by the IPCC provides a

secondary source for this piece.

8 This descriptive opening paragraph gives

essential background information on
global climate change.
8 This paragraph gives essential

background information about the
Kyoto Protocol

2 This sentence introduces the author's
position and main argument.
10 The author sets out a number of
possible counter arguments against the
main argument here.
13 Secondary source
6 Intermediate conclusion: developing
countries need to play a role in reducing
greenhouse gas emissions.
5 The reason given to support this is: if left
unchecked, emissions from developing
countries will surpass those from
developed countries in 20-30 years.
7 Evidence given for what will happen if
emissions are left unchecked.
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Comments

Emissions from developing countries are clearly an
important issue. how eve^,^ for developing countries, the
argument that they should be subject to exactly the same
restrictions as developed countries does not carry
weight.ll After watching developed countries build their
wealth and power on extensive use of fossil fuels this
appears to be a case of 'do what I say, not what I do1. Dr
Mwandoysa,12chair of the developing countries' caucus
on climate change, makes the point that many developing
countries are struggling just to provide an acceptable
standard of living for their citizens but are being asked to
support changes which would allow the developed world
to maintain its wasteful lifestyle (Stevens, 1997). This is
similar to someone dumping their waste in a local field
and then complaining that other people are not doing
enough to preserve the countryside.1°
Also,9 even though developing countries are not required
to reduce emissions under the Protocol, Dr Mwandoysa
notes that most of them are already working towards
this aim, even with limited resources and technology.
Developing countries recognise that they have a role to
play in halting global warming, but feel that developed
countries are better placed t o develop the structures and
technologies which are needed to support this work
further. This is equitable, given developed countries'
greater role in the development of global warming3! 6 .
59

Greenpeace (2001)'~suggests that reluctance to offend
powerful fossil fuel companies is the key reason behind
some developed countries' reluctance to address global
warming. Countries which have a heavy reliance o n
fossil fuels face the possibility that agreeing to reduce
emissions will have serious implications for their
economy in terms of job losses. However, Stevens (1997)
suggests that developed countries, such as the USA and
Australia, are actually more fearful of competitive
advantages being given to those developing nations such
as China and South Korea who stand o n the threshold of
industrialisation. Whilst such arguments do have validity
in terms of developed countries seeking to maintain their
current economic power, their validity is short-term.
O Stella Cottrell (2005), Critic01 Thinking Skills,
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9 'However' is used to signal development

of the argument as the author moves to
address the counter argument.
11 The author addresses counter arguments
here.
12 Dr Mwandoysa is a primary source
quoted in a secondary source.
10 The author hints at a counter argument
here. It sounds as if it is being suggested
that developing countries should be
exempt from controls.

9 'Also' is used to signal development of
the main argument as the author notes
that developing countries are reducing
emissions.
3 Summative conclusion of the argument
so far: developed countries should make
a greater contribution towards reducing
emissions.
6 Intermediate conclusion: there are moral
reasons for developed countries to be
involved in a global solution.
5 The reasons given to support this
intermediate conclusion are:
developed countries have more
resources to invest in new structures
and technologies.
developed countries played a great
role in creating global warming.
1 3 Greenpeace is a secondary source.
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Answers to Practice 1: Features of an argument
Comments

In the short term, countries who refuse to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions are able to continue as
economic superpowers. how eve^,^ ultimately a failure to
address greenhouse gas emissions could enforce changes
above and beyond those imposed by the Kyoto Protocol.
Long-term global warming is anticipated to cause
significant climate changes in those developed countries
that are reluctant to sign the Protocol. These changes
will impact on a range of major industries, for example,
causing flooding in tourism centres and droughts in key
agricultural lands (Penfold, 2001).131 The extreme
economic consequences of such changes undermine the
validity of economic preservation as an argument for not
ratifying the Kyoto P r o t ~ c o l . ~ ~

9 'However' is used to signal a
development in the main argument that the consequences of global warming
make it essential for us all to act.
13 Penfold is a secondary source and
7 'is used' as evidence to support the
author's reasoning.
6 Intermediate conclusion: economic
preservation is not a valid argument for
not ratifying the Protocol.
5 The reasons given to support the
intermediate conclusion are:
climate change will cause flooding
and drought in those countries
their industries will be affected ~f no
action is taken.

Therefore, although there are economic consequences in
taking action to reduce emissions, they are ultimately
outweighed by the consequences of unwelcome climate
change and long-term economic disaster, if we fail to
implement global action.' Not all countries have played
an equal part in the causation of global warming and it
is fair that those who have contributed most towards
global warming should also contribute most towards
finding its solutions. However, given the potential
consequences of global warming, it does require a global
solution and there is a role and rationale for all countries
in reducing greenhouse gas emissions."

1 These sentences surnmarise the author's
main argument that we all need to

address greenhouse gas emissions but
that some countries should play a
greater role than others.
4 Overall logical conclusion -the

consequences of not taking action
outweigh those economic consequences
of reducing emissions and therefore a
global solution is required. This links the
conclusion back to the essay title, which
strengthens the presentation of the
argument.
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Practice 2: Finding flaws in the argument
Read this second passage on global warming, and identify flaws in the argument, using the numbered
prompts below as a checklist to assist you.
Note: the practice passage does not contain all the flaws on the list and some flaws occur more than once.
You can use the checklist to note whether you believe the passage does or does not contain an example, to
make it easier to check your answers.
Label and number each of your answers in the Comments margin provided alongside the text. If you use the
same numbers as those provided in the prompts table below, this will help you to check your answers.
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Practice 2: Finding flaws in the argument
Global Warming Requires a Global
Solution (Text 2)

Comments

The Kyoto Protocol was introduced in 1997 as a means
of halting long-term climate change or 'global warming'
by forcing countries to sign up to reductions in
greenhouse gas emissions. It seeks to establish an overall
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions for developed
countries of 5% on 1990 levels over the next few years.
Although the principles have been accepted by many
countries, some developed countries have not ratified
the Protocol.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
suggests that we have probably left it too late to make
the changes suggested by the Kyoto Protocol. Even if all
carbon dioxide emissions ceased today, there would be
ongoing climatic change and global warming leading to
effects such as rising sea levels and subsequent
contamination of drinking water. At best, the effects will
be disruptive and at worst catastrophic. We must act
now.
Given the consequences of climate change, it is madness
for any nation not to sign up. Those countries refusing
to sign have given a number of reasons for this, from
calling research on climate change into question and
even going so far as to say that carbon dioxide is not a
pollutant! This suggests some countries are in denial
about the causes and impact of greenhouse gas
emissions. However, at the same time, one of the key
reasons given by developed countries for non-ratification
is that global warming is a global problem. Currently the
Protocol hinges on developed nations signing up to
specified reduction targets for emissions, whilst there are
no similar requirements placed on developing countries.
Effectively, the Protocol does not cover 80% of the
world's population and many suggest that it is not fair
that this burden is borne by developed countries alone.
This argument must really stick in the throat of
developing countries. Having watched developed
countries growing rich by burning vast amounts of fossil
fuel through industry, this behaviour suddenly becomes
unacceptable at the point at which they are finally
poised to get in on the action. As Dr Mwandoysa, chair
of the developing countries' caucus on climate change,
points out, many developing countries cannot even
afford a basic standard of living for their citizens, let
alone put resources into environmental programmes.
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Practice 2: Finding flaws in the argument
As he suggests, why should developing countries modify
their behaviour whilst developed countries continue
with a wasteful lifestyle? Developing countries will
always want to follow in the footsteps of more
developed countries. Developed countries are like
parents who smoke 60 cigarettes a day but get angry if
their little children then threaten to take up the habit
themselves.

Comments

The sense this gives of a hollow argument is increased
when one looks at the real reasons developed countries
are jumpy about the Protocol - reluctance to offend
major fossil fuel companies. Fossil fuels are big business
in many of the developed countries' economies and their
power is such that they can influence politicians against
ratifying the protocol. Some companies have even made
the ludicrous suggestion that global warming is actually
good for the planet!
Industry associations in developed countries suggest that
agreeing to the Protocol would cost hundreds of
thousands of jobs and there would, therefore, be a very
real impact on national economies. However, objections
go beyond these initial job losses. Not all developing
nations are the same and whilst some are too poor to
ever be serious competition to the developed countries,
others like China or India are just waiting for a chance
to take advantage of enforced reductions for developed
countries so that they can supersede them as an
economic power. Powerful oil companies are clearly
anxious about any threat to their market and have a
vested interest in making sure the Protocol is not
ratified.
Ultimately, countries' failure to address greenhouse gas
emissions could mean that they shoot themselves in the
foot. Long-term global warming is anticipated to cause
significant climate changes and countries will have to
contend with floods in their tourist centres and
droughts in their wheat belts. However, given that
neither of these consequences will have an impact on
powerful fossil fuel companies, developed countries can
justify adopting this short-term strategy of protecting
their interests. The power of fossil fuel companies is such
that they can influence developed countries not to sign
up to the Protocol. Developed countries are susceptible
to the influence of fossil fuel companies so if they are
told not to sign up, they are likely to give way to that
pressure. Given the impact this has on us all, this is
obviously unacceptable. Everybody knows we are facing

O Stella Cottrell (2005), Critical Tl~inkingSkills,
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Practice 2: Finding flaws in the argument
climatic meltdown. Global warming is a problem for all
of us and people can't just opt out because it doesn't suit
them.

Comments

References
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http://unfccc.int/essential~background
(downloaded
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13/02/05).
3. Stevens, W. K. (1997) 'Greenhouse Gas Issue Pits Third
World Against Richer Nations'. New York Times, 30
November 1997.
4. AFL-CIO Executive Council (1998) Press Statement on
the Kyoto Protocol, 30 January 1998.
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Answers to Practice 2: Finding flaws in the argument
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Answers to Practice 2: Finding flaws in the argument
Global Warming Requires a Global
Solution (Text 2)

Comments
Numbers in the text and below refer to the
grid on p. 2 7 9.

The Kyoto Protocol was introduced in 1997 as a means
of halting long-term climate change or 'global warming'
by forcing countries to sign up to reductions in
greenhouse gas emissions. It seeks to establish an overall
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions for developed
countries of 5% on 1990 levels over the next few years6
Although the principles have been accepted by many
countries, some developed countries have not ratified
the Protocol.

6 Lack of precision. The phrase 'next few

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
suggests that we have probably left it too late to make
the changes suggested by the Kyoto Protocol. Even if all
carbon dioxide emissions ceased today, there would be
ongoing climatic change and global warming leading to
effects such as rising sea levels and subsequent
contamination of drinking water. At best, the effects will
be disruptive and at worst catastrophic. We must act
now.10

10 The necessary conditions for the
argument that 'we must act now' have
not been met. If it is too late for us to
make changes, as suggested, then why
should they be made now? In order to
justify the need for immediate changes,
the author needs to give evidence that
such changes could still have an impact
on global warming.

Given the consequences of climate change, it is madness
for any nation not t o sign up.17 Those countries refusing
to sign have given a number of reasons for this, from
calling research o n climate change into question and
even going so far as to say that carbon dioxide is not a
p ~ l l u t a n t This
! ~ suggests some countries are in denial
about the causes and impact of greenhouse gas
emissions.18~l 6 However, at the same time, one of the
key reasons given by developed countries for nonratification is that global warming is a global problem.
Currently the Protocol hinges on developed nations
signing u p to specified reduction targets for emissions,
whilst there are no similar requirements placed o n
developing countries. Effectively, the Protocol does not
cover 80% of the world's population and many suggest
that it is not fair that this burden is borne by developed
countries alone.

1 7 Use of emotive language with the

This argument must really stick in the throat17 of
developing countries. Having watched developed
countries growing rich by burning vast amounts of fossil
fuel through industry, this behaviour suddenly becomes
unacceptable at the point at which they are finally
poised t o get in o n the action. As Dr Mwandoysa, chair
of the developing countries' caucus on climate change,
points
many developing countries cannot even
afford a basic standard of living for their citizens, let

17 Emotive language.

Critical Thinking Skills

years' is vague. The Kyoto agreement
runs between specific dates, 2008 and
201 2. See p. 209.

phrase 'it is madness'.
7 Assumption. The author assumes that
there is not a valid argument for
asserting that carbon dioxide is not a
pollutant but gives no evidence that it is
a pollutant.
18 Attacking the person. Referring to
those who disagree as being 'in denial'
undermines their argument without
properly analysing their reasons.
16 Unwarranted leap. This argument
makes an unwarranted leap in assuming
that because they do not accept some
research, opponents must be wrong
about global warming. (The style is also
rather colloquial.)

22 Poor referencing of Mwandoysa source.
This does not appear in the references
and no date is given (compare this with
the text for Practice 1).
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Answers to Practice 2: Finding flaws in the argument
Misrepresentation. The author
misrepresents Dr Mwandoysa's views.
Mwandoysa does support developing
countries playing their part in reducing
emissions but believes that developed
countries are better placed to support
research and development in this area
(see Practice 1).
3 It is stereotyping to suggest that all
developing countries aspire to be
identical to developed countries.
12 False analogy. On the surface of it, this
looks like a reasonable analogy, suggestive
of hypocritical behaviour in both cases.
However, it is a poor analogy because
parents have a very different relationship
with their children from that between
developed and developing countries.
Parents have a duty of care to protect
their children, who are dependants, from
the effects of their behaviour, whereas
developing countries are independent
entities who can make their own
decisions. Furthermore, the issue between
developed and developing countries
described above is one of comoetition for
a limited resource, which is not typically
the case when parents wish to prevent
children damaging their health.

19
alone put resources into environmental programmes. As
h e suggests, why should developing countries modify
their behaviour whilst developed countries continue
with a wasteful lifestyle?lg Developing countries will
always want t o follow in t h e footsteps of more developed
c o ~ n t r i e s Developed
.~
countries are like parents who
smoke 60 cigarettes a day b u t get angry if their little
children then threaten t o take u p the habit t h e m s e l v e ~ . ~ ~

The sense this gives of a hollow argument is increased
when one looks at t h e real reasons developed countries
are jumpy about t h e Protocol - reluctance t o offend
major fossil fuel companies. Fossil fuels are big business
i n many of the developed countries' economies a n d their
power is such that they can influence politicians against
ratifying the Protocol.' Some companies have even made
the ludicrous suggestion1' that global warming is
actually good for the planet!'? l4

Industry associations i n developed countries suggest that
agreeing t o the Protocol would cost hundreds of
thousands of jobsz2 and there would, therefore, be a very
real impact o n national economies. However, objections
go beyond these initial job losses. Not all developing
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7 Assumption The author assumes that

fossil fuel companies have this power
but gives no evidence to support this.
17 Emotive language is used in the phrase
'this is a ludicrous suggestion'.
7 Assumption The author assumes that
global warming cannot be good for the
planet but gives no evidence to support
this position.
14 Complicity: the writing style here, and
the use of an exclamation mark, suggests
the author is making the audience feel
they must agree, or else they might be
considered 'ludicrous' too.
22 Poor referencing. The author doesn't
state which industry associations are
referred to here. A reference for a trade
association does appear in the references
section, but it is not clearly linked to this
statement.
Practice activities on longer texts
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1 Comments
nations are the same and whilst some are too poor to ever
be serious competition to the developed countries, others
like China or India are just waiting for a chance to take
advantage of enforced reductions for developed countries
so that they can supersede them as an economic power.
Powerful oil companies are clearly anxious about any
threat to their market and have a vested interest in
making sure the Protocol is not ratified.16
Ultimately, countries' failure to address greenhouse gas
emissions could mean that they shoot themselves in the
foot. Long-term global warming is anticipated to cause
significant climate changes and countries will have to
contend with floods in their tourist centres and droughts
in their wheat belts. However, given that neither of these
consequences will have an impact o n powerful fossil fuel
companies, developed countries can justify adopting this
short-term strategy of protecting their interests.l The
power of fossil fuel companies is such that they can
influence developed countries not to sign up to the
Protocol. Developed countries are susceptible to the
influence of fossil fuel companies so if they are told not
to sign up, they are likely to give way to that pressure.22
Given the impact this has on us all, this is obviously
unacceptable.13 Everybody knows we are facing climatic
meltdown.14 Global warming is a problem for all of us
and people can't just opt out because it doesn't suit them.

16 Unwarranted leap. The author uses a
sleight of hand here. There is no
evidence given to support the
suggestion that developing countries
intend to seize power or that fossil fuel
companies are responding to this.

1 False premise. The argument that fossil

fuel companies would not be affected by
floods or drought caused by climate
change is based on a false premise. Both
tourists and farmers are likely to be
heavy consumers of fossil fuels, which
would have a direct impact on fuel
companies.
22 Tautology. The two sentences here
rephrase the same idea in different
words. This produced unnecessary
repetition without carrying the
argument forward.
1 3 Deflection. The author uses the word
'obviously' to imply that the argument
has been proved. As we have seen, this
is not the case.
14 Complicity. The statement 'everybody
knows' puts the reader in a position that
makes it more difficult to disagree with
the argument. The author does this
through use of language rather than
through reasoning.
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Practice 3: Features of an argument
Read the passage 'The Great Chain of Being' and identify the features of the argument, using the numbered
prompts below to assist you.
Label and number each of your answers in the Comments margin provided alongside the text. If you use the
same numbers as those provided in the prompts table below, this will help you to check your answers.
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Practice 3: Features of an araument
The Great Chain of Being (Text 1)
'Notions of a "Great Chain of Being" and of a
natural order to the universe continued to exert
ideological significance during the eighteenth
century and beyond.' Discuss.

I

Comments

The idea of the 'Great Chain of Being' was common in
medieval Europe. For those who believed in this chain,
everything that existed belonged to a pre-assigned place,
as if on higher or lower rungs of a ladder. Those lowest
items in the universe were at the bottom of the chain
whilst humans were nearer the top, below angels but
above animals. In considering the influence of the chain
of being in the eighteenth century, there are two aspects
to consider. Firstly, whether the idea was still familiar in
the eighteenth century, and secondly, whether it was
used to support political or ideological positions in the
important debates of the period.
First of all, it is proposed that the concept of the chain of
being was very much alive in the eighteenth century.
Such a view is not universally accepted. It has been
argued that references to the chain of being had died out
by the mid-seventeenth century (Barking, 1957;
Madison, 1967). Madison claimed that such notions of
the universe were replaced by more enlightened ideas
based on scientific observation. It could also be argued
that war and trade provided ever increasing
opportunities for people to meet with new ideas and
ideologies. Colley (2003), for example, refers to how
impressed travellers to North African Muslim countries
were by its culture and by the tolerance shown by Islam
to other faiths. In earlier centuries, Christian rulers burnt
people at the stake for expressing such sentiments but
this was no longer the case in the eighteenth century.
However, despite such changes in people's outlook, old
ideas still continued to hold sway. In the literature of the
late eighteenth century, and even the early nineteenth
century, it is not unusual to find references to the chain
of being. Indeed, in an analysis of pamphlets produced
in 1802-3, for example, Pendleton (1976) found that
over one in ten pamphlets, a significant proportion,
included a reference to the 'Chain of Being'. A much
higher proportion of the pamphlets alluded to related
concepts, such as the 'natural order' of society. The
concept of the 'chain of being', and the idea that there
was an inherent order to the universe, was still prevalent
in England even in the early nineteenth century.
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Practice 3: Features of an argument
As Pendleton's research indicates, there were still many
publicists at the end of the eighteenth century who
argued that the governing classes in England were a
superior type of human being, higher on the great chain
of being and closer to God. Many of those in power
believed that their own social class was more inteIligent,
more beautiful, with better morals. They regarded the
majority of the population as less intelligent and
virtuous, as uglier beings, closer to an animal state, and
therefore less deserving of consideration in all respects
(Lavater, 1797). People were expected to 'know their
place' and to act accordingly at all times. This concept of
beings on a higher level of the chain was useful in
providing a justification for social superiority.

Comments

The hierarchical ordering of nature was also used to
provide a powerful defence of political and economic
inequalities. In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
very few people were allowed to vote in elections, to
organise politically or even to speak out against those
believed to be their 'betters'. The overwhelming majority
of the population still did not have the vote and there
were vast differences in wealth, health, and welI-being
(Thompson, 1963). The notion of a natural chain of
being was used to argue that this was as nature or
'Providence' intended.
Furthermore, even after the eighteenth century, the
hierarchical ordering of society was still presented as a
divine plan, and all people were expected to follow the
same religion. This idea of a divinely based order was
used to frighten people into submission. A broadside, or
poster, pasted around London in 1802 declared that 'It is
the ordinance of God, that there should be infinite
gradations' and that 'as one star differeth from another
star in glory, so shall the plan of subordination be
through the whole earthly system.' It was argued that it
was natural for some people to have power and riches,
and for other people to have none. For example, one
pamphleteer (Pratt, 1803) claimed that if the natural
order was changed, this would 'unsettle the whole
system of the spheres; the planets would rush on each
other . . . and the earth be shrivelled, like a scroll, by a
spark from the sun'. If everything in the universe formed
part of a single continuous chain, then to alter a single
part could disrupt the whole chain, causing all society to
come to an end and even the universe to collapse. The
combining of an ideology of social order with a religous
philosophy made the idea of a natural order particularly
significant.
O Stella Cottrell (2005), Critical Thirzkir~gSkills,
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Practice 3: Features of an argument
Moreover, in 1802-3, such arguments were of particular
importance in fostering patriotic sentiment to support
war against France. The political elite encouraged each
other to be active in persuading the poor where their
interest lay (Ashcroft, 1977). They were worried that
large sections of the population would welcome a French
invasion that promised social, economic, political and
religious freedom, as had been proclaimed in France after
the Revolution of 1789. Some expressed fear that if they
armed the English people to defend the country, they
would turn their weapons against their masters.
(Cholmeley, 1803). Instead of taking the dangerous risk
of arming the country, a propaganda campaign was
launched, arguing that the 'natural order' was best and
that the English people should accept it rather than join
the French if the country were invaded. If the natural
order changed, the propaganda argued, the consequences
would be famine, disease and death.

Comments

Rather than, as Madison suggests, the chain of being
becoming an outmoded concept in the eighteenth
century, scientists were still active in researching new
possible gradations in the hierarchy. They set about
measuring bones of people of different skin colours,
social classes and geographical origins, in an attempt to
set down a hierarchy from best to worst, using their own
skin colour as the benchmark for perfection (White,
1779). Lavater, whose writings were translated into
English in 1797, referred to this as 'the transition from
brutal deformity to ideal beauty' and argued that beauty
was a sign of moral superiority. Lavater devised a system
for measuring hierarchy, based on bone structure and
appearance. His writings were widely published and
highly influential in England. Over time, the use of the
term 'chain of being' died out, but the belief in the
natural or divine hierarchy and its use as a rationale for
political and social inequalities continued to hold force.
It is important to note that the concept of a
hierarchically ordered universe could be used to justify
almost any kind of inequality or oppression. Indeed,
Mary Wollstonecraft (1792) argued that the concept of a
natural order was being used to justify all kinds of
injustice such as cruelty to animals and children, the
slave trade, and depriving women of political and
economic rights. Literature that used the idea of natural
hierarchies also made use of comparisons between all
types of people who did not form part of the English
ruling oligarchy and growing middle classes. The
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Practice 3: Features of an argument
Encyclopaedia Britanrzica, for example, in its 1797 edition,
compared the behaviour of Africans, the English working
class, and French revolutionaries, arguing that they
shared common characteristics such as 'a lack of moral
principles' and an absence of 'natural affections'. Over
the next century and a half, these ideas were drawn
upon and extended by others to justify policies based on
racial and social injustice in many parts of the world.
Ideas based on the chain of being, therefore, far from
waning in the eighteenth century, were further
developed and extended. The dangers posed by the
French Revolution and the proposed invasion of
England, added force to the long-established concept of
a natural order, especially after these were widely
publicised in the anti-invasion and anti-revolutionary
propaganda of 1802-4. The scientific methodologies of
the eighteenth century resulted in findings that appeared
to justify the concept of a natural hierarchy. Although
the vocabulary of the chain of being began to die out,
the underlying concept was reinforced and used to
reinforce negative social, gender and racial stereotypes in
the next two centuries. Hence, the concept of the 'great
chain of being' did continue to exert ideological
significance during the eighteenth century and beyond.
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Answers to Practice 3: Features of an argument
The Great Chain of Being (Text 1)
'Notions of a "Creat Chain of Being" and of a
natural order to the universe continued to exert
ideological significance during the eighteenth
century and beyond. ' Discuss.

Comments
Numbers in the text and below refer to the
grid on p. 223.

The idea of the 'Great Chain of Being' was common in
medieval Europe. For those who believed in this chain,
everything that existed belonged to a pre-assigned place,
as if on higher or lower rungs of a ladder. Those lowest
items in the universe were at the bottom of the chain
whilst humans were nearer the top, below angels but
above animak8

8 This is descriptive text that tells the

In considering the influence of the chain of being in the
eighteenth century, there are two aspects to consider.
Firstly, whether the idea was still familiar in the
eighteenth century, and secondly, whether. it was used to
support political or ideological positions in the
important debates of the p e r i ~ d . ~

2 These two sentences set out how the
author intends to approach the
argument, breaking it into two sections
to help the reader recognise these stages
in the argument when they are
introduced later.

First of a1lI9it is proposed that the concept of the chain
of being was very much alive in the eighteenth century.l
Such a view is not universally accepted. It has been
argued that references to the chain of being had died out
by the mid-seventeenth century (Barking, 1957; Madison,
1967). Madison claimed that such notions of the
universe were replaced by more enlightened ideas based
on scientific observation.lO*l3 It could also be argued that
war and trade provided ever increasing opportunities for
people to meet with new ideas and ideologies. Colley
(2003), for example, refers to how impressed travellers to
North African Muslim countries were by its culture and
by the tolerance shown by Islam to other faiths. In earlier
centuries, Christian rulers burnt people at the stake for
expressing such sentiments but this was no longer the
case in the eighteenth century.l0, l3

9 Signal word to introduce the first of the

However, despite such changes in people's outlook, old
ideas still continued to hold sway.ll In the literature of
the late eighteenth century, and even the early
nineteenth century, it is not unusual to find references
to the chain of being. Indeed, in an analysis of
pamphlets produced in 1802-3, for example, Pendleton
(1976) found that over one in ten pamphlets, a
significant proportion, included a reference to the 'Chain
l3 A much higher proportion of the
of
pamphlets alluded to related concepts, such as the
'natural order' of society. The concept of the 'chain of
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reader, briefly, what the 'chain of being'
was. This is necessary background
information.

author's reasons.
1 This sentence sums up the main
argument.
10 The author considers here counter
arguments to the main line of reasoning.
In this case, the counter arguments are
raised and dealt with early in the line of
reasoning as, if it was true that the idea
had already died out, there wouldn't be
much point continuing with the rest of
the argument.
1 3 Examples of secondary sources
(see p. 126 above).

11 This paragraph addresses the counter
argument raised by Barking that

references to the chain of being had died
out. The counter argument raised by
Madison is addressed throughout the
essay, and in a separate paragraph below.
7 This evidence helps to support the
overall conclusion that the idea did
continue to have ideological significance.
1 3 Examples of a secondary sources (see
p. 126 above).
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Comments
being' and the idea that there was an inherent order to
the universe, was still prevalent in England even in the
early nineteenth c e n t ~ r y . ~

6 lntermediate conclusion used as a reason:
the author establishes first that the notion
of a 'great chain of being' was still
current. The reasons to support this are:
it is not uncommon to find examples;
Pendleton's research.

As Pendleton's research indicates, there were still many
publicists at the end of the eighteenth century who
argued that the governing classes in England were a
superior type of human being, higher o n the great chain
of being and closer to God. Many of those in power
believed that their own social class was more intelligent,
more beautiful, with better morals. They regarded the
majority of the population as less intelligent and
virtuous, as uglier beings, closer t o an animal state, and
therefore less deserving of consideration in a11 respects
(Lavater, 1797).12People were expected t o 'know their
place' and t o act accordingly at all times. This concept of
beings o n a higher level of the chain was useful in
providing a justification for social ~uperiority.~,

12 Primary source. See p. 126.
5 and 6 lntermediate conclusion used as
a reason: the author has established the
significance of the concept of the chain
of being to maintaining the social
structure. This then provides a reason
that supports the overall conclusion that
the concept is still of significance.

The hierarchical ordering of nature was also9 used t o
provide a powerful defence of political and economic
i n e q u a l i t i e ~ . ~In~ the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, very few people were allowed to vote in
elections, to organise politically or even to speak out
against those believed to be their 'betters'. The
overwhelming majority of the population still did not
have the vote and there were vast differences in wealth,
health, and well-being (Thompson, 1963). l3 The
notion of a natural chain of being was used to argue that
this was as nature or 'Providence' intended.

9 Signal word used to indicate to the
reader that the author is adding more

~ u r t h e r m o r e even
, ~ after the eighteenth century, the
hierarchical ordering of society was still presented as a
divine plan, and all people were expected to follow the
same religion. This idea of a divinely based order was
used t o frighten people into s u b m i ~ s i o nA. ~broadside, or
poster, pasted around London in 1802 declared that 'It is
the ordinance of God, that there should be infinite
gradations' and that 'as one star differeth from another
star in glory, so shall the plan of subordination be
through the whole earthly system.' 12, It was argued
that it was natural for some people to have power and
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reasons to support the line of reasoning.
lntermediate conclusion used as
a reason: the author has established the
significance of the concept of the chain
of being to defending the political and
economic status quo. This then provides
a reason that supports the conclusion.
8 Necessary but brief description of
eighteenth-century society, to support
the reasoning and to illustrate the
significance of the political use of the
concept of the chain of being.
1 3 Secondary source.
5 and 6

9 Signal word to indicate the argument is
continuing in a similar direction.
6 lntermediate conclusion: the concept
was used to rouse fear and submission.
12 These are examples of primary source
materials, see p. 126 above.
7 Source materials used in this paragraph
are used as evidence to support the
conclusion that the concept had
ideological significance.
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1 Comments
riches, and for other people to have none. For example,
one pamphleteef (Pratt, 1803) claimed that if the natural
order was changed, this would 'unsettle the whole
system of the spheres; the planets would rush on each
other. . . and the earth be shrivelled, like a scroll, by a
spark from the sun'.12 If everything in the universe
formed part of a single continuous chain, then to alter a
single part could disrupt the whole chain, causing all
society t o come to an end and even the universe to
collapse. The combining of an ideology of social order
with a religious philosophy made the idea of a natural
order particularly ~ignificant.~

12 These are examples of primary source
materials, see p. 126 above.
7 Source materials used in this paragraph
are used as evidence to support the
conclusion that the concept had
ideological significance.

oreo over,^ in 1802-3, such arguments were of particular
importance in fostering patriotic sentiment to support
war against F r a n ~ eThe
. ~ political elite encouraged each
other to be active in persuading the poor where their
interest lay (Ashcroft, 1977).'"13 They were worried that
large sections of the population would welcome a French
invasion that promised social, economic, political and
religious freedom, as had been proclaimed in France after
the Revolution of 1789.8 Some expressed fear that if they
armed the English peopIe to defend the country, they
would turn their weapons against their masters
(Cholmeley, 1803).12 Instead of taking the dangerous
risk of arming the country, a propaganda campaign was
launched, arguing that the 'natural order' was best and
that the English people should accept it rather than join
the French if the country were i n ~ a d e dIf. ~the natural
order changed, the propaganda argued, the consequences
would be famine, disease and death.

9 The word 'moreover' is used to signal

Rather than, as Madison suggests, the chain of being
becoming an outmoded concept in the eighteenth
century, scientists were still active in researching new
possible gradations in the hierarchy.ll They set about
measuring bones of people of different skin colours,
social classes and geographical origins, in an attempt to
set down a hierarchy from best to worst, using their own
skin colour as the benchmark for perfection (White,
1779).12Lavater, whose writings were translated into
English in 1797, referred to this as 'the transition from
brutal deformity to ideal beauty' and argued that beauty
was a sign of moral superiority. Lavater devised a system
for measuring hierarchy, based on bone structure and
appearance. His writings were widely published and
highly influential in England. Over time, the use of the
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that the same line of reasoning is being
continued.
6 The intermediate conclusion is that this
concept was significant at a particular
historical moment.
12113 This is a collection of primary
sources published in 1977. (A modern
date does not automatically indicate a
secondary source.)
8 Necessary background to illustrate the
significance of the concept at a
particularly important political moment.
12 Primary source.
5 The reason given to support the
intermediate conclusion for this
paragraph is:
propaganda making use of the chain
of being was used, rather than arming
the country.

11 This addresses a counter argument
raised in the second paragraph above.

12 Primary sources.
6 Intermediate conclusion used as a
reason: the author establishes that the
assumptions underlying the chain of
being were further developed by
scientists and given new life. The reasons
to support this interim conclusion are
provided by the examples of research
and by the acknowledgement that
although the term 'chain of being' died
out, its assumptions remained in force.
Practice activities on longer texts
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Comments
term 'chain of being' died out, but the belief in the
natural or divine hierarchy and its use as a rationale for
political and social inequalities continued to hold

It is important to note that9 the concept of a
hierarchically ordered universe could be used to justify
almost any kind of inequality or oppre~sion.~,Indeed,
Mary Wollstonecraft (1792) argued that the concept of a
natural order was being used to justify all kinds of
injustice such as cruelty to animals and children, the
slave trade, and depriving women of political and
economic rights.12 Literature that used the idea of
natural hierarchies also made use of comparisons
between all types of people who did not form part of the
English ruling oligarchy and growing middle classes. The
Encyclopaedia Britannica, for example, in its 1797 edition,
compared the behaviour of Africans, the English working
class, and French revolutionaries, arguing that they
shared common characteristics such as 'a lack of moral
principles' and an absence of 'natural affections'.12 Over
the next centurv and a half, these ideas were drawn
upon and exteided by others t o justify policies based o n
racial and social injustice in many parts of the world,
Ideas based o n the chain of being, t h e r e f ~ r efar
, ~ from
waning in the eighteenth century, were further
developed and e ~ t e n d e dThe
. ~ dangers posed by the
French Revolution and the proposed invasion of England
added force t o the long-established concept of a natural
order, especially after these were widely publicised in the
anti-invasion and anti-revolutionary propaganda of
1802-4. The scientific methodologies of the eighteenth
century resulted in findings that appeared to justify the
concept of a natural hierarchy, Although the vocabulary
of the chain of being began to die out, the underlying
concept was reinforced and used to reinforce negative
social, gender and racial stereotypes in the next two
centuries. Hence, the concept of the 'great chain of
being' did continue to exert ideological significance
during the eighteenth century and beyond.4

6 See previous page.

5 The intermediate conclusion is also a

main reason used to support the overall
conclusion, that the concept retained
significance.
9 This phrase is used to signal a further

aspect of the argument, building on
previous reasons.
6 The intermediate conclusion is that the
concept was used to justify many kinds
of oppression. The reasons to support
this interim conclusion are evidence
drawn from contemporaries such as
Mary Wollstonecraft and the
Encyclopaedia Britannica of 1797, and
the uses to which the ideas were put.
5 The intermediate conclusion is another
reason to support the overall conclusion
that the concept remained significant in
the eighteenth century and beyond.
12 These are examples of primary source
materials, see p. 126 above.

9 Signal word used to indicate the

conclusion.
3 This paragraph is mainly a summative

conclusion - summarising key points
from the preceding paragraphs.
4 The final sentence provides the logical
conclusion here: it makes a deduction
drawn from all the reasoning given
above.

N B Linking the final sentence back to
the title signals to the reader that the
main question posed in the title has
been addressed.
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Practice 4: Finding flaws in the argument
Read this second passage on the Great Chain of Being, and identify flaws in the argument, using the
numbered prompts below as a checklist to assist you.
Note: the practice passage does not contain all the flaws on the list but there is more than one example of
some. You can use the checklist to note whether you believe the passage does or does not contain an
example, to make it easier to check your answers.
Label and number each of your answers in the Comments margin provided alongside the text. If you use the
same numbers as those provided in the prompts table below, this will help you to check your answers.
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Practice 4: Finding flaws in the argument
The Creat Chain of Being (Text 2)
'Notions of a "Creat Chain of Being" and of a
natural order to the universe continued to exert
ideological significance during the eighteenth
century and beyond.' Discuss.
The concept of the 'Great Chain of Being' dominated
thinking and writing for many centuries before the
eighteenth century. Indeed, Shakespeare and other great
writers of the seventeenth century drew on the idea for
inspiration. By the eighteenth century, things had
started to change radically. This was a period of
expansion intellectually and geographically for European
states, including Britain. Old ideas were dying out as
soldiers travelled the world during the wars against the
American colonies and the expanding empire (Colley
2003), and merchants traded more extensively with the
east. Barking (1957) and Madison (1967) argue that
enlightenment ideas and scientific observation replaced
more traditional ideas. A revolution in taste took place as
the homes of the rich filled with chinoiserie, art from
China. Young people came of age through making a
'Grand Tour' of Europe. The concept of the chain of
being was being supplanted by other ideas more familiar
to our modern world.
In this period of exploration and change, the ongoing
wars between England and revolutionary France led to
an unusually large production of political propaganda.
Pendleton's analysis of this showed that many pamphlets
used the concept of the 'chain of being' to encourage the
population to support the war. There were many ways
that publicists referred to the idea of a natural order to
encourage people to refuse the revolutionary ideologies
espoused by the French and to encourage them to
defend England in the event of an invasion. Those
producing pamphlets and other pro-war literature
referred to the notion of a natural order to decry French
theories of liberty and equality and to argue that English
people should take on a patriotic defence of the realm.
The propaganda was very insulting about the French and
their new ideas and could easily have caused a
diplomatic incident and an earlier outbreak of war.
Fortunately, England and France are hundreds of miles
apart, and such distances were more significant in the
eighteenth century. This means that the French leader,
Buonaparte, wouldn't have seen the propaganda and so
didn't launch a full-scale invasion.
O Stella Cottrell (2005), Critical Thirzkirlg Skills,
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The idea of a natural order was used to bolster the
authority of those with social and economic power.
Mary Wollstonecraft (1792) argued that the concept of a
natural order was used to justify all kinds of injustice.

Comments

She argued that people who were cruel to animals and
children, were also likely to agree with the slave trade,
and the oppression of women, which she opposed.
However, she clearly thought it was acceptable to lump
humans who lacked money and power into the same
bracket as animals. As animals were lower down the
chain of being at that time, her comparison of animals
with humans who lacked power shows she thought of
poor people and slaves as being lower types of being. Her
prejudices are typical of ruling class women from that
period.
Clearly, rich people in the eighteenth century found the
idea of a natural order beneficial. This is particularly
outrageous when one considers how vulnerable the poor
were at the time, how sad their lives and how dependent
on a kind word from their social betters. People were
taught to regard those richer than themselves as their
'betters' and to refer to them as their masters. People
were meant to accept that they must regard others as
superior by virtue of their birth, and to defer to them in
all things.
The idea of a natural order was strong even in the
beginning of the twentieth century. After the Great War
of 1914-18, working men and women gained the vote
and social mobility increased. Far fewer people worked as
domestic servants after the war. Having a vote on equal
terms made people realise that democracy was a good
thing and seems to have made them less keen to do jobs
as servants. If everyone had the vote, then they were
equal before the law, and if they were all equal, then
there evidently wasn't a natural order, so the idea of a
natural order was bound to die out and the vote would
bring about the end of social hierarchies.
Such change would be welcomed. Many judges, priests,
politicians and educators, argued that the chain of being
was part of God's plan and this effectively frightened
people into compliance with the way the country was
run. Clerics such as Watson, the Bishop of Llandaff,
wrote that it was God who let people get rich and
powerful, signs of his favour and proof of their
superiority. Other writers said similar things. For
example, a poster in 1802 wrote about it being 'the
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Practice 4: Finding flaws in the argument
ordinance of God' that the world was graded into
different levels of being. Another, a pamphleteer (Pratt,
1803), argued that changing the order established by
God would 'unsettle the whole system of the spheres;
the planets would rush on each other . . . and the earth
be shrivelled, like a scroll, by a spark from the sun'.
However, Pratt was obviously not very bright and had a
very poor grasp of science so was not likely to be taken
seriously by his contemporaries.

Comments

One person who contributed most to perpetuating ideas
of a natural order was the Swiss scientist Kaspar Lavater.
His work was translated into many languages and used as
a manual by the educated classes when they were
employing new servants or making judgements about
new acquaintances. Lavater invented a new science
known as physiognomy which set out to prove that a
person's character could be read from their facial features
and the shape of the skull. Lavater (1797) argued that
certain features were typical of a higher class of people,
who were more moral and typical of the European ruling
classes. He argued that other features, such as those
shared by poorer people, and people with darker skins,
were signs of an inferior nature, closer to the animals.
Obviously, this was nonsense and no right-minded
person would believe that physical features such as your
skull would reflect your morals or worth. This would be
like assuming that the way people walk tells you how
healthy they are. However, many people at that time
believed strongly in this method of working out who
was superior and who inferior.

In the eighteenth century, people were more likely to
believe in progress and change in the surrounding world,
rather than a static concept such as the natural order.
There were people who used the concept of the chain of
being in an instrumental way, to frighten or coerce
people into accepting that there was nothing they could
do to change their lot. Certain applications of the idea of
'natural order' were adopted by richer people, but this
practice was likely to have been a fad or fashion, like
doing a quiz in a magazine today. Others used the idea
to bolster their own sense of superiority. However, it is
not likely that most people took such ideas seriously in
the way they led their lives and made choices. In this
respect, notions of the great chain of being and the
natural order were not significant by the end of the
eighteenth century.
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Comments

References [compare with Practice 3, p. 2331
Primary sources

Anon (1802) Srrch is Buonaparfe, London.
Kaspar Lavater Essays on Physiognomy, Translated by Rev.
C. Moore and illustrated after Lavater by Barlow,
London, 1797.
Pratt, Platt's Address to His Colmtryrnen or the ~;.ueBorn
Englishman's Castle. London.
Bishop of Llandaff
Mary Wollstonecraft (1792) Vindication of the Rights of
W o m s ? . Middlesex.
White, C. A n Accoztnt of the Infinite Grarlntions in Man
(Read to the Literary and Philosophical Society of
Manchester at Different Meetings) (1779).
Secondary sources

I

I

Madison. (1967) The end of the Chain of Being: the
impact of Descartian. Journal of Medieval and
Enlightenment Studies, 66; 7.*
Barking, J. K. (1957) Changes in Conceptions of the
tmiverse. Cotteridge: Poltergeist Press*
Linda Colley (2003) Captives.
Holmes, Geoffrey. (1977) 'Gregory King and the social
structure of pre-industrial England' Transactions of the
Royal Histoiy Society, 27
Pendleton
E. P. Thompson The Making of the English Working Class
(1963) Middlesex: Penguin

* These two sources are hypothetical and provided for
the purpose of the practice activity; the other sources are
genuine.
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References [compare with Practice 3, p. 2331

Comments

Primary sources

Anon (1802) Such is Bzconaparte, London.
Kaspar Lavater Essays on Plzysiognomy, Translated by Rev.
C. Moore and illustrated after Lavater by Barlow,
London, 1797.
Pratt, Pratt's Address to His Corlntryrnen or the he Born
Englishman's Castle. London.
Bishop of Llandaff
Mary Wollstonecrafi (1792) Vindication of the Rights of
Womerz. Middlesex.
White, C. A n Accorint of the Infinite Gradatiorzs in Man
(Read to the Literary and Philosophical Society of
Manchester at Different Meetings) (1779).
Secondary sources

Madison. (1967) 'The end of the Chain of Being: the
impact of Descartian. Journal of Medieval and
Enliglztenrnent Studies, 66; 7.*
Barking, J. K. (1957) Changes irz Conceptions of the
miv verse. Cotteridge: Poltergeist Press*
Linda Colley (2003) Captives.
Holmes, Geoffrey. (1977) 'Gregory King and the social
structure of pre-industrial England' Transactions of the
Royal Histo y Society, 27
Pendleton
E. P. Thompson The Making of the English Working Class
(1963) Middlesex: Penguin
* These two sources are hypothetical and provided for
the purpose of the practice activity; the other sources are
genuine.
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Answers to Practice 4: Finding flaws in the
argument
The Great Chain of Being (Text 4)

Comments

'Notions of a "Creat Chain of Being" and of a
natural order to the universe continued to exert
ideological significance during the eighteenth
century and beyond. ' Discuss.
The concept of the 'Great Chain of Being' dominated
thinking and writing for many centuries before the
eighteenth century. Indeed, Shakespeare and other great
writers of the seventeenth century drew on the idea for
inspiration. By the eighteenth century, things had started
to change radically. This was a period of expansion
intellectually and geographically for European states,
including Britain, Old ideas were dying out as soldiers
travelled the world during the wars against the American
colonies and the expanding empire (Colley, 2003), and
merchants traded more extensively with the east. Barking
(1957) and Madison (1967) argue that enlightenment
ideas and scientific observation replaced more traditional
ideas. A revolution in taste took place as the homes of the
rich filled with chinoiserie, art from China. Young people
came of age through making a 'Grand Tour' of Europe.=
The concept of the chain of being was being supplanted
by other ideas more familiar to our modern world.*
In this period of exploration and change, the ongoing
wars between England and revolutionary France led t o
an unusually large production of political propaganda.
end let on's^^ analysis of this showed that many6
pamphlets used the concept of the 'chain of being' to
encourage the population to support the war.* There
were many ways that publicists referred to the idea of a
natural order t o encourage people to refuse the
revolutionary ideologies espoused by the French and to
encourage them to defend England in the event of an
invasion. Those producing pamphlets and other pro-war
literature referred to the notion of a natural order to
decry French theories of liberty and equality and to
argue that English people should take o n a patriotic
defence of the realm.21

jThe propaganda was very insulting about the French
and their new ideas and could easily have caused a
diplomatic incident and an earlier outbreak of war.
Fortunately, England and France are hundreds of miles
apart, and such distances were more significant in the
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5 Unnecessary background information,

especially as this is not used to look
specifically at the idea of the chain of
being. On the other hand, important
background information, such as
explaining what is meant by the 'chain
of being', is not provided.
4 Inconsistency. This paragraph suggests
the concept of the chain of being was
waning. The next paragraph suggests it
was still widely used. The author doesn't
show how these two apparently
contradictory ideas could both be true.
For example, the idea could have been
used in the propaganda for political
purposes even if many people no longer
believed in it. Apparent contradictions
such as this need to be explained and
resolved.
22 Poor reference. No date is provided

here and Pendleton is not fully detailed
in the references, so it would be hard for
the reader to check this source of
information for themselves.
6 Lack of precision. 'Many' is a vague
term. The reader needs to know how
many? What proportion?
21 Tautology. This paragraph repeats the
same basic idea three times but in
different words: i.e. that publicists used
the idea of natural order to encourage a
pro-war patriotic stance rather than
support France and its ideas of liberty
and equality. The final sentence, for
example, does not take the argument
forward or provide any new information
for the reader.
5 This paragraph provides unnecessary
background about the impact of the
propaganda on the conduct of the war
by the French, which is not what the
question asks.
0 Stella Cottrell (2005), Critical Thitlki~lgSkills,
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Answers to Practice 4: Finding flaws in the
argument
eighteenth century. This means that the French leader,
Buonaparte, wouldn't have seen the propaganda and so
didn't launch a full-scale invasion.l~ l6
71

1 False premises. The argument proposed

for the lack of an invasion is based on
false premises: it is factually inaccurate
that England and France are hundreds of
miles apart so this would not be a reason
for the propaganda not being seen in
France. The first paragraph of this piece
suggests there was a lot of travel and
exchange of ideas, which, if true, would
make it more likely that the propaganda
would have been seen in France.
7 Unsupported assumption about why
Buonaparte didn't launch a full-scale
invasion.
16 Unwarranted leaps: the author jumps
from an unsubstantiated point (that the
propaganda could have resulted in
invasion - we don't know this) to
another (that Buonaparte couldn't have
seen it), to an unsubstantiated
conclusion about why a full-scale
invasion didn't happen.

The idea of a natural order was used to bolster the
authority of those with social and economic power.
Mary Wollstonecraft (1792) argued that the concept of a
natural order was used to justify all kinds of injustice.
She argued that people who were cruel to animals and
children, were also likely to agree with the slave trade,
and the oppression of women, which she opposed.
However, she clearly thought it was acceptable to lump
humans who lacked money and power into the same
bracket as animals. As animals were lower down the
chain of being at that time, her comparison of animals
with humans who lacked power shows she thought of
poor people and slaves as being lower types of being.lg
Her prejudices are typical of ruling class women from
that p e r i ~ d . ~

19 Misrepresentation: Mary Wollstonecraft

Clearly, rich people in the eighteenth century found the
idea of a natural order beneficial.13 This is particularly
outrageous when one considers how vulnerable the poor
were at the time, how sad their lives and how dependent
on a kind word from their social betters.17 People were
taught to regard those richer than themselves as their
'betters' and t o refer to them as their masters. People
were meant to accept that they must regard others as
superior by virtue of their birth, and t o defer to them in
all things.

13 Deflection: the word 'clearly' suggests
that the author has established how the
rich people used the idea of natural
order. This can deflect the reader from
noticing that sufficient evidence has not
yet been provided to prove the
arqument.
1 7 Emotive language: use of words such as
'outrageous' and phrases such as 'sad
lives' and 'dependent on a kind word'
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draws a comparison between different
kinds of oppression, because she saw a
common pattern of cruelty, which she
opposed. The author misrepresents her
intentions by claiming she regarded the
poor and slaves as more animal like,
simply because the idea of the chain of
being was used by others at that time.
3 Stereotyping: although many women
of her class may have held such
prejudiced opinions, the author
stereotypes Mary Wollstonecraft by
assuming she held the same ideas,
without giving any evidence of this.
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argument
appeal to the emotions rather than
relying on facts and reasons to advance
the argument.
The idea of a natural order was strong even i n t h e
beginning of the twentieth century. After the Great War
of 1914-18, working men and women gained the vote
and social mobility increased. Far fewer people worked as
domestic servants after the war. Having a vote o n equal
terms made people realise that democracy was a good
thing and seems to have made them less keen t o do jobs
as servant^.^, If everyone had the vote, then they were
equal before the law, and if they were all equal, then
there evidently wasn't a natural order, so the idea of a
natural order was bound to die out and the vote would
bring about the end of social hierarchies.l61

Such change would be welcomed. Many judges, priests,
politicians and educators, argued that the chain of being
was part of God's plan and this effectively frightened
people into compliance with the way the country was
run. Clerics such as Watson, the Bishop of ~landaff,"
wrote that it was God who let people get rich and
powerful, signs of his favour and proof of their
superiority. Other writers said similar things. For
example, a poster i n 1802 wrote about it being 'the
ordinance of God' that the world was graded into
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8 Incorrectly assuming a causal link: the

author assumes a causal link between
the extension of voting rights and the
reduction in the number of domestic
servants. However, there is no obvious
reason why having a vote should create
a different set of work opportunities for
people. The reduction in the number of
servants is more likely to be the result of
economic changes, such as new kinds of
job with better wages becoming
available, or families no longer being
able to afford to pay competitive wages.
9 This is also an example of a false
correlation: mistaking the indirect
correlation of increased suffrage (more
people having the vote) and decreasing
numbers of servants as directly
connected.
16 and 7 Unwarranted leaps (castle of
cards) and assumptions. The last
sentence is another example of the
author jumping from one
unsubstantiated claim to another, such
as that equality before the law
automatically brings about equality of
other kinds, such as social equality.
However, social hierarchies are usually
related to other things such as attitudes
to ancestry, occupation, geography and
ethnicity rather than depending on
whether someone has the vote.
Therefore, the author is wrong to draw
the conclusion that the vote brought
about the end of social hierarchies.
22 Poor referencing: no date and no

reference given below so the reader
can't check this for accuracy.
7 Unsupported assumption: the author
makes an assumption here that Pratt's
contemporaries would not take h ~ m
seriously but does not provide any
evidence to support this. Pratt's views
might have been shared by others at
that time.
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argument
C.

different levels of being. Another, a pamphleteer (Pratt,
1803), argued that changing the order established by
God would 'unsettle the whole system of the spheres;
the planets would rush o n each other . . . and the earth
be shrivelled, like a scroll, by a spark from the sun'.
However, Pratt was obviously not very bright and had a
very poor grasp of science so was not likely to be taken
Is!
seriously by his contemporarie~.~,

One person who contributed most to perpetuating ideas
of a natural order was the Swiss scientist Kaspar Lavater.
His work was translated into many languages and used as
a manual by the educated classes when they were
employing new servants or making judgements about
new acquaintances. Lavater invented a new science
known as physiognomy which set out to prove that a
person's character could be read from their facial features
and the shape of the skull. Lavater (1797) argued that
certain features were typical of a higher class of people,
who were more moral and typical of the European ruling
classes. He argued that other features, such as those
shared by poorer people, and people with darker skins,
were signs of an inferior nature, closer to the animals.
Obviously, this was a nonsense and n o right-minded
person would believe that your physical features such as
your skull would reflect your morals or worth.14 This
would be like assuming that the way people walk tells
you how healthy they are.12 However, many people at
that time believed strongly in this method of working
out who was superior and who inferior.
In the eighteenth century, people were more likely to
believe in progress and change in the surrounding world,
rather than a static concept such as the natural order.7
There were people who used the concept of the chain of
being in an instrumental way, to frighten or coerce people
into accepting that there was nothing they could do to
change their lot. Certain applications of the idea of 'natural
order' were adopted by richer people, but this practice was
likely to have been a fad or fashion, like doing a quiz in a
Others used the idea to bolster their
magazine
own sense of superiority. However, it is not likely that
most people took such ideas seriously in the way they led
their lives and made choice^.^ In this respect, notions of
the great chain of being and the natural order were not
significant by the end of the eighteenth century.ll

/ Comments
1 7 See previous page.
18 This amounts to a personal attack on

Pratt rather than a reasoned analysis of
his views.
4 Inconsistency: the evidence is presented
in a confusing, inconsistent way. The
paragraph opens by arguing that
references to God were effective. The
author seems to cite Pratt as evidence of
this effectiveness, but then states that
nobody was likely to believe Pratt.
14 The author relies on complicity here,
writing as if the audience would
automatically agree. If the author thinks

this is so obvious, then there is no need
to state that it is obvious. If the author
thinks the audience might not find this
approach to be nonsense, then reasons
for not accepting it are needed.
12 False analogy: the analogy is not useful
as the writer argues that Lavater's
system is nonsense, whereas the way a
person walks can tell you a great deal
about some illnesses.

7 This paragraph contains unsupported

assumptions about what people
believed. Not enough evidence has been
included to support these assumptions.
The assumptions are then used as
reasons to support the conclusion
proposed in the final sentence.
6 Lack of precision: not enough detail
provided.
10 Meeting necessary conditions: The
necessary conditions for establishing this
interim conclusion are not met. To
substantiate that the idea of a natural
order was used only as a fashionable
pursuit, the author would have to do the
following:
provide evidence that the idea was
widely used amongst a certain group,
and therefore constituted a 'fashion'
provide evidence that the idea was
used in a particular way only for a
certain time (as fashions are timebound)

-
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Answers to Practice 4: Finding flaws in the
argument
provide evidence that those who did
use the concept of natural order in
one aspect of their life, then acted in a
contrary way in other aspects: that is,
that the notion was not core to their
belief system to such an extent that it
ruled their behav~our
11 The conclusion does not meet sufficient
conditions as the evidence provided
does not adequately support it.

References [compare with p. ~ 3 3 1 ~ ~
Primary sources
Anon (1802) Szich is Buonaparte, ~ 0 n d o n . c ~ )
on Physiognomy,
Kaspar ~ a v a t e r (Essays
~)
Translated by Rev. C. Moore and illustrated
after Lavater by Barlow, London, 1797.
Pratt, Pratt's Address to His Countrymen or tize T ~ u e
Bom Englishman's Castle. London.
Bishop of Llandaff (d and e,
Mary Wollstonecraft (1 792) Vindicatiorz of tlze
Rights of Women. Middlesex.@and 0
White, C. An Accolint of the Infinite Gradations in
Man (Read t o the Literary and Philosophical
Society of Manchester at Different Meetings)
177gv(a,c and e)
Secondary sources
adi is on.(^, and (1967) 'The end of the Chain
of Being: the impact of Descartian. Jolirnal of
Medieval and Enlightenment Shdies, 66; 7."
Barking, J. K. (1957) Changes in Conceptions of the
Universe. Cotteridge: Poltergeist Press*
Linda Colley (2003) Captives.@, and e,
Holmes, Geoffrey. (1977) 'Gregory King and the
social structure of pre-industrial England'
f,

22 Compare the details of these references
with those for Practice 3 . Note:

I

I

(a) The order of items within each
reference is not consistent from one
reference to another, such as the
order of the date, and whether
initials or names are used.
(b) Not all the references used in the
text are detailed in this list of
references.
(c) Some items in the reference list do
not appear in the text so should not
appear here. It is possible that the
author has used this source but not
referenced it properly in the text.
(d) The information about the author is
incomplete for some references so
the reader cannot look these up.
(e) Some titles are not written in full
(see list of references from Practice
3).
(f) Items are not in alphabetical order.

Transactions of the Royal History Society, 27
(a and c)

Pendleton (d and
E. P. Thompson The Making of tize English
Working Class (1963) Middlesex: Penguin
and c)

(a

* These two sources are hypothetical and
provided for the purpose of the practice activity;
the other sources are genuine.
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Appendix

Selected search engines and
databases for on-line literature
searches

http://articles.findarticles.com
Looksmart's 'findarticles' service finds articles
for 500 journals, most of which you can read
and print.
Biolinks - www.bi01inks.com
search engine that links to science-related
journal and magazine articles.
Cinahl- www.cinahl.com
nursing and health care database.
EMBASE - www.embase.com
biomedical and pharmaceutical database.
Ingenta - www.ingenta.com
this finds abstracts for articles for over 27,000
journals and other publications. From
university sites, you can also read some of
these articles if the university has subscribed
to them.
Magazines - www.magportal.com
this lets you read magazine articles on-line.

PubMed - www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.
fcgi?db=PubMed
large biomedical and life sciences database

www. pro-researcher.co.uk
encyclopaedic lists of reference tables, books,
magazines, international newspapers,
libraries, subject disciplines.
PsycInfo - www.apa.org/psycinfo
database of psychological articles dating back
to 1800s (requires subscription).
Search 4 Science - www.search4science.com
search engine that explains approximately
200,000 scientific words and phrases.
SOSIG - www.sosig.ac.uk
resources on a wide range of social sciences,
including sociology, politics and geography.
World Wide Art Resources - http://wwar.com
resources on art news, art history and
contemporary artists.
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abstracts, using, 128
academic writing, 54, 125, 127, 149, 162, 172,
181
see also essays
accuracy, 5, 6, 9, 54, 152, 166, 172
see also precision
agreement, 52
ambiguity, 8,40
analogies, 112-13, 122, 221, 243
analysis, critical, 1, 4, 8, 51, 54, 58, 60, 117, 155,
168
use analysis rather than description, 58, 197
when writing, 167-82
see also argument, identifying; comparison;
categorising; selection; evidence,
evaluating; selection
argument, xii, 38, 52
arguments as reasons, 38
contributing arguments, 38
counter arguments, 59-60, 65, 117, 169,
175-6, 187, 193, 194, 195, 212, 213, 229,
23 1
features, 37, 38, 40, 41, 47, 63, 208
flawed arguments, 105, 106-21, 188
identifying arguments, 37, 41-3, 47, 51-61
implicit arguments, 85, 93, 103
and non-argument 51, 54-61, 62,
overall argument, xii, 38,
and theoretical perspective, 149, 150; see also
structuring an argument
'winning' an argument, 10
assertions, xii
assumptions, 85-90, 99, 220, 221
ideological, 93, 103
implicit assumptions, 88-9
used as reasons, 89-90, 100-1
attention, focusing, 1, 17, 23-6, 29, 34, 51
to detail, 5, 12, 13-15, 17
audience, ix, 168
authenticity, 130, 146
author, x
author's position, 38-9, 40, 49, 52, 63, 64, 65,
78, 79-80, 112, 187, 193, 194, 195, 196,
212
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background information, necessary and
unnecessary, 189, 212, 229, 230, 240
see also description
barriers to critical thinking, 1, 10-12, 16
benefits of critical thinking skills, 4
castle of cards, 116, 242
categorising, 17, 19, 27-8, 151
grouping points, 169
reasons and arguments, 194, 165
theories, 141, 150, 151, 165
cause and effect, 106-8, 121, 122, 242
clarity in critical thinking, 64, 65, 168
close reading, 20, 29-3 1, 147
comparisons, making, 18, 21, 24, 27, 112
complicity, with the reader, 114, 221, 222, 243
conclusions, xii, 41, 46, 47
as deduction, 46, 74, 195
evidence-based, 1334, 187, 189, 193, 196,
229-32
interim see intermediate
intermediate, xii, 63, 71-2, 193, 194, 212, 213,
214, 230, 231, 232
location of, 43, 45-7
logical conclusions, 74, 214, 232; see also
deduction
as reasons see conclusions, intermediate
as summaries, 46, 47, 60, 74, 82, 213, 214,
232
supported by reasons, 212
tentative conclusions 179
writing conclusions, 176-7, 180, 182, 187,
196
connoted meanings, 95-6, 98
consistency
checking your own writing for, 197
internal, xii, 65-6, 79-80, 187, 189, 241,
243
logical, xii, 67-8
contributing arguments see argument
correlation, 107-8
counter arguments, see argument
credible sources, 188
critical thinking
in academic contexts, 7-9, 11, 12
as cognitive activity, 1

critical thinking - corztinz~ed
as process, 2, 16
what is critical thinking, viii
criticism
of peers, 8-9
what is criticism, 2
currency, 131
deduction, 46, 47, 74
and unwarranted leaps, 116
deflection, of the reader, 114, 222, 241
denoted meanings, 95-6, 98
description, 54, 60, 61, 187, 212, 230
identifying background information, 42-3,
51, 58, 59, 60
difference, identifying, 24
disagreement, 52, 53
distortions to argument, 187, 193, 197
emotion, and critical thinking, 1, 5, 11
emotive language, 117, 188, 220, 221, 241
essays, 3, 172, 184-98
see also academic writing; writing critically
evidence, 125-46
evaluating the evidence, 3, 8, 9, 125, 127,
128, 129, 144, 145, 165
interpreting evidence, 6
reputable sources, 129
selecting evidence, 132-4
using supporting evidence, 187, 188-9, 193,
194, 197, 212, 220, 221
see also primary sources; secondary sources;
triangulation
exclusion, 114
explanation, 55, 59, 60, 61
extraneous material, 58
eye-witness testimony, 142
facts, 141, 197
false analogies, 112-13, 122, 221, 243
false correlations, 107-8
false premises, 42, 85, 91-2, 102, 222, 241,
features of an argument see argument
flawed arguments see argument
following directions, 19
frames of reference, 23
generalisations, 139, 188
identifying arguments see arguments
influences on judgement, 6
in-groups, 114
interim conclusions see conclusions, intermediate
intermediate conclusions see conclusions
journal articles as evidence, 129
notes from, 157
references from, 163

key features of an argument see argument,
features
latent messages, 96
line of reasoning see reasoning
literature searches, 128
on-line, 128, 245
writing up, 172
see also primary source; secondary source
logical conclusions, 74-5, 82
logical order, xii, 63, 76-7, 78, 79, 83, 169, 187,
189, 193; see also sequencing
misrepresentation, 119, 220, 241
necessary conditions, meeting, 109-11, 1 2 3 4 ,
220, 243
non-sequitors, 88
note-making, 147, 164
to support reading, 153
selecting what to note, 158-61
structuring notes, 155-7
why make notes, 153
see also references, quotations
objectivity, 5
opinion, 141
out-groups, 114
personal attacks, 9, 117, 220, 243
personal strategies, 6, 9, 12
personality and critical thinking, 2
persuasion
and audience, 47, 52, 112, 167, 168
through flawed argument; see also argument,
flawed
through reasons, 40, 47, 52
through latent methods, 85, 93, 99, 114
see also presenting an argument
plagiarism, 164; see also references
precision, 5, 6, 8, 10, 65, 220, 240
predicate, xii, 42, 91
premises, xiii, 42, 91
see also false premises
presenting an irgument, 2, 3, 4, 9, 14-15, 23,
52, 78
see also line of reasoning; persuasion; writing
critically
primary sources, 125, 126, 142, 213, 230, 231,
232, 233, 244
priorities for developing critical thinking, 13-1 7
probability, levels of, 137, 138, 139, 197
professional life, and critical thinking, 4, 8, 17,
125
propositions, xiii, 41, 42, 43, 47
quotations, choosing, 154
see quotations; references
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reading
and accurate interpretation, 152, 166, 172
close reading, 29-31, 152
critically, 2, 4, 147
efficiently, 37, 51, 63, 147, 148, 152, 153
selectively, 151, 154
see also note-making
reasoning, 3
line of reasoning, xii, 47, 52, 93, 120, 173-4,
178, 189, 196
see also logical order
reasons, xiii, 3, 187, 193
and implicit assumptions, 89
independent and joint, 69
intermediate conclusions as reasons, 7 1-2
supporting the conclusion, xii, xiii, 42-3,
49-50, 59-60,67, 69, 71, 100-2,
109-10, 196
references, 172, 196, 197
using other people's, 127
to other people's work, 132, 154, 162-3, 172,
187, 192, 193
poor referencing, 220, 221, 240, 242, 244
see also quotations
reflection and critical thinking, xi
relevance to the argument, 3, 4, 51, 133, 134,
187, 193, 196, 230; see also selection
replication, 131
reputable sources see evidence
research skills, 5, 7
salient characteristics, xiii, 27, 54
samples
representative, 135-6
significance, 138-40
scepticism, 2, 9
secondary sources, 126, 128, 129, 132, 212, 213,
214,229, 230,244
selection, 8, 132, 151, 158-61, 168
see also relevance
self-awareness and critical thinking, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8,
10
see also barriers
self-evaluation, 4, 6, 10, 13-15, 18-22
sequencing, 18, 25-6
in critical writing, 169
see also logical order
signal words, 4, 6, 167, 169, 173-8, 193-5, 213,
229, 230, 231,232
signposting, 169; see also line of reasoning;
signal words
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similarities, recognising, 21
skills associate with critical thinking, 4, 5, 17
see also primary sources
sleight of hand, 116, 222
stereotyping, 96-7, 104, 221, 241
structure of an argument, 63, 105, 167
using intermediate conclusions, 71-2
when writing, 168-9, 187, 188-9, 193, 196,
229
see also signal words
substantive points, xiii
sufficient conditions, meeting, 110-1 1, 123-4,
243
summary, 59-60
conclusions, 46
similarity to argument, 55
summarising the argument, 189, 196, 229
tautology, xiii, 120, 222, 240
theoretical perspective, 149
theory and argument, 150, 195
types of theory, 151
using when writing, 197
triangulation, 142, 1 4 3 4
two wrongs don't make a right, 120
unwarranted leaps, 116, 220, 222, 241
validity, 130
value judgements, 54
and own prejudices, 6, 13
variables, 130
controlling for, 140, 146
vested interest, 40, 52, 131, 188, 194
writing critically, 167, 181
and audience, 86, 167, 168
characteristics of, 168-9
evaluating critical writing, 183-98, 2 0 4 4 4
evaluating your own writing critically, 196-7,
198
introducing the line of reasoning, 173
setting the scene for the reader, 86, 167,
170-1, 182, 229
signalling the direction of the argument,
174-8, 229
tentative style, 179
see also author's position; consistency; line of
reasoning; signposting
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